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With new UDII from Maxell
accuracy, and means that every
you can enjoy all the advantages of
component is dedicated to keeping
chrome position recording — but at
the left and right hand channels
afar lower cost than you'd
of astereo recording precisely in
expect.
time with one another.
Using Maxell's exclusive
Everything from the pressure
Epitaxial particle technology, UDII
pad to the guide rollers and the slip
delivers more volume with less
sheet to the tape hub is designed
noise, and superb reproduction Chrome with this end in mind.
of high frequencies.
Giving you not just abetter
The result: aclear, crisp
sound, but aclearer
and lifelike sound.
stereo image — with all
Backing up the tape is
the spatial realism of
Maxell's latest PA cassette
the original
- —Normal
mechanism: one of the
performance.
most accurate mechanAll of which puts you
isms ever built.
.9911,
in an excellent position to
PA stands for phase
improve your recording.

maxon® UDII

Break the sound barrier.
Maxell (UK) Ltd., 3A High Street, Rickmanswonh, Herts WD3 ' HR. Tel: 0923 777171.
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COVER
'THAT
HAPPY
BREED'
Noel
Coward called the British, and the
current generation of British
amplifiers, typified by the new
Linn pre and power combination,
would certainly qualify on quality
grounds. Martin Colloms reviews
British models from Linn, Musical
Fidelity, Croft, Beard and Cambridge Audio, starting on p59,
whle Ivor Humphreys writes
about Exposure and Sondex on
p81.
Our thanks to
Allders
Department Stores of Croydon
for the loan of the briefcase.
Photography by Tony Petch; stiff
upper lip by John Gash.

Nuance preamplifier see perms 33 & 73
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RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
CLASSICAL LPs & CDs
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
NON-CLASSICAL LPs & CDs
by Fred Dellar, Ken Hyder,
Pete Clark, Denis Argent,
and the HFN/RR team

NEXT MONTH
Three years after the launch of
Compact Disc, HFN/RR celebrates
the arrival of the new medium
with a free 32- page ' Best Buy'
guide to the classical CD catalogue. Every classical Compact
Disc rated A* and A by HFN/Res
team of reviewers is listed, with
reprints of over 200 selected
reviews. Backing this software
emphasis are reviews by Martin
Colloms of 10 CD players, including the latest portables from
Sony and Technics and the Philips ' CD Boombox'.
Ben Duncan, Walt Jung and
John Curl offer supporting features to Martin Colloms' recent
work on audible capacitor differences; John Atkinson reviews
Celestion's SL6S; Ken Kessler
lives with aKoetsu Red Signature
cartridge; Christopher Breunig
lives with a van den Hul MC10
cartridge;
and
Steve
Harris
examines the recorded legacy of
the great sax players.
Place your order for the April
issue of HFN/RR now.

HFN/RR
TEST COMPACT -DISC
SEE P29
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The New NAD
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• Unmatched NAD sound quality
• Power output conservatively
rated at 30 watts per channel,
but capable of much higher
levels
• Low level muting device
incorporated for high output
of CD
• Separable pre/power amp to
increase power at alater stage
• 8 ohm impedance selector
• 2 sets of speaker outputs
• 2 tape deck inputs or tape
and video
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NEW NAD 30 SERIES
Setting new standards
in sound quality

NAD has always been known as the
performance product for the audiophile
on abudget. This philosophy was best
exemplified by the 3020 Amplifier— the
best selling amp in the history of Hi Fi.
In the ensuing years, NAD has continued
to improve upon the performance
characteristics of the basic units. Now,
Hi • Fi Markets bring you the NAD 3130
Amplifier. It includes NAD's high current
design and + 3db of1HFdynamic headroom.
This means that the 3130 can develop more

than 60 watts of power per channel into
speaker impedances of almost any value.
The speaker impedance selector matches
the power supply to the speakers This
allows for the high current necessary to
drive low impedances, an area most budget
amplifiers fail to address. Instead of the
usual spring clips, heavy duty speaker
binding posts are used to ensure low
resistance connections for high current
delivery with any type of speaker cable.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 149.00
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NEW NAD 30 SERIES

NAD 4130 AM/FM Tuner
The 4130 Tuner employs aMOSFET front
end that is nearly immune to strong signal
overload. The combination of adirect 75
ohm coaxial input for maximum sensitivity
and shielding and three ultra- linear

Setting new standards
in sound quality

ceramic I.F. filters results in excellent
selectivity and very wide stereo separation.
The tuner also features NAD's dynamic
blend circuit (to reduce noise in weak stereo
signals without impairing stereo separation)

and adual notch, low-pass multiflex filter
that completely suppresses SCA subcarrier
interference.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 149.00

EFFI MARKETS

Range for '86.

even by NAD Standards

NEW NAD 30 SERIES
Setting new stands
in sou nd qualityard

NAD 7130
Receiver
Combining an AM/FM stereo tuner with
an integrated amplifier on asingle chassis
saves cost and simplifies installation. But
with NAD it does not mean sacrificing sound
quality, since NAD receivers contain the

same circuitry as NAD's separate tuners
and amps. The 7130 consists of the 3130
integratec amplifier and 4130 tuner, making
it the best performance/price value in
stereo today.

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 259.00
Setting new
standards in
sound quality

NAD 6155
Cassette
Deck
The best cassette deck NAD have ever
made, comparable with other makes costing
twice as much. Features include Dolby B
plus Dolby C- type NR. The "Amorphous"
head is remarkably saturation- free even at

recorcing leve.s of OdE. Play Trim, anew
circuit developed by NAD and Dolby restores
true billiance and ciar ty to recordings.
And Doloy HX Pro Headroom Extension
dramatically improves high frequency

headroom. With the NAD 6155 you can
make recordings which are indistinguishable
from those on cassette decks at the very top
end of the market.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 249.00
NAD 5355
Compact
Disc
Player
Precise tracking and powerful errorcorrection circuits ensure flawless playback
of discs that may be dirty, scratched, slightly
warped or defective. The NAD 5355 offers

maximt. m convenience, logical controls that
are functional and flexible, and both passive
and active output filtering for smooth sound
without transient distortion.

wireless infra- red remote control for

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 399-00

Setting new
standards in
sound quality

NAD 5355E
Same as the NAD 5355
but without remote control

£329.00

IT •FI MARKETS
A truly " dynamic" power
amplifier from NAD

AWARDED HI
GRAND PRIX

NAD 1155 Pre Amp

THE
PRODUCT
YEAR OF

This brand new top specification pre amplifier from NAD
incorporates extremely low noise and high headroom fortotal
dynamic range exceeding 102dB in every stage. lndependant
listen and record input selectors for maximum flexibility.
Super low noise MC head pre amp, yeilding moving coil
playbackthatactually sounds quieterthan high output moving
magnet cartridges. Bass EQ and infrasonic filtering for solid
powerful deep bass without boomy mid bass.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£199.00

NAD 2200 Power Amp

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Hi Fi Markets are proud to introduce the NAD 2200 Power
Tracker. The most powerful amplifier NAD has ever built, the
2200 is specifically designed to give the best reproduction of
today's digitally mastered recordings. Reproducing musical
signals, the 2200 will routinely deliver 500 Watts per channel
into typical loudspeaker impedances, but in size, heat
dissipation and cost, it is similar to other amplifers rated at
only 100 Watts per channel. The NAD 2200 is atruly
'dynamic' power amplifier. Its heart is the unique Power
Tracker control circuit, which automatically adjusts the
amplifier's maximum power output according to the dynamic
character of the signal that is being amplified. The NAD 2200
really has to be heard to be believed. Available at your
nearest Hi -Fi Markets store now!

Hi Fi Markets Price

£389.00

Top End Top Value
NAD 3155 Amplifier
The 3155 is two products in one. As apreamplifier it
matches most separate audiophile preamps in sonic
performance and surpasses them in operating
flexibility. As ahigh- current high- headroom power
amplifier it drives loudspeakers to surprisingly high
volume levels with clean, solid, full-bodied musical
sound. With flexible and musically useful controls
including CD input, very low noise and wide
dynamic range. the 3155 represents the kind of
value that has made NAD world famous.

Hi Fi Markets Price

AdrA1/111111111111LIMIOlhe

£249.00

NAD 4155 Digital
AM/FM Tuner
AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR
Through numerous refinements in front end and I.F.
circuits, and NAD's new Dynamic Separation circuit,
the NAD 4155 is nearly twice as sensitive as other
FM stereo tuners. High AM rejection and low
capture ratio suppress multipath interference • n
both strong and weak signals and there's exceptional
immunity to strong- signal overload. Other features
include convenient high- precision digital tuning
with 5FM and 5AM presets.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£239.00

NAD 6130 Cassette Deck
The new NAD 6130 embodies the well-known
NAD philosophy of equipment design: in a
budget priced product the cost saving must be
on the outside — eliminating cosmetic frills and
seldom used features in order that the highest
performance parts and circuits can be used
inside. The quality of the circuitry, the precision

of the low- flutter tape transport, the low
distortion and wide dynamic range of the MX
permalloy head add up to alevel of performance,
in both recording and playback, that normally is
found only on more costly tape decks. Other
features of the NAD 6130 include Dolby B and
Dolby C noise reduction systems reliable peak

reading LED metres, instant release pause
control and microphone input. At Hi -Fi Markets
we believe the new 6130 Cassette Deck offers
outstanding value for money.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£129.00

MPH MARKETS
Hi - Fi Markets Fantastic Speaker
Ranges
New KEF C- Series
With the new C- Series, KEF have held prices
constant yet performance and aesthetic
improvements abound. The introduction of
polypropylene as the new cone material in
particular has brought major benefits of reduced
colouration and substantially improved
efficiency. Many of the C- Series drive units are
very similar to those used in the computer
matched Reference Series. Consequently they
benefit from the same fine engineering.

Hi Fi Markets Price
KEF C20
KEF C30
KEF C40

£119.00
£149.00
£199.00

AR Speakers
AR have once again broken new ground.
Seldom has new speaker technology pleased
the eye as beautifully as he ear. The softly
curving edges of AR's new Preference series is
an important advance in acoust,c design,
reducIng diffraction distortion to aminimum.
And iew high performance drivers give the
Preference series wide dynamic range,
adequate power handling and low colouration.

Hi Fi Markets Price
AR18BX
AR19B
AR2OB

£99.90
£119.90
£149.90

Yamaha Speakers as used by
Leading Recording Studios
NS- 10M Studio Monitors
This speaker known throLghout the recording indLstryfor
its amazing clarity and deep
base penetration, has
become afirm favourite with
engineers and music,ans
alike. Its performance in the
home has proved just as
exciting. Witn the soft dome
tweeters for the highs and a
fully sealed enclosure to
promote asolid bass, the
NS- 10's deliver awide
dynamic range particularly
effective for todays modem
recordings and especially
CD's. Finished in Yamaha's
sleek black.

Fi Markets Price

C205.00

•

Boston
Acoustics
A40
Hi Fi Markets are pleased to
bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2- way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most costeffective designs avialable
anywhere. The A40 which
features a61/
2in acousticsuspension woofer and 3/
4in
dome tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance at a
very low price.

Hi - Fi Markets
Price

C109.00

11 •FI MARKETS
Fantastic Yamaha Performance
from under £ 100
Yamaha A-320 Amplifier

Realising that the high current amplifier ha
been recognised by UK reviewers as being
the most musical, Yamaha not only used thi
concept to produce the A-320 but did so at
price which is absolutely unbeatable. Powe
output is apowerful 30 watts per channel
(8 ohms, 20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total
harmonic distortion, and the A-320 boasts a
impressive list of features. Low noise phoni
equalizer, pure current servo amp, built-in
subsonic filter, gold plated phono terminals
At Hi Fi Markets we anticipate that the
Yamaha A-320 will be one of the success
stories of 1985. Come along and hear for
yourself.
Hi Fi Markets C9d111
Price
.
50

Yamaha T-320
AM/FM Tuner

Yamaha K-220 Cassette Deck

The K-220 is an attractive combination of high reproduction quality, automated convenience features, and
real affordability. Features not normally found on cassette decks at this price are standard on the K-220 —
the high performance of Dolby C noise reduction and full logic controls are just two examples Then there's
2motor microcomputer transport control for smooth, positive
switching and fast action with all transport operations.
Hi Fi Markets Price

£129.00

Matching tuner to the A-320, the Yamaha
T-320 ensures extremely high broadcast
reception quality with the use of exclusive
Yamaha tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner enthusiast:
who prefer the manual control and "feel" o
analogue tuning with alarge, heavy tuning
knob. Yamaha's Pilot Tone Multiplex tuning
system provides extremely high broadcast
reception quality, and tuning is aided with
a3- segment signal quality meter. No
automated functions, just high quality with
pure and simple operation.
Hi -Fi Markets
Price

E99.5o

Yamaha A-420
Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability enables
the A-420 to drive two sets of speakers
simultaneously or use low impedance
speaker systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system damage.
And the A-420 features very high dynamic
power, enabling it to deliver large volumes
of power in response to transient peaks
and to reproduce the full dynamic range of
high quality music sources such as digital
audio discs. The Yamaha A-420 delivers
levels of performance that can only be
found on much more expensive units.
Without doubt another Yamaha winner.
Hi -Fi Markets
Price

C149.00

Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner

Matching tuner to the A-420, the T-520
offers new front panel design giving
greater readability of frequency and signal
quality displays. A total of 8AM and 8FM
stations can be preset for instant, onetouch tuning. The FM stereo/mono mode
is also memorized along with the station's
frequency. And the new IF count PLL
synthesizer tuning system used in the
T-520 ensures easy, one touch tuning with
ahighly accurate stop detection circuit that
minimizes error in the reception process
and provides consistently precise tuning.
Hi- Fibi
ereets

£149.00

"It turned in
superior sound to the...
at less than aquarter of the price".
THE FLAT RESPONSE October 1985

Yamaha K-320 Cassette Deck

Outstanding sound reproduction quality and sophisticated features make the K-320 the highest performini
cassette deck in its class. There's ahigh sensitivity hard perrnalloy head and Yamaha's original 2motor
tranpsort with micro computer controls. The K-320 also offers Dobly Band C, 7segment LED peak meter.
intro scan forward and reverse. music search facility, record return, auto
record mute and auto source change.
Hi Fi Markets Price

£159.ol

11H1 MARKETS
Our Best Selling CD Players
The ' Best Buy'
Yamahas
"Best Buy"
HI- Fl CHOICE
SUMMER
1985

Yamaha CD- 3 Compact
Disc Player
The CD- 3continues the Yamaha tradition of
excellence in compact disc player
performance, with refinements in circuit design
and functions that offer simple straightforward
operation. And it comes with aremarkably low
price tag, making the high reproduction
quality of atop- grade CD player more
affordable than ever before.
A 12 mode remote control unit is "e ll
supplied with the CD- 3, for total
control over all player functions.

Hi Fi Markets Price £349.00

Yamaha
PF20
Turntable

Yamaha CD- X2
Compact Disc Player

Designed for the audiophile on a
budget, the Yamaha PF20 incorporates
afloating sub- chassis to assist in
accurate cartridge to disc contact.
Come along to Hi Fi Markets
and see for yourself the
excellent value offered by
the Yamaha PF20 — complete
with quality cartridge.

With the new CD-X2, Yamaha have managed to
produce acompact disc player which amazingly
surpasses its predecessor, the critically
acclaimed CD-X1. The Yamaha CD-X2 features
music search (track, index and normal), repeat
(full track programme), random memory and
play (9selection). The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thorougibred unit, offering value that simply
cannot be beaten.

Hi Fi Markets Price

Hi Fi Markets Price

£109.00

£249.00

2 Superb Yamaha Audiophile Units
Yamaha A-520 Amplifier

Yamaha R-3 AM/FM Receiver
AteeleeftteltIN

The A-520 is equipped with Zero Distortion Rule circuitry which eliminates
amplifier induced distortion by comparing the shape of the signal as it
enters and leaves the amplifier section. Power output is 75 Watts per
channel and with low impedance drive capability the A-520 lets you drive
two sets of speakers simultaneously. Switchable - gain amplifier design
permits direct input of MC cartridges plus MM types. Continuously
variable loudness control provides precise subjective tonal response at
any listening level and 6switchable inputs offer extended system flexibility.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£199.00

The R-3 is a35 W/ch receiver offering outstanding value for money. Designed
for high dynamic power and low- impedance drive capability, the R-3 is ideally
suited for high fidelity reproduction of today's digital audio sources and awide
range of low- impedance speaker systems. The tuner section features the
new IF Count PLL Synthesizer tuning system, for maximum tuning accuracy
with preset and Auto Search tuning, and 8AM/FM preset station tuning
provides one- touch tuning convenience. Auto Search and manual Up/Down
tuning and independent speaker A/B selectors are also provided.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£189.00

HMI MARKETS
Hi Fi Markets Best Value
Cartridges & Accessories
New Goldring G1000 Cartridges
The G1000 series has astrong
one-piece body construction
and incorporates ultra rigid
glass reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest development
in material technology. The result
is arange of advanced, high
quality magnetic cartridges which
Go‘dring
offer outstanding performance,
consistency and reliability for
the audiophile and budget hi-fi
owner alike.
Goldring G1010 with Elliptical stylus £29.95
Goldring G1020 with van den Hul Type 2stylus £44.95
Goldring G1040 with van den Hul Type 1stylus £69.95

"In a
nutshell it's
astonishing
to listen
to"
NEW HI-FI
SOUND
October
1985

Yamaha YHL-006 Headphones

Available in black, red or grey, the YHL-006 offer anew dimension in headphone
performance— and fashion. Designed by Porsche, they feature unique wrap- around
styling that's contemporary, yet functional. Extremely lightweight and compact, their
form- fitting headband and earpiece design provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

Hi Fi Markets Price £29.50

Goldring EPIC Cartridges

NAD Mat

A new magnetic cartridge
of advanced design which
delivers the performance
and quality of much more
expensive models. The
diamond tip bonded to a
sapphire shank yeilds a
lower tip mass for accurate
high frequency tracking.

The NAD Mat is afull
5millimetres thick, has
asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform
contact with the entire
platter area, and is made of
carefully selected softrubber compound with
optimum density and
pliancy for efficient
absorption of most audio'
frequency vibrations.

Hi Fi Markets
Price

£16.50

"The EPIC is awinner"
WHAT HI-FI July f984

NAD Cartridges

EXstatic Disc Cleaner

NAD 9100

A highly effective record
cleaning brush
consisting of one million
carbon fibre filaments.
These fine conductive
filaments not ony reduce
the static charge on the
disc but can penetrate
deep into the groove,
dislodging dirt and dust
particles trapped there.

The NAD 9100 cartridge
has been awarded a ' Best
Buy' by HI- Fl CHOICE.

Hi Fi Markets
Price £11.50
NAD 9200
This highly acclaimed cartridge
has taken its place amongst
our foremost budget cartridges
due to its excellent performance and value for money.

Hi Fi Markets
Price £25.00

Hi Fi Markets Price £9.95

'Ahead of any of the cartridges
discussed so far"
WHAT HI-FI October 1983

Hi Fi Markets Price £6.00

Sennheiser HD410 Headphones

Dual Turntables

The HD410 is aprime
example of why Sennheiser
headphones are so popular
with Hi Fi Markets
customers. They offer high
quality and balanced,
natural sound and are also
very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser
headphones the HD410 is
fitted with well- proven,
extremely durable steel
connecting cable.

The Dual CS 505
turntables have always
been very popular with
Hi- Fi Markets customers.
The new Mark 2models
offer an improved head
shell mounting to give an
even better performance.
Hi Fi Answers wrote
"You can't buy better at
the price" in April 1985.

Hi Fi Markets Price £19.99

Dual CS 505- II
CS 505- II Deluxe
Phone for
latest prices

Mel MARKETS
Hi Fi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON
Beth
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St. Tel 0225 65975
Brietol
Hi Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford Hi Fi
52.54 Gloucester Rd. Tel 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi-fi
203 Milton Road. Tel. 0934 414423

Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel 0202 432143
Weymouth
Dorset Electronics Centre
28-29 Walpole Street Tel: 0305 785729

ESSEX

Barking
Hyperfi
28-32 Longloidge Road. Tel 01.591 6961
Baeildon
Woolfrnans
59 Upper Mall. Eastgate Shopping Centre
Bedford
Tel, 0268 285922
Bedford Audio.Cornrn
Braintree
76 Bedford Road, Kemoston. Tel: 0234 854133 Beechwood Audio
Dunstable
6 Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060

BEDFORDSHIRE

Ashtons
6 High Street South. Tel 0582 608003

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B B Hi - Fi
The Pavillion. Princess Square.
Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
B & B Hi - Fi
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B& B Hi Fi
36 Minster Street Tel 0734 583730
Windsor
Redford Hi - Fi
43 King Edward Court Tel
56931
Ayleebury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street Tel, 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & B Hi Fi
4 Priory Road. Tel 0.94 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV Hi Fi & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive.
Bletchl
Tel 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi- Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
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Chester
Peters Hi Fi
4 St Michaels Square
Grosvenor Precinct. Tel: 0244 21588
Warrington
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway North.
Tel 0925 828009
VAIrrislow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St. Annes Parade Tel 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793

CORNWALL
Truro
Truro Hi. Fi
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Barrow In Fumess
Searle Audio
223-225 Rayalinson St Tel 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
132 Chatsworth Road. Brarnpton
Tel 0246 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road. The Spot
Tel: 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
143a Fore Street. Tel 0392 37888
Radford Gulliford
28 Cowick Street St Thomas.
Tel: 0392 218895
Plymouth
Frarnptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St Tel 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Suttons Hi Fi Caine
10 Garnis Place Tel 0202 25512
Christchurch
HAT V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Gillinghem
Bleckmore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel, 07476 2474/2728

Chelmsford
Rush Hi- F: & Video Centre
5-6 Comhill. Tel: 0245 57593/84393
Colchester
Golding & Co
14.16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Lyon Audio
16 Peartree Business Centre
Peartree Road. Stanway. Tel 0206 560259
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street Tel 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gents Hill.
Tel 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel 0708 46800
Southend
Essex Discount
15-24 Southchurch Road. Victoria Circus
Tel: 0702 63400
Soundtrack Hi Fi Video Market
149 Leigh Road, Leigh- on- Sea
Tel: 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street Tel 0242 583960

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryant. Hi Fi
81 High Street Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street Tel 0264 58251
Fernborough
Aerco Hi- Fi
7Queenenead Tel 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi Fi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhameted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Bishops Stortford
Caravelle Products
9 Bakers Walk. Sawbridgeworth.
Tel 0279 726746
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street Tel 05827 64246
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel 0462 34537
St Albans
Square Deal Electronics
101 Victoria Street Tel: 0727 52501
Watford
Hi • Fi City
68 High Street Tel 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
Super Fi Gnmsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel. 0472.43539
Hail
Simply Hi Fi
48 Springbank Tel 0482 29240

KENT
Canterbury
Canterbury Hi Fi Centre
21 The Burge.. Tel 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
4 Railway Street. Tel 0634 48859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
111 London Road. Tel 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543

LANCASHIRE
Blac spool
Practical Hi Fi
198 Church Street Tel 0253 27703
antler.
Hi - Tech Audio
7 Moor Lane. Tel 0200 26563
Lancaeter
Practical Hi Fi
84 Fanny Street Tel 0524 39657
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
mrmu&iix
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Le,c.as.,
Mays HI-FI
27 Churchgate Tel. 0533 58662
Kimberley Hi Fi
6 S ver Walk. St Martins Square
Tel. 0533 539753
Loughborough
Stunt Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
SuperFi Lincoln
271e High Street. Tel 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green Hi Fi
9 Red Lion Square. Tel 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Perk E12
Kimberley Hi Fi
69i1Romford Road. Tel, 01-478 5137
London Eli
Myers Audio
7 Central Parade H. Street. Tel: 01-520 7277
London Ni
Bartlett 's Hi Fi
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01.607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel 01-445 1443
London N22
Hi Tek
150 High Road. Wood Green. Tel, 01.881 3320
London NWO
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel 01.328 6866
Audio T
1%0 West End Lane Tel: 01-791 7848
W I
H . Fi Markets
214 Tottenham Court Road. Tel, 01-580 9098
Iii Fi Markets
29 Tottenhem Court Road. Tel 01-636 7536
K J. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street Tel: 01.486 8263
Brian'. Hi Fi
19 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01.631 1109
Spatial Audio & Video
29 Tottenham Court Road. Tel, 01-637 8702
Craig Hi • Fi
47 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01-580 9951
London W2
Kimberley Hi Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel, 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi Fi Centre
06 High Street, Acton. Tel, 01.992 4788/2305
London 5E13
Bill Vee Sound Systems
•148 Lee High Road. Lewisham. Tel 01-318 5755
London SE18
3evenoaks Hi - Fi & Video
162 ›owis Street. Woolwich. Tel: 01.855 8016
London SW7
Jnilel
14 Bute Street Tel 01.589 2586
London SW I1
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel: 01.228 7126
London SW19
M. O'Brien Hi Fi Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel 01-946 1528

(GREATER) MANCHESTER
Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
235 Blackburn Rd Tel: 0204 31423
Manchester
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
62 King Street Tel 061-835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652

MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool
WA. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road, Tel 051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel Tel 051.709 9898

MIDDLESEX
Enfield
AI Laboratories
1590 Chase Side Tel 01•367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road Tel 01-863 0938

Hounslow
Musical Images Ltd
45 High Street. Tel 01-570 7512
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 Hi, h Street Tel 0895 33474

NORFOLK
orw c
Scoria Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road Tel 0603 622833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
fie ng
Kettering Hi Fi
68 Stamford Road Tel 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel 0232 229907
Audio Times
47.49 Fountain Street. Tel: 0232 249117
Coleraine
Best Hi- Fi
24 Kin s ate Street. Tel. 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham Hi- Fi
120-122 Alfreton Rd Tel 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street. rleadington.
Tel 0885 65961
Absolute Sound & Video
256 Banbury Road. Sumrnertown.
Tel 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street Tel 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi Fi
441-445 Holborn Street
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The Hi Fi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Comer
IHaddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street. Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel 031.225 9535
Glasgow
Hi Fi Corner
52 Gordon Street Tel. 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cerneras
8/10 Cacho« Street. Tel 0698 283193
Inverness
Tele•on.the-Blink
65.67 Tomnaurich Street
Tel 0463 233175

SUFFOLK
Lowestoft
John Wells Photo & Audio Ltd
44 London Road 1-forth
Tel 0502 3742
Ipswich
Eastern Audio
41 Bramford Rom Tel 0473 217217

SURREY
Croydon
Hi - Voltage
53.59 High Street Tel. 01-681 3022
Spaldings
352.354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Tel 01-654 1231/2040
Woking
An ron
II The Broadway Tel. 04862 4926
New Malden
Unilet
35 High Strent Tel: 01-942 9567

Newcastle Upon Tyne
Hi Fi Opportunities
33 Hanydsides Arcade. Tel 0632 327791
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel, 0222 28565
Llandudno
Peters Hi Fi
Victoria Building, Mostyn Avenue.
Craig-X.Don. Tel 0492 76788
Swaneea
Audio Excellence
9 High Street. TeL 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV Hi Fi & Video
Wharf Street Tel 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street Tel: 021-622 2323
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8 Marlborough Road. Ball Hill.
Tel, 0203 458946
Waleall
Bridge Hi Fi
Tudor House. Bridge Street. Tel: 0922 640456
Wedneebury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victona Striae. Tel 0902 772901
Yardley
Kimberley Hi Fi
Swan Centre, Coventry Road.
Tel 021-707 3640

WILTSHIRE
Devixes
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Britt. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Sutton* Hi -Fi Centre
7 Endless Street. Tel: 0722 27171
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel, 0793 38222

WIRRAL
Birkenhead
Peters Hi Fi of Chester
11 St Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051-647 5626

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johneons Sound Service
13 Friar Street Tel 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
astleford
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road. Tel: 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre
2.4 Cross Church Street. Tel 0484 544668
Leeds
Super Fo
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel 0532 449075
Image Hi Fi
8 St. Armes Road, Headingley
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Superb
1Rockingham Gate. The Moore
Tel, 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gillygate Tel: 0904 27108

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
55 Preston Street Tel: 0273 733338
Burgess Hill
Mid Sussex Electronics
163/165 Church Road Tel. 04446 42336
Chichester
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street Tel 0243 787562

Tel 0923 27737

Hastings
Hastings Huh
32 Western Road Tel 0424 442975

fluctuations in Manufacturers prices.

TYNE & WEAR

Not all the products featured in Hi Fi

Gateshead
Linton. Audio
7-11 Park Lane Tel 0632 774167

Head Office: Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road, Watford. 6002 488.
All prices quoted in the Iii Fi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press 131/1/861 but may be
subject to change without notice due to
All Prices include VAT iiIS%
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.

To get the best
out of your C.D.
player you need
the first ever
C.D. only cable.

From turntable to loudspeaker these
frequency and phase distortions are
significant and prevent proper music
reproduction, regardless of how good
the rest of the system is.
But Monster's new Interlink
cables solve these problems by using
balanced conductors consisting of
two signal-carrying wires plus ashield.
Each signal-carrying conductor
C.D. players often fail to deliver
uses multiple gauge wire networks
their full sound potential. The trebles wound in avery special way developed
can be harsh, the
by Monster, to
bass muddy and the
selectively control
overall sound can
the speed and
be flat. But
amplitude of the
connecting your
various audio
C.D. player to
frequencies as they
your amplifier
travel through wire
with special
gauges, precision
new Monster
wound to divide
Interlink C.D.
the audio spectrum
cable can bring
into bass, midacleaner, tighter,
range and high
three dimensional
frequencies. From
sound to your music.
turntable, tape
People spend
deck, or CD player
hundreds of pounds
to amplifier, the
on acompact disc
overall sonic
player only to
improvements are
throttle the resulting
truly impressive.
sound by forcing it
For acopy of
through normal
the reviews,
plus
full
literature
unbalanced cables. In the past most
on Monster Cable,
clip the
people thought that cables were just
cables and that they all sounded alike. coupon and send it to Custom Cable
Service at Unilet.
But the reverse is true. And to
understand why, you must understand
the nature of sound itself.
To reproduce music accurately,
all the signals must travel through the
cable uniformly and reach the ear at
the same time.
However, in conventional interconnect cables these signals get
smeared and delayed.

E

Please send me free literature on the whole Monster Cable range and details
of the Collet custom-cables- by- post service.
Name

Address

HFN 386

Custom Cable Service is adivision of Unilet Products Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567
The full range of Monster products is now available in the UK through
Custom Cable.
Dealer enquiries to Portfolio Marketing, 0732 365071.

CUSTOM CABLE
SERVICE
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against apart rememHAT IS IT,
bered, part imagined,
Iwonder,
ideal, for me this
that keeps
closest approach busius audio
ness has more to do
enthusiasts so
with access to the
tirelessly engaged in
music itself than the
pursuit of each and
event. While Istill inevery little upgrading
cline to the purist appnuance which might
roach, Ican now allow
possibly enhance our
that some set-ups
listening pleasure? Is
which happen to take
it really adesire to
liberties with the
imitate as closely as
established ground
possible The Real
rules for faithful
Thing, or is it simply a
reproduction may
symptom of the hi-fi
(though more often
disease itself?
they don't) actually
That ' Closest
enhance our
Approach to the
appreciation of the
Original Sound'
music itself, not
business may be the
because of this
stated aim, and
Ivor IIon) ) hrevs
non- linearity,
there's no doubt
but because they do other things particularly
about the sincerity of those of us who
well and achieve amore homogenous
advocate it, but we all know that one trip to
overall balance of attributes.
the concert hall will make us realise what a
I'd hate to say that they are intrinsically
nonsense even the most high-flying audio
more musical, because that word has
system is compared with what we've heard
essentially human as opposed to inanimate
live. It's apretty poor kind of approach, so
connotations, but they do project aspects of
clearly, there's more to it than that.
the sound which help us to gain better
The disparity between the real and the
access to the essence of the music itself,
simulated with respect to live and recorded
those elements of pitch and rhythm ( one
music is essentially unbridgeable on two
might more clearly say dynamic pitch here,
separate counts, both of them obvious
by which Irefer again to the moment, the
enough. The first is physical. The auditorium
transient fragility of music) which help the
is vastly (
sic) different from the listening
music breathe. The best systems will do this
room, so will be driven by sound, and will
and conform to the specs.
contribute to it, in an entirely different way.
It's difficult to know always what it is about
Even before the music begins you can 'feel'
asystem's characteristics which give it the
the acoustic space, and no matter how well
ability to portray these subtleties. Equipment
behaved the audience at aconcert, the
reviewing could be much more objective if
ambient noise level will establish aprimary
that were more easily defined. A lot seems to
sonic signature that can be immediately
centre on the control and resolution of
recognised as utterly different from that
ambience detail and the manner in which
known at home. Then, of course, the music
transient information is handled in the stereo
comes from real instruments in space, not
domain. When things are working really well
second-hand via achain of transducers;
such degradations as there are are again of a there's asolidity and astability to the
soundstage which allows the ear to follow
completely different order from those which
discrete musical strands just that little bit
concern us.
more easily, almost subconsciously. It's a
The second is psychological. When we go
quality you recognise when you hear it much
to aconcert we put time aside, save up,
more than one you can describe or anticipate
perhaps, to buy aticket, make ajourney, sit
—and unfortunately that's what guarantees it
in anumbered seat, and respect the music
short shrift amongst the old-guard ' if Ican't
and musicians by adhering ( most of us, at
measure it you can't hear it' engineers. Hi-fi
least) to an accepted code of conduct. It is an
is ahighly infectious hobby and once it's in
occasion. The music is genuinely transitory
the bloodstream it's extremely difficult to
and the moment, as moments should be, is
subdue. Itend to harp on about the way
unrecoverable. At home, on the other hand,
technology should never be allowed to
we have immediate access to achoice of
assume more importance in the mind of the
repertoire which is governed only by the
consumer than the music it is supposed to
depth of our pockets. The choice is entirely
serve, and in doing that I'm cautioning
ours, we can start and stop as we please and
myself as much as anyone else. Ido feel,
we will quickly get to know specific
though, that it is important to keep things in
characteristics of regularly heard recordings.
perspective. Sir Thomas Beecham once said
The unpredictability of the live performance
rather disparagingly that 'The English may
is replaced by the artif.cial repeatability of
not like music but they absolutely love the
the audio system. The moment can be
noise it makes', which pretty accurately
re- lived, endlessly if so desired; the music is
describes too many hi-fi people I've met. A
at risk of being devalued.
few years ago Isold aturntable for £200 to a
Of the various music carriers available to
chap who drove a300- mile round trip to
the home listener, only the radio can truly
collect it. He had just 12 LPs in his collection!
satisfy the spontaneity requirement. The live
I'm writing this editorial by way of a
relay of aconcert ( or deferred relay of a
farewell to you, since at the time of writing I
recorded concert) carries with it most of the
am soon to leave for pastures new at
unknowns of the real event. Assuming the
Gramophone. Ican hardly believe that it's
listener is not in the process of poaching it
been eight years almost to the day since I
on to tape for further listening, the genuinely
joined
HFN/RR as News Editor. Indeed, my
transient nature of the proceedings is
apprehensions about tackling the job seem
preserved along with all of the uncertainties
only recently to have subsided!
of music played live. The music exists in its
On amagazine such as this everyone does
time. The formality aspect is missing but if
alittle of everything, which makes for an
the listener wants to gain as much as
extremely varied work schedule. It's been an
possible from the event he ( or she) still gives
interesting experience, often frantic, always
it all due attention. ( JA resisted the
rewarding. HFN/RR is one of the great
tempation to tape the historic Live Aid
magazines; Ihope, like me, you'll continue to
concert last July for this very reason.)
enjoy it and Iwish you all well. Keep taking
But Idigress. As far as hi-fi is concerned,
the music. 'although Iwill happily judge recordings

FRONT END
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COMMENT

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
esources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in
News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Audio Research

they have done for years
SP8 Preamplifier:
". . . The SP8 now offers first class quality at acomparatively
realistic price!"
H. F Choice 1985

D70 Power Amplifier:
"Tonally it was first rate, and also provided highly transparent as
well as revealing of low level detail."
H. F. Choice 1985
. . the Audio Research D-70 is the finest piece of hi-fi equipment —
regardless of type— that I've had the privilege to use."

"Here we have an extraordinary product. "

1.1. F. News February 1983

Ken Kessler H. F. News & Record Review February 1984

"There are good preamps. There are very good preamps And there
is the Audio Research SP8."
Fla, lb Internat....al Amin, Retnew Horton., 12 Auguat 1981 Peter Moncriett

". . . the D-70 simply surpasses everything solid state and every
transformer output tube amp we've heard."
Class IA InternatIonal Audlo Resnew " HotlIne" 28 December 1983 Peter

M,,,,, -,,,.#

". .. the D-70 is the best power amplifier I've ever used."
David Prakel H..F, Answers DI/Cl/Mt), 1983

"I can't recommend the Audio Research SP8 high enough. I
wonder how Icould have tolerated less."
Praclocal Flo F. June 1982 Detail

W11/11

J Peter Moncnell

"If you ever considered spending over £2000 on asystem you owe
it to yourself to hear this preamp"
Waal Prakel H, I. Answers February 1983

IAR Hot Ilne 22 Sept 1982 t 1982 J Peter Monc nett

.
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside, London SWI9.
Tel 01-947 5047

"Pre-amplication was supplied by Johnson's own SP10 preamp
which seems frightfully expensive until you've heard it, when all
considerations other than its music- making become secondary."
Dyed Prakel H Fi Answers September 1983

"I haven't heard as revealing or exciting apiece of electronics in a
long time."

A

"Despite its cost Ibelieve it to be a ' natural' — one of those rare
devices offering anear perfect combination of power, performance,
size and sound."
H. F. News May 1985

SP10 Preamplifier:
"The Audio Research SP10 is not state of the art. It is agiant leap
beyond the state of the art."

A H l'orderarran Sierereaule January

D115 Power Amplifier
IAR Hotline 32 Class la

"
. the SP10 allowed me to hear through to the heart of a
recording more clearly than any other preamp Ihave ever tried"
John Atkinson 9,-F, News & Record Review May 1984

"It makes other pre-amplifiers irrelevant"
David Wren 9,-F, Today August 1983

(

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR:

AUDIO RESEARCH DEALERS:
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cathays,
Cardiff. Tel: 0222 28565
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London, NW6.
Tel: 01 794 7849
HOLBURN HI-FI, 445 Holburn St, Aberdeen,
Scotland. Tel: 0224 585713

Apogée, Audio Research, Clements Audio,
Counterpoint, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell,
L'Audiophile, Magneplanar, Oracle, Randall
Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko, Talisman.

JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Road, Brighton.
Tel: 609431
K.J. LEISURESOUND, 48 Wigmore St, London
W1. Tel: 01 486 8263
MIDLAND HI-FI STUDIO, Royal London Buildings,
Wulfruna Street, Wolverhampton. Tel: 0902 771774

RADLETI" AUDIO, 36 Beech Avenue, Radlett,
Herts. Tel: 09276 6497
SIMPLY HIF1, 48 Springbank, Hull,
N. Humberside. Tel: 0482 29240
SPALDINGS, 352 Lower Addiscombe Rd,
Croydon, Surrey. Tel: 01 654 1231
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St,
London, NW1. Tel: 01 387 8281
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St., Glasgow.
Tel: 041 221 2527
UNILET PRODUCTS, 35 High St, New Malden,
Surrey. Tel: 01 942 9567
W.A. BRADY & SON, Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North, Warrington. Tel: Padgate 828009
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VIEWS
‘ibout the al .
nlit% to inform
From: GD MacLeod, Aberdeen, Scotland
Dear Sir, If Iwere asked to give asingle
reason for the current state of the UK hi-fi
scene, it would be its inability to inform. The
manufacturers, distributors, dealers and hi-fi
press are equally guilty, with few exceptions.
For astart, until now, what information can
be gleaned about the UK hi-fi scene has been
confined to the specialist press, asource
abandoned by the Japanese for anumber of
years until fairly recently with the arrival of
CD. In the in-between period they went to the
national newspapers to inform awider
market and still do. It is not the size of their
advertising budgets that makes the
difference but the effective use they put it to,
ie, do their adverts inform and do they
inform the right people?
One just has to compare aJapanese
advert with one from aUK manufacturer—
look no further than the January issue of
HFN/RR, eg, Sony, Sansui, Denon etc,
compared with Mission, Sondex, Naim, etc.
From anewcomer's point of view, which ads
inform? It would appear to me that Audiolab
(p114) think their amp will sell on looks
alone, or they have no plus points worth
making for their design. They no doubt have
their own reasons for doing the advert in this
way but why not use the blank spaces to
inform?
A fellow citizen of mine, Mr AG Wood,
makes some fine points in his January letter
and it prompted me to do some comparisons
between the American hi-fi specialist press
and the UK magazines in their ability to
inform. In four US journals last year the
following emerges:
a) The Japanese ads are frequent and do
inform.
b) UK ads appear quite often and do not
inform, not even that they are goods
made in the UK.
c) Adverts are mainly manufacturer, not
dealer, originated.
d) Reviews present products for what they
are and reviewers seldom resort to
being Rectifiers (
ie, the UK reviewer
who never fails to supply the
manufacturer with alist of items he
feels will improve his product).
el None of the US reviewers write in the
same slap- happy manner of Ken
Kessler.
Point c) is interesting, as alook at UK
publications reveals that dealers advertise
much more than manufacturers/distributors.
Also that the volume of advertising is much
lower in the US specialist press, especially if
you exclude the non- industry ones such as
tobacco and cars. At least US manufacturers
do produce informative adverts.
To my mind there is no lack of funds in the
UK for advertising and if all those who do,
would in 1986 make them more informative
from anewcomer's viewpoint, magazines
would have great appeal for them.
Lest Ibe accused, as Iaccuse you, of being
unkind to the UK hi-fi industry, Ido not feel
that British manufacturing companies need
consider walking before running. They make
enviable products that are good value for
money, much more so than the US types you
spend so much time reviewing and
attempting to justify pricewise. [ See next
letter — Ed] Ido agree with you, however,
that they may well have not identified their
market, which is certainly not the one you
refer to. To harp back on my earlier point, I
feel if the focus on advertising was placed on
product plusses and how these are benefits
for the consumer, they would more easily, in
time, identify their segment. ' As long as
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there is acake, one can have ashare. The
size of the share is dependent on the
successful effort made.'
As dealer adverts make up the bulk in the
trade press they, or the majority at least,
could better serve their principals by
advertising their products instead of the
'stock lists' which they may or may not have.
BADA, Ifeel sure, is welcomed by the
consumer but it, too, tends to act in an
esoteric fashion. Iget the impression that
development will be hampered, harmfully,
by the adoption of picking and choosing
members. BADA can only hope to improve
the standard of retailing from within the
membership, not without. If they are certain
of their aims they have nothing to fear from
recruiting first and converting after ( plus
positive thinking ... acceptance of CD!).
Yours faithfully

... about the eternal to ) i(
From: Dr Keith Brown, Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada
Dear Sir, The ' dubious opinions' described
by Alan Hayward I'Views', August, 1985)
appear to depend in large measure on the
subjective listening impressions of your
review staff rather than on scientifically valid
measuring criteria. Should any of us really
care about Mr Kessler's impressions of the
sound of apiece of equipment? Has he, or
indeed any of your equipment review staff,
been subjected to audiometric hearing
analysis at any time, or must we assume, by
virtue of employment with your journal, that
he and his colleagues have exceptional or
even adequate hearing? After all, for all I
know, Mr Kessler might be as deaf as apost!
A distasteful aspect which creeps into your
pages month by month is the xenophobia
bordering on racism. This may not be readily
apparent from your standpoint, but read in
'foreign parts' by colonials such as myself,
the attitudes that prevail in your journal
appear to be faintly ludicrous. British
equipment is lauded above all else. [ See
above — Ed] Admittedly afew ' fashionable'
components — selected American amplifiers
and Japanese tape decks and cartridges —
are regarded highly. Possibly this is because
no British equivalents of these items exist,
for all practical purposes. For the rest,
however, we are lead to believe by your
journal that Japanese equipment equates
with flashing lights, asurfeit of switches and
at best, ' mid fi' — whatever that may be.
Many Japanese and North American
amplifiers are built with highly regarded
features and sturdy construction. Ifind it
strange that these components are ignored
by your journal. Could it be that disclosure
might shatter some illusions about foreign
equipment that you like to foster with your
readership?

Perhaps your August 1985 ' Comment'
really sums up the philosophy of your
journal — ' Faith is ameans etc'. It would
appear that you have given up all pretence of
concern for applied science, and have
become instead aplatform for anew religion
debating curiously contrived closed
arguments— hard-wiring fuse boxes, cable
directionality, etc— aregression to the
Middle- Ages. This is combined with aforum,
seen more typically in ladies' fashion
magazines, in order to extol the supposed
virtues of 'fashionable' pieces of equipment
that happen to be acceptable this year/
month/week with the self-appointed
cognoscenti.
Loss of scientific credibility, xenophobia,
and afashion magazine mentality make a
very poor combination. Mr Hayward is
absolutely right— you're not worth the
money!
Yours faithfully

. . . :11)otit the su wriorit‘ of ( 1)
From: Michael Leeds, La Jolla, California,
USA
Dear Sir, Iown reasonably musical audio
equipment. Ialso own aparakeet.
When Iplay analogue discs, my parakeet
sings loudly ( much to my dismay).
When Iplay digital discs, my parakeet is
blissfully silent.
This, Ifeel, proves the superiority of the
digital discs.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the Test ( 1) & subwoof ers
From: John Taylor, Bolton, Lancs
Dear Sir, Ithought you might be interested in
how the HFN/RR Test CD proved useful in my
system. Ihad thought Iwas sitting happily
with my SL600s, having replaced ablown
tweeter. However, the test tones on the CD
revealed an alarming chuffing from the
renovated speaker. On dismantling the
tweeter baffle, Ifound that Celestion had
sent me anew unit minus the gasket.
It doesn't always do to rely on the experts.
Like your KK, for example. Since you
included an ingenious protection device for
him in your Golden Turkey Awards by opting
out of including people, Imade amental
note to confer my own award upon Ken for
advocating use of the Rogers subwoofer. I
found its effects more deleterious to the
performance of the SL600s than the twin
plumes of smoke heralding near- destruction
by mere HF tones. And yet ... I'll probably
haul out the Turkey again to see if the CD's
LF tones might assist in fine-tuning it into the
system — any suggestions?
Yours faithfully

. . . about t
he Test ( 1) & smoke
From: Dave Watts, Chelmsford, Essex
Dear Sir, On Sunday afternoon Icaught my
next-door neighbour peering round the side
of my house with apuzzled look on his face.
'Not got agarage, then?' he asked
tentatively, wandering away shaking his
head.
He was, of course, avictim of track 14. This
wonderful demonstration of dynamic range
on the HFN/RR Test CD has at last enabled
me to convince sneering casual visitors that
my Compact Disc player is not just the latest
attempt to get my living-room to rival the
helm of the USS Enterprise.
'300Orpm? Wasn't it only few years ago we
droppedthe speed from 78?' Or, fingering
the silver disc disdainfully, ' So you can cut it
up into pieces, put it in the tray and it will still
reproduce the ambience of the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw?'.
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In went the Test Disc. ' Sit there,' Isaid,
gesturing to the four square feet where the
stereo image is nearly convincing, selected
track 14 and pressed PLAY. As the hollow
voice began, the supercilious grin appeared
anew across the face of the Philistine,
until...
BANG! BANG! BANG!
His look of shock was gratifying in the
extreme, but then the smug smirk returned
as he noticed, in perfect phase, twin wisps of
smoke arising from the tweeters.
Yours faithfully

... about single, double tk trebleblind testin:
From: James Boyk, Performance
Recordings, Los Angeles, California
Dear Sir, Professor Lipshitz complains
('Views' December 1985) that Martin
Colloms' amplifier test was ' zero- blind'. In
the Editor's response, the claim is made that
the test was ' double-blind'.
Imay not understand these terms
correctly, but what the response describes is
what Ithink of as a ' single-blind' test; that is,
one in which the subject does not know
which unknown he is judging at any
moment. Ibelieve that ' double-blind'
properly refers to tests in which neither the
subject nor the operator know which is
which while the test is progressing. In a
double-blind test, the experimenter
(different from the operator) has made
provision for identifying the unknowns, but
the operator is not privy to these
arrangements.
And if Imay use this forum to introduce a
definitive new concept demanded by these
trying times in audio, the '
triple-blind'test is
one in which neither the subject, the
operator, nor the experimenter knows which
was which nor what it all means. Of course,
triple- blind tests lead to double-talk; and this
is the explanation for so much of today's
writing about audio.
If we can all, on the other hand, keep our
ears open, we'll be in better shape. Zeroblind may be scientifically unacceptable, and
'zero- deaf' beyond our abilities. But as long
as we don't have the double-blind leading
the double- deaf, there's hope.
Yours in great perplexity
To add to the confusion, Iwas in error in
insisting that the Colloms test was doubleblind. It was, as James Boyk points out,
essentially single-blind. But, as the operator
didn't know which of the two amplifiers was
supposed to sound better', there were
elements of double-blind technique. Or am I
just getting word blind? — Ed

. . about earl\ stereo
From: The Revd Robert Tickle, Bradfield,
Berks
Dear Sir, In January Barry Fox suggested
that engineers might have been interested in
the concept of stereo before the experiments
and patents of Bell and Blumlein in the ' 30s.
In fact, the very first stereo experiments took
place in 1881 when signals from spaced mics
were sent 10 miles by line from the Paris
Opera to the Palace of Industry.
Brad Kay's claim that stereo recordings,
whether by accident or design, date from
1928 may be strengthened by the fact that
stereo was literally in the air' before this
date. The BBC began experimental
stereophonic broadcasts as early as 1925.
One channel was radiated on medium wave
by the London 2L0 transmitter, recently
relocated on the roof of Selfridges in Oxford
HIFi NE‘VS,I.: RECORD REVIEW
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Street, the other on long wave by the
Daventry 5XX ( National) transmitter. The
first transmissions were of opera from the
Old Vic. This gave agood result on
headphones but was less good on
loudspeakers. Blumlein used crossed mics in
1932, but after the 1925 experiment, the BBC
was to abandon stereo until 1957.
Brad Kay claims to have found a
photograph of Elgar in front of two mics in
Jerrold Northrop Moore's Elgar, aLife in
Photographs. Like Mr Fox, Ihave been
unable to find this, but there are two photos
of Elgar in the book Elgar on Record in front
of two identical microphones while
conducting the HMV recording of the
Nursery Suite, on 23rd May and 4th June
1931 in the Kingsway Hall. This is hardly
conclusive proof of deliberate stereo
recording at an early date, but examination
of the written evidence and recordings of the
period might illuminate further the extent of
the interest in stereo.
Yours faithfully

... more about early stereo
From: David McBrien, Maidenhead, Berks
Dear Sir, Ifound Barry Fox's article in
January, 'The Real Stereo Story?',
fascinating, especially the suggestion that it
might be possible to reconstruct stereo
recordings of Elgar conducting Elgar. This
possibility arises from the suggestion that
for many recordings two mics and cutting
turntables were used simultaneously, the
two takes being distinguished by the
addition of an ' A' to the matrix number of the
alternative take. Jerrold Northrop Moore, in
his pioneering discography of Elgar's
recordings first published in the Journal of
the British Institute of Recorded Sound in
January 1963, says of the recordings of
Cockaigne made on 27th April 1926: ' The use
of the letter ' A' after the ' take' number is first
seen here and it will be encountered
repeatedly in Elgar's electrical recordings. It
is not easy to interpret the significance of
these letters but it seems clear that they do
not signify dubbings or re- recordings. The
addition of aletter probably indicates that
some technical work has been done on the
master'.
By the second edition of his discography
(published as Eiger on Record by OUP in
1974), Dr Moore had received further
information from Bernard Wratten and said
'It was now possible to record on several
lathes simultaneously, with the sound for
each one set to adifferent dynamic level; the
alternative discs were marked with an A
following the take number'.
Barry Fox suggests that possibly one take
was used for English release and the
alternative for the USA. In my collection of
Elgar 78s, Ihave the RCA issue of the Wand
of Youth Suite Nol. All the matrix numbers
correspond with those of the English issue.
In several of the photographs of Elgar's
recording sessions in which two or more
microphones are visible, it would seem
improbable that each was used to produce a
separate recording. In Elgar on Record, for
example, opposite p160 we see the Abbey
Road studio. One microphone is suspended
over the conductor's rostrum, the other on
the extreme right-hand side of the orchestra,
close to the wall. Surely it is more likely that,
if no mixer was being used at that time
(1931), the extra microphone was there for
the film company which was filming some of
the proceedings. Ilook forward to hearing
the ' stereo' Elgar recordings but it does
seem, on the basis of the evidence that we
have about the different matrix numbers,

that real stereo recordings were never made.
Yours faithfully
Two recordings made with two spaced
microphones will give the illusion of ' space',
if played back simultaneously, while not
giving atrue Blumlein amplitude
information stereo image. Ihave heard some
of the ' stereo' Elgar recordings and was
impressed, despite my initial scepticism.
Barry Fox has more information on this
subject in ' Technology' on p25 — Ed.
. . about tassiN e & oin uments
From: Willard LRamsay, Newcastle, Canada
Dear Sir, lam following Martin Colloms'
work on passive components in HFN/RR with
much interest. Audio amateurs ( some at
least) have long been familiar with the
audible differences between capacitors,
conductors and resistors. This is not just
wishful imagination. Recently Isat down to
read the latest HFN/RR and put on abig band
record, Harry James on Sheffield, as
background music. ( It had been over aweek
since Ihad had achance to listen to my
system and Iwas missing my music.)
After afew moments of reading Iwas
distracted by the sound of my system even
though it was playing only at moderate
levels. It sounded different: this very familiar
disc was clearer, more transparent, and
faster in the treble.
Then my wife walked into the room. Unlike
myself, she is musically talented and cares
nothing for the complexities of hi-fi. Her first
words were ' What did you do to it now? It
sounds better.' Itold her that Ihadn't done
anything that Icould remember.
The next day Iwas working in my
workshop below the living room where the
power amplifiers for my biamped system are
located. Ihappened to glance at the passive
crossover feeding the amps and then I
remembered. A few days previously Ihad
replaced the capacitors in the crossover with
new ( AR Wondercaps. It was only afew
moments' work and Ihad thought little of it
at the time, my main preoccupation being
work on an amplifier for my daughter.
Now it is entirely possible to deceive
oneself into thinking that one is hearing
better sound when, after all, that is the
reason for installing better components. But,
when one does hear better, more realistic
sound from one's system and cannot
immediately identify apossible reason, then
there can be only one answer. The system is
better!
Yours faithfully
. . . more on ca Nit itors
From: John Curl, Vendetta Research,
Berkeley, California, USA
Dear Sir, Iwould like to clarify afew points
asserted by D Self in HFN/RR (' Views'
November'85). Simple harmonic distortion
measurements do not measure dielectric
absorption at all, because the test waveform
is symmetrical. To measure dielectric
absorption, one needs an asymmetrical
waveform such as aunipolar pulse, pink
noise or an audio source. This is because
dielectric absorption is alinear distortion,
similar to an echo added to the original
signal, that cancels itself if asymmetrical
waveform is used.
Imight remind Mr Self that Ipublished his
test procedure ( harmonic distortion) in my
'Omitted Factors in Audio Design' articles as
far back as 1978. I've used aSound
Technology for some ten years now, and I
am adesign consultant to the firm. If
harmonic distortion testing alone would
completely characterise capacitors, Iwould
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certainly recommend it, but the results are
typically off by afactor of 500. Iwill not state
that linear distortion is as audible as nonlinear distortion, but if acapacitor has 500
times more linear distortion than non-linear
distortion, can it really be arbitrarily
presumed to be inaudible?
Mr Self also alleges that his simple model
for capacitors ( film breakdown) fully
characterises the results of differential
bridge testing; Ibeg to differ. The model for
dielectric absorption has been known for
decades and has nothing to do with film
breakdown. To test Mr Self's allegation ( that
film breakdown is the most significant
distortion mechanism), Imeasured three
capacitor types ( aluminium polar,
aluminium non- polar and solid tantalum)
and found each of them measuring
essentially the same distortion at three
separate levels 0.1V, 1V and 10V. The fully
nulled residual typically will measure
between 0.1% and 10%. This is because the
dielectric absorption completely
overwhelms the non-linear distortion
present in the capacitor under test. Usually
1V or less signal input is used with
electrolytic capacitors to prevent overdriving
the IN- AMP output; 10V is generally
reserved for high resolution measurements,
such as polycarbonate vs. polypropylene.
Biasing each capacitor with 15V DC did not
improve either aluminium cap, but did
measurably improve the tantalum. Iwould
conclude that things are not as easy to
explain away as Mr Self would assert, since
dielectric film breakdown cannot explain
these results.
Istill recommend using the AD5241N-AMP
if it is available, as it is sufficiently accurate
to make capacitor measurements reliably to
0.001%. Idoubt that aTL0-72 configuration
THE COMPLETE
OPERAS OF VERDI —
A CRITICAL GUIDE by
Charles Osborne. 487pp. Soft
covers. Price £ 4.95. Published
by Gollancz, 14 Henrietta
Street, London WC2E 80J.

'Much praised when it
first appeared in hard
covers in 1969, the
paperback reprint claims to be the standard
one volume work on the subject. This is
dubious on several grounds. It has very
strong competition from Julian Budden's
volume which replaces the old Master
Musicians study by Dyneley Hussey. Further,
the subject needs more than asingle volume
if it is to cover the subject as deeply as this
professes to do.
It is much to be commended for its attempt
to give each opera its biographical context,
examine its plot, discuss the genesis of the
libretto and be given ' athorough musical
analysis'. Unfortunately, this ambition
cannot be encompassed within these
confines. If the reader really needs such
depth, then he will have to explore Julian
Budden's three volume study: The Operas of
Verdi (
Cassell).
When it first appeared, Charles Osborne's
volume had some merit and asubstantial
market. Today ( even in areasonably priced
paperback) this must be in some doubt and
this doubt is not allayed by the lack of
revision after an interim of great activity in
Verdi research. This book has some value for
the casual reader, but one must warn even
that user that this material is dated — and that
he will find no evidence of subsequent work
in the bibliography at the end of the book!
Caveat emptor.
Benedict Sarnaker
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can be made as accurate without
considerable difficulty. An article fully
describing the capacitor difference test using
the AD524 is available in The Audio
Amateur' as well as some examples of
capacitor measurements selected from the
hundreds of tests that Walt Jung and Ihave
conducted over the past few years. Ihope
that those seriously interested in capacitor
differences will read this article and will
ultimately try the test themselves. We cannot
ignore capacitor differences just because we
do not wish to bother ourselves. Personally, I
would say that Mr Self is approximately five
years behind contemporary design practice.
At this rate he will take avery long time to
catch up to the state-of-the-art.
Yours faithfully
'John Curl & Walt Jung ' A real-time signal test for capacitor
quality', The Audio Amateur4/85.

... about bass Sz dam in
From: Robin Marshall, Epos Acoustics,
Chesham, Bucks
Dear Sir, Richard Goulden's potential divider
'twixt speaker and amplifier (' Views'
January) looks aneat way of keeping the
speaker's back EMF out of the amplifier's
feedback loop. There is afly in the ointment,
of course, inasmuch as the speaker sees a
higher source impedance than it usually
would; but since Mr Goulden claims
improved bass performance without
'damping factor' problems, it would seem
that some amplifier/speaker combinations
produce so much error signal due to invalid
feedback around the amplifier that its
removal swamps any effects due to reduced
electromagnetic damping.
Ido not think, however, that any of this
constitutes areason to doubt the role of the
'damping factor'. Iam sure that if Mr
EXPERIMENTAL POP: FRONTIERS OF THE
ROCK ERA by Billy Bergman & Richard Horn. 118pp,
Paperback. £ 4.95. Published by Blandford Press, Link
House, West Press, Poole, Dorset.

Great things are happening in rock. The
Beatles may have ventured atiny step
forward into rendering modern music
intelligent ( and intelligible), but Talking
Heads, Laurie Anderson, Brian Eno, Peter
Gabriel, Robert Fripp etc, etc are creating
music for the mind as well as the feet. In a
well- structured and well- argued
examination, Bergman and Horn look at
what is happening in modern music and
why. Serialism gets short shrift—' a
wasteland, dominated by these maniacs,
these creeps, who were trying to make
everyone write this crazy, creepy music',
wrote Philip Glass of Paris in the ' 60s. Glass,
Terry Riley and Steve Reich get due
recognition; rock is put in its context; and
discographies make it easy for the reader to
find his or her own way to true insight. A
book to be recommended to all those who
are receptive to Stravinsky's definition of the
three Bs quoted within its pages: ' Bach,
Beethoven and James Brown'.
John Atkinson
THE WORLD OF THE CONCERT PIANIST

by

David Dubai. 400pp including discography. Hard covers.
£12.95. Published by Victor Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta
Street, London WC2E 80J.

Some are terse — Arrau, Entremont, Perahia
—some are voluble — Brendel, Bar-Illan, de
Larrocha, Schiff. Some talk about the music,
some prefer to discuss the tensions of
performing. But all 35 pianists interviewed in
this unput-downable book are revealed as
passionately involved in their art. Highlights
for me were Glenn Gould's attitude to

Goulden tried his potential divider on
enough amplifier/speaker combinations he
would find some where the reduced
electromagnetic damping caused effects
greater than the improvement due to
removal of some of the error signal. In any
event, can Mr Goulden be sure that a
reduction in the error signal without any
reduction in electromagnetic damping is not
better than areduction in error signal with a
consequential loss of damping?
It is indisputable that the Q factor of a
speaker's fundamental mass/compliance
resonance increases with the ratio
(Source s + Voice-coil,)Noice-coil,
It is also indisputable that an increase in
Cl must increase the system's settling time
following transient excitation. Received
wisdom, backed by my own observation,
suggests to me that this must have audibly
deleterious consequences. All that is open
for debate is the question of whether these
consequences are as deleterious as the ones
due to invalid feedback around the amplifier.
Iwould also suggest that speaker motor
systems could receive alittle attention?
Were it not for the gross instability of some
motors around resonance and their giant
overshoots on recovery from excitation,
back EMF, and consequently invalid
feedback, would be nothing like the problem
that it is in practice.
At the risk of sounding immodest, Iwould
say that my own work on motor stability for
the Epos bass driver has brought worthwhile
results in this very area. Each small improvement in stability has rewarded me with a
seemingly disproportionate increase in
overall definition.
Yours faithfully
practice ( he doesn't) and Brendel's
discussion of the Beethoven sonatas. A
discography is given for every artist, and
although these may seem curiously
idiosyncratic, they are based on the artists'
own preferences. If Ihave aserious criticism,
it concerns the dialogue style of
presentation. Although Ihave used it myself
on occasion, Ifeel that the ideal interviewer
should only be noticeable by his absence;
the author/interviewer in this case is too
omnipresent, particularly when he breaks
the interviewee's flow with a ' Did you know
that. . .?' interjection.
John Atkinson
CONVERSATIONS WITH KLEMPERER

by Peter

Heyvvorth. 140pp. Paperback. Price f4.95. Published by
Faber & Faber Limited, 3 Queen Square, London
WC1N 3AU.

A ' centenary year' reprint of the Gollancz
hardback ( 1973). Complementary to Peter
Heyworth's important biography, it
comprises translations from interviews with
the conductor. The outdated discography
has been discarded, but more extensive
footnotes have been added. There are 22
illustrations of Klemperer, and his
contemporaries, cartoons, sketches, and
photographs. Conversation ranges over
student days, the influence of Mahler,
through to the end of his career. Ifound
myself drawn into these matters of fact,
taciturn, sometimes bitter reflections. He
comments on figures from the past, to
Karajan, Boulez ( much admired), Stokowski,
and ' the mediocrities, the emperors today'.
There is alovely exchange on the tempi in
the Vox vs Philharmonia Bruckner Fourth
recordings, which Klemperer bluntly ends
with pretence that his speeds did not really
get slower ....
Christopher Breunig
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QUAD 306
Eleven years after the introduction of the 405 ' Current Dumping'
amplifier, Quad have announced
a new domestic power amp, the
306. Using a much refined and
developed version of that feedforward technique, the 306 is
rated at 70W/channel into 8ohms.
Preliminary information is

NEWS

sketchy, but individual UR power
supplies are employed from
separate windings on the single
toroidal mains transformer.
There are no fuses or relays in the
signal path but the famous Quad
indestructibility is afeature, as is
the impressive quoted signalnoise ratio of 110dB. Size
matches the 34 and FM4. Price of
the Quad 306 is £229 inc VAT.

MARKET SURVEY

A new survey for industrial/commercial concerns covering the
sales of hi-fi equipment, including CD players, for the years
1980-1984 has recently been published by Market Direction. The
survey deals with six markets —
UK, USA, Japan, France, Germany and Italy — and contains
predictions for the rest of the
decade. Some salient data from
the press release reveal that the
hi-fi markets in these countries
were worth $6.2billion in 1984, a
reduction of 22% in three years at
current exchange rates, with an
effective fall of 9% at constant
1984 rates. The projected value
for 1988 is $6.6billion, with all
significant growth coming from
CD; sales are projected as rising
from 638,000 units in 1984 to
5,180,000 in 1988, or 17% of the
total hi-fi market. ( Sony expects
CD to overtake turntable sales in
the USA and Japan by 1987.) Not
too surprisingly, the survey
reveals that Japanese producers

hold at least 80% of the UK
market for CD players, over half
the French market, and nearly the
whole of the Italian market.
One depressing statistic concerned German turntable sales in
the home market, for Germany
imported 719,000 Japanese turn
tables last year — 37,000 more
than Germany actually manufactured. Germany's market, by the
way, is equal to 90% of the other
three European markets combined, at DM 3billion. Amusingly,
the only really ' up' note in the
small section we've seen concerns the UK, described as having shown greater resilience in
the contest with video, as 1984
sales were only down by 1.8% in
1980, with amarket value of £226
million. Allowing for the usual
changes due to inflation, though,
the proportion of consumer
expenditure on hi-fi was only
two-thirds the 1980 figure.
For the full report, contact Market Direction, 87-88 Turnmill
Street, London EC1M 5QU. The
cost is £750 ( US$1125).

dened steel thrust pad and leadbronze bearings in which the
New from Acoustic Research for diamond- polished steel shaft and
1986 are three UK- designed ball run; the assembly is held
loudspeakers, the Legend II turn- within a solid turned-aluminium
table, and arevamped version of housing bolted to the cast alloy
Facilities include random play'T' bar subchassis. The Legend II £199 CD PLAYER
the AR Amplifier.
back for up to 36 tracks, index
The three speakers include the also incorporates a newlyAR22BX, asmall two-way design designed tonearm with large dia- Yet another manufacturer has and manual search and repeat,
incorporating the company's meter tube, screw- fixed, cast cracked the £200 barrier for CD A- B memory system, three readnow-familiar ferrofluid cooled, headshell and lockable counter- players, adding further credence out formats via the LED display,
1in. dome tweeter; price is weight. The arm is available to the belief that CD players will and access time specified as
£129.99/pair. Next up is the separately for £75, while the match basic turntable prices by under is. The CD- M515 also has a
AR33BX, again two-way, but its Legend Il can be purchased for the end of the decade. Akai's 'Sub-Code' output connection for
larger enclosure houses a 10in. £239 with the new arm or £ 179.90 CD- M515, at £ 1under the figure, the display of still pictures and
bass unit instead of the AR22BX's without — the same prices as the breaks new ground in that it video data by external decoder
doesn't look like abudget player. and TV.
8in. driver. The AR33BX sells for original Legend.
Although cosmetically un£199.99/pair. Dearest of the new
models is the AR44BX, which changed, the AR Amplifier has
adds a 6.5in. midrange driver to undergone extensive revision,
the same complement as the with redesigned circuitry,
AR33BX, housed in a larger improved heat dissipation, and
cabinet. Price is £299.99/pair. All uprating of the power supply.
three models incorporate carbon- The DIN socketry of the earlier
loaded polypropylene cones with version has been replaced with
soft PVC dust caps for low colora- phono inputs, and performance
tion, and all are designed for has been uprated to deliver in
stand- mounting away from room excess of 50W/channel into
8ohms. Price remains as before,
boundaries.
The Legend II is the latest ver- at £ 175.
For further details, write to
sion of AR's classic turntable,
which now uses the new bearing Teledyne Acoustic Research,
developed for the less expensive High Street, Houghton Regis,
EB101. This consists of a har- Dunstable, Beds LU5 50.1.

NEW AR

NAD 3130 AMP
NAD have finally announced the
follow-up to one of the toughest
hi-fi acts in recent memory. Their
new 3130 integrated amp has the
unenviable task of taking over
from the venerable 3020 ( which
may or may not still be in production, but we'd rather not say it's
dead yet for fear of nasty phone
calls from one A Giles). Priced at
£149, the 3130 is entirely restyled
and looks far less pedestrian than
the 3020. It contains all of the
3020's facilities, including soft
clipping, while adding two-way

speaker switching from the front
panel, an extra line input, bass eq
switching, infrasonic filter, m-c
input, and the promise of driving
difficult loads with ease. Though
rated at 30W/channel RMS into
8ohms, the 3130 should have no
trouble developing more than
60W/channel into speakers of
almost any impedance; NAD
even go as far as offering output
figures for short-term driving of
2ohm loads. This is going to be a
piece to watch out for, and it will
be interestirg to learn if it manages to match its predecessor's
longevity.

NAKAMICHI
Hot on the heels of their new
range of electronics, Nakamichi
have introduced two new upmarket cassette decks. The CR 7
(£1095) and CR5 (£895) incorporate all the usual Nakarnichi features, like dual-capstan transport,
slack tape take-up, crystalloy
playback and record heads, — 40
to + 10dB metering, and fade-in/
fade-out facility. The CR 7comes
with a full- function cordless
remote control, which also activates playback- head azimuth fine
tuning — an ideal solution for

those who wish to do it from the
listening position — as well as
auto calibration to check playback azimuth, level and bias; the
CR 5offers manual bias fine-tuning. Both machines are true
three- head designs, offering onetouch record, memory stop, auto
repeat, Dolby- B and -C noise
reduction, record mute, MPX
filter and gold-plated phono socketry. Remote control is an option
of the CR 5. For further details —
contact Nakamichi/B&W UK Ltd,
Marlborough Road, Churchill
Industrial Estate, Lancing, West
Sussex BN15 8TR.

the Spirig-30 is nicely constructed and ajoy to use. It offers
We can now reveal that the 30x magnification for £ 18.90 and
handy microscope KK has been the Spirig-100 offers 100x magusing to examine his styli is the nification for £27.90. For further
Spirig Pocket Inspection Micro- details, write to Cobonic Ltd, 32
scope, a clever device no larger Ludlow Road, Guildford, Surrey
than acouple of cigars ( not Chur- GU2 5NW, or phone 0483chill's). Available in two forms, 505260.

A MICROSCOPE
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Art for the ear.

The Burmester 808 preamplifier pictured above is one of the finest preamplifiers available today. In aworld where
audio products display no individuality, the Burmester 808 is an immensely creative statement.
This example of audio art expresses the achievement embodied in every Burmester audio product — ablending
of craft and state-of-the-art technology. What Burmester have created for the discriminating music lover is what
we call " Art for the ear".
There are exciting new products emerging from the Burmester Studio. Among these are the long-awaited 850
monoblock power amplifiers. They offer the outstanding sound quality achieved in the costly 828 power amplifier
("Probably the best power amplifier I've listened to music through." Stan Curtis, HiFi for Pleasure) but at amuch
lower price.
The 850 power amplifier is an ideal mate for Burmester's 785, 838, 846 or 808 preamplifiers. It is, of course,
compatible with most very high quality preamplifiers. The 850 will drive any loudspeaker effortlessly.
The 850 is only one of four significant new developments from Burmester. If you would like more information
about any of these please contact in London: Howard Popeck of Subjective Audio (01-3878281), or Paul Tam of KJ
Leisuresound (01-486 8262), or Paul Gould of Audio T (01-794 7848).
In the Hertfordshire area there is Jim Dovey of Acoustic Arts (0923-45250). Ian Padbury of Reading HiFi
(0734-585463) is your Berkshire contact.
In Cardiff Tony Revelle of Audio Excellence (0222-28565) is available to help you. Derek Aston-Darker of Aston
Audio (0625-582704) covers the Manchester/Liverpool area.
At In HiFi of Edinburgh (031-225 8854) Ken Docherty is your contact. David Campbell of Zeus Audio
(08687-67935) is in Northern Ireland.
All these committed audio dealers and music lovers are available to help you select and audition any Burmester
product. They will be able to demonstrate the renowned Burmester quality. And when you purchase your unit they
will offer you a5year unconditional guarantee. No other electronics manufacturer displays such confidence in the
enduring excellence of their audio equipment.
Burmester audio equipment is distributed by Automation Sciences Co., 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted,
Herts HP4 1PA (044284-2786).
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GOODMANS CD

forward and reverse search, and
multi- function display. The
GCD500 is fitted with a high
speed 16- bit linear D/A converter.
For further details, write to
Goodmans Loudspeakers
Limited, 2 Marples Way, Kingscroft, Havant, Hampshire P09
1JS. Tel ( 0705) 486344.

The latest Compact Disc player to
sport aBritish badge is the competitively- priced Goodmans
GCD500, which retails for only
£199.90. Despite its price, the
GCD500 offers track repeat, random access programming for up
to 16 selections, track search, fast

DSP/NSA
1985 was the year when digital
audio formed part of an increasing number of audio signal
chains.
Laci Nester- Smith, head of
Neve Electronics International, at
the hand-over of the new sound
mixing console in December,
remarked that the UK professional audio industry can be very
proud of the lead it has in this
important world market.
The BBC ( in its mobile control
room) has a Neve DSP desk, as
have CTS recording studios in
Wembley, Tape One studios, and
now the British Library National
Sound Archive has a specially
designed desk, custom-built by
Neve, intended to bring poor

EVENTS
The FBA's proposal to sponsor a
hi-fi exhibition in July to run
concurrently with the British
Music Fair has come to nought.
The HFN/RR hi-fi show will now
definitely be held at the Heathrow
Penta Hotel from September
19th- 22nd.
The March AES lecture is being
given by Richard Heyser on Time
Delay Spectrometry, the loudspeaker assessment technique he
pioneered. Date is March 11th;
time is 6.30 for 7pm; venue is the
IEE, Savoy Place, London.

BRIEFING

EMI have signed a deal with
China covering the exchange of
classical repertoire, technology
and the supply of blank tape.
TOP OF THE POPS producers
have told the BBC's programme
controllers that they're ready,
willing and able to broadcast
twice a week.
IAN STEWART, co-founder and
'sixth' member of the Rolling
Stones, died in December.
KEVIN VOECKS is not, as
reported in our item on Snell in
December 1985, ' late of Mirage',
he remains as a consultant with
that company and is just finishing
work on their new M-1, a3-way,
6- driver ' dynamic dipole'.
OVER 1000 CD masters have now
been produced at Abbey Road
Studios, more than half of them
in 1985 alone.
PHIL LYNOTT, formerly of Thin
Lizzy, died in early January at 35.
ZETA TONEARMS are now distributed by Moth Marketing, 47
Armstrong Close, Wilstead, Bedfordshire. Price is £459; with van
den Hul wiring, £ 549.
APOGEE have discontinued the
4ohm option on the Scintilla, as
the preferred 1ohm mode can
now be accommodated by anew
generation of amplifiers.
BOSE have launched in- shop
permanent displays called —
naturally — Bose SoundShops.
Nine have opened so far.
TDK'S UK operation has changed
its name from 'TDK Tape Distri}lIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LEVINSON NO.20
After nine years as the company's flagship, the Mark Levinson ML-2 is to be superseded by
anew model, the No.20. Though
externally similar to its illustrious
predecessor, the No.20 Monaural
Reference Amplifier boasts

into any load, and ratings are
specified as 100/W into 8ohms,
200/W into 4ohms, and 400/W
into 2ohms. The No.20 is fitted
with both inverting and noninverting inputs, utilising Levinson's standard Camac connectors and aNeutric XLR connector;
voltage selection from 90 to 240V

quality sound material from
whatever the source up to broadcast standard.
The purchase of this desk —
costing around £70,000 — is
another step forward in the Archive's plans to convert its vast
collections to digital.
The British Library National
Sound Archive holds over a million items of recorded music,
literature, wildlife and actuality
sound, including broadcast
items, encased in carriers ranging from early wax cylinders to
today's Compact Discs. A free
public listening service is available by appointment. Contact
NSA ( formerly British Institute of
Recorded Sound) at 29 Exhibition
Road, London SW7 ( tel: 01-589
6603/4).

enti-eiy new circuitry for is available via an internal switch.
impraved performance in every As expected, the No.20 is built to
quantifiable and subjective para- no-compromise standards and
meter. Each supply rail within bears sophisticated protection
each mono unit has its own trans- circuitry — none in the signal path
former, rectifier, and filter capaci- — to guarantee its performance
tors, and full electronic regulation under any conditions. Price is
is used to power to all signal- $9600/pair. For further details,
carrying stages. The No.20 oper- contact Madrigal Ltd, PO Box 781,
ates
pure Class-A at all times Middletown, CT 06457, USA.

butor ( UK) Ltd' to TDK UK Ltd.
HI- Fl CORNER have announced
the following staff changes: Edi
Johnson returns after aspell with
Audio Aids as General Manager;
Alan Rattray has been appointed
manager of the original Hi Fi Corner, Edinburgh; Bob Lamont has
been promoted Director of Hi Fi
Corner ( Glasgow) Ltd.
CAPITOL RECORDS, one of EMI's
American divisions, will set up a
Compact Disc manufacturing
facility in Jacksonville, Illinois.
AUDIO-TECHNICA have introduced a battery- operated CD
cleaner. Called the ' Auto
Cleanica', it will sell for £39.95 inc
VAT.
BOSE have introduced a new PA
speaker — the 102 — designed to
blend into the decor, avoiding the
usual compromises of traditionally cumbersome alternatives.
NAIM played host to over 1000
hi-fi dealers and journalists during two open weekends held
recently at the newly enlarged
Salisbury factory.
MECOM ( ACOUSTICS) LTD have
changed their name to Heybrook
Hi Fi Ltd. All other details —
address, phone numbers etc —
remain unchanged.
FRANCE'S Thomson Group
have formed an alliance with
Nakamichi in Japan to launch an
audio and video CD system.
TOSHIBA are poised to break the
£250 barrier for portable CD players in the UK, with their XR-P9K.
JPW LOUDSPEAKERS have won
an award for export achievement; exports now account for
over 70% of JPW's output.
YAMAHA's UK marketing and
distribution will be in the hands
of anew company, Yamaha Electronics Ltd, from May 1.
DW LABS, distributors of Gale
and Perreaux, have moved their
sales office to Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: 0480 413277.
MOBILE FIDELITY's latest
releases include Aretha Franklin's
Live at the Fillmore West (
CD),
Simon and Garfunkle's Bridge
Over Troubled Water, and the
Beatles' Help! (
LP and cassette).

AKAI have added two new cassette decks to their Series Noir
line-up. The GX-R70 (£349.90)
and GX-R60 (£299.90) include
OFC conductors for improved
sound quality, dbx noise reduction, and ( GX-R70 only) a spectrum meter and computer- aided
leve: processing system.
ALAN AND BRIAN O'ROURKE
have parted company with
Diesis, and will be announcing a
new venture in the near future;
Diesis continues under new ownershio.
VITAVOX have seen an increase
of 50% in export oniers for the
first seven months of the financial year. Japan, India, Norway
and Australia are key markets for
Vitavox's horn- loaded speakers
and microphones.
ALPINE ELECTRONICS OF UK
LTD is the new company formed
to d.stribute Alpine's automotive
sound systems in this country.
Their address is 13 Tanners
Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes
MK14 5BU.
DOLBY LABORATORIES have
moved to a new facility. The
address is 100 Potrero Avenue,
San Francisco, California 94103,
USA,
THE VINTAGE WRELESS COMPANY have just published their
latest newsletter, essential reading for anachrophiles. Write to
Tudor • House, Cossham Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN.
£4 for 12 issues.
KEF introduced their new top
!oudspeaker, the RI07, in Las
Vegas in January.
FISHER's latest midi system is the
Model 301. The £279.99 price
gets you a turntable, amp, twincassette deck, 3 band tuner, and
complementary 2- way speakers.
FUJI have created anew division
to handle the marketing and distr:bution of audio and video tapes
in the UK. The goal is to become
market leader within three years.
AKAI, having paid heed to independent ' experts', have launched
two new integrated amplifiers
incorporating the kind of circuit
refinements usually regarded as
the province of the specialists.
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The AM-A90 (£933, 130W/channel) and AM-A70 (£299, 100W/
channel) boast well- regulated
power supplies, low- noise circuitry throughout, and facilities
to combine video with audio.
NIMBUS will abandon all LP production at the end of March,
using their plant for CD- only
manufacture. Nimbus ceased
production of its own releases in
LP form in August 1985, operating the vinyl pressing plant as a
service to its customers.
D & M ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION ( alias Dave Simpson &
Mark Kitely) have been appointed
exclusive UK & export distributors of kits and parts for AMP-01,
the state-of-the-art preamp published in HFN/RR, May through
December ' 84. Since May ' 84,
B&J Sound have shipped AMP01 parts worth £ 100,000 to 17
countries. All AMP- 01 orders,
sales and literature enquires
should be addressed to D&M
Electronic Distribution, at:
Thatched Cottage, Cross End,
Thurleigh, Beds MK44 2EE. ( 0234)
771259. In the meanwhile, B&J
Sound will continue to provide
technical advice and guidance to
DIY builders and owners: Kirkby
Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln, LN4
4PD. Tel: ( 0526) 42869.
KEN KESSLER has been honoured by Bose UK as Hi Fi Journalist of 1985!
'RECORD STORE' may become a
term of the past, according to
USA journal, Billboard, as American shops plan to cut vinyl
inventory by up to athird in 1986.
Estimated proportions of total
sales for CD in 1986 range from
10-23% of total inventory.
CAPITOL/EMI will from March
use CD techniques for musicassette duplication, by keeping the
transfer wholly digital up to D/A
conversion at the cassette itself.
YAMAHA have announced the
launch of two of six new CD
players to be added to their lineup. The CD-400 and CD- X3 are
both competitively priced at
£249, and differ only in dimensions; the CD-400 is ' full-sized',
the CD- X3 ' midi'.
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AN AUDIOPHILE'S DREAM: A VALVE PRE- AMP UNDER £ 200

ieed,62J
present the

BASIC

A VALVE PRE-AMP WITH REGULATED POWER SUPPLY CAPABLE OF TAKING FOUR INPUTS • BY
CLOSE ATTENTION TO CIRCUIT DESIGN AND COMPONENT SELECTION, SOUND QUALITY HAS
BEEN MAXIMISED AT MINIMUM COST 0 THE UNIT IS PRESENTED IN THE SAME
ATTRACTIVELY STYLED CABINET WHICH IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE WHOLE SOUND DESIGN
RANGE • AND THE PRICE, A MERE

£175
THE FULL SOUND DESIGN RANGE
SDI ( Dogma)
SD2 ( Standard)
SD3 ( Integrated)
SD4 ( Basic)

£2800
£ 1800

Series 2

£2800

£450

Series 4

£ 750

£ 175

Additionally we undertake the repair/refurbish of all existing valve amplifiers with aquick turn around.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE SEND S.A.E. TO SOUND DESIGN STUDIOS, COLROY HOUSE, 174 NEWHAMPTON
ROAD WEST, NEWBRIDGE, WOLVERHAMPTON WV6 ORP, OR TELEPHONE 0902 751307.

We'd like to tell you more about the Audiolab 8000A Integrated
Amplifier. Call or write and we'll send full data plus details of your
local dealer.
Then you can experience the outstanding performance of the
8000A, and you'll know why Audiolab Amplifiers are different from
ordinary amplifiers. ,

74

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN Te1:0480 52521
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The sear( h ( out in ties
Things are happening fast on the stereo
re-creation front. When Iwas researching the
article on Brad Kay's work on matching old
pairs of recordings (' The Real Stereo Story?'
HFN/RR January), Italked at length with many
people in the industry.
Itold the story many times to engineers
inside EMI. Although some were very helpful
and accepted that the idea was ' plausible', I
think it's fair to say that no one went
overboard. But ademo tape which Ihad
made up to draw comments from the
industry ended up inside EMI and obviously
turned some ears. Even before the HFN/RR
article had been printed, engineers at Abbey
Road were running their own spare time
tests. A split soon developed, between those
who thought it was ' 100% right and the tip of
the iceberg' and others who still couldn't, or
wouldn't, believe their ears.
Although EMI's official comment in midDecember remained ' We don't know
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BARRY FOX
anything and will get back to you if we find
out anything' ( which they didn't), there is
now amajor push inside Abbey Road to find
old matching pairs and mate them. The plan
is to issue are-creation, probably of Elgar,
sometime this year but without any
explanation of the technique used. This will
gauge public opinion.
Ido hope that the EMI publicity people will
be as honourable as the Abbey Road
engineers and acknowledge on any reissues
that the original work on all this was done by
Brad Kay in California. It might even be nice
if the EMI publicity people said aword of
tharks to HFN/RR for bringing Kay's work to
their attention and turning them on with a
demo tape. It will also be interesting to see
how the music press handles the situation.1
suspect alittle history will be rewritten.
Ironically, the main problem now is legal
rather than technical. The original EMI
recordings were made for the HMV label.
Parent company EMI was taken over by
Thorn and there is now acomplicated split
between different divisions of EMI, for
instance, handling records and music. Some
of the original contracts were split between
HMV in Britain and RCA Victor in America;
the contract may cover only one half of the
stereo pair. Finding 50 year old contracts is
no mean task, let alone interpreting terms
and if necessary trying to modify them
retroactively. This could explain why some
people in EMI still wish the discovery had
never been made.
Audio engineers offer the reminder that
the technique of running two identical
sources together is by no means new. It was
used, in pre- digital electronic days, as an
easy way of creating phasing effects for pop
musc. Any slight discrepancy of speed
produces sound like an AM radio station on a
dark night.
M.chael Gerzon, co- inventor of the
Ambisonic surround- sound system, has
some interesting ideas for the future. He
recalls that American recording engineer,
Jerry Bruck, has previously suggested atrick
with phonograph cylinder pairs from the
1890s. In those days, cylinders were made by
the dozen, rather than by the pair. But to the
best of my knowledge, no one has yet found
amatched pair of cylinders.
Gerzon believes that it would be possible
to use acomputer to pull different sound
sources into accurate synchronisation, after
initial rough synchronisation by ear. This, he
ooints out, may well prove essential for early
recordings, because the rotational speed
was so erratic. Early disc cutters, for
instance, worked on the grandfather clock
principle. The motor was driven by aheavy
weight on the end of arope running over a
pulley suspended high in the studio roof.

Gerzon believes that manual
synchronisation would be easier by using
headphones, rather than loudspeakers. One
signal is fed to each earpiece. Peter Craven,
who co- invented the Ambisonics Soundfield
microphone, used this technique when he
and Gerzon were doing early experiments in
surround- sound in the ' 60s. They were using
two separate stereo recorders to tape four
channels. Gerzon has another tip which
could well help anyone engaged in
re-creation. How to synchronise the start of a
recording from two separate sources? Easy,
play the tape backwards so that the start
comes at the end.
Gerzon suggested more than 10 years ago,
in the ' Forum' section of the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society (
October 1974),
that there might even be away of recreating
stereo from single ( rather than paired) mono
recordings made with acoustic cutters.
Because the performers had to stand so near
to the horn, different parts of its structure
were subjected to different sound pressure
waveforms. So anominal lateral- cut disc
recorder actually contains some vertical
information as well. This could be decoded
as directional information — but only if digital
noise reduction can be used to distinguish
vertical modulation from vertical noise.
Iwill end with Gerzon's thought for the
future. Brad Kay has shown how, for safety,
engineers often cut two discs instead of one,
which by accident recorded stereo. They did
it to be on the safe side. Is it possible, asks
Gerzon, that some engineers played even
safer, and made three recordings instead of
two? If so, then those three discs could be
married to give aUHJ surround- sound
representation of the original music.

13uv British, )av later
The Japanese have wiped out Britain's mass
market hi-fi industry. There never was a
British video industry. If only the computer
industry would learn from past mistakes. But
they just don't seem interested.
Japan has lagged in mass production of
computers because people who think in
Japanese can't innovate in hardware and
software that is based on English language
logic. There's adirect parallel here with
loudspeaker design. Japanese ears don't
hear like Western ears. But Japan can
innovate with electronics. Witness the
Matsushita direct- drive turntable motor
which almost everyone in the mass market
now has to use because it is so cheap. The
Japanese could innovate with modems to
connect computers to telephone lines. The
reason they don't is because the Japanese
Post Office is even more bureaucratic than
the old British Post Office. There's no home
market for modems and the Japanese
always start with the home market. So
Britain makes modems.
Recently Iwasted many hours struggling
to find out why an expensive British modem
worked erratically. The answer could have
come straight from aBritish hi-fi firm, before
it either went out of business or learned
about production engineering. Like atuner
or turntable drive, amodem has to produce a
constant frequency signal. The firm's
prototypes used aceramic oscillator. So did
their first production run. Only after the
modems had been sold did the factory
realise that the ceramic oscillators went off
tune. Now they are fitting crystal oscillators.
If the original production batch had been put
on soak test, as is standard in Japanese
factories, the faults would have shown up
before customers paid the price of buying
British.
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TECHNOLOGY

OME MEMBERS OF HFN/RR STAFF
were cheesed off on New Year's Day.
They don't live in the London area, so
couldn't receive Capital Radio. As a
result, they couldn't watch the Channel 4TV
programme Blue Suede Shoes as a
simulcast. All they heard of Carl Perkins,
George Harrison, Eric Clapton and Ringo
Starr rockin' at the Limehouse studios, was
ordinary mono TV sound. In fact, they didn't
miss much. Although the sound heard
through an FM radio and hi-fi system will
usually be better than the sound heard
through aTV- only system, the supposedly
stereo soundtrack of Blue Suede Shoes was
virtually mono.
The show sound was mixed from multitrack by Dave Edmunds. He set out to
recreate the musical feel of the original era.
So he didn't want wide stereo. He mixed
down into such anarrow spread that it
sounded like mono. The stereo indicator on a
Ferguson TV set ( which detects phase
differences) was reluctant to light up. Even
the applause was narrow. The whole thing
sounded so odd that Ihunted around looking
for amono button inadvertently switched in.
Channel 4and Capital deserve full marks
for putting out the programme as a
simulcast. Simulcasting is no picnic for the
commercial stations because the service
areas for ITV transmitters don't match the
service areas for the independent local radio
stations. Also, there's the daunting problem
of how to match up radio and television
commercials. On this occasion, the Blue
Suede pictures and stereo sound came from
alin. C-format video recorder at Channel 4.
The commercials came from Thames
Television in Euston. But even that wasn't
straightforward.
Thames normally uses an automated
machine, which runs cartridges of 2in. video
tape. But the 2in. quad format has only a
mono soundtrack. The two minute
commercial of the new film A Chorus Line
was in stereo, so that had to be sourced from
another lin. C- format tape machine at the
Thames building.
Capital would like to do more simulcasts.
So would Channel 4. The difficulty is finding
the right kind of material. Blue Suede Shoes
was ideal because it sounded as good as it
looked — if you ignore the non- stereo
soundtrack. There aren't many films and TV
programmes which sound equally good
without pictures. One idea might be the
Concert for Bangladesh film. And what about
some simulcast jazz? As far asl know,
no-one has ever done that. Any other ideas?

25 HEATHFIELD STACEY BUSHES MILTON KEYNES
MK12 6116 TEL ( 0908) 317707
AMPUFIERS

RA820 25x25
109
watts RMS
£
90
RA820BX 25x25 walls RMS

£ 139 90

RA840BX 4Cx40 watts RMS

£ 179 90

Rot ell R11115011

The affordable
performance tuner

RAS 70 60x60
285
watts RMS
£
00
68870 60x60 watts RMS

£ 220 00

60870 Preamplifier

TUNERS

R18201

£ 220 00

FM/LW/MW

£ 69 90

RT830L EM/LW' MW Analogue

£99 90

608501 FM/LW MW Digital 16 Presets £ 149 90

CASSETTE DECKS
60830 Dolby Metal. sofi touch

£ 89 90

TURNTABLES
RP83013, D man inc AT 110E can

RP850 B, D man exc can

£ 129 90

£ 179 90

LOUDSPEAKERS

RL850 Block 75 watts 2 way

£109 90

• W. A. Brady & Sons, Liverpool. Doug Brady
Hi -Fi, Warrington.
"A good tuner sir? Irecommend the RT850L
and if you're not happy after seven days return it
for a full credit" — Doug Brady.
O Billy Vee Sound Systems, Lewisham.
"With great FM performance plus a much
improved AM section the RT850L is ' a steal' at
£149.90" — Ian Anderson.
• Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford.
"The Radio Times comes alive with either the
RT850L or RT830L, recommended by us for all
time" — David Block.
O Rayleigh Hi -Fi, Essex.
"The Rotel RT850L is our first choice tuner"
— Laurie Bing.
I A T Labs, Enfield.
"Like the RA820BX the RT850L tuner is a
superb product" — Graham Risley.
O A T Labs, Gants Hill.
"The RT850L maintains the extremely high
standards we have come to expect from Rotel"
Steve Reichart.
Listen for yourself
For your nearest Rotel dealer phone Rotel on ( 0908) 317707
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N IMPORTANT TOPIC, WHICH
often seems to crop up, is the
consideration of amasthead
reamplifier for Band 2, and in what
circumstances it could give adefinite
improvement in received quality. Ihave
previously mentioned, fairly briefly, the
muTek preamplifier, and have
recommended it for afew special
installations, but in general Ifeel that
masthead preamps should be avoided
unless a//the signals that you receive on
Band 2are fringe area ones.
This month Ithought Iwould have alook
at the performance of two models distributed
by Taylor, which are available through
various specialist antenna firms ( such as
Smith Aerials of Luton) to see under what
circumstances they could benefit an average
FM radio receiving set-up.
An average, medium or high cost FM tuner
should give ajust acceptable output quality
for input levels of about 100pV, although
background noise will probably be
noticeable. Most tuners require between
500pV and 1mV to yield the desired signal/
noise ratio. A beam antenna should provide
again of between 4and 10dB, depending
upon the number of its elements, but typical
coaxial downlead cable will lose between 1
and 4dB, according to its quality and length.
The sensitivity of amodern tuner tends to be
between 4and 7dB worse than the optimum
theoretical front end. Overall performance is,
of course, ultimately limited by the laws of
physics. There is agood deal of atmospheric
noise received by an antenna and little point
in having areceiving system which is very
much quieter than that aerial- borne noise.
Bearing these considerations in mind, a
masthead preamp will only have to have a
noise performance good enough to allow it
to be dominated by the atmospheric noise.
There should also be just enough
amplification for the atmospheric and
preamp noise to overcome the combined
losses of the downlead and any tuner
deficiency.
Isuggest that in an average installation, a
maximum of 12dB of gain should be enough,
and that any more will cause any strong
signals captured to overload the front end of
the average tuner, some models being very
much better than others at coping with
strong off- channel signals. There are, in
most locations, strong signals outside Band
2which can cause problems, and if you are
near police, fire or ambulance transmitters,
the tuner front end can have some difficulty,
especially when the offending transmissions
are in the section between 98 and 101MHz.
Ideally, any Band 2preamp should have a
flat gain from 88 to 108MHz, with the gain
reducing rapidly outside the band. Bearing
all that in mind, let's have alook at the best
results for the two Taylor models.
Both were tested using amains operated
DC supply, type TP1860, which powers the
preamp by supplying DC via the centre core
and screen of the coax. The top Taylor
model, the TP2640, had some 26dB of gain
on Band 2, which Iconsider grossly
excessive. The response plot shows afairly
rapid attenuation outside Band 2, however,
which is useful. We interconnected the unit
with aTrio KT990 FM tuner, and discovered
with much amazement that the system
sensitivity was actually 2.5dB worse with the
preamp in circuit than with it bypassed,
despite its high gain, so clearly its noise
performance is rather poor by modern
standards. We then checked the preamp's
intermodulation performance, and found
that two input signals of just 1.4mV each

NEWS /2: RECORD REVIEW
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ANGUS McKENZIE
would generate an audible intermodulation
product, the actual input intercept point
measuring — 16dBm. If stronger signals were
present, then IM products would become
clearly audible, and these could mask weak
DX stations. Summing this model up, then. I
cannot see that it could offer any advantage
at all, unless it was used to pep up an
unbelievably deaf tuner at the bottom of a
Welsh valley!
Looking at the other Taylor model, the
TP1637, one can see from the gain plot that
the boost is around 20dB on Band 2
(although just 16dB is claimed). Again this is
lAVLOP BAN° 2 Sø

PRE

amarginal system improvement in avery
small percentage of cases, but its high gain
and excessively wide bandwidth are its main
failings.
Feeling somewhat pessimistic, Ithen
looked at two other products from Taylor,
which turned out to be excellent and which
could greatly improve matters in some
installations. The TBBF2 is asmall metal box
with input/output sockets and two tuning
slugs for adjusting anotch frequency and
depth anywhere in Band 2. A plot of the
response from 88 to 108MHz with the notch
adjusted for 99.35MHz, atypical frequency
for avery strong local police transmitter, was
produced. This shows aremarkable notch
depth, with almost no loss at all up to
98MHz, and above 101MHz.
We adjusted the unit using the Marconi
2382 spectrum analyser, but adomestic user
could tweak it using atuner's signalstrength meter. To do this, get an
approximate null by connecting a75cm-long
piece of wire to the inner of the coaxial input
socket, and connect the output to the tuner.
Tune in to the offending station, which may
be highly distorted if it is AM, and tune the
slugs to make it as weak as possible. Then
connect your main FM aerial to the filter
input in place of the wire and make very
small adjustments to the slugs to get the
best null. You should be able to reduce the
offending transmission by at least 50dB, (
ie,
from, say, 30mV to less than 100pV), without
wanted FM signals being significantly
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excessive, but in this case the gain is
maintained down to around 40MHz, below
which it attenuates rapidly. This preamp
could thus accommodate Band 1television,
(which is, however, completely irrelevant
now in the UK). The input sensitivity was a
lot better, though, the system sensitivity
improving that of the Trio marginally, by
0.5dB.
The input intermodulation performance
was far superior, the intercept point being at
—4dBm, so the preamp itself would not
normally generate high- end products.
However, the excessive gain could readily
over- drive the majority of FM tuners causing
them to create unwanted products unless
used with an incredibly loose cable, ( or a
length of several hundred metres). Provided
that there were no strong signals at all
picked up by the antenna, this unit could give

affected. You could also use this unit to
reduce the strength of acripplingly strong
local radio station, which might help you
receive the main BBC networks if they are
rather weak.
This unit is excellent and strongly
recommended if you have aneed for it,
costing only around £ 12. The second unit,
the TBP2, is aband-pass filter with
reasonably steep attenuation outside its
passband of 88 to 104MHz. At 95MHz the
insertion loss is only around 0.5dB, but
transmissions well outside the band, such as
CB, military, amateur radio, aircraft, etc, are
sufficiently well attenuated that they would
be highly unlikely to cause aproblem to an
average tuner. This useful little unit costs
around £ 10. Taylor Brothers ( Oldham) Ltd of
Bisley Street Works, Lee Street, Oldham OL8
1EE, can supply details of local stockists.
27
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VA
UDIO CONSULTANTS

We have one
quality hi-fi
anywhere in
best is here,
around £300
£30,000.

of the finest ranges of
equipment available
the country. All that's
with systems starting
and going up to over

Further, we have a wealth of experience in the selection and use of
systems gained over 20 years installing in situations as diverse
as pubs, clubs, churches, caravans, shops and large and small
halls. You name it, and we've probably done it. So the domestic
situation holds no surprises for us.

You want the best for your money and we'll help you get it, not flog you what gives us
greatest profit — that's apromise. Whether you have £5 or £5000 to spend, you'll get our
undivided attention and a degree of expertise and service pretty well unique in the hi-fi
world. We look forward to seeing you soon.

[inn Products * Rega * ProAc * Audio Research * Krell * Audio Innovations
* Croft * Creek Audio * SD Acoustics * I.
A. Michell * Koetstt *
Monitor Audio * Audiolal)* Supex * Magnepàti * Musical Fidelity * Helius
* Yamaha * Oracle * A&R * Counterpoint * Decca GPD * Pink A *
Heybrook * Snell * Quad * Wharfedale * Systemdek * Elite * Cemac *
Grace

RADLETT AUDIO
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Hertfordshire. — 09276 6497

4
/
1

Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home
demonstration, by appointment, of
equipment we feel confident to
recommend for its high quality
performance and reliability.

AVALON 1111-FI

Access and Visa facilities.

STUDIO

PHONE GLASTONBURY

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Closed Wednesday.
Late Night Thurs.
(by prior appointment).

(0458) 50370

The Old Nursery,
Butleigh, Glastonbury
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THEY HEARD,
THEY WROTE, THEY WON
The %sinners of the IIFN/RR Test CD corn etition

L

AST NOVEMBER WE RAN A
competition for readers to write their
own review of the HFN/RR Test Compact Disc. The standard of entry was
very high — our thanks to everyone who
entered — and the judges had a hard job
picking the best six reviews. There was no
difficulty in picking the winner of the Musical
Fidelity A-1 integrated amplifier, however.
The verdict was unanimous that the entry
from José Vítor Henriques, from Estoril in
Portugal, was the most interesting in that it
included critical comment in an unorthodox
style. We were glad that we didn't have to
choose between the five runners-up, who
each win a 10- pack of CYX CD Damping
Foils. In no particular order they were:
Jonathan Angel, from Palo Alto, California;
Alan Watling, from Colchester, Essex; Heino
Anderson, from Leicester; Barry Hann, from
Caulfield, Australia; and Kenneth Muir, from
Runcorn in Cheshire.
The winning entries are printed below, but
if your appetite for the Test CD has been
whetted, it is still available for £ 11.95, including post and packing, from the HFN/RR
Accessories Club. Apart from a comprehensive selection of test tones, there are 14
music tracks, listed in the Table, which were
chosen because we felt they illustrated how
natural miking can produce unexaggerated
balances which are nevertheless musical in
the extreme. Full details of the recording
techniques used for each track are includea
in the CD's booklet.

Accessories Club Hotline: 0234 741152

Frack
1-2 Channel check and phasing
3 Dvorak: String Serenade, movement
(Chamber Orchestra of Europe, from
ASV COE 801)
4 Hildegard of Bingen: Columba aspexit
(Parley of Instruments with Emma
Kirkby, from Hyperion CDA 66039)
5 Handel: Entry of the Queen of Sheba
(Scottish Chamber Orchestra/Laredo,
from IMP ' Red' PCD 802)
6 Vivaldi: The Four Seasons, '
Spring' st
movement ( Taverner Players/Parrott
from Denon 38C37-7283)
7 Bartok: Roumanian Dance (
Andras
Schiff, piano, from Denon 38C37-7092)
8 Bruckner: Symphony 4, 3rd movement
(Dresden Staatskapelle/Blomstedt, from
Denon 38C37-7126)
9 JS Bach: Chorale Prelude BWV 645 (
Hans
Otto, organ, from Denon C37-7004)
10 Beethoven: Symphony 3, 1st movement
(Berlin Staatskapelle/Suitner, from
Denon 38C37-7011)
11 Chopin: Waltz in C-sharp minor Op.64/2
(Anna Maria Stanczyk, piano, from
Ensemble ENS118)
12 Gluck: Dance of the Blessed Spirits (
Ivor
Humphreys, flute, Marjorie Dutton,
piano: First part recorded with crossed
ribbon mics; second with the Calrec
Soundfield mid
13 Solo Percussion (
Andie Brooke- Mellor,
from Ensemble MGS001)
14 The Garage Door! (
Mike Skeet, from
Ensemble MGS001)
15-64 Technical test tones
I-11-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HERE'S THE CD EQUIVALENT
of trying different turntable
mats, changing paddles on your
silicon damper, or varying
tracking force over a Shure ' Audio Obstacle
Course'?
The ultimate in enjoyable tweakiness was
once HFN/RR's limited edition quad set,
pressed in SO, QS, CD-4, and stereo ( too bad
Hafler was the best Icould muster). Now it's
HFN/RR again which has produced the first
real test CD. Its test tones might appear
useless now that equalisers are no longer in
for flattening response, but no — they're
perfect for testing tape recorder frequency
response and stability. ( A dream, but hopeless to access with a Philips CD- 100.)
Music ( classical, hence with real space and
dynamics) is mostly reissued from commercial labels, but it's great Tony Faulkner stuff,
and Mike Skeet has contributed a superb
drum kit and ' garage door'. Martin Colloms'
own taping of Deputy Editor Ivor Humphreys' flute has two microphone placements, and Ienjoyed disagreeing with the
OR JUST OVER A TENNER THIS
test disc is abargain. A well produced
notes about which was best.
TV commercial could make it go all
Speaking of notes, the real point of an
the way up to the charts. Thus:
issue like this is to know the mikes used for
OPENING SCENE:
each recording, where they and the instru(A backlit wide-angle view of a well- deco- ments were, and the dimensions of each
rated office. HiFi News reviewers are shown
hall. HFN/RR's notes only stimulate the appeblissfully discussing their points of view.)
tite; if each track had come with a map, it
Sue is saying the Vivaldi strings have no would be easy to check imaging.
trace of harshness or overbrilliance, just a
For me, the best track is from Dvorak's
natural bloom.
String Serenade. It won't stop me from
'Well, Ifind them aggressively close,' trying to find CD tweaks forever, but it makes
admits Peter Branscombe defiantly. ' It's the
me settle back with the player on ' repeat'.
'Eroica' that sounds natural and unadulterStrange, this feeling of contentment, from a
ated. I ...'
test record of all things!
Jonathan Angel
'Natural? You call that natural?' interrupts
Sue sitting bolt upright. ' For me, it's as dull
ROM COMPLETE SILENCE THE MIDas can be.'
Atlantic voice declaims left and right
'One uses Roederstein resistors ( score:
channels, balance and phase. Cat
84%), while the other uses Holco resistors
panics: what is '
out of phase'? To
(score: 91%); hence the argument,' Martin
dive from this into Dvorak is a cold bath,
Colloms explains with a patronising smile to
albeit with the plug- hole open for the cellos
a flabbergasted JA.
to slide down. The bathroom acoustic
'The Denon piano recording spreads the
expands to envelope Hildegard, proving that
upper and lower registers too much for my
reverberation can improve even Tony
taste,' throws in Roger Bowen, absentFaulkner's phased array — or be enhanced /
mindedly playing with his pen.
by it.
And while everybody else takes the opporExit Hildegard, Cnter Queen of
tunity to butter up the boss on account of his
Sheba, as regal as ever and well
fine piano recording, Arthur Jacobs declares
spread out, if she will forgive
contemptuously that the piano tone on the
me. The transition to Vivaldi
Andras Schiff recording is unbeatable. And if
in Hampstead is almost
that doesn't say much for his ears, it says a immediate, with the
j r.e •(>7 >,•Ir
lot for his guts ...
Faulkner mikes proe
CLOSING SCENE:
ducing no unnatural hiatus. Just /
(KK is trying to convert his wife to the joys of
hi-fi, by demonstrating the garage door
good engine
track)
eering.> .Sy
'v41\
'It sounds just like you, when you come
.
•• ..• <%'"
a0home late and don't have your key,' she
ç‘c'
comments nonchalantly.
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HFN/RR TEST CD

The two piano tracks, 7 & 11, are worth
programming sequentially. Which Steinway
could you live with? Alas, Chopin stole my
ears before Icould solder my fuses in ...
The Bruckner is all too much; real Wembley Hi Fi. On the other hand, the Beethoven
recording allows the orchestra ' to be
unmolested'. Must have been quite a temptation. Dull, dull, dull...
Ivor Humphreys played Gluck beautifully,
changing mikes at half-time to no great
advantage - 10 all after extra time.
Having heard Mike Skeet's recordings
from his master tapes, Ican safely say there
is no significant change on the CD. The
Garage Door will now replace the Decca
Train in Hi Fi folklore.
Where was Pink Floyd, Oxygéne and other
audiophile fodder? Alas, we are now into 50
tracks of Happy Hours with the Oscilloscope,
which will prove that what you have just
enjoyed was technically imperfect on your.
cherished hardware. Don't change to
oxygen- free mains plugs - just listen to
Chopin again ...
Alan Watling

pheric brass sound, while the Beethoven is
one of the few digital orchestral recordings I
have heard without ' hard' strings, even
though my best analogue discs still have a
little something extra. But if Sue Hudson and
Peter Branscombe found the Beethoven lacking in naturalness, Isuspect their equipment
balance - is why Sue liked the Dvorak?
The Gluck was disappointing. Sure the
instruments moved from left to right and the
piano back alittle, but this is all pretty subtle.
rhe drums were great; what a pity that the
cymbal was finally cut before it died away
into the dither noise floor. The garage door is
excellent, yet so hard to reproduce naturally.
Hildegard, Beethoven and Bruckner
demonstrate how much easier it is to replay
recordings with some distant miking, which
still lose nothing in excitement with the wick
turned up. Next time, some bass strings,
tympani and real brass please.
Barry Hann

W

HAT AN EXCELLENT PIECE OF
work this disc is. During the
very first listening session I
learned three things: just how
good CD can be, the meaning of the terms
F YOU WISH TO KNOW THAT THE
your reviewers use, and just how limited my
reviewer really thinks, look at the first/
upper range hearing is!
last paragraph; all right, sophisticates do
Taking these in reverse order, the test
fragment their opinions in the text. Thus,
tones ( while not exactly foot-tappers!) are
briefly: HFN/RR's CD reaches parts which
fascinating in what they show of the limitaother CDs do not.
tions of the human environment - how poor
Problems? Hands up, those who know the
my ears are above 14kHz, why does that
difference between a matrixed pair and a
shelf buzz at about 40Hz etc. No doubt their
crossed figure- of- eight supercardioids! Diainherent accuracy makes them a profesgrams would have helped - no microphone
sional tweeker's delight.
reviews in the last ten HFN/RR annuals.
Reviewers' comments had previously
Room is limited in the silly little booklets
been a source of mystery to me: when ABC
accompanying CDs: incompatibility of the
described a sound as ' harsh', did he mean
technologies of the 14th and 20th centuries.
the same as DEF; and was GHI's ' restricted'
Spot frequency bands will test your hearing
verdict more or less damning than JKL's
- most amplifiers/speakers reach 18kHz. I
'limited'? Having a group of high quality
can hear 10kHz, but not 16kHz: if only there
performances and recordings plus the opinhad been bands in 1kHz steps!
ions of several different reviewers means I
Microphone placements assume
can now judge what they mean in future
increased importance owing to the transreviews. This in itself should keep me buying
parency of CD and music extracts are all
HFN/RR!
excellent ( some bad examples would have
But, most importantly, the music itself.
helped), though lacking range and variety:
The solo piano tracks are perhaps the most
no rock, jazz, solo voice, large choir, solo
impressive in terms of the silence, and the
violin ( Shure Era 3!). Track 12 is fascinating,
concentration of sound - the Bartok and
showing the subtle but distinct change in
Chopin display the advantages of CD over LP
ambience when microphones are switched
admirably. Of the larger scale works, the
over ( Tape join in ' What is Good Recorded
Beethoven and Bruckner give an insight to
Sound?'). Other tracks would have benefited
the complete ease with which CD can handle
from this treatment.
massed orchestral forces. The track Ienjoy
The HFN/RR CD provides a permanent
most, however, is one which Ithink has had
reference for comparing items in audio
less than its fair share of praise: the SCO/
chain, illustrates many facets of recording,
Laredo Handel. Here, a very ' busy' piece of
demonstrates loudspeaker/room response,
music with many instruments entering and
the capability of CD, of your system and your
leaving and sound stage is given pin- sharp
ears; is invaluable for avoiding mistakes in
focus. In this recording you can see ( hear?)
equipment purchase ( costing perhaps 100
the wood and the trees, for although each
times as much as the disc).
instrument is clearly distinguished as an
Irresistible.
Heino Anderson
individual, the music as a piece does not
sound at all fragmented or uncoordinated.
Finally, as for ' real life' dynamic range, the
FASCINATING COMPILATION,
with as good a selection of techsparrow provides an interesting pianissimo
nical tracks as Ihave heard. Having
contrast to the heart- stopping ' ffff' garage
read HFN/RR's reviewers' opinions,
door. The sparrow? What sparrow? The one
Ican only conclude that system balance and
on the drum track, of course. At the end of
room interfacing sometimes colour the perthis piece, as the last cymbal is fading away,
ceived sound for them.
turn the volume up. And up. And up. And
The Dvorak Ifound rather hard at highish
eventually, at about 1m30s, there it is, quite
volume, needing careful level adjustment,
distinctly, a sparrow trapped in the wareyet the brightish Handel and Vivaldi were
house chirping his defiance to the drum
excellent. The Bartok provided good, believdisplay. Or is it just my ears again? How
able piano sound and imagery, the Chopin
come no-one else has mentioned it? (
WARNwas just a little too remote and less tangible.
ING: Turn volume down before next track!)
But the superb sense of presence in
Overall ( despite the absence of a well
Rouvier's Pictures ... was missing. And why
recorded jazz saxophone - Sonny Stitt is on
two piano pieces?
Denon after all) afully merited A*:1*.
The Bruckner provided awonderful atmosKenneth Muir
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FEDERATION

OF BRITISH AUDIO 1986 BALLOT

Landseer House 19 Charing Cross Road London WC2H OES

Telephone 01-930 3206 Telex 296215 BREMAG

FEDERATION OF BRITISH AUDIO
ANNUAL AWARDS 1986
IN AID OF CHARITY

Intercontinental Hotel, 21st April 1986
Please tick only one circle in each category ( del ticks in total)
CATEGORY I
SOURCE COMPONENTS
ALPHASON XENON ARM
ALPHASON DELTA ARM
ALPHASON OPAL ARM
ALPHASON HR-100S-MCS ARM
ALPHASON XENON-MCS ARM
SME MK.V TONEARM
SYRINX AUDIO L.E. 2 TONEARM
GOLDRING G 1010 PICKUP CARTRIDGE
GOLDRING G 1020 PICKUP CARTRIDGE
GOLDRING G 1040 PICKUP CARTRIDGE
GERARD LOUIS PICKUP CARTRIDGE
PMX 10 MC. CARTRIDGE
DECCA SUPERGOLD CARTRIDGE
S.E.E. THE BLACK REVOLVER TURNTABLE
QED R232 E ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
AR LEGEND II TURNTABLE
AR EB 101 TURNTABLE
CREEK AUDIO SYSTEMS
CAS 3140 TUNER
ARCAM ALPHA TUNER
MERIDIAN MCD PRO CD PLAYER
MISSION DAD 7000R CD PLAYER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD 1 CD PLAYER
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ROSS RE- 5050 3- BAND, MAINS/BATTERY PORTABLE RADIO_ O

LINN LK 2 POWER AMPLIFIER

ARCAM ALPHA INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER INTEGER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO A 75 POWER AMPLIFIER
CREEK AUDIO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER CAS 4140
AR MARK II AMPLIFIER
CYRUS 2 AMPLIFIER
QED A230 S 30 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
QED A240 CD 40 WATT C.D. OPTIMISED AMPLIFIER
LINN LK 1 PREAMPLIFIER
CROFT MICRO PREAMPLIFIER
SONDEX PLU 1 PASSIVE PREAMPLIFIER
NAIM AUDIO NAC 42-5 PREAMPLIFIER
NAIM AUDIO NAC 32-5 PREAMPLIFIER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO C 75 AMPLIFIFIER
SONDEX DE 1 DISC PREAMPLIFIER
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MICHELL TENDERFEET ACCESSORY FEET
MONITOR AUDIO NC 100 SPEAKER CABLE

MONITOR SUPPLY IX

MONITOR AUDIO S 252 MEDITE VENEERED STAND
MONITOR AUDIO S 352
MEDITE VENEERED STAND
QED WF1 C.D. WALLFRAME

CATEGORY III
SPEAKER COMPONENTS OR SYSTEMS
ARCAM TWO LOUDSPEAKERS
ARCAM THREE LOUDSPEAKERS
AR 18 BX LOUDSPEAKERS
AR 22 BX LOUDSPEAKERS
AR 44 BX LOUDSPEAKERS
B & W DM 100 LOUDSPEAKERS
B & W 808 LOUDSPEAKERS
CELESTION SL 65 LOUDSPEAKERS
DEAN CAMEO LOUDSPEAKERS
DEAN ALTO PRO LOUDSPEAKERS _
KEF GT 200 LOUDSPEAKERS
LINN INDEX LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M 20 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MISSION 700 LEADING EDGE LOUDSPEAKERS
MONITOR AUDIO R 100 LOUDSPEAKERS
MONITOR AUDIO R 700 LOUDSPEAKERS
MORDAUNT SHORT MS 100 LOUDSPEAKERS
SPENDOR SP 2 LOUDSPEAKER
TANNOY M 20 GOLD LOUDSPEAKER

CATEGORY II
AMPLIFICATION COMPONENTS

HI-FI NEWS FLUX DUMPER HFN 001 DAMPING BRICK

SONDEX PA 30 POWER AMPLIFIER
EXPOSURE POWER SUPPLY PROFESSIONAL

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND II LOUDSPEAKER
WHARFEDALE 504 LOUDSPEAKER
GALE 301 2 WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

QED WF2 TURNTABLE WALLFRAME
QED CD- S C.D. SWITCH UNIT
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MORDAUNT-SHORT MS 25Ti LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

o
o
o
o

ROGERS LS 5/9 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
ROGERS LS 2 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

o

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS 10 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
MORDAUNT-SHORT MS 15 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

ROGERS LS 6 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
S.D. ACOUSTICS SD 1 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
SPENDOR SP 2 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

CATEGORY IV
ACCESSORIES
A+R CAMBRIDGE MODEL STM 3
HI-FI NEWS BLACK HEAD HFN 004
STEP-UP TRANSFORMER

o
o
o
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QED CD-T C.D. TORLYTE
S.E.E. THE DECK CHAIR TABLE
RATA TORLYTE TABLE ( 3 LEGGED VERSION)
TURNTABLE STAND
ROSS RE- 2540 NEW GENERATION
DESIGNER RANGE HEADPHONES
ROSS RE- 256000 NEW GENERATION
DESIGNER RANGE HEADPHONES
ROSS RE- 2580 NEW GENERATION
DESIGNER RANGE HEADPHONES

o
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YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR AN AWARD
1) AN OUTSTANDING PRODUCT THAT HAS
BEEN ON THE MARKET FOR MORE THAN 5YEARS
2) A HI-FI DEALER WHOM YOU FEEL HAS GIVEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE

Please use capitals/Only one entry per person
NAME

Torlyte Platforms

INCON Interconnect Cables
New technology cables using
OXYGEN FREE HIGH
CONDUCTIVITY copper
conductors.
Take alook at the micro
photographs and you will see for
Normal high purity copper
yourself why its no surprise the
QED INCON sounds better than
other cables — the secret's in the
copper!
HI-FI Answers ( May 84)
0.F.H.C. INCON
commenting on INCON " With
INCON the sound was sweet, open, transparent, tuneful
and very easy to follow. Both sonically and musically the
QED cable transformed the sound."
Prices from as little as £ 7.95 for ahalf metre pair of phono to
phono cables or cable off the reel at £ 1.10 per metre.

INCON
P.A.G.

INCON as
Speaker Cable

Replacement
pick-up arm cable
using graphite
screened INCON.
This plug-in
replacement cable
fits all LINN,
MISSION. AR, and
A.D.C. arms.

Used as speaker cable, it is
important to keep cable
lengths to less than 5metres
per channel.
The same sonic
improvements apply as for
INCON interconnect,
particularly the " mid" and high
frequency reproduction.
Note: INCON can be
paralleled up with thicker
cables such as QED 79
strand or C38 for extra
"bass weight" and for
longer cable runs.

PRICE

£17.50

PRICE
£1.10
per metre

Improve the sound quality of your turntable ( or amplifier)
by placing it on aQED TORLYTE Isolating Platform,
HI-FI News (Aug 84) concluded that, "the TORLYTE
platform is the clear FIRST CHOICE, offering the most
relaxed and encouraging listening."
PRICES
Remember, QED TORLYTE
platforms work — the difference is
clearly audible.

£33-£35

Available in four sizes including one for C.D. players

The BEST BUY of
Speaker Cables
Over 2million metres of
genuine QED 79 strand speaker
cable has so far been sold, making it the
most popular speaker cable ever
produced.
HIFI Answers ( Nov 82) concluded
that, " Changing from bell wire
or mains lead to QED 79 STRAND
SPEAKER CABLE is the cheapest
upgrade you will ever make."

PRICE

79p
per metre

WARNING: Beware of cheap imitations Genuine QED 79 strand is
embossed " QED AUDIO PRODUCTS"

Sound definition Speaker
Stands
Speaker stands do not
generally receive the
attention they deserve —
they are avery important part
of agood HiFi System.
QED produce arange of
five stands from £ 22.50 to
£59.00 per pair.
The SD19S, SD15 and
SD24 are " spiked" both top
and bottom. To find out why
and for afull explanation
why speaker stands
different, send for
Catalogue No

QED Products are recommended by all leading manufacturers and importers of Fie
Equipment They are available from around 1000 Hin retailers throughout the U.K.
Alternatively, order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours ( subject to
availability). Post and packing free•. All prices include VAT. r‘i 15%.
'Add 50p to orders under f500
For technical and nearest dealer information ring ASHFORD ( Middx) 46236— area
code inside LONDON 69 or STD 07842.
QED Audio Products Ltd., Unit 12. Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford,
Middlesex. TW15 1AU
North American Distributor May Audio Marketing Ltd., 646. Guimond Blvd.,
Longueuil, QUE. J4G 1P8 Tel ( 514) 651-5707

NUANCE

SENSIBILITY

Malcolm Hawksford joys into the desi nconsiderations of the Nuance

T

HE CHALLENGE WAS TO DESIGN
a moving- coil preamplifier which
would embody my convictions as to
the type of circuit which is subjectively optimal. It must also keep within the
constraints imposed by FAMCO that the unit
must be:
• practical to produce ( cost effective)
• completely reliable without need for
periodic adjustment
• absolutely consistent soundwise unit to
unit
• user friendly
It is my conviction, based both on theoretical reasoning and listening experiences,
that to assure accurate transient performance without the ' electronic character' and
fuzziness that is often associated with lowlevel amplification stages, there exists a set
of optimal circuit topologies for low-level
amplification stages. Nuance reflects this
conviction.
Central to the design philosophy is the
observation that most m- c cartridges are
more efficient power converters than their
m- m counterparts. Thus, although m- c voltage levels may achieve only 200-4000/, the
low and substantially resistive source impedance enables a relatively high level of
power to be delivered to the input stage
active devices, when the input circuitry is
designed according to
Fuzzy Distortion
Theory".
However, of particular concern is that signal
components
which approach the
noise floor are only in
the region of tens of
nanovolts and therefore at a level where
diodic junctions at
metal- to- metal contacts, soldered joints
and even internal junctions within the structure of conductors and semiconductors, may
well exhibit potential barriers. Evidence for
this has been researched by Kamada of
Hitachi 2,where he models conductors as a
distributed lattice of resistors and diodes.
Such mechanisms will, in principle, modify
the delicate structure of fine transient detail
present within audio signals.
The design philosophy also follows the
school that maintains circuits should be
conceptually simple, where minimal levels
of feedback are used sufficient only to sensibly bound gain definition and high-level
distortion. In this respect, a generic link can
be found both with the primitive transistor
circuits of the 1950s and early ' 60s and with
tube circuitry ( remember the Lowther passive RIAA preamplifier?), though modern
devices and compound topologies yield a
performance significantly superior to the
basic degenerate common emitter class of
stage. It is now appreciated that each active
and passive device can, in principle, embed a
sonic signature, whereby the search for
conceptual simplicity is alogical progression
that enables a more meaningful selection of
components.
To realise the design objective, a complementary NPN/PNP BJT cascode topology
is used with no active support circuitry (
eg,
current sources) for the first stage of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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amplification. This circuit construct offers
the inherent advantage that the near- logarithmic characteristic of atransistor is dramatically linearised, which allows the cell transconductance to be defined by a local emitter
resistance of afew ohms. It is rarely appreciated that asingle transistor is, in some ways,
only ' half a device' ( that exhibits significant
non- linearity). However, compounded with
its complement', the pair offer greatly
enhanced characteristics that can be viewed
as a new, single device structure. For example, the compound cell is aparallel construct
that achieves a more optimum noise match
to a low source impedance, whereas the
more traditional long- tail pair both degrades
noise and offers a saturating transconductance due to the transistors effectively being
connected in series.
The Nuance circuit is configured to include
the cartridge as a feedback element to
determine cell transconductance; this both
minimizes extra noise generating resistance
and enables an automatic adjustment of gain
with cartridge sensitivity and source impedance. The cell operates essentially in a
current steering mode, where signal current
flows in asimple closed path that allows the
same signal current to flow in both cartridge
and passive RIAA eq. This construction
achieves a wide bandwidth with low HF

distortion and also prevents signal current
from circulating in the power supply circuitry, afactor which, coupled with effective
star earthing, leads to an extremely clean
signal path.
The output DC conditions ( per channel) are
controlled using a loosely coupled, compensated servo- amplifier that is designed to
minimize distortion of the RIAA eq transfer
function and thus reduce errors of the type
discussed in the Essex Echo', ( figs 9, 10). A
servo- system enables DC coupling in the
signal path and therefore lessens degradation due to AC coupling networks. Great care
has been taken to ensure that the servo
performs only fine tuning of the circuit by
using loose coupling, and that it no wperturbs the sensitive input stage.
A second area robustly addres
Nuance is power supply design. The
former, rectifiers and initial smoothin,
cuits are placed in geographical isole
from the main preamplifier to reduce si
injection from electromagnetic fielt
Remember, low-level signals are only tens
nanovolts and therefore susceptible to cor
ruption. The supply is configured to float
symmetrically about ground, which further
reduces error injection by maintaining a
clean ground. Extensive supply decoupling
and RF filtering distributed between each
amplifier stage is employed, using passive

ream fiber

circuitry. It is here that the advantage of not
circulating signal currents in the supply
becomes more evident by dissociating the
supply from the principal signal paths.
In passing, it should be noted that certain
aspects of the circuit design are to make the
unit practical and universal:
A protection system was incorporated to
prevent damage to associated amplifiers and
loudspeakers on power up/down. When the
preamplifier is activated, a relay powered
from asubsidiary supply grounds the output
ports and an LED flashes. After 10s, the relay
is disabled and the LED remains on, acting as
apower indicator. On power down, the relay
grounds the output quickly ( before transients occur).
Two user adjustments are included:
(1) The LF bandwidth of the RIAA stage can
be selected to be either nominally 2Hz or
20Hz. The wide bandwidth position is preferable on most installations, though with
ported loudspeakers the 20Hz setting
reduces cone excursion due to record warp
or acoustical feedback. This selection is
made by a switch inside the unit.
(2) The gain of the line stage can be adjusted
to allow the full range of the volume control
to be used with all moving- coil cartridges.
This is achieved by plug-in resistors as
explained in the user manual.
The above are the
principal electronic
design considerations. Obviously, electronic circuits per se
are only a part of the
total design process.
Component selection
and physical layout
are
essential
to
achieving state-of-theart results.
Nuance uses ' star'
grounding, and
an
extremely compact active circuit layout to
the area of signal current loops. Components
were selected for their subjective performance within the circuit and include:
• low series resistance electrolytic capacitors ( 105`C ITT)
• metal film 1
/ watt resistors ( Roederstein
2
Mk- 3)
• polypropylene capacitors ( WIMA and
Roederstein)
• composite output capacitors
polypropylene)
• large crystal, OFC
• silver dopes
In cor' r" -
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Bib Compact Disc Cleaner
A607
£9.98

ip
Fluid

Bib Interlocking CD Storage
A611
£ 2.99

Some people think
CDs look after themselves
The truth is that CDs must be cleaned regularly to
reproduce all their digital brilliance.
The new Bib Compact Disc Cleaner with its unique oneway cleaning action safely and effectively removes
dust and fingerprints in seconds. Used regularly, this
non-abrasive wet system ensures optimum sound
reproduction from your valuable compact discs.
At the some time, the Bib CD design team have come

Bib Stylus Cleaning
A601
£ 2.99

,1111111

up with an elegant, practical means of storage and
touch- release access for your precious digital CDs.
Interlocking storage modules in tough ABS plastic hold
10 discs. As your collection grows, you simply expand
by adding further modules.
Take alook at the extensive range of Bib Audio-Care
products. Invest in our experience and you'll hear the
difference.

Bib Tape Head Maintenance
A605
£ 3.98

Bib Cassette Head Cleaning
A600
£ 3.98

Bib Tape Mending and Editing
A604
£ 3.49

ited, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. HP2 4RQ. Telephone. O442-61291 Telex
ve any difficulty in obtaining these products send direct to Bib Audio/Video Products Limited including 50p for p&p.
For FREE brochure send S.A E. All prices shown are RRP and include VAT.

82363

RECORDS OFFER

T

SUPERCUT RECORDS

HERE WAS ONCE A MAGAZINE
called Practical HiFi ( Today), and
although the magazine is no more,
one of their best features lives on.
Editor Peter Herring — with the help of
record company promo man Phil
Bergmann — had convinced his
publisher that if someon
were to take classic
rock, jazz and
classical

recordings and
produce premium
LP pressings, as free as
; was humanly possible from
the outrages of snap, crackle
and pop, the quality of human
existence would be usefully enhanced.
The publisher was persuaded of the
truth in this idea, Peter and Phil persuaded record companies to allow them
access to the precious mastertapes, and
Nimbus cut and pressed the LPs with their
customary tender loving care. The records
sold, but unfortunately the magazine went to

the great library in the sky.
A couple of months back, HFN/RR had
the opportunity to buy the remaining stock
of the records in order to offer them to its
readers. Some — the Decca Mahler, Janacek
and Britten recordings and Charlie Byrd — are
sold out. But the others are all in stock, arid
now available at a significantly lower price
than before, just £ 6.50 each plus 60p p&p.
Some have served as all-time great demonstration discs — Rickie Lee Jones, Joan
Armatrading and Pink Floyd. Some are just
all-time great -• Sergeant Pepper! JA's
particular favourites are the four EMI

recordings of English music — definitive
performances all, from Beecham, Barbirolli
and Boult — and the all-time greatest album
from the definitive ' 70s rock band Feats don't
fail me now. Every one is a winner, though,
so don't delay — send off your order now.

SUPERCUT RECORDS - NEW LOW PRICE
£6.50 + (i0p P&P EACH ( 4 OR MORE DISCS P&P FREE)

EMI

A&M
Joan Armatrading

1:11

PHF10

Sounds. . and stuff like

III

that
PHF11

Breakfast in America

SUPERTRAMP

Sgt Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band

PHF28

EARL KLUGH

Living Inside Your Love

PHF29

PINK FLOYD

Wish You Were Here

PAUL McCARTNEY

Band on the Run

PH F27

PHF 9 JOAN ARMATRADING
QUINCY JONES

THE BEATLES

Quantity

D

PHF30

& WINGS

WEA
PHF12

LITTLE FEAT

Feats don't fail me now

PHF13

RICKIE LEE JONES

Rickie Lee Jones

PHF14

LI

RANDY NEWMAN

EMI

Little Criminals

PHF24 JACKSON BROWNE

Running on Empty

Li

PHF25

Despérado

D

EAGLES

PHF16

FREDERICK DELIUS

Orchestral Works Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra/Sir
Thomas Beecham

PHF17

EDWARD ELGAR

Symphony No2 Op63
London Philharmonic

PHF18

EDWARD ELGAR
RALPH VAUGHAN

'English String Music',
Sinfonia of London/

WILLIAMS

Sir John Barbirolli

The Hissing of Summer
Lawns

PHF26 JONI MITCHELL

CBS
PHF20

MILES DAVIS

Kind of Blue

PHF21

JANIS IAN

Between the Lines

Orchestra/Sir Adrian Boult

PHF19

PHF22

SANTANA

Borboletta

PH F23

WEATHER REPORT

Mysterious Traveller

RALPH VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS

0

Symphony No6 ' The Lark
Ascending'. New
Philharmonia Orchestra/Sir
Adrian Boult

Please send your orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH.
NAME
ADDRESS

Ienclose PO/Cheque/MO* E Iwish to pay by AccessNisa/Diners/Amex*
My card number is

DDIIIDEIDMODDDMIIIDEI

My payment is:

Signature
E&OE
mil

Delivery subject to availability. Telephone enquiries: 0234 741152
V.

1(1

WI) RI S II

\

II

*Please delete as necessary.
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DEON
ÑM
Denon awarded 3, " best buys", by ' Hi Fi Choice', Winter 85/86.

DR- M22 £244.95
"... Denon ' stransport was superior to the usual
standard expected . . . Sound quality was
particularly clear, relaxed and unfatiguing. There
was plenty of insight into aperformance and fine
stereo imagery . . . We felt the DR- M22 to be a
fine machine . . ."

4 4;

What Hi Fi, " Best cassette deck of the year", 1985.

DR-M33HX £289.95
"... Quality was outstanding for ferric tape,
being clearer, easier and more stable to listen to
than most decks with metal tape . . . This deck
delivered excellent record/replay sound quality
and, equally, it played musicassettes unusually
well, providing apitch- stable, tightly defined
sound better than most competitors by a
significant margin. Since the ' 33HX' is also a
delight to use, it rates very highly indeed"

.
.. .
,
Pe.1

DR-M44HX £ 349.95
•
... Both metals give impressive results . . . still
easily out- performs most cassette decks . . .
Recording quality was excellent . . . The tuning
system matched in all tapes with ahigh degree
of accuracy . . . impressive by general
standards".

All the above quotes are taken from HiFi Choice Cassette Decks. Winter 85/86.

FOR YOUR FREE DENON COLOUR CATALOGUE

Ring 01-200 0200 (24 hours, 7days)

BLANKETY BLANK
An us McKenzie concludes his surve

Nvith

alook at chrome and metal cassette formulations

T

HIS CONCLUDING PART OF OUR BLANK CASSETTE
tape survey details the properties of the IEC type II and
IV tapes, and draws some conclusions about how their
overall performance compares with the best ferrics
reviewed last month.
Virtually all good quality cassette decks now marketed
cater for both chromium and metal-type cassettes. In the last year or
two tapes employing amodified metal formulation have been
designed for use with the chrome position. For the IEC II ( chrome)
position, therefore, there are now basically three types of cassette
tape: chromium dioxide formulations; pseudochromes ( which are
designed for IEC II but which are, in effect, extremely high coercivity
modified ferrics, such as TDK SA); and the modified metals, such as
TDK HXS and That's EM- X. These have been introduced in an
attempt to provide ametal-type performance at IEC II bias, since it is
an unfortunate fact of life that many decks boasting ametal facility
are incapable of getting anywhere near optimum results with
metal-type tape. This is because metal tapes require an extremely
high bias current, which in many decks causes severe record head
saturation, and thus severely limits the maximum record level which
can be achieved at low and middle frequencies.

AGFA
Stereochrom HD was checked in C60 and 90 formats. This tape is
quite an old formulation now, and the 315Hz MOL was the poorest of
any of the chrome position tapes tested. Furthermore, the HF
saturation performance was poor, and the 10kHz response was also
down abit at reference bias. The background noise level was
average for apure chrome type. The bias had to be reduced slightly
to flatten the response, and this further degraded the LF MOL, whilst
the 3.15kHz MOL also degraded to an even poorer figure than at
normal bias. The C60 had avery similar poor performance, although

Setting the Recording Level
The IEC II and IV position tapes can be seen from the table on p53 to
have far more variation in sensitivity at 315Hz than the ferrics. Having
set up atape deck for some compromise record Dolby level
sensitivity, you will have to relate the sensitivity of the tape itself,
together with its MOL performance and the capability of the deck to
record high levels, with the type of record level metering provided.
Some metal capable decks can record very high levels on the best
metal tapes without any significant record head saturation taking
place, but the level meters, whether peak- reading or VU types, may
fling themselves against the end stops if high levels are attempted on
atape that can take them without distress. Other tapes, such as
That's EM- X, whilst having avery high 315Hz sensitivity, do not have
an outstanding MOL to go with it, so the additional gain inherent in
the tape itself can cause ahigher apparent replay level when the tape
just will not take it. The less sensitive, but better quality, chrome
types may well be able to give higher undistorted replay levels at the
same record level setting, and with the same apparent level meter
readings.
The best course is to find out which of the top tapes has the most
accurate record/replay sensitivity and response equality, and then to
note the meter reading on this particular tape when you just begin to
detect distortion. If you look at the tables for other types of the same
tape and compare sensitivity and MOL against your original, you
should be able to work out how much more you can turn up the
record level, or how much you have to back it off. If you can switch
the meters to monitor playback whilst you are recording, this will be
much easier.
You will not then have to worry about sensitivity, but simply adjust
the record level to get an appropriate replay signal, with differences
between tape types aimed at compensating for their MOL
performance without worrying about sensitivity.
If your deck has automatic biasing, equalisation and record
sensitivity adjustments, you can monitor the record levels, bearing
in mind only the maximum operating level quoted for the chosen
tape. There is one extremely important rider to this, however: you
may have to reduce the record level considerably, especially on
metal tapes, if your deck is unable to give an undistorted flux from
the record head at high levels. This problem is far more serious than
it may seem, for ametal tape like Sony ES can actually record well
over 11dB above Dolby level at low frequencies before the onset of
clearly audible distortion on some program material, but this will
only be possible on avery good deck. A poor deck might not be
capable of putting out more than 3dB above Dolby level for the same
subjective distortion, ie, the deck's MOL with the Sony tape might be
8dB worse than the same tape on agood deck ( such as athree- head
Nakamichi).
When determining the record level setting, also bear in mind
how much treble energy might be present relative to the LF levels.
If your forte is in recording church bells, glockenspiels or
percussion, then you must look at the tape's HF saturation
performance, and it is in this area that metal tapes score very heavily
over all others except the modified metals designed for use with the
IEC II position ( TDK HXS and That's EM-X).
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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STEREOCHROM HD
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at least the response was flat.
Most mechanical parameters were acceptable, but we did have
one large dropout at 10kHz on the C60, which could have been a
sample problem. The only really good parameter was modulation
noise, which was excellent. This tape just cannot be recommended,
because of its poor electromagnetic performance and print-through.
Superchrom HDX was also checked in C60 and 90 versions. The
315Hz MOL measured well, and HF saturation was also quite good
for achrome, but again the 3.15kHz MOL was very poor. The HF
response was slightly up, but not seriously so, and background noise
measured very well; modulation noise, however, was disappointing
for achrome. The print-through measurements were very poor. The
mechanics tended to stiffen up abit after repeated winding, causing
anoticeable increase in back tension, which could affect some decks.
The 10kHz dropout/stability performance was not too good on the
90, and poor on the C60. Oddly, the C60 seemed to be rather different
37
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from the 90, the available output levels at low, middle and high
frequencies being somewhat lower, although the background noise
was similar. The modulation noise, however, was alot better, but
note the appalling reading of the 3.15kHz MOL. Not arecommended
tape, mainly because of mechanical problems, but also because of
stiff competition.
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Chromdioxid Extra II ( CR EII) This formulation replaces the old
Chromdioxid II, and was tested in C60, 90 and 120 versions. The basic
C90 315Hz MOL measured quite well, and HF saturation was just
about acceptable. The 3.15kHz MOL was better than many chromes
but along way below that of the best pseudochromes. Background

ee` BASF 90
BASF

fee IC"

chromdioxid extra II
1
)P4 stereo cassette 2x45Mr1 /
32 m

noise was low; modulation noise was extremely low — one of the
best measured. The print-through performance was much better
than many other pure chromes — note that pre- and post print
measurements are very close.
The dropout and mechanical ratings were all very satisfactory. For
some reason, the C60 LF and MF MOLs were rather poorer than the
C90. On examining the plots and results of the C120, Iwas disturbed
38
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BASF Chromdioxid Extra II C120
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HI 8 + 1.8 + 2.8 + 38
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by the poor LF performance, so another sample was checked but this
was only marginally better at LF.
Icannot recommend the C120 at all, because there would be
noticeable distortion at normal recording levels at LF, although the
HF performance was just about acceptable. The C90 can be
recommended as agood value pure chrome, but Isuggest you avoid
the C60 and 120 formats. Note the very odd plot of the C120, showing
that the very thin coating clearly affects the LF performance quite
seriously.
Chromdioxid Maxima II ( CR-MII) The C90 was clearly better than
Extra II at LF and HF, but marginally inferior at 3.15kHz for maximum
operating level. The response was just slightly up at 10kHz, and noise
was quite low, thus following the trend of all BASF's chrome tapes
for the last few years. The 315Hz sensitivity was somewhat higher
than most other normal chromes, midway between that of the IEC Il
reference chrome and some of the pseudochromes.
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Since most Japanese decks tend to be adjusted for optimum
performance with some of the Japanese pseudochromes, but biased
at around the centre of the IECII bias slot, this tape should be
reasonably compatible with most modern decks, although it may
show aslight dip in response at around 3.15kHz. The modulation
noise characteristics were superb, and this helped to give avery
clean overall sound quality at HF. The print-through measurements
were rather poor, but were distinctly better than those of this tape's
predecessor, Chromdioxid Super II; pre- and post prints were
remarkably Cose.
Although the mechanics measured well and caused no problems,
we did notice afew dropouts at 10kHz, although these were not too
serious, and occurred almost entirely on the edge tracks. The C60
samples were much better here and caused no problem at all. The
C60 was almost identical in performance to the C90. If you want a
pure chrome, then this tape would be your best bet, and it can be
recommended.
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having aremarkable saturation performance. Unfortunately, there
were two problem areas with this tape: the 10kHz response was way
up, by nearly 4dB ref 315Hz, and the background noise level was
inferior to that of TKD AD ferric C120. If you play around with bias,
you may well find, as we did, that it will be impossible to flatten the
response sensibly.
Furthermore, although the LF MOL was better than the AD
alternative, the noise was significantly worse, and this also applied to
the 3kHz MOL. If you also consider that only the best decks might
achieve optimum performance — and even this is not good enough —
this tape just cannot be recommended over the TDK ferric
alternative, which in any case is much cheaper. Print-through was
superb, however — aplus point — and the mechanics are quite
satisfactory.

NIAXEI,I,
MX There was once atime when Maxell hit the jackpot on their
315Hz MOL performance on metal tape, but this time they have done
rather poorly compared with the competition, for at 315Hz the
MOL was actually inferior to the very best ferric alternative. At
3.15kHz the MOL was very good, and at 10kHz the saturation
performance was excellent. Background noise, though, was
significantly higher than that of the better chromes and some
pseudochromes. The response was rather up at 10kHz compared
with that of the reference IEC IV tape, but most metals are now

maxell »41)(190

ME IV We decided to examine the C120 to see if it gave any benefit
over its competition. The LF and MF performances measured quite
well under ideal conditions, and at HF the tape was particularly good,

11111111111ifill

F

101111111111111111111

similar to Maxell. Around a1dB increase was required to flatten it,
although the LF MOL hardly increased at all. Modulation noise was
excellent, and print-through very good indeed.
The mechanics and dropout performance were superb. The C60
seemed alittle different, having abetter LF MOL, but more
background noise to go along with it, thus gaining you nothing in
dynamic range. Somewhat curiously, the response was flat at
reference bias. Whilst this is agood product, it may not show a
sufficient advantage over the best ferrics— which are much cheaper —
but it is worth trying metal to see if your deck can cope with it.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEIN

recent. It offered only average background noise for a
pseudochrome. The frequency response at reference bias was
marginally down at HF, so aslight bias decrease is required to flatten
it, which slightly degrades the LF performance, but improves HF
saturation.
Modulation noise was very low; print- through was just about
acceptable. Note the astonishing difference, however, between
pre-print, which is excellent, and the post print figures. The
mechanical and dropout performances were also excellent. The C60
was just marginally better than the C90 on electromagnetic
performance but this is still not really arecommendable product.
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XL II is the next tape up in Maxell's range, and offers agood LF MOL,
an adequate 3.15kHz MOL, and quite agood 10kHz saturation
performance. The response should typically be very flat, but the
noise was rather inferior to that of UD II, although the modulation
noise measurement was excellent. C90 print- through was just
acceptable, but note that the C60 print measurements were much
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UD Ill was rather disappointed with the maximum output potential
of this tape at all frequencies, despite the formulation being relatively
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better. The mechanics and dropout performances were superb. The
C60 performance was extremely close to that of the C90.
This is quite agood pseudochrome, but it does not offer any real
advantages over avery good ferric. Note that the 315Hz sensitivity
was typical for the pseudochrome types, and some 2dB higher than
that of the chrome reference.
XL IIS When Maxell first introduced this tape, the HF response
tended to soar up, and the 315Hz MOL was actually poorer than that
of the old UDXL II. Around two years ago, the tape was reformulated
so that it would have abias requirement significantly closer to IEC II,
but in the process, Maxell seem to have degraded the performance
around 3kHz, which proves to have avery poor MOL for a
pseudochrome, being actually worse than the best chrome. The LF
MOL was excellent, and HF saturation was good for a
pseudochrome, despite the response being marginally down at
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD RI VIEV.,
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SPECIALIST HIGH FIDELITY

You'll be hearing alot more from us.
I
N A WORLD OF CORPORATE DIVERSIFICATION, ONE

POWER, SUPER SERVO AND REAL PHASE ARE JUST

SPECIALIST HI
FIMANUFACTURER STAYS AHEAD BY

SOME OF THE O NKYO CIRCUITRY SYSTEMS YOU

CONCENTRATING ALL THEIR EFFORTS INTO PRODUC-

SHOULD BE FINDING OUT ABOUT. TASTEFUL STYLING,

ING H IGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT OF OUTSTANDING

SUCH AS THE SOLID ALUMINIUM FRONT PANELS IS
COMBINED WITH HIGH QUALITY ENGINEERING.

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE.
THE JAPANESE WORD O NKYO' MEANS HI
FI, AND
THAT'S WHAT O NKYO IS ALL ABOUT. TRULY ' DIGITAL

ASONE OF THE SPECIALIST H I
FI
EQUIPMENT BRAND
LEADERS IN THE USA AND EUROPE AND NOW

TUNERS, 'CASSETTE

AVAILABLE HERE, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT YOU'LL BE
HEARING A LOT MORE FROM O NKYO.

DECKS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS PLUS

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DEALER AND

AN EQUALISER AND TURNTABLE WILL BE

DISCOVER THE O NKYO SOUND.

READY'

THE

A MPLIFIERS,

O NKYO

RANGE

OF

RECEIVERS,

ADDING NEW TERMINOLOGY TO THE H I
F'
ENTHUSIASTS

VOCABULARY.

KYO

DELTA

S
WITCH O
NFOR H
I
F
I
P
ERFORMANCE

DISTRIBUTED BY GOODMANS
LOUDSPEAKERS LIMITED
2MARPLES WAY, KINGSCROFT CENTRE
HAVANT, HAMPSHIRE P09 1JS
TEL: 0705 486344

THE FIRST EXCLUSIVE ONKYO DEALERS: BRYANTS HI FT 81 High Street, ALDERSHOT, Tel 0252 20728. CLEARTONE HI FI, 235 Blackburn Road, BOLTON, Tel: 0204 31423. ERRICKS, Fotosonic House, Rawson
Square, BRADFORD, Tel: 0274 31423. RADFORD HI FI, 52154 Gloucester Road, BRISTOL, Tel 0272 422709. HI FI MARKETS, 36 Union Street, BRISTOL, Tel: 0272 294183. RUSH HI FI, 516 Comhill, CHELMSFORD,
Tel: 0245 57593. HIVOLTAGE, 53159 High Street, CROYDON, Tel: 01-681.3022. ASHTONS, 6 High Street South, DUNSTABLE, Tel: 0582 608003. GULLIFORD HI FL 28 Cowick Street, St. Thomas's, EXETER,
Tel: 0392 218895. MARTINS HI FI, 2 Broadrow. GREAT YARMOUTH Tel 0493 855044 SUPER FI, 71 Castergate, GRIMSBY, Tel: 0472 43539. ERRICKS, 38 Cavendish Street, KEIGHLEY, Tel: 0535 602933
MARTINS HI FI. 5 High Street, KINGS LYNN, Tel: 0553 761683. SUPER FL 34-35 Queen Victoria Street, LEEDS. Tel: 0532 449075. SUPE4 FI. 271A High Street, LINCOLN, Tel: 0522 20265. HI FI EXPERIENCE.
227 Tottenham Court Road, LONDON Wl, Tel: 01.580-3535. SPI SOUNDVISION. 359 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, LONDON, Tel: 01-882-5882. CLEARTONE HI Ft 62 King Street, MANCHESTER, Tel: 061-835-1156. JVC HI FI b
VIDEO, Dukes Drive. Bletchley, MILTON KEYNES, Tel: 0908 367341. MARTINS HI FI, 85191 Ber Street, NORWICH, Tel: 0603 627010. NOTTINGHAM HI FI, 1161118 Alfreton Road, NOTTINGHAM, Tel: 0602 784015.
SUPER FI, 15 Market Street, NOTTINGHAM, Tel: 0602 412137. McKENNA le BROWN. 135:137 High Street, REOCAR, Tel: 0642 477356. SUPER FI, 1Rockingham Gate, The Mall, SHEFFIELD, Tel: 0742 23768. JCV HI Fl fr
VIDEO, Units 78 Wharfe Street, WARWICK. Tel: 0926 493796. WOODS AUDIO VISUAL, 1Upper High Street, WEDNESBURY, Tel. 021.556.0473. RADFORD HI FI, 43 King Edward Street, WINDSOR, Tel: 0753 56931. WOODS
AUDIO VISUAL, 39 Victoria Street, WOLVERHAMPTON, Tel: 0902 772901. NORTHERN IRELAND AUDIO TIMES, 85 Royal Avenue, BELFAST, Tel 0232 29907. SCOTLAND HI FI CORNER, 121 Rose Street, EDINBURGH,
Tel 031-225-9535. HI FI CORNER, 1Haddington ace, EDINBURGH, Tel 031-556-7901. HI FI CORNER. 44 Cowkvynd, FALKIRK, Tel 0324 2901. HI FI CORNER. 52 Gordon Street, GLASGOW, Tel: 041.248.2840.
HI FI CORNER, 75 'Murray Place, STIRLING, Tel:
675053.
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10kHz. The background noise, although lower than it used to be, was
still rather average. Modulation noise, however, measured well.
Print-through measured quite satisfactorily. Note that the 315Hz
sensitivity was very high, even for apseudochrome, so you might
have to readjust the record Dolby level calibration sett.ng to avoid
mistracking.
The mechanics were superb and although we noticed aslight HF
dropout problem this was not serious. The C60 dropouts were
marginally worse, but still acceptable, but the electromagnetic
performance was almost identical. Not really acompetitive product,
as the dynamic range at 3kHz was not really good enough, although
the tape was certainly fairly good.

-3.8 -2.8 - 1.8
4.1 + 1.8 *2.8 +31
BIAS ( dB rel. to ref. bias)

Philips MC- II

1EC reference spec. Print-through was only just adequate, and again,
the pre- and post figures are almost identical.
The mechanics did not produce avery good wow and flutter figure,
and the dropout/stability performance was somewhat wobbly, the
C60 being rather more so. The C60 was actually better at LF and MF,
but the 10kHz performance was very similar to that of the C90. This
tape was not competitive in performance, and cannot really be
recommended. How odd it is that the MC- 11 C90 did not seem as good
as the UC-II C90, whereas the C60 was better.
UC-Il The LF, MF and HF output capabilities of this tape were just
adequate, but these were counteracted by the very low noise
characteristics, making the tape suitable for decks having arecord
head saturation problem, provided they also have very quiet replay
amplifiers. The response was only marginally up at 10kHz, but
modulation noise was not quite as good as that of most other 1EC II

+15
*18
MAX. OPERATING LEVEL ( 3%)
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315 Hz
3150 Hz
SATURATION
10 kHz

PHILIPS

i) 11

MC- 11 This type cannot really be seriously considered because of its
relatively poor LF, MF and HF maximum output performances.
Background noise, however, was very low— in fact, one of the
quietest in the survey. The frequency response was very flat at
normal bias, and the 315Hz sensitivity right on the centre line of the
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THE NAD CHALLENGE

CAN YOU FIND AN AMPLIFIER AT UNDER £150 WITH
ALL THE FEATURES OF THE NEW NAD 3130?
Power output conservatively rated at
30 watts per channel, but capable of
much higher levels
Low level muting device incorporated
for high output of CD
Separable pre/power amp to increase
power at a later stage
8ohm impedance selector

• 2tape deck inputs or tape and video
• 5mm binding posts for 2sets of
speakers
e Tone controls
Infrasonic filter for speaker protection
• Soft clipping for high sound levels
High current design
• +3dB of IHF dynamic headroom

VISIT YOUR NAD DEALER AND AUDITION THE NAD 3130.
CAN YOU FIND AN AMPLIFIER AT UNDER £150 THAT
COMES ANYWHERE NEAR TO IT IN SOUND QUALITY?
, you n an amplifier that even compotes with the NÁD 313.
0we would like to hear about it.
Please write to us at the address below.

u

woo

too

New NAD 4130 AM/FM 'Ruler

WVD

In direct comparisons, the NAD 4130 tuner pulls in more listenable stations, delivering clearer sound, lower
noise, less interference, and better stereo imaging than its competitors This is due to NAD's manufacturing
policy, which is concentrated on superior circuitry instead of elaborate front panels and displays
Features include: I> Low- noise dual- gate MOSFET FM tuning
Three ultra- linear ceramic IF filters
50 dB
stereo quieting sensitivity of only 220/
Full 80 dB stereo S/N ratio for strong signals
Low capture ratio and
high AM rejection> Convenient high- precision digital tuning with 5FM and 5AM pre-sets
Innovative NAD
circuit which removes noise from weak stereo signals without impairing stereo localization

NAD

NAD 3130 Amplifier £14900

NAD 4130 AM/FM Tuner £14900

The most acclaimed Hi Fi in the World
To NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycalne Road,Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737. Please send me literature on the full NAD range.
Name

Address

drol'ae

tapes. Print-through was very poor, pre- and post print figures being
extremely close. The mechanics and dropout ratings were
satisfactory on the C90, although the wow and flutter performance
was slightly below par. The LF and HF performances of the C60
samples were slightly poorer, but the background noise was similar.
The dropout performance on the C60 was very poor indeed, the
stability at 10kHz being described by my colleague, Roy, as ' rough'!
There was also areverse azimuth problem on the C60, for the
computer demanded re-tests because of instabilities, followed by
marked differences in 10kHz output when flipping the tape over and
back again. This could have been due also to aslight mechanism
defect on the sample tested here. Unless you want aquiet
background noise tape, this one is not really good enough to be
competitive, although if you can buy it at alow price it would be
worth using with some medium quality machines.

UCX This product is Sony's bottom end IEC Il tape, and at normal
bias it achieved an astonishingly good LF MOL, was just adequate at
3kHz, but alittle disappointing at 10kHz. The 10kHz response was
rather on the muffled side, so one must look at the performance with
abias reduction of around 0.75dB, which was required to achieve a
flatter response. This can be interpolated from the plots. At this
reduced bias, there was hardly any decrease of LF and MF MOLs, and
HF saturation became very good for apseudochrome. The tape was
not particularly quiet, but not bad; modulation noise was very good.
The print-through characteristics were among the best noted for

URA I MUSK. REPRODUCTION

SONY

UCXS This is Sony's top IEC II position tape, and whilst it was not
quite as good as UCX at LF, it was clearly better at HF, showing a
decidedly better saturation performance as well as aflat response at
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an IEC Il cassette, making the tape quite recommendable for archive
recordings. The C60 did not need such alarge bias reduction to
achieve aflat response, and it was only slightly down at normal bias.
Although the mechanics seemed to be good enough, scoring ahigh
rating, we detected anasty problem on the left track of the flip side,
which showed considerable variations in output at LF and HF. We are
rather concerned about this, and have received the odd complaint
about this tape with respect to stability. When it was originally
introduced, Japanese samples seemed to be extremely good here,
45

EQUIPMENT HEVIEIN

normal bias. The tape was quite sensitive at 315Hz, but very well
balanced overall. Background noise was rather high for a
pseudochrome, but modulation noise measured extremely well.
Once again, the print-through was spectacularly good for an IEC II
position tape — Sony seem to be very consistent about this.
The mechanics and dropout performances were superb right
across the board. The C60 electromagnetic performance was
marginally better, and noise was 1dB lower, which is all to the good.
Whilst the mechanics were identical, we did note that the dropout
stability performance was not so hot, although decidedly better than
the UCX. This tape is manufactured in France.
Ican make aclearer recommendation here as the dropout
performance seemed better than UCX, but one has to ask oneself if
there is any significant gain over the best ferric products ( see
conclusions). Note the remarkable print-through figures on the C60.

EQUIPMENT RE

so Iwish Sony coud explain the mystery. We offer one explanation
as apossibility — these tapes are also made in France!
The C60 had very similar characteristics to the 90, and here the
stability performance was better, but showed acyclic output
variation of around -,
aB or so at both LF and HF on both left tracks.
Perhaps there was something wrong with the slitting in France? This
is aremarkably good product for its price, but Iam most concerned
about the stability problem which Ihave not noted on Japanese
production. So whilst lcan recommend the tape strongly, you will
have to complain to the dealer if you note the stability problems,
which need to be sorted out.
Metal ES This was Quite clearly the best C90 for 315Hz MOL, hitting
our proverbial gong at + 11.3dB above Dolby level for just 3% third
harmonic distortion. Strangely, the 3.15kHz MOL was just good,
although HF saturation was very good. The background noise was
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should be marketed very shortly. It tails at the bottom end of TDK's
range. The LF MOL measured quite well, whilst the performances at
3.15kHz and 10kHz were quite acceptable. The response was flat at
normal bias, but background noise was alittle d•sappointing for an
IEC II product, as it was no better than the best ternos, despite the
replay time constant change.
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Sony Metal ES
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unusually low for metal, and was as good as many of the IEC Il tapes,
so this tape can offer an incredible dynamic range on adeck that is
good enough for it. Modulation noise measured well; print-through
was very good. The HF response was actually very close to that of
IEC standard, so Ifeel that this is avery well designed product.
The mechanics and dropout/stability performance were all superb,
but this is quite normal for agood product made in Japan, and I
wonder if Sony have aminor problem in their French factory. If your
machine can take metal tape properly, then Istrongly recommend
that you try this tape, which will achieve an incredible dynamic
range, but note that you could be wasting your money if your deck
has arecord head saturation problem. You might be able to achieve
spectacular results on Ive recordings using Dolby- C on the best
decks. The C60 was very similar in almost all parameters, but the
noise was margina'ly worse.

T1) K
SF90 (
IEC
This is avery new product ; ndeed, having just been
released in Japan, and is as yet unavailable in the UK, although it
-In

-3.1 -2.8 - 1.8
Al 1 + A
*
2.8 +31
BIAS AB rel, to ref. bias)

The modulation noise measured quite well, but was not as good as
that of several other IEC II position tapes. Although the tape,
therefore, was not too bad overall, its dynamic range potential was
rather limited. The 3kHz MOL performance, although better than that
of the pure chromes, was not as good as many of the pseudochromes, and the dynamic range was, of course, lim;ted by the
higher than average background noise in the same area.
An examination of the mechanics, which are new, would seem to
indicate that they are less likely to jam on any deck, and are more free
running and less likely to stiffen up. The dropout/stability chart was
not quite perfect, but we could not see any particular problems in this
area, whilst the reverse azimuth test gave excellent results. We
tested aC46, in the absence of aC60, and the electromagnetic
performance seemed virtually identical, although the bias
requirement was very marginally lower to obtain aflat response.
Background noise was virtually identical.
This tape will be satisfactory on cheaper decks, out it cannot
compete with the better alternatives.
SA This tape type is the longest established pseudochrome,
although its formulation has been changed very considerably several
times since its introduction — the most dramatic one being to
improve its compatibility with IEC II bias requirements around three
years ago. Recent samples of C90 were slightly odd ir that whereas
the tape was once down at HF at normal bias, it is now well up at
10kHz. The 315Hz MOL is actually not particularly good now, with
3.15kHz MOL fairly poor. The 10kHz saturation performance is now
very good for apseudochrome.
In order to flatten the response, it was necessary to increase bias
by 1dB. At this higher bias level, the 315Hz MO'_ improved by 0.6dB,
111-1•1 NEWS & RECORD REV1/
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THE
COMPACT
DISC
HEADPHONE.
RE 2560

Compact Disc
systems are arelatively
new invention, and they
certainly don't come cheap.
If you're going to invest in a
high quality system, you'll
want headphones of asimilar
standard. Which is where the
Ross RE 2560 headphones come
in. Designed and built in Britain
the RE 2560 headphones contain
high velocity drive units specially developed for Compact Disc reproduction—
reproduction you'll never get using
"ordinary headphones.''

Acoustic System
Dr ive Unit
Impedance
Frequency Response

Hi;

Sensitivity ' db mW SPL @ IÚ0u Hz

iuu

Weight less cable

135

ROSS
The Ross RE 2560

Great British Headphones

.
)ss Ele( tronics. -19-53 Pan( i
at, Road. Li ridon NM :MR
olease send me more intormatn.n about Ross Great Br itish r-•
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the 3.15kHz MOL improved by just 0.4dB, and HF saturation became
average at — 4.7dB. It thus appears that although this tape was much
more sensitive at HF than its new companion SF, the basic maximum
operating levels were not significantly better, the only important
difference being that its background noise was low for apseudochrome, thus giving it an improved dynamic range capability.
Many will like the top rise, and the tape now seems to be
consistent, modulation noise measuring quite well and print-through
very well. The mechanics were good, but there was just the
occasional tendency for them to stiffen up alittle after afew
windings. The 10kHz dropout performance was slightly rough, but
not of serious concern, long term stability being good, though. The
reverse azimuth characteristics were excellent. The C60 had avery
slightly better 315Hz MOL, as would be expected from aslightly
thicker coating, while other magnetic parameters were very similar.
Ifeel that, all things considered, SA is agood pseudochrome for
normal use on avery wide selection of decks, but it will not give you
the dynamic range of the very best alternatives. Note that the 315Hz
sensitivity was not particularly high, so that it is also suitable for
decks that are basically set up for optimum performance with apure
chrome cassette A safely recommendable, medium price product.

...

-ss

MK SAX

-3 O -2.8 - 1.3
01 II * IA +Le +3à
BIBS ( dB rel, to ref. bias/

aTDK mechanism that stiffens up more than others, but it is
important that TDK have announced that new types of mechanism
will be introduced during 1986, and the SF one showed clear
advantages, despite it being abottom end product.
For some reason, the C60 sample had apoorer 315Hz MOL, but the
HF end was almost identical, background noise being very similar.
Considerating that this type is more expensive than SA, depending
upon where you buy it, one must question whether the increased
cost is worthwhile, especially in view of the competition. Ifeel I
should give it only alukewarm recommendation.
HXS This tape was introduced around two years ago in Japan, and
more recently in the UK, to give ametal type performance on an IEC
II position. It is ametal type formulation, and yet gives only avery
slight HF boost at IEC II bias. It has one very major problem for some
users, in that the 315Hz sensitivity is some 3.5dB higher than that of
the reference IEC II tape, so even adeck aligned for optimum
performance on atypical pseudochrome will need aconsiderable
reduction in the record Dolby level calibration gain. If you do this, it is
then worth looking at the overall performance, and comparing it with

SAX When this type was originally introduced, it was decidedly more
toppy than SA, but now the tables are turned, for SAX gave an
almost perfect flat response at reference bias. The 315Hz MOL was
clearly better than that of SA, but nowhere near as good as its best
competition, and the 3.15kHz MOL was quite poor, 10kHz saturation
being only fairly good for atoo end product. The background noise
was average for apseudochrome, though mod noise measured
extremely well, and among the best.
Print-through also measured quite reasonably; note the difference
between pre- and post print of some 10dB. The dropout/stability and
reverse azimuth performances were superb, but the mechanism
repeatedly showed considerable stiffening up problems after
winding backwards and forwards. It seems pot luck whether you get
48
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It is at 3.15kHz that one begins to see abenefit, as the MOL at this
frequency is more like that of aferric or metal tape than anormal
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At 10kHz, the saturation performance was typical of ametal, being
superb. Unfortunately, there was another snag to the sensitivity
• 1-48
problem, which was that of background noise, for despite the 70j.is
equalisation position, the noise was no better than that of an average
CCIR/RRM NOISE
i5
ferric, some of the latter actually being appreciably better. This
-'.'
severely degrades the available dynamic range, so having won on
- • '''' - ' ... _ I
58
the swings you lose on the roundabouts. There is one specific
situation in which this tape type could give avery signficant
55
improvement: if your cassette deck has areplay amp noise or hum
problem, which means that the higher the output level on playback,
the more the problem will be masked, then this tape could be highly
-2.0 - 1.0
40 0 + 1.0 +2.0
*
3I
-3.1
TDK MA
BIAS ( dB re). to ref. bias)
beneficial.
As far as the record side is concerned, amedium priced deck
having limitations in the record amplifier electronics or head, which
have to lift the bias level appreciably, for increasing bias does not
would otherwise cause recorded distortion at very high levels, need
degrade the HF output as rapidly as it does on normal tape types.
only be driven at alower level as the tape is so sensitive.
In the lab, we could not get quite enough bias to flatten the
Alternatively, arecord head current which is just on the verge of
response, but interpolating it would seem that some 2dB bias
distortion on an average tape might give 3dB or so more replay level
increase is required, unless your deck can take down the HF eq on
for asimilar distortion, which therefore gets the replayed signal
record. Modulation noise measured well, but was not quite so good
higher in level above any background noise.
as that of some other tapes. Print-through measurements, as usual
Imust emphasise most strongly that you are highly likely to get
for ametal, were very good indeed. Whilst the mechanics were
Dolby response non-linearities with level with this tape type, unless
excellent, we were very disappointed with the 10kHz dropout
you either adjust the record Dolby calibration appropriately, or have
performance, the C60 being rather bad, especially on the right
adeck which performs this automatically when it sets up the tape.
channel, whereas the C90 was poor on both tracks and channels. The
Modulation noise measures superbly well, and print-through was
C60 had aslightly better output potential across the board,
also good, and it is interesting that the pre- and post print figures are
background noise also being marginally better.
moderately close. In the last year or so, afew readers who have tried
Although the magnetic performance of this tape on asuitable deck
this tape noted slight dropout problems at HF, and Ihad also noted
should be very good. the review samples of both C60 and 90 showed
this occasionally in the lab, but judging by the latest samples, TDK
clear HF stability proolems, and until TDK can sort this out Iam rather
have improved on this, for it now seems good in the dropout and
hesitant to recommend this product, which in the past has not shown
stability plots, reverse azimuth being excellent.
dropout problems. For some inexplicable reason, the close in mod
This time the mechanics performed very well, and there did not
noise of the C60 appeared to be much worse than the C90.
appear to be any stiffening up problems. The C60 did not have quite
such agood electromagnetic performance, although it was fairly
MAR The main difference between this type and MA should
similar, the 10kHz dropout performance showing just marginal
theoretically be that the mechanics are very different, but the
instabilities in the coating, which should not be of any concern.
This tape is recommended if you want an IEC II position tape with a magnetic properties have quite frequently also been slightly better,
leading me to suppose that the quality control might be better for
superb HF end, if you can accept the rather high noise level.
MAR, as it : safar more expensive product. Our review sample of C90
showed both MOLs and HF saturation measurements significantly
MA This metal tape would seem to give aclear HF lift compared with
better than MA, whilst background noise was marginally better.
the IEC IV reference, which also happens to be made by TDK. The
Modulation noise was average rather than good, but once again,
review sample had avery good 315Hz MOL, and was also very good
at 3.15kHz, the 10kHz saturation measurements being excellent. Iwas print-through was excedent. A considerable bias increase would be
needed to flatten the response, but Iwould prefer to reduce record
abit disappointed with the high background noise level, which was
equalisation here.
actually worse than that of the quiestest ferrics, and very much
The mechanics were superb throughout all the tests, but again we
worse that the quietest chromes, and this of course rather degrades
had astability problem, both 315Hz and 10kHz signals rhythmically
the potential dynamic range. In order to flatten the response, you will
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The AU- G 11X is an affordable amplifier offering the
same technology as models AU- G 33X and AU- G 55X.
The XBalanced Amp Type Il is designed to eliminate all
ground related problem so music is reproduced with
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the
AU- G 11.X is equipped to supply ample current to the
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75
watts of dynamic power into 2ohms.

"It'll record forwards, backwards, one tape, two tapes,
one track or two tracks at atime, at normal speed or
double speed. It's got 34 knobs on the front panel and
acomputer which sequences and records tracks in
your chosen order.
On the ergonomic front Iwas very impressed with the
build quality of the Sansui DW- 10, its finish being first
rate with anice feel to the main control buttons.
The Sansui DW-10, enigmatic as it may be, works out
being arather good machine and fills auseful niche in
the marketplace of twin cassette decks. It is welldesigned, beautifully constructed, sounds good overall
in relation to other machines of this type and is actually
alot of deck for the money. Definitely afront-runner in
the class.
an Kuah. Which Compact DISC 9 September 1985.

"I was very impressed with the sound from this MkV
version of the SR- 222. It was consistently smooth and
even toned, with only aslight lack of subtlety giving
away its market position compared to more expensive
units. On the whole it gave aconsistently revealing
sense of atmosphere and plenty of detail, but above
all it got the feet tapping and really invited you to
participate. Forjust over £ 100 that's got to be
good value."
Jonathan Kettle, New Hi - Fi Sound. July 198 5.

"This player offers agood sound quality for the money,
together with acompetent transport, claiming fast
access times. In common with other related models,
the new PCV- 100 has no difficulty in gaining a
recommendation in this issue and in view of the latest
pricing wins a 'Best Buy' rating."
Hi Fi Chcfce. June 198 5
'Welcome back Sansui! Your PCV- 100 player is an
excellent product and is warmly recommended.
For: Good looks. Ease of operation. Very quiet running.
Against: The third screw along the back was the wrong
shade of black!" Stan Curtis, Which Compact Disc?June 1985.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS (
UK)LTD ., Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue. Greenford. Middx. UBE OM

Sez
"SOUND QUALITY. Given the standard technology, and
generally satisfactory lab performance, one might
be forgiven for anticipating asimilar 'just satisfactory'
sonic performance. However, the Sansui surprised
us here, with something rather special for the price
sector.
It scored well, approaching the best respected decks
costing some 25% more. It demonstrated aprecise,
well focused stereo image, with substantial depth and
ambience. Mid tonal balance was quite good, with a
natural perspective, while both bass and treble
extremes were reproduced with good clarity and
authority. The sound was judged slightly 'clinical' but
this did not detract from its good ratings.
CONCLUSION. Good as the '
100 is, the ' 750 is better
still, and is strongly recommended as abasic machine
offering acompetitive sound quality."
Hi Fi News. October 1985.

u

AU-G33X STEREO AMP. £ 169 inc. va

"Sansui AU- G 33X is pretty damn good. In fact it's a
cracker."
"I have the distinct impression that here, at last is one
main stream manufacturer making aconcerted stab
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile
orientated competition."
"The Sansui does go louder- much louder - than the
£100 to £120 models, and it has that rare and
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the
loudspeakers to which it's presented."
"Recommended".
Alvin Gold, New Hi- Fi Sound. February 1985.

"A couple of plays revealed that the TUD 33XL's ability
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to
convey 3-D presence and bass, from musical
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near
awesome."
"The Sansui is adevilish successful solution for those
of you who can no longer bear to part with afiver
whenever you crave something new."
And it's pretty to boot."
Ken Kessler, Hi FI News. May 1985.

SANSUI TUD 99X. Best Buy, Hi Fi Choice. March 1985.
"With afront rank sound quality and avery strong RF
performance, this is clearly afine tuner design. Suited,
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength
locations, aversatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TUD 99X represents very good value
in its price sector, and qualifies for aBest Buy rating."
Hi - Fi Choice.
The TUD 99X incorporates asuper linear digital
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat
since no harmonics are generated.

"Altogether avery satisfying stereo amplifier which
I
could live with for along time. Well recommended."
John Gilbert Gramophone. April 1985.
''To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street
credibility while other more esoteric names simply
cannot match up."
"The Sansui easily won out in the specific area of
maximum loudness, which was achieved in aseamless
and unstrained manner."
"I like the Sansui. In addition to its superb build, finish
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music
making."
Alvin Gold, What Hi- FP February 1985.

Send the coupon today for further details on
any of the products shown above and afull list
of Sansui Pure Hi - Fi dealers.

NAME

(IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

HFN 3/86
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The background noise measurement was slightly higher than that
of an average pseudochrome, and clearly rather better than that of
TDK HXS. The frequency response was very flat, and modulation
noise measured quite well. The print-through figures were very
much amystery, for they were worse than any other pure metal tape
type, and frankly on the poor side.
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-3.11 -2.8 - 1.1 +0.8 + LB
42.8
BIAS ( dB rel. tz ref. bias)

TDK MAR

43

varying once every three seconds or so around 1dB in output on the
track A left channel ( edge track). On the C60, we detected some
roughness at 10kHz, although this was not serious, though present
on all channels. The C60 had aslightly flatter response, aid the
output potentials were fairly similar to the 90, although background
noise was better.
Although the dropout and stability performances of this type were
somewhat better than that of MA, Iam still concerned about them, as
the tape is expensive, so it is recommended only with reservations.

TI ! AT'S

-31 -2.8 - 1.8
HI 1 f1.1 +2.8 +31
BIAS ( dB rel. to ref. bias)

Looking at all the measurements, Idon't think that the
manufacturers are telling the whole story about the formulation, for
there must be something added to the mixture to explain the poor
print-through, just adequate background noise, yet excellent HF
performance. Rather unusually for That's, we noted that the edge
tracks tended to be slightly unstable at both low and high
frequencies, although this was not too serious, and the basic
mechanism was liked. The reverse azimuth test was not quite
perfect, and all this could add up to aslight slitting problem.
It is also curious that the 315Hz sensitivity is quite high, and this
should have produced abetter 315Hz MOL than it did. The C60 was
appreciably better throughout in its output potentials, but curiously,
background noise was alittle worse, similar to the TDK HXS C60.
Icannot really recommend the C60 as it is inferior to the equivalent
TDK product, but as the C90's noise is beter, it can be recommended
for consideration.
MG-X This Type IV metal product is clearly much better than
EM-X, but remember that you will only get the best out of it on avery
good deck. The MOLs and saturation performances were all

EM- X The importers tell me that this tape is ametal type, but
treated in such away as to allow it to perform well on the IEC Il
position. It is avery fascinating product, for it has properties
surprisingly similar to that of apseudochrome, yet an
outstanding HF performance, which out-classes every other IEC II
tape except for TDK HXS. The LF MOL is not particularly good
although better than TDK SA, and the 3.15kHz MOL was very
average. At 10kliz the saturation performance is excellent, and only a
dB or so below that of the pure metal on postition IV.

FAITHFUL TO THE ORIGtelAl. SOUND

far4f0A$

7Q,IO

HIGH POSITION C.

x

-

excellent, and background noise was average for ametal.
Modulation noise also measured well. The mechanics, reverse
azimuth and all the dropout and stability tests, gave superb results,
as Inow normally expect from this manufacturer. The response at
reference bias was reasonably flat. The C60 was rather underbiased,
so at reference bias the 315Hz and 3.15kHz MOLs were alittle inferior,
whilst the HF saturation performance was the same.
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The response was just alittle up, but an increase of ldB bias
current was required to flatten it, at which point the characteristics
were very similar to that of the C90 at normal bias. The background
noise was better, and so the overall dynamic range potential would
be marginally superior to the C90. In view of the excellent mechanics
and dropout performance, Ican recommend both the C90 and C60
versions of this tape, which should give consistently good results on
agood deck.
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AGFA Stereochrom HD
AGFA Superchrom HDX
BASF CA- Mil
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PHILIPS UC•Il
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SONY UCX
SONY UCX-S
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TDK SA- X
TDK HXS
THAT'S EM- X
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Even afairly quick perusal of the results tables for the chrome and
metal position tapes shows that there is aworld of difference, not
only between the maximum operating level performances, across
the board, of the best metals compared with the poorest chrome
position tapes, but that the background noise differences are also
very relevant because they are in avery different comparative order.
Ishould emphasise yet again that your deck may not be able to
achieve the high LF MOLs that our modified Nakamichi 582 did, so
the use of metal tapes may be most disappointing. If you have avery
good deck, then it is well worthwhile looking at the top metals, and
Sony ES is avery clear winner here. That's MG-X and TDK MAR are
also well worth considering. Even the poorer metals do give a
startlingly clear and clean HF end ( here Imust include the IEC II metal
types as well). However, if your machine has agood Dolby-Cnoise
reduction system, you may not actually need the dynamic range
potential at HF that is given by these top tapes, so you should then
consider some of the better IEC II tapes, and most certainly the
preferred ferrics mentioned last month.
In looking over all the results of the tapes this month, Iam
disturbed by too many IEC II tapes which have asignificantly inferior
performance in the 3kHz area compared with the best ferrics and
metals. Compare some of the negative figures with those that are
mostly positive, and note the background noise differences at the
same time to compare the dynamic range potential at lower HF. It is
the pure chromes that are the worst at 3kHz, but they also have the
quietest background noise. Unfortunately, alot of music has its
maximum energy in this area, and driving atape too hard can first
cause this important area to sound dirty, before LF - and even HF becomes obviously distorted. Note, also, that the modulation noise
measurements seem to be significantly better on many IEC II tapes
than ferric, this all helps to create acleaner sound quality, all things
being equal.
If you look at the HF saturation measurements, you will see a
colossal difference between those of the best metals and worst
chromes. With the exception of only two or three IEC II position
tapes, the HF saturation performances are, on average, rather worse
than those found typical for the normal ferrics, and this is as aresult
of the 70ps replay time constant for IEC II. In order to achieve aflat
overall response, the deck has to record higher fluxes on the tape
above 2kHz on this position for aflat playback than would be
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90
60
90

+ 3.1
+ 3.2
+ 6.2

- 1.9
-2.5
- 1.9

-7.5
-6.3
-4.1

60
90
60
90
60
120
90
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90

+ 4.7
+ 6.3
+ 6.3
+ 5.5
+ 3.7
-1.0
+ 5.2
+ 4.1
+ 4.3
+ 5.2
+ 4.1
+ 4.6
+ 6.6
+ 6.7
+ 7.3
+ 7.5
+ 8.0

-4.0 -5.0
- 1.8 -3.7
- 1.8 -4.0
-0.9 -5.0
- 1.9 - 5.0
-1.4 -4.9
-0.7 -4.7
-0.9 -6.0
- 1.3 -6.5
-1.6 -6.0
0.0 -5.7
-0.3 -5.1
+ 0.5 -3.8
+ 0.4 -3.9
-1.3 -3.8
-1.0 -4.2
+ 0.8 -5.4

+ 0.2 + 0.5
+ 1.6 + 0.9
+ 1.6 + 0.8
+ 0.2 + 0.6
-0.4 + 0.3
-1.7 + 1.4
+ 0.2 + 0.6
-0.1 -0.4
+ 0.1 -0.1
+ 0.1
0.0
+ 0.9 -0.7
+ 1.1 -0.5
+ 1.9 -0.1
+ 2.0 -0.1
+ 3.2 -0.5
+ 3.3 -0.8
+ 2.4 -1.7

60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90
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+ 7.8
+ 6.5
+ 6.5
+ 4.4
+ 5.4
+ 5.7
+ 4.9
+ 7.7
+ 6.9
+ 4.6
+ 6.0
+ 6.2
+ 6.7

+ 0.5
+ 0.6
+ 0.4
+ 0.2
+ 0.1
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-0.4
+ 2.8
+ 2.3
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+ 1.7
0.0
+ 0.4
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+ 3.4
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+ 2.8
+ 1.1
+ 1.2
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-3.1
-2.8
-2.9
-3.0
-4.0
-4.0
+ 1.0
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-0.7
+ 0.3
-4.4
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-36.3 -54.8
-35.8 -54.9
-41.5 -55.4

-0.5 -41.7 -38.9
0.0 -41.7 -36.3
+ 0.5 -38.4 -35.2

4
3
3

-38.4
-42.0
-41.9
-41.1
-37.1
-29.4
-40.5
-37.5
-37.8
-39.1
-39.5
-40.0
-45.2
-44.8
-48.4
-48.6
-49.8

-55.1
-55.5
-55.7
-55.7
-55.3
-56.1
-55.1
-55.0
-56.2
-55.5
-53.7
-53.7
-53.2
-52.9
-54.4
-54.8
-53.7

+ 0.25
+ 0.5
+ 0.5
+ 0.5
+ 0.5
+ 1.0
+ 0.5
-0.25
0.0
0.0
-0.5
-0.25
0.0
0.0
-0.5
-0.25
-0.75

-42.0
-43.5
-43.3
-43.5
-43.1
-44.0
-39.0
-36.0
-37.6
-38.1
-40.4
-40.6
-42.9
-42.7
-41.8
-41.9
-41.6

-37.2
-41.6
-41.3
-40.1
-41.1
-41.0
-37.6
-32.2
-35.8
-35.5
-39.1
-39.0
-39.3
-41.4
-39.2
-38.1
-40.5

2
3
4
5
4
4.5
4
2
3.5
3
4.5
4.5
5
4
4
3.5
2

-0.7 -49.4 -54.2
+ 0.2 -46.5 -52.9
+ 0.8 -45.0 -53.8
+ 1.8 -41.4 -54.6
+ 1.8 -42.6 -54.3
+ 0.3 -43.5 -53.1
+ 0.6 -41.6 -53.0
+ 0.7 -45.7 -50.6
-0.1 -43.3 -51.4
0.0 -39.2 -52.3
+ 0.4 -42.2 -51.3
-0.2 -46.9 -52.6
-0.5 -48.5 -52.7

-0.25
+ 0.25
+ 0.5
+ 1.0
+ 1.0
0.0
0.0
+ 0.5
+ 0.25
0.0
+ 0.25
-0.25
-0.25

-40.9
-41.7
-41.6
-40.6
-40.0
-41.8
-42.6
-41.9
-40.6
-39.0
-37.3
-40.2
-37.0

-39.8
-41.0
-40.7
-37.7
-37.9
-41.7
-41.0
-40.2
-38.1
-37.6
-35.8
-37.8
-35.2

3
5
3.5
3.5
3.5
5
5
4
4
3.5
4
4
4

-37.2
-38.8
-39.0
-39.9
-41.4
-38.0
-32.9
-36.7
-35.2
-39.8
-38.8

4
5
4.5
5
5
2.5
2
3.5
3.5
5

51/47
49.5/46.5
50/48
51/49.5
51/49
52/50
47/46
49.5/48.5
49/48
59/48.5
57/49
61/54
59.5/50
60.5/53
62/54.5
64.5/56
62/52
62/52.5
60/50
54/51
49.5/47.5
52/49.5

5
4
4
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5

4
35
5
5

4
35
5
5
5
5
5
45
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5
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BASF MEIV
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MAXELL MX
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+3.3
+3.9
+4.3
+3.5
+4.4
+4.0
+4.3
+3.4
+3.0
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+2.7
+0.7
+0.8
+0.9
+1.0
+1.2
+1.9
+2.1
+0.4
+0.6
+0.7

-2.0
+2.1
+2.2
+0.3
+1.2
+0.9
+1.4
+1.1
+1.4
+0.4
+0.1

+3.9
+0.2
+0.8
+1.5
+0.1
+1.8
+1.6
+1.6
+0.8
-0.3
+0.7

-39.5
-53.9
-54.3
-45.8
-48.9
-48.3
-50.2
-50.5
-50.0
-48.6
-46.6

-51.2
-54.1
-53.7
-53.3
-51.6
-51.4
-51.7
-51.7
-52.6
-52.0
-53.1
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+0.5
+0.5
+1.5
0.0
+2.0
+2.0
+2.0
+0.5
0.0
+1.0

-38.7
-40.6
-40.5
-43.4
-43.1
-40.5
-38.0
-37.9
-37.8
-40.6
-39.4

5

61/59
55.5/53
58.5/56
55.5/53
58/55
58/55
57/55.5
55/52.5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
45
5
5
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Conclusions

Shure VIS Micro Ridge
Replaceme tStylus
From now on if
your favourite vinyl
recordings become i
damaged or worn,
say goodbye
forever. Thousands of
LP's won't ever appear
on CD's, and they won't
be repressed in vinyl. This
is especially critical for
those who love (or collect)
recordings by anyone other
than the superstars.
The time to protect your
irreplaceable records is before
they're ruined. Fit aShure V15

Micro- Ridge replacement
stylus now. We have made it
to fit V15 cartridges types Ill,
IV and V, so owners of all these
models can benefit from the
latest Shure technology.
The Shure Micro- Ridge stylus
provides the longest groove wall
surface contactavailablefor minimum
wear, and it rides areas that have never
been contacted by old styli. Records
sound amazingly newer and stay that way.
Even if you own otherthan aV15 cartridge,
regular checking and replacement with agenuine
Shure stylus is the ultimate prudent investment in your
record collection.

Because your precious
records can't be
replaced
auE e

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N78EQ. Tel: 01-6072717

ONLY GENUINE SHURE STYLI
HAVE THE SHURE NAME
IMPRINTED.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR
RECORDS.

AVON

Bath
FH Moss Limited
6St James Parade
Bristol
Radford Hi- Fi
52/54 Gloucester Rood
Weston- Super- Mate
Paul Roberts
203 Milton Rood

BERKSHIRE

Slough
Unique
16 Queensmere High Street

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Cambridge
University Audio
1/2 Peas Hill

CLEVELAND
Redcar
McKenna & Brown
135 High Street

DERBYSHIRE

Derby
RFPotts
66/68 Bobington Lone

DEVON

Exeter
Electrosure
162 Fore Street
Paignton
Upton Electronics
31 Torquoy Road
Plymouth
Tom Mollond
110 Cornwall Street
Radioports
5Market Way

DORSET

Bournemouth
Wireless Supplies
264 Old Christchurch Road

ESSEX

Basildon
Godfreys
Eostgate Shopping Centre
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street
Harlow
Essex Discount Centre
Harvey Centre
Romford
Essex Discount Centre
Swan Walk

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Cheltenham
Ray Electrical Ltd
287 High Street

HAMPSHIRE

Aldershot
Bryonh Hi Fi
81 High Street
Tru-Fi
10-12 Grosvenor Road
Basingstoke
Audio Videotronics
4Feather Lane
Southampton
Hamilton Electronics
35 London Road

HUMBERSIDE

Grimsby
G EManders
2Edwards Street

KENT

Canterbury
Canterbury Hi -Fi
21 The &note
RECranfield
34 The Burgcrte
Sevenooks
Sevenoaks Hi- Fi
109 London Road
Tunbridge Wells
KA C Electronics
53/57 Camden Road
West Wickham
Stirling Sound
60 High Road

LANCASHIRE

Southport
Southport Hi Fi
6Princes Street
Widnes
About Sound
29 Albert Road

LEICESTERSHIRE

Eli
Radio Unlimited
50/56 Hoe Street
N1
Canonbury Radio
185 Upper Street
Ni
Bortletts
175 Holloway Road
N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road
N13
SPI Sound & Vision
359 Green Lanes
N22
Goodwins
7The Broadway
Wood Green
NW1
Station Rodio
9Kentish Town Road
NW5
Porkview Electronics
245 Kentish Town Rood
SE1
D Ingram
42/43 Lower Marsh
SE17
M CQ
218 Wolworth Road
SE20
D BAudio
35 Marlow Road
SW3
Chelsea Audio Visual
203 Kings Rood
SW9
M & G Audio Visual
16 Elednc Avenue
M O'Brien
95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
SW11
Hi- Fr & Components
84 Battersea Rise
SW16
Francis Hi Fi
171 Streatham High Rood
W1
Ask Electronics
248 Tottenham Court Road
Hi Fi Core
245 Tottenham Court Road
Lion Audio Accessories
11 Tottenham Court Road
McDonald Stores
78 Oxford Street
Telesonic
92 Tottenham Court Road
W2
Edgware Elec Centre
194 Edgware Road
Hi- Way Hi- Fi
315 Edgware Road
Olympic Electronics
Queensway
H LSmith
287/289 Edgware Road
W8
Deans
191 Kensington High Street
W13
Saba Electronics
46 The Broadway
Sebo Electronics
56 The Moll
W14
Fulham Audio
134 North End Road
WC1
Berry's Radio
37/39 High Holborn

MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool
Progressive Rodio
47 Whitechapel

MIDDLESEX

Edgware
Planet Hi- Fi
88 High Street
Enfield
AT Labs
159 Chase Side
Hounslow
Musical Images
45 High Street

NORFOLK

Norwich
Martins
85/87 Ber Street

SHROPSHIRE

Leicester
Mays Hi- Fi
27 Churchgote

Shrewsbury
Avon Hi- F1
12 Barker Street

LONDON

STAFFORDSHIRE

E8
Hy tek
48 Dalston Lane

Lichfield
RTTS
21 Tornworth Street

Newcastle•under-Lyme
Newcastle Hi Fi
19 Hassell Street

SUFFOLK
Ipswich
Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road

SURREY

Addlestone
Cosmic Radio
248/256 Station Road
Croydon
High Street Radio
294 High Street
Guildford
P.1 Equipment
3Bridge Street
Haslemere
Taylor & Roberts
26 West Street
Kingston-upon-Thames
Surbiton Park Rodio
48 Surbiton Road
Redhill
Tru-Fi
Cromwell Road
Reigate
Alan lourenson
9Bell Street
Sutton
Landau Radio
4Lodge Place
Thornton Heath
CAM Electronics
16 Thornton Road

SUSSEX

Bognor Regis
Joy Sound Electronics
5Waterloo Square
Brighton
Jeffries Hi- Fi
69 London Road
Chichester
Malcolm Audio
12 South Street
Crowley
Capital Cameras
24/26 Boulevard
Eastbourne
Jeffnes Hi- Fi
4Albert Parade, Green Street
Littlehampton
Bowers & Wilkins
Beckett Buildings
VVorthing
Phase 3Hi Fi
53 Brighton Road

TYNE & WEAR

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
G Windows
4/7 Central Arcade

WEST MIDLANDS

Birmingham
C (
Hi14/15 Suffolk Street, Ringwoy
Five Ways Hi -Fi
12 Islington Row
Hocken Sound Limited
1193/1195 Pershore Road
Hornton flex-Masi
9/11 Lower Temple Street
Coventry
Coventry Music Centre
3/4 Wl-iite Friars Street

WILTSHIRE

Swindon
TV & Hi. Fi Centre
90 Commercial Street

YORKSHIRE

Bradford
Erncks
Fotosonic House
Rawson Square
Castleford
Eric Wiley
64/65 Beancroft Road

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi Fi
44 Holbum Street
Telemech Audio Video
22/23 Marischall Street
Albo
McMichoel Bros
9Mill Street
Edinburgh
Audio Aids
52 George Street
The Gramophone
Rose Street
Hi- Fi Corner
1Haddington Place
Falkirk
Hi- Fi Corner
44 Cow Wynd
Glasgow
James Kerr & Co Ltd
98/100 Woodlands Road
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SHURE DEALERS

required for ferrics. If you were to record using the 120ps curve on
some of the IEC II tapes, you would notice aclear improvement in
distortion at frequencies above 2kHz, but along with this would come
asubjective increase of about 3.5dB in the tape noise, so you would
be back where you started, wondering if chrome position tapes really
do give you any better performance than the cheaper ferrics.
The print-through differences between all the tape types are very
fascinating indeed, for the pseudochromes are, generally, rather
better than the pure chromes. The metal tapes usually have very
much better print- through still, so this might be an important factor
when you want to archive. You might have to weigh this up against
the very slight possibility that some metal tape formulations could
show adeterioration in playback quality of aonce very fine recording
after adecade has passed, and there has been insufficient time for us
to tell if the metal surface could indeed deteriorate with time by some
form of oxidisation. Ido remember that awet thumb placed briefly
on the very earliest Philips metal tape did produce asurface colour
change after afew days, but Ihave not noted such aproblem with
more recent metals.
Many people have complained that they do not like Dolby noise
reduction because it ' makes the sound go muffled'. Almost certainly,
their decks were just not aligned properly for the tape in use, and
they might well have done alot better if they had chosen an
alternative tape which has abetter HF response. Dolby does tend to
exaggerate response errors, and so it is worthwhile getting both the
bias and the record level calibration correct for your chosen tape. If
you enjoy rummaging around your junk box for all types of cassette
tapes for use on various music program, then you must either put up
with significant differences in response, distortion and Dolby
tracking, or you should seriously consider purchasing adeck with
auto- alignment. Ihave chosen the latter alternative as Ihave to admit
that almost anything goes when Iam in ahurry to tape something,
and my Nakamichi 1000ZXL is therefore quite aprized possession. I
suppose Icould be pushed to sell it, and Iwould then probably invest
in one fo the Aiwa auto- alignment decks, which seem to perform
quite well.
Now let's have alook at some recommendations. Of the cheaper
products, and if you really do need an IEC Il tape, it is worth looking
at BASF CR Ell, Sony UCX ( don't forget to reduce the bias alittle),
TDK SF and TDK SA, which can be purchased quite cheaply if you
look around. Of the higher flyers, it is worth looking at BASF CR M2
(note print-through and 3kHz MOL measurements, though), Maxell
XL2, and XL2S, Sony UCX-S, TDK SAX ( just slightly disappointing for
the price), HXS ( note the high background noise), and perhaps That's
EM- X C90. All these tapes have pros and cons, and my own
preference is for the Japanese- made UCX-S if you can get it, rather
than the French product. It is difficult to come out with adefinite best
buy, because of all these swings and roundabouts, so again I
earnestly suggest that you question whether the best ferrics
mentioned last month might not suit your purpose. Sony metal EX is
clearly the top metal, but Imust praise strongly That's MG- X for its
superb mechanics and dropout performance, combined with avery
good magnetic performance.
The situation with reference to C120s is really rather appalling, and
Ifeel that you should reject both the BASF C120 products because of
problems noted in the reviews, and the fact that the best ferric is so
much more economical, and actually sounds better anyway. Please
note the comments about C6Os in the reviews, which were, in
general, fairly similar to the C90s.
Refer to the explanations of the tables, plots and many of the
comments in the first part of this article, which appeared last month. I
would like to thank my hardworking colleagues and all the cassette
tape manufacturers for their considerable assistance with this
project, which has proved so fascinating. ,/t-
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Herr Derek Aston-Darker, March 1986
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Ken Kessler tries two new British-made cables on offer this month

PSYCHOLOGISTS — ONCE THEY GE — WIND OF
hi-fi cable controversies — wili probably label the currently
prevalent condition among audiophiles as cable burn- out'
r 'trick lead anxiety'. Three dilemmas create the neuroses
in sane music lovers, and they attack in aprogression. First is the
acceptance that cables make adifference; those regarding all cables
as the same are spared the disease. Second is the agony of selecting
the ' right' cable from the vast number of available types: the choice
is even tougher to make than buying whole pieces of hi-fi equipment.
Third is the realisation that the best stuff costs abund e, and if you
make amistake, the odds are your dealer won't want to take back the
specially-cut 4.3m lengths with Armenian-type milspec connectors
you had him fit with pure iridium solder.

A
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o

copper with PTFE dielectric, and the cables are— hurrah! —
non- directional; this was confirmed during my listening sessions.
The gold plugs alone make the Whiteley-Boltons worth the money,
and I've since been info -med that the outer covering on later
production sets will be securely clamped to the plugs; it wasn't on
the test pair.
The HMCs differ from the Whiteley-Boltons primarily in that this
twisted pair is made from silver-plated multistrand, with the PTFE
wrap secured by shrink-fit, awhite layer per single feed with aclear,
fairly stiff outer layer. The shrink wrapping carries on to aspecial
black sleeve over the tops of the gold-plated phono plugs, and
listening sessions showed the HMCs to be slightly directional,
though not as critically as Randall or Monster.
Both cables were tried as pre/power amp connectors and with CD;
neither proved suitable for tonearm cable because of RF
breakthrough ( in my system at least). JA loaned me aset of
commercially- available LC-OFC cables which sell for aprice near the
HMC's for comparison, and Ialso used apair of UK- made cables
which retail for the same price as the Whiteley-Boltons. Additionally,
my sessions came after more than ayear with £ 100- plus cables that
MC has rated near the very top; despite this, Igauged the cables'
performance vis àvis the similarly- priced alternatives.
The Whiteley-Boltons proved excellent, especially for CD, in the
manner of products which are musical despite some evident, if
minor, weaknesses. Bass was nicely extended, but not as firm as the
less- extended bass of the LC-OFC cables. Midrange was clean and
clear, if abit recessed, and treble was smooth with only the slightest
trace of grain. Ifound i:s handling of the upper registers preferable to
the LC-OFC's, which had atendency to spit on certain material. While
not the ' fastest' cable Ive used, the Whiteley- Bolton delivered much
better transient response and recovery than any of the standard
cables, the other UK budget cable, or the LC-OFC. Soundstage was
up to about 85% of the very expensive cables I've been using, which
means that it's good elough to serve in £ 1500- plus systems. When
you consider that knowledgeable cable vendors reckon that one
should spend at least 5-10% of asystem's cost on cables, that makes
the Whiteley-Boltons anear- giveaway.
The HMCs improved upon the Whiteley-Boltons in three areas,
particularly bass control, soundstage and transparency, in subtle —
but noticeable— measures. Bass was of similar extension, but much
tighter, especially evident with the CD version of Vollenweider's
White Winds. This particular disc also revealed the HMCs' greater
portrayal of front-to- back depth; stage width improved as well,
which meant that the HMCs also filled the corners of the room.
(Using Dave Wilson's overhead view of the soundstage, the
Whiteley-Boltons create asoundfield of alarge oval with the
speakers within, while the HMCs spread the back edges out further
and wider.) Transparency improved by an almost complete removal
of the very slight grain present with the less- expensive cable.
Transient response and recovery was on apar with the WhiteleyBoltons, but still abit behind cables costing three times as much —
but what do you want for thirty quid?!?
JA and MC have chosen well, and these cables do offer excellent
performance at their price points, while providing acrash course in /
cable capabilities for those of you not fortunate enough to live /
near aretailer with the initiative to sell cables properly. Either is, !,
a small- risk way of sampling what cables can do, begging / 4.*.‘'
only the sacrifice of your next three LPs/1.5 CDs or six
aiç
LPs/three CDs., And as JA said, even if you don't like
\
the cables — something I'd find improbable judging e
599
by their performances betwixt Koetsu and
C•O'' <
,
Pc'Q .
Scintilla — you've got yourself four dynamite /
-.L. (1.1.
gold-plated plugs and agarotte to use on
-,NL \e,
y 4,1.
some hi-fi scribe. Look at it this way:
if these were imported by some
'
30\e
major Far Eastern firm, they'd
ç
bo

End result? Many of you are saying Forget it, mate and returning
to the bog standard stuff which came free with your hi-fi purchase.
Which is ashame.
Iknow that if you've read this far, you're not one of those who
dismiss cables outright; the odds are you're like me, and afew
hundred thousand others, who think or know that cables do play a
role in determining the final overall performance of asystem, but
either can't make the choice or can't afford the type of cables which
score 90%- plus in Martin Colloms' surveys. Your good ouddies at
HFN/RR have decided to cure your anxiety.
JA and MC have both expressed the genuine concern that far too
many hi-fi users will never know the full potential of their systems —
budget or h;gh-end — because of both the mystery of selection and
the high cost of the cables relative to previous attitudes. Iemphasise
that because all cable supporters know that this trend is one that asks
consumers to pay real money for something that was previously
tossed in for free. It's like motoring journalists telling you to get rid of
the ignition leads which came fitted as standard in your new car, and
to replace them with high-grade substitutes ( which, by the way, isn't
far-fetched if you've ever read what Aeroquip hoses can do for your
MG- B). Whatever, JA and MC sniffed around to find some affordable
cables which would do the following:
1) They would — at the very least — sound acceptable in most
systems, and much better than the standard giveaway types too
many people settle on out of poverty or simple unawareness.
2) They wouldn't break the bank.
The cables selected are the Whiteley- Bolton and the HMG ( Hand Made Cable ... cute), the former selling for £ 14.95/metre pair, the
have no trouble selling them
e C) *L"\e';'
latter for £29.95. Both are nicely made, come with good gold-plated
L•D • e
phono plugs, and both give the kind of performance that you just
for twice the price. We're /."\\• • c\ don't get from abubble pack in Woolies. THEY ARE NOT being
offering them at half. -,/‘ /+\•< L_ \
e
hyped as bargain versions of £ 100;metre jobs, the irtention being
0
L
e
that these are two very affordable ways to get good sound, show you
/
9
that cables are worth investigating, and maybe, just maybe, help you
/ 0\2
stabilise your views about cables. In other words, these are much
more than acompromise, and JA .00ks at them as asort of ' Starter
Kit' for future cable crazies. Change your freebies for either of these,
/ Ç\) q- *
es
...
e....
and you'll soon understand why some of us no longer baulk at the
'S
•
•
e
?'
e
(‘
c.,e
latest in wild configurations.
/.\>>
•—•
e •*.
9 ••• \ c, •
G
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The Whiteley- Bolton is u nscreened twisted- pair, single- strand
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cable in aloose wrap. The strands are 0.6mm silver-plated annealed /
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MATCH-MAKING
Martin Colloms looks at amplifier combinations from Linn,

Linx, Cambridge Audio, Nlusical Fidelity and Croft plus Beard

11

N THIS REVIEW AND A FOLLOW-UP PLANNED FOR A FORTHcoming issue, we cover recent separates in the upmarket
amplifier territory ( upmarket, but below the outrageously
priced, however, so hopefully affordable for many good
quality systems). In combination the pre/power sets chosen
here cost from £ 500 for the new Cambridge Audio set-up to
£1,450 for the high powered Linx, with several models falling
between these two extremes. There is the Croft Micro plus Beard
P35, or Musical Fidelity P170 with The Preamp II, both suggested
combinations at the £750 level. Other established contenders not
covered here, but worth bearing in mind, are the Robertson 4010
power amp, the Rotel RC870-RB870 set, the recently improved
Audiolabs, the Naims and the Mission Cyrus 2-PSX. With the latter
addition (the PSX) properly installed, the Cyrus 2becomes a
separately powered pre/power combination costing £460. The
Sugden 128 and DNM Primus preamps must also be included, as
must the Sondex, Exposure, Nuance and EAR models discussed
elsewhere in this issue.
The high sound quality and concomitant commercial success of
many modern inexpensive integrated amplifiers has proved rather
an embarrassment to the broad separates market, and over the last
year or so, designers have had to look to their laurels to regain their
status in claiming to provide superior equipment. Our review group
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is representative of this new wave and in the main offers better value
than before, with superior build, higher power outputs and, most
importantly, improved sound quality.
Surprisingly, in view of the price range, we have managed to
include avalve combination, namely the worthy but inexpensive
Croft Micro paired with the new Beard. In terms of rated power this is
the lowest at 35W ( 15.5dBW) per channel, with the Linn LK2 rated at
60W ( 18dBW) next in line. Then come the Musical Fidelity P170 ( 85W,
19dBW), the Cambridge Audio ( 100W, 20dBW) and finally the Linx
Stratos, ( 120W, 21dBW). Noting that valve amps can often achieve
higher actual sound levels than their steady-state ratings suggest,
the overall spread of power range is.not as great as it looks on paper,
if viewed in the light of the more representative dBW figures. These
range from 15.5 to 21dBW. In practice, such agap could easily be
made up by the choice of amore sensitive loudspeaker.

Testing
The amplifiers were subjected to an extensive series of lab tests to
assess their general accuracy, output level and load tolerance, plus
innut and output matching characteristics, and finally, their technical
performance vis-à-vis established reference standards.
Extensive auditioning both preceded and followed the lab
evaluation, to establish references at either end of the price scale.

5')

WHEN DID YOUR STYLUS
CUT ITS LAST RECORD?
UNLESS YOU'RE IN THE RECORD PRODUCING BUSINESS, THE S1ATEMENT
ABOVE SHOULD BE THOUGHT ABOUT CAREFULLY.
BECAUSE, IF YOUR STYLUS IS WORN, ITS EFFECT ON YOUR RECORDS CAN BE
EQUALLY DEVASTATING.
WHICH MEANS THAT IF YOU VALUE YOUR RECORD COLLECTION, YOU SHOULD
MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOUR STYLUS IS UP TO SCRATCH (OR NOT AS THE CASE MAY BE.)
THE PROBLEM IS. HOW CAN YOU BE SURE THAT THE REPLACEMENT YOU NEED
CAN BE FOUND EASILY AND THAT IT IS THE ONE THAT SUITS YOUR EQUIPMENT?
WELL, FOR THE RECORD (AND YOUR PEACE OF MIND) EUROCHANNELS,
PRODUCERS OF AVAST RANGE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY STYLI, HAVE SOLVED THE
PROBLEM FOR YOU.
BECAUSE WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT THEY'LL HAVE THE RIGHT STYLI, THE
BEST QUALITY AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE.
EVEN THE MOST OBSCURE OF STYLI (AS WELL AS THE MOST POPULAR) CAN BE
SUPPLIED WHEN YOU GO TO ONE OF THE MANY EUROCHANNELS STOCKISTS, HE CAN
FIND EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED TO SUIT YOUR EQUIPMENT IN RECORD TIME.
YOU JUST NEED TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE MODEL NUMBER OF THE STYLUS
OR CARTRIDGE OR, IF THIS IS NOT AVAILABLE, TAKE THE OLD STYLUS WITH YOU.
CALL/NON YOUR LOCAL EUROCHANNELS STOCKIST TODAY.

EUROCHANNELS
EUROCHANNELS STYLI THE SOUNDEST WAY OF SAFEGUARDING YOUR SOUNDS

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR LOCAL EUROCHANNELS STOCKIST CONTACT BANDRIDGE LTD OF LONDON 1 YORK RD SW19 01-543 3633

Linn LK1 and LK2
Rumours of aLinn amplifier circulated widely during the last year or
so, prompting much speculation as to what form it would take.
Traditionally, Naim products have been the main Linn bedfellows,
making natural companions for Linn's own turntable and speaker
ranges, so would Linn follow in Naim's footsteps by adopting a
'hairshirt' approach to design, or try and out- gun the big US designs
such as Krell or Threshold? Where would they pitch the output power
and what would the amplifier cost?
All these questions can now be answered. In fact, in terms of its
physical engineering, build and finish, the Linn combination is closer
to the products of Quad than any other manufacturer Iknow. ( This is
praise indeed!) The power is aload-tolerant 60W ( 18dBW) per
channel, while the price is £750 for the pair, with an optional remote
control for an additional £ 50. ' What?' you may say, ' aremote control!
This doesn't sound like aproduct from the Linn purists.' In context,
however, more sense will be made of this feature as the review
unfolds.
The price is surprisingly competitive. For example, Naim
equipment— the rough equivalent in terms of specification — costs
nearly twice as much. To quote from Linn's press release: 'The
introduction of the LK1 preamp and the LK2 power amp will enable
Linn retailers to offer astandard of performance which was hitherto
only available at many times the price, and thus bring true audiophile
performance within the range of awider public'. We shall have to
wait and see whether such an ambitious claim can be substantiated.
The press bumf also goes on to tell something of the overall
concept. ' The compact design and convenient features of the Linn
amplifier will enhance its appeal over traditional cumbersome and
expensive amplifiers originating both in the UK and abroad.' Linn
perceived early on that aremote control facility was ahighly
regarded facility, avalued convenience feature, so incorporated it
from the beginning. Learning from the market experience of those
masters of the art, B&O, Linn chose apreamplifier control panel
which has been simplified to apoint where the preamp and remote
control are visually matched. It is delightful to have control of both
source and volume from the listening position, this being enhanced
by the possibly heretical use of aremote controlled CD player. At the
press launch, Linn discovered that they could indeed use the word
'digital' without self-destructing, but they have desisted from
employing the obvious legend ' CD' on the spare line input, keeping
instead to the anonymous ' Aux'. The remaining inputs comprise
tuner, tape 1and 2, plus analogue disc, both moving- magnet and
moving- coil, the latter optimised for Linn's own cartridges.
A microprocessor adds considerably to the preamp's versatility via
asecondary set of commands which are available by pressing a
button marked ' record'. For example, preferred volume settings can
be stored for all six inputs, and it is also possible to disable the front
panel of the preamp, to make it safe with young children or at parties.
Control then rests with the remote.
As regards the operating ergonomics, the matched control panels
certainly simplify operation, but do take some getting used to. As far
as the preamp goes, Imissed the speed and precision of a
conventional rotary volume control, and was also confused
sometimes by aparticular keying sequence. The electronic volume
control action was none too grateful, with anoticeable delay before a
perceptible change was obtained. It also operates in aseries of steps,
often requiring asecond press of the button. At lower settings the
level change was accompanied by mild electrical clicks.
Like Quad, Linn have tooled up for precision diecast front panels,
facilitating aclean enamel finish in satin black. A further point in
common is the fact that both products are equipped with IEC mains
input and outlet sockets, allowing these and other components to be
'chained' together. Ideally, however, the power amp should go direct
to its own wall socket and the preamp and ancillaries to another.
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Linn have followed an individual approach to the low-level
socketry. Analogue disc signals enter via gold-plated phono sockets;
auxiliary and tuner via 3- pin XLRs; tape 1 & 2via apair of 5- pin XLRs;
while two output ports are present, again in 3- pin XLR, both carrying
both channels. However, on the power amplifier the 3- pin XLR input
sockets are each valid for one channel only, so apair of coupling
cables needs to be used. Speaker connection is made via plain 4mm
sockets, making aproper banana plug cable termination essential.
Mains input fuses are accessible from the exterior of both units.
Linn have also hinted at amonoblock version, whereby two LK2s
would be used in bridge mode, providing 220W per channel into
easier speaker loads; the dual preamp outputs would facilitate such
an installation, of course. Another development is bi- and tri-amping
for the relevant speaker systems.

Technical details
Surveying the internal construction, the amplifiers reveal ahigh
standard of engineering design, showing much care and thought.
Reliability was amajor design consideration and apart from the
on/off switches, and the physical action of the pushbutton control
panel, there are no moving parts to wear out or to go out of
alignment. A key feature is the preamp microprocessor, which
handles the memory and switching logic, actuating the electronic
selection of source and tape monitor as well as interfacing with the
electronic volume control. This is of avariable gain amplifier type,
but in fact comprises aladder of electronically switched attenuator
resistors. Special steps have been taken to isolate the digital/
switching side from the audible signal paths in the preamplifier, and
to minimise distortion in the switches.
Essentially conforming to the minimalist view, no tone controls or
filters are present and the signal paths are designed to be short and
direct from section to section. Special care has been taken with
respect to grounding, with supply and signal paths separated in this
respect. The active circuitry is all discrete and is pretty
straightforward, with the low- noise input stage for moving- coil
achieved with the usual parallel sets of complementary transistors.
RIAA equalisation is in two stages with active bass lift and passive
treble cut equalisation.
Extensive sub- regulation ensures good isolation, both between
stages and between channels. A mix of polystyrene and
polypropylene capacitors is used, as are tantalums in coupling
situations where higher values are required. To avoid the sonic
effects of coupling capacitors in the disc stage, Linn have opted for
an op- amp servo to look after DC balance.
The first surprise concerning the LK2 power amplifier is the use of
full power supply regulation for each channel, the more so at this
price level. Each channel is built as amodule which incorporates its
own power supply, the latter connected to the power stage by
negligibly short lengths of track. No current limiting or protection is
present in the power amp itself; rather this is left to advanced
limiters incorporated in the power supply.
Linn have eliminated the normal quiescent bias adjustment
(another parallel with Quad). By clever mechanical design, the same
circuit board may be used for both left and right channels. The
ingenious heatsink works in conjunction with atransfer plate, to
which the output devices are clamped without recourse to additional
wiring. The reservoirs are 6800µF Philips, medium- current rating,
buffered, of course, by the supply regulator. The large centrallymounted toroidal transformer is located inside asteel screening box.
The power amplifier is electronically inverting, so if used alone will
need to be connected to the speakers by inverting the connections if
absolute phase is to be preserved.

Lab performance
It must be noted that although the lab results precede the subjective
report here, the units were auditioned before testing.
Firstly, the LK2. Meeting the specified output level by the
predictably small margin allowed by the regulated supplies ( which
incidentally also made the power amplifier performance more
consistent over arange of mains supply variations), the results
showed an excellent power bandwidth into 8ohms. With both
channels driven into 4ohms, adB or so of loss occurred, increasing
to 2.2dB at 20Hz, which was more than expected, this due to
premature protection effects. On short term pulses it did well,
measuring 18.8dBW before clip, approaching atrue power of 260W.
The peak current delivery was sufficient at ± 14A, if not overgenerous. ( The Naim 250 is only marginally more powerful judged
by these results.)
Harmonic and intermodulation distortions were low, judged by the
numeric results; modern amplifiers usually produce low levels of
high- order crossover distortion, but not so the LK2. The published
distortion residual was taken at 1kHz, 6dBW — only afew watts — and
shows asignificant level of spiky crossover distortion which worsens
with reducing load impedance. The picture is similar over the whole
61
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Sources used included Sony and Philips CD players, an analogue
turntable ( Linn, WTA, vdH MC1000 and latterly MC10), and
occasionally atuner, the Sansui ' 99X. Selected cables included LC
types, such as the vdH and Randall, while speakers ranged from the
Celestion SL600 and Spendor SP1 to the Magneplanar MG3 II.
Program on CD included the HFN/RRTest Disc ( HFN003), the
inevitable Dire Straits (
Brothers in Arms) as well as various Sheffield
and Decca discs. The Joe Cocker Civilised Man, despite initially
sounding abit congested, also proved helpful. On LP, the Sheffield
analogues continue to be the most revealing, but Performance
Recordings' James Boyk piano records also proved most
worthwhile, once one became accustomed to the more natural
perspectives involved. Initially these recordings can sound rather
small and anaemic, but the quality of Boyk's performances and the
strong sense of environment coupled with natural dynamics soon
assert themselves, and it is difficult then to resist playing through a
complete work.

HITACHI

LC-OFC AUDIO CABLES

ANEW CONCEPT IN LISTENING
FROM THE ORIGINATOR

Linear Crystal Oxygen Free Copper Cable* has taKen
the hi-fi world by storm and for avery good reason:
it sounds better. But better than what? Aren't cables
just... cables?
For the past decade, audiophiles have been
experimenting with leads of all varieties. Thick cables,
thin cables, screened and unscreened, braided, twisted,
short and long. But Hitachi has gone astage further, a
stage beyond the look and the construction of cables
into the heart of the matter the material itself. Not
satisfied with the sound of the purest copper available,
known as OFC, or Oxygen Free Copper, Hitachi
investigated the crystalline structure of the copper itself.
Hitachi's scientists learned that the size, shape and

HITACHI
Imported by:
.fflinegitibeni
(OR PORATION

number of crystals influenced the way that acable dealt
with an audio signal. Their experiments proved that the
safest path for an audio or video signal would consist of
acable made from large crystals, which present fewer
boundaries, enabling the signal to pass through
virtually intact. As these giant crystals, when drawn
through in the manufacturing stages, line up like fibres,
Hitachi has named this advanced copper ' Linear
Crystal'. The results of this research are the Hitachi range
of LC-OFC audio and video signal cables, which provide
the user with sound offering fewer losses and less
distortion than other types. Hitachi LC-OFC cables
from the originator.

For details of your nearest
stockist, contact:
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL 01-947 5047
TELEX 894800 Absol G

audio bandwidth, while additional test capacitance loading induces
several cycles of high frequency ringing following each spike.
At 4ohms, 2/
3 level, 40Hz, the power spectrum analysis looked very
good, with avirtual rejection of supply components. The second
harmonic of the input frequency measured — 71dB at this power
level. Despite the noted crossover distortion, the switching pulses
were sufficiently fast, or narrow, not to affect the 19/20kHz
intermodulation reading, which bettered — 95dB.
Channel separation was excellent, with fine noise levels, although
in my view the DC offset at the output was rather high at 84/94mV for
the two channels. Again, less than 25mV would be preferable. At the
speaker terminals the output impedance was negligible, at atypical
0.07ohms.
The input impedance is lower than usual at 5k- ohms, in parallel
with 3.5nF. This could limit the performance of some valve preamps.
The gain is 29dB, and about 0.7V will give full output.
After we had tested the LK1, Linn rang to inform us that aminor
change had been made to the line amplifier gain, which was
previously aunity gain buffer. For current production units, the gain
has been increased by 8dB, ie, the 500mV auxiliary sensitivity is now
200mV, 2.5 times greater. However, for the phono output it has been
decided to increase both the overload margin andthe gain, the
former by 5dB and the latter by 3dB. The tabulated test results
require some interpretation, then, in light of this alteration.
Changeover of an internal link allows for an additional reduction of
the m-csensitivity should this be required.
pyrmErp,
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separation figures were also recorded. Channel balance was
satisfactory, with a5dB error at alow — 60dB programmed setting.
The input characteristics were fine, in view of the new specification,
while the low output impedance is suitable for use with ani,/ sensible
power amp or cable run.
The preamp is bandlimited below 8Hz and above 70kHz, these
limits being rather narrower via the disc input. Via moving-coil, the
50Hz-500Hz range was most uniform, while atouch of ' richness' was
given by the treble rolloff, falling to — 2dB at 20kHz, which was more
than expected. The low frequency rolloff was deliberate and is
effectively an inbuilt subsonic filter accounting for atypical arm/
cartridge resonance at 11Hz or so. This gave a — 3dB point of 18Hz for
moving- coil and 26Hz for moving- magnet, aset of results not
dissimilar to those of aNaim.

Sound quality
You have waited along time for this. Our general impression is
'good' but not exceptional — Grade 4, in fact. In context we were
disappointed, having been led to expect rather more, but before we
disappoint too much let's look at the good points.
Firstly, the set-up did rank only alittle below Grade 3. Secondly, it
was felt to give an easy, relaxed musical performance, low in listener
fatigue. It could be driven hard, producing decent sound levels, and
did not become aggressive in mild overload. Four and Bohm
speakers were driven equally well.
This is an eminently competent performer. Its stereo image focus
was highly rated, although the perceived image width was slightly
narrowed. Depth and ambience effects were, however, quite good,
and up to the subjective depth limit the unit also appeared
transparent with good instrumental detail.
Tonally it was a ' dark' textured, even rich sounding, but it also
sounded band- limited, with aloss of high-end ' sparkle' and ' air' as
well as low- end bass ' slam' and extension. Dynamics and drama
seemed mildly constrained.
The general quality of the preamp's disc inputs proved consistent
with the auxiliary and power amp sound rating, though some
additional veiling and bandlimiting was considered audible ( this ties
in with the lab results). Via disc the sound was atrifle dominant in the
midrange, further narrowing the apparent stereo image.
On the plus side the general clarity and definition were highly rated
throughout the frequency range. One critic commented that the
sound was basically good, but needed ' opening up'. Given the mild
lack of weight in the lower bass, the upper bass seemed attractively
fast and tuneful.

Conclusion
Linn have attempted to make afoolproof, bombproof, amplifier and
for alarge number of hi-fi customers, this will be most welcome. The
controls take some acclimatisation, but are central to the concept of
the useful remote control option, as well as to other as yet
unannounced but similarly controlled items that Linn plan to market.
Properly interfaced, the LK1/LK2 will perform in amusical, selfeffacing manner, and lack the glare and hardness still common to
many amplifiers.1 have no real quibbles concerning the lab
performance and can only approve of the high build quality, but
ultimately afeeling of disappointment still lingers. This is agood
amplifier but does not yet belong among the ranks of other Linn
greats such as the lttok, LP12 or Asak/Karma.
To achieve this status, Linn's designers will have to take some
risks, perhaps readjusting their present views on bandwidth limiting.
Conversely, as it stands, and in context, this amplifier is very well
adjusted for the internal characteristics of aLinn turntable and the
better Linn speaker systems. It will perform better in that company,
due to optimised matching, than it did in the context of this ' isolated'
review. ( This also, ultimately, became the case for the more or less
universal lttok tonearm as, in my view, its full performance is only
attained when used on an LP12 with its unique absorptive
terminating armboard.)

Spectrum: 40Hz, /
2
1
full level, 4ohms load

Linx Stratos

As supplied, the disc input overload margins were just
satisfactory, viewed against the IHF standard. In consequence, the
relatively realistic two-tone intermodulation input resulted in
distortion at the 1.5 - 2.5% level via disc. These results did improve at
lower input levels, and Icertainly welcome the proposal to increase
the overload margins. In Linn's defence, the higher output cartridges
which are likely to cause problems may be used with areduced gain
setting, thereby further increasing the margins.
Input noise levels were good, and particularly good channel
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New Zealand is taking its share of the amplifier limelight at the
moment. The Perreaux brand is well established internationally and
is now joined by afurther worthy product, the Linx. ( Another good
line, as yet unavailable in the UK, comes from McClaren, with an
external appearance that makes it look like the Antipodean answer to
Krell.)
Linx was launched here at the HFN/RR Penta show late last year. A
heavily engineered lab' appearance has been avoided, the company
coming- up with an interesting case which looks like aflattened
octagonal ' brick'. All black, the front panels are Perspex, somewhat
reminiscent ( if you have agood memory) of the old Lecson products.
The pre/power system reviewed here costs some £ 1,400. The
power amps are in the form of separate monoblocks, matched in size
63
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to the preamp The control unit itself has two rotary controls for
volume and balance while the rest of the fascia is devoted to atouch
selection array for the input signals. Provision is made for movingcoil, moving- magnet, tuner, CD, auxiliary and tape as well as
monitoring function. Stereo/mono switches, tone controls and filters
have all been omitted from this minimalist design.
All low-level socketry comprises gold-plated phonos, while solid,
4mm socket binding posts serve for the loudspeaker connections.
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Technical details
Well engineered, the preamplifier is built along double- mono lines,
albeit in asingle case. A screened central toroid supplies power to
separated reservoirs and regulators for each channel.
The moving- coil input stages are also screened in copper cases,
elegantly finished in clear enamel. The selector stage is solid-state
with electronic switching of the various source and tape signals, the
control array itself being mounted adjacent to the front panel.
Special care has been taken at line level with respect to quality and
headroom, with adiscrete FET-based circuit used here. In ' standby'
mode the circuits are left powered, to maintain stable operating
conditions, temperature and thus optimum sound. The general build
and components used are of high quality.
The monoblock power amplifiers are based on atraditional circuit,
with direct- coupling to the load. The output is aclass-AB
complementary push-pull using paralleled pairs of durable MOSFET
devices. These have good overload characteristics, and are robust.
The power reservoir comprises two 10,000µF 63V capacitors of the
ROE type, amake whicn did well in our recent capacitor tests.

at lower input signal levels, though they still remained poorer than
average.
The RIAA equalisation curve had aslightly odd shape, with amild
shelf loss over the upper two octaves, and this increased via
moving- coil to — 3dB at 22kHz. The bass range was well extended
with amild rolloff to — 3dB at around 6Hz. At high frequencies the
curve shows agentle tailoring of the upper bandwidth.
Input noise levels were fine and on our sample the channel
separation was, strangely, constant at around 45dB, independent of
frequency; almost adeliberate feature.
Ample input sensitivities were shown, with satisfactory loadings.
.The preamp could provide almost 5V RMS from amoderate source
of impedance of 880ohms. The output DC offset was alittle high for a
preamp, at 3-4mV, which will be magnified to 40-60mV using a
typical power amp if this, too, is direct- coupled. With the usual
AC- coupled amps this will be no problem.

Lab results

Sound quality

The continuous power rating for the amplifier met its spec over the
whole audio bandwidth. Into 4ohms the output fell areasonable
1.6dB on average and again the power bandwidth was very good.
Clearly it has aconsiderable peak current capability since the 2ohm
load was punished with substantial 22.8dBW peaks 1180W into
8ohms or 720W into 2ohms in real power terms). Into higher loads
the peak output comfortably exceeded 200W123oBW) so this is a
pretty large amplifier. In view of the output level, the peak current
was sufficient, if not overly generous, at ± 34A.
Harmonic and intermodulation distortion levels were more than
satisfactory at full power and showed the usual improvement at
lower levels. Crossover distortion was negligible. Stressed by the
40Hz, 4ohms, 2/
3 level test spectrum analysis showed an excellently
clean result: the supply narmonics were almost invisible, and those
present were simple harmonics of the input frequency, eg, 2nd, 80Hz,
at — 74dB.
DC offset at the output was rather higher than usual at 62mV for
the worst channel; values below 25mV are preferable. The output
impedance was avery low 0.02ohms, quite negligible even at the
higher 20kHz level. With mono amps the channel separation will
obviously be excellent! A 125mV input sufficed for the IHF OdBW
output, with akind 42k-ohms/1.6nF input impedance; 1.5V would
drive it into full clipping. Electrical noise levels were fine and
mechanical hum virtually inaudible. The overall amplifier bandwidth
1-3dB points) exceeded 8Hz and 45kHz limits.
Turning to the preamplifier, the results were generally good but
with some anomalies associated with the limited disc overload at HF.
It was fine at low and mid frequencies, but some loss in overload
margin was evident at 20kHz, though still nominally satisfactory at
17.5dB.
In theory this margin is sufficient for the 19/20kHz intermodulation
peak signal of 200mV m- m and 20mV peak m- c117.5dB is
approximately equal to 500mV m- m and 50mV peak mcl.
Nevertheless, the intermodulation figures were disappointing at
between 3and 7%. Fortunately, these results improved considerably

This amplifier made astrong case to justify its position in the upper
price territory. Our arbitrary rating is afirm ' Grade Three', two
notches below the best audiophile models. In its favour was its
subjectively generous, load-tolerant power delivery, which allows a
very wide dynamic range to be coupled with good musical dynamics.
An impressive sound, it appears to be almost too clean. A mild
hardness was noted in the upper midrange, which gave athinned
tonal balance.
It sounded tidy and controlled throughout the frequency range.
Transparency and depth were both represented well, but again were
not in the audiophile class. A slight veiling of fine detail was noted.
Stereo images were stable and well focused.
This performance was maintained pretty well using the
preamplifier via both moving- magnet and auxiliary inputs. Some
additional loss of definition was apparent with moving-coil — aslight
obscuration with less weight and ' drama' in the bass. Stereo focus
held up well.
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Conclusion
This combination returned arespectable performance both in the lab
and on audition. The power amps proved superior— powerful
monoblocks of substantially good performance and output level for
the price. Given an appropriate system context they are of
recommendable quality. The preamplifier was compatible, but in an
independent context was not particularly strong. The high frequency
overload and separation figures were questionable. By itself it is
worth considering but fails to gain aclear recommendation. On a
comparative basis these units are beaten by the Cambridge set, but
offer rather better finish and build quality, while the power level is
also alittle higher. In the imported class context, they remain quite
competitive.
Note: Prior to writing the final copy, Linx submitted asecond
sample of the preamp, which showed improved low frequency
behaviour with the highs unchanged from the first sample; this is
now in line with accepted performance standards.
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BEFORE YOU PLAY
IT TO ANYONE
CERTAIN PRECAUTIONS
MAY BE NECESSARY.

an the Marantz CD65 pose such agrave security risk?
Certainly, it does represent the new generation of Compact
Disc Players.
It has the advanced Zfilter, with twin 16 bit D/A converters
with four times oversampling for flatter frequency response, wide
dynamic range, and low distortion.
To eliminate phase related distortion, the sampling frequency
of 44.1kHz is quadrupled to 176.4kHz.
You have direct access to 99 tracks. You have random access to
up to 20 tracks to play in any order you like.
You also have instant access to any particular track at the
softest touch of abutton. And naturally avisual display keeps you
fully informed of your every move.
The cost for such an invaluable addition to your home? £349,
which no doubt is at this moment safely in an account at your bank.
The question is: will your house be as secure? Aux lt•L Kin z®
Marantz Audio UK Limited. 13/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane. Harmondsworth, Middx. UB7 OLW. TeL 01-897 6633.
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Cambridge Audio have had along and somewhat chequered history.
Their famous P50 was already established when Ifirst began
reviewing for HFN/RR some 13 years ago, but reliability problems
troubled both this and later designs, and in the leaner years that
followed, the company began to decline. It is now owned and run by
designer Stan Curtis and his wife, and aconsiderable amount of
design input has been contributed. This first bore fruit in an
integrated amplifier custom made for Acoustic Research. Now in
second- generation form the £ 175 AR version is still doing very well in
the review stakes and anew upmarket Cambridge Audio version has
also been introduced, called the Integer and costing around £ 240.
This month's review separates were launched in parallel with the
Integer: the matching C75 preamp (£260) and A75 power amp (£240).
Furthermore, Cambridge have an already well regarded CD player on
sale in the US, which should be available here later on in the year at a
cost of some £ 1,500. As yet, though, there are no plans to market
their loudspeaker, which is doing pretty well in Canada. All- in- all, this
is arespectable line-up from adesigner who has already
accumulated anumber of successes as aconsultant to other
companies such as Rote).
The C75 is similar in style to the Integer and comes in aslimline
black case with large rotary controls. Separate selectors are provided
for input choice and tape record outputs, giving maximum versatility
(listening to one source while taping from another, for example).

full gain, the channel imbalance measured 6dB. Clearly abetter
potentiometer would overcome this. From both the single frequency
harmonic, and two-tone high frequency intermodulation tests the
distortion levels were quite negligible. Generally good signal/noise
levels were also attained, though low output m-cs are best avoided.
DC offset was at the measuring instrument residual level, while
ample disc overload margins of typically 31dB were shown
throughout the frequency range. Channel separation was fine,
deteriorating somewhat at high frequencies; to 38dB at 20kHz, for
example, via the auxiliary socket.
The preamp showed good headroom at 12.7V (> 26dB IHF),
sourced from alow 80ohm impedance and suited to all power
amplifiers, as well as long cable runs if so required. The disc
equalisation was very uniform at better than ± 0.1dB, 15Hz— 20kHz.
Turning to the A75 power amplifier, this comfortably met its
20dBW rating over the power bandwidth into 8ohms, singly or with
both channels driven. A 2.1dB drop was recorded into 4ohms, while
the short-term peak level into 2ohms was avery healthy 22.5dBW,
rising to 23.2dB into 8ohms. The peak delivery for 1% clipping thus
held at close to 200W into awide range of loadings. This solid
performance was founded on agenerous reserve of peak current:
+35, — 37.5A.
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Other controls include atape monitor ( which could have been
combined with the input selector), balance and volume. Pushbuttons
select mono/stereo, moving-coil/moving-magnet and power- on.
There are facilities for two tape machines, radio, CD and phono, all
socketing being via RCA phonos.

Technical details
Stan chose to retain an original Cambridge Audio design feature for
the preamp, namely shunt feedback equalisation, which offers
superior high frequency characteristics. In older designs the input
noise performance was unfortunately prejudiced by this approach,
but amore modern disc input buffer solves both the noise problem
and the difficulties of anon- uniform input impedance. It also meets
the idealised requirement of acontrolled source impedance for the
equalisation stage. Very low output moving- coil cartridges are not
catered for, but the 26dB of gain available should prove sufficient for
the majority of models.
The design is based entirely on low- noise integrated circuits, these
considerably simplifying construction. Polystyrene and polyester
capacitors are used at important stages, as well as 1% metal film
resistors ( now pretty common throughout the industry). Six
regulators are used to isolate all the major stages and the two
channels. An oversize 50VA mains supply gives agood primary
supply and regulation.
An unusual form of construction has been used for the power
amplifier, whereby the majory of the circuit is realised as ahybrid,
thick-film sub- assembly ( aceramic substrate with chip components
directly bonded to gold and palladium wiring). The output transistors
are fast, with agood peak-current capacity. The output stage is
arranged in aquasi- complementary configuration, direct- coupled,
with junction linearity compensation presumeably incorporated into
the hybrid sub- assembly. A dual mono design, the A75 uses a
separate 250VA toroidal transformer and alarge reservoir of six
6,800µF audio grade capacitors for each channel. A Curtis feature is
the 0.22ohm output buffer resistor between the amplifier and the
load. The input capacitor is apolyester. Inputs are phonos, with
outputs in the form of plain 4mm sockets.

Lab performance
The preamplifier turned out to have been nicely specified, returning
an eminently sensible set of lab figures. It gave no trouble on any
score save at very low volume settings, where at — 60dB relative to
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At full.power, the distortion levels, including the high frequency
intermodulation readings were moderate. Crossover distortion was
low. In general the figures improved at lower powers. Hum and noise
were low, at better than — 100dB relative to full power, while channel
separation was predictably excellent.
The output impedance was higher than usual but entirely
satisfactory at 0.24ohm, this resistive. Excellent channel balance was
maintained, while a61mV input sufficed for aOdBW IHF ( 1W) level;
1.5V drove it to full power on program. Analysis at 40Hz, 2/
3 rated
power, the spectrum, showed some 100Hz and 200Hz breakthrough
at around — 74dB, which is not really serious. The overall frequency
response, — 3dB points, extended from below 3Hz to beyond 100kHz.

Sound Quality
Assessed both separately and in combination, these amplifiers
acquitted themselves well in the subjective tests. Both units were
highly rated, just anotch below the audiophile group, with the
preamp scoring alittle better than the power amp.
The preamp proved consistent via its various inputs, with only a
marginal loss noted via m- c. With CD, an ' easy' sound was provided,
showing fine transparency, depth and ambience, coupled with very
good stereo focus and stage width. The treble was pretty clean, the
bass very slightly softened and the mid very slightly clinical.
Via LP, the bass was highly rated. We liked the tonal quality, while
the fine transparency and stereo qualities remained. In the treble,
however, atouch of grain and edge was apparent. Taken overall, the
musical performance was most encouraging, exhibiting good
dynamics, drive and excitement.
Essentially in the same class as the preamplifier, the power amp
proved dynamic, with afine reproduction of transient edges, asolid
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bass and very good stereo focus. A slight loss of depth was apparent,
this perhaps engendered by its tonal quality, which was felt to be a
little bright and forward, with ahint of mid ' glare' and treble ' fizz'. It
remained lively and transparent, however, with amost respectable
overall rating.
It could produce high sound levels, and appeared well behaved
when driven to clipping. The subjective program level indicated a
typical power delivery equivalent to over 160W, even into the
different speaker loadings.

Conclusion
This is afine pair of separates, deserving good interconnect cables.
In particular, the preamp was an outstanding performer, delivering
an exceptional sound quality for its price, and it couples this with
versatile source and tape facilities.
The power amplifier was notably powerful in its price context, as
well as proving highly load tolerant. The lab performance was fine
and the sound quality was commensurately good. As the brochure
claims, both units can compete strongly in the market on grounds of
precise stereo imaging coupled with good transparency and depth.
These units are fully recommended in combination, while as
separates, the preamp represents particularly good value with the
power amp not far behind.

NItisical Fidelity The Pream ) II Si. P170
A long running success for Musical Fidelity, The Preamp has recently
been extensively revised, both inside and out, to true Mk II status as
reviewed here.
Antony Michaelson promises an improvement in sound quality
with this revised model, due, it is said, to the consultant services of
Tim de Paravicini. The price, however, remains acompetitive £300
despite the adoption of amassive Krell- style fascia with matching
alloy volume control. As before, moving- coil and moving- magnet

The P170 power amplifier has arelatively small output stage based
on single pairs of complementary, push-pull MOSFETs. Directcoupled to the load, these are more or less self-limiting in the manner
of avalve amplifier, and the circuit provides more ' volts' than ' amps'
(see test results). Interestingly, the input circuitry uses ahigh gain IC
operational amplifier ( an LM318) in the manner of the early Crown
amplifiers and the Quad 405.
Using asingle case, the P170 is atrue double mono design, with
totally separate wiring and power supplies beyond the mains input
and power switch. The two power transformers are generously sized
toroids, which were comparatively quiet in terms of mechanical hum
on the review sample.

Lab results
Taking the P170 first, the rated level of 18.5dBW was comfortably
met over the main audio range, though aloss did occur at 20kHz,
impairing the power bandwidth at this extreme. This continuous
rating constraint was associated with the amplifier's slow, selflimiting action. For example, the 4ohm test results were short-term,
around 1-2s duration, which is of course ample for program. When
prolonged demands are made the output is curtailed by 6-8dB.
The peak current limit of ± 8.5A was not generous for the output
level, and this clearly restricted the drive into a2ohm adverse load,
even with the narrow duty- cycle test regime adopted. The level was
30W 8ohms, which in real terms into 2ohms was areasonable 120W,
but this does not help in terms of subjective loudness. Programpulsed on 4-8ohm loads the picture was brighter, and the 8ohm level
reached 160W, with a110W level still present at 4ohms. The clean
current clipping performance was afactor in its favour, however. In
view of its moderate load tolerance the amplifier clearly favours
speakers with kinder impedances; under these conditions it will
deliver decent peak levels.
Measured harmonic and intermodulation distortions were
negligible in the range tested, namely 20Hz to 20kHz, OdBW to rated
level ( except for 1dB down for the 20kHz result). Noise levels were
fine both weighted and unweighted, including hum. The output
impedance was negligible and stereo separation was predictably
excellent. The high input impedance presents an easy preamp load.
A 92mV input sufficed for the IHF OdBW output, while 1.2V would
drive it to full power on optimum program and load conditions.
Negligible DC offset was present on the output drive due to the high
DC gain of the input stages. Superb power supply rejection was
shown, with the 40Hz 4ohm power spectrum clear of all supply
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disc inputs are provided, plus tape, tuner and CD/auxiliary. Source
selection is by neat lever switches.
All signal inputs are phono but the main output is duplicated by a
high quality XLR-type socket. As before, the mains transformer is
remote, attached by acaptive cable to The Preamp II. Overall, the
appearance is vastly improved, both as regards finish and styling.
The logical partner for The Preamp II is the new P170 slimline
power amplifier, which comes in amatching finish. As the name
partly suggests, the rated output is 2x85W into anormal 8ohm load.
No controls are fitted. At the rear, input connections are via phonos,
with the outputs on 4mm socket/binding posts. The amplifier is said
to favour higher impedance loudspeakers, though the more difficult
loads are driven competently, albeit at reduced power.

Technical details
The preamp II's circuitry is based on high performance, low- noise
integrated circuits. Separate regulation is used for individual stages
and channels. Fine quality components are employed, including
selected coupling capacitors and aclose tolerance ALPs volume
control potentiometer. A ' star' grounding scheme is used.
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harmonics or intermodulation products. Only mild components of
the input frequency were detectable.
Essentially, the new preamplifier follows previous practice. The
Preamp II has an increased gain on the moving- coil input, which is a
retrograde step judged by measurement at least. Via m- cthe IHF
overload level was reduced to just 7.2dB at 20kHz, and it will thus not
pass the high frequency intermodulation test. It was in full overload
with a20mV peak two-tone input, and did not begin to behave
properly until the input was reduced to one quarter. This aspect
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Sound quality
Auditioning was undertaken with the units both in combination and
as separates. Run together the system achieved agood score, placed
in our Grade 3, which is acompetitive result. As separates, the power
amplifier was found to be consistent with the Grade 3level, but The
Preamp Il advanced itself to Grade 2, which is very good for the price
and rivals anumber of worthy examples four or five times its cost.
In combination, the system proved to be apowerful, dynamic
performer, especially on the higher impedance loadings. Some life
and excitement was present, while it proved essentially unfatiguing.
Stereo image focus was pretty good, with above average stage width
and afair measure of depth and ambience. Transparency was rated
'good'.
Subjectively, the frequency response seemed well balanced, with a
mild bass excess and ' softness' balanced by aslight tendency to
'thinness' in the upper- mid. The latter could seem slightly coarse and
aslight graininess was evident in the treble.
The Preamp II itself demonstrated asound quality which offers
significant improvements in focus, transparency and stereo depth,
aside from the merest constriction in the treble noted via the m-c
output. It appeared very neutral, with asolid, dynamic control noted
throughout the frequency range. It was marginally better via the CD
input. Such aperformance puts it in the penultimate league,
irrespective of cost. Interestingly, it was not obviously ' solid-state',
judged subjectively, and partnered both valve and bipolar power
amps without significant bias.

Conclusion
Given achoice of the easier speaker loads, the P170 power amp
delivers good dynamic stereo with substantial peak- program levels.
This guarantees adecent value rating for the price, and in my view
this is easily Musical Fidelity's best power amp yet.
The Preamp II was something more, however, bearing no
comparison with its predecessor. Paravicini has breathed some
magic into the design, taking it beyond 1986. While Iam wary of its
high frequency overload margin via moving-coil on technical
grounds, it is hard to argue with the overall sound quality. Its build,
finish and sonic abilities compare favourably with world class
products at £ 1200 plus, and, like the Croft, it is atrue bargain and
comes strongly recommended.
Note: A similar enhancement has been achieved for the MF's MVT
preamp, taking it to still higher subjective levels. We will report in full
on this in afuture issue. A £ 1000 price tag is expected.
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control, apart from the power switch, being for volume. Input sockets
are phonos.

Technical details
Inside this compact enclosure the active circuitry is mounted well to
the left, to give some separation from the mains transformer. Each
channel uses atotal of three triodes, the first two ECC83s, the third a
higher current 12AU7. The disc input triode is followed by ahigh
impedance RIAA equalisation stage using shunt feedback on the
second triode. The final triode is aunity gain buffer comprising a
simple non- inverting, cathode follower.
Not only are the heater supplies DC regulated, but regulation has
also been applied to the HT supplies for each channel. Two- stage
input reservoirs improve the overall performance still further.
Hardwired with single- strand conductors in traditional style, the
amplifier uses 1% metal film resistors and high quality
polypropylene coupling capacitors. Note that with aunity gain line
stage like this, the power amplifier sensitivity must be sufficient for
reasonable sound levels with all chosen sources, including tuner and
cassette. These may provide as little as 200m V, but of course the 1V
plus of CD will not cause any problems.

Lab performance
Decently low distortion levels were obtained from the line stage,
which offered amoderate output impedance of 500ohms with a
maximum level of 11V. Via the disc input our full level
intermodulation test signal ( 200mV peak, 19/20kHz, 1:1) gave some
distortion, around — 40dB, but it is surprising that the figure was not
poorer still in view of the 6dB IHF overload figure for 20kHz.
In fact, the overload was a ' soft' rather than hard clipping and was
considered innocuous. At more realistic signal levels, the disc distortion results were fine, while the midband overload figures were
quite satisfactory. Stereo channel separation was pretty good at a
typical 60dB midband, this deteriorating to astill satisfactory 36dB at
20kHz via the disc input. ( This is better than all moving-coil pickup
cartridges.)

Croft Micro
This remarkable £ 150 valve preamplifier has already been assessed
by Ken Kessler ( Nov p85), but afull review of arecent sample
seemed appropriate. In case you might be thinking that for the price
the unit must be built from old bits of Meccano, let me assure you
straight away that this is far from the case. Indeed, apart from the
cooking- styled industrial instrument case, the circuitry, build and
component quality themselves would all be creditable at five times
the asking price.
Like most valve preamps, the Micro does not offer ahigh gain
moving-coil input, the disc facility having been optimised for
moving- magnet. In the case of low output m-cs, the HFN/RR Black
Head transformer would make auseful addition, but where m-cs of
healthy output are concerned, reasonable power levels are possible
with direct connection to the m- m input when used in conjunction
with apower amp of good sensitivity. More importantly, the level
and character of the Croft input noise are much less annoying than
usual, sounding unobtrusively low pitched.
Input facilities for disc, CD and tape are provided, the only other
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Good channel balance was achieved, except at the lowest volume
settings (- 60dB), but in view of the relatively low gain of this preamp
that is unlikely to be aproblem. The input characteristics were
entirely standard while the RIAA equalisation was amodel of
accuracy between 30Hz and 15kHz (± 0.2dB). It also has an extended
— 3dB response — these points being at 5Hz and 310kHz — although
there was aslight ultrasonic rise of 2dB at 100kHz.
The fine input noise result was of particular interest, measuring
— 73.5dB IHF with the most severe CCIR ARM weighting ( 1kHz
reference tone). It was just sufficient for direct use with some recent,
medium output moving-coils, but if required Croft can provide some
3dB of additional gain.

Sound quality
There is no need to make excuses for the Micro. As KK has already
reported, this is apreamp which stands comparison with some of the
industry's established references. Both input sections attained an
equally high standard. Tonally it was considered marginally
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should be looked into by the designer. On the other inputs the
harmonic and IM distortions were fine, and agood set of input noise
figures was realised.
Input overload levels were ample via moving- magnet, and
satisfactory via moving-coil at mid to low frequencies. A surprisingly
high DC offset is present at the output terminals and in consequence
Iwould beware of wholly DC coupled power amplifiers.
Channel separation was maintained at very good levels, while
channel balance was very good over the whole volume range.
Related to anominal 0.5V IHF output, the input sensitivities were
satisfactory, though in my view a0.08 to 0.15mV sensitivity is
sufficient for moving-coil in contrast to the 0.046mV offered here. A
healthy output of 8.0V was possible from alow source impedance of
47ohms.
Interestingly, the RIAA equalisation shows evidence of deliberate
tailoring, with amild 0.6-0.8dB shelf cut in the treble, to ' sweeten' the
balance. The bass was well extended, with atrace of lift at 15Hz
before agentle rolloff below 10Hz. The treble range extended beyond
60kHz before rolloff.

Hi Fi press acclaim the amplifier
that Peregrine Parsons built
No child prodigy. our young Peregrine - merely avery discerning
audiophile who's discovered how to achieve the ultimate in hi-fi
performance, at the same time saving himself pounds in the process.
Because what Peregrine has done is build his very own Hafler
DH110 pre- amplifier and D1-1220 power amplifier from one of our
easy- to- assemble kits, following the simple instructions supplied.
But, we hear you say. can akit really be as good as the
ready made article? Hear what the press had to say: -

-The

DH110 is asuperb pre- amp ... you would have to search
hard to find something which actually sounds better,
regardless of the price." (
Nov. 1982)
But such critical praise is not just confined to the Hafler DH110
and DH220. The Hafier DI-1100 pre- amplifier and DH500 amplifier have.
for instance, earned equally complimentary plaudits:-

"We tested aHafler DHHO pre- amplifier
that had been assembled from a
kit by an experienced kit builder
in about 4hours. The basic
amplifier response was literally
'flat as aruler', producing a
perfectly straight line on our
Urei Automatic Plotting
Equipment." (
Stereo Review.
Aug. 1982)

"In my opinion the DH100 is an exceptionally good
pre- amp. well able to see off most of the
competition in the sub £ 200 market and the
equal of many in the more exotic reaches."
(Hi - Fi News & Record Review, Feb. 1984)
It was soon apparent that the Hafler
(DH500) was areal powerhouse of an
amplifier... it possesses the almost
indefinable characteristic that
comes across in music: that sense of
big amplifier effortlessness."
(Hi Fi For Pleasure. Oct. 1983)
Praise indeed, but probably the most
amazing thing about Hafler amplifiers and
pre-amplifiers is that you really can
construct them yourself - true hi-fi
performance, from quality kits, for far less
than you'd think possible. However. if you
wish, you can buy Hafler units ready built.
instead of akit. But, as New
Sound said
in March 1984:-

That was flattering enough, but
shortly afterwards, in March 1983.
Gramophone went on to remark:"When Ireviewed the previous
Hafler pre- amplifier and power
amplifier, Ithought that their
performance and mechanical
design could not be improved.
But, after some
three years. David
Hafler and his
colleagues
have proved
me wrong."

"... Certainly the only true high
fidelity product available in
the U.K. in kit form...
the Hafler kits offer
excellent value
and alot of fun."
Perhaps now we
can persuade Peregrine
to get back to his
homework.
Hear the Hafler
range at your nearest
dealer today.

Whilst
News & Record
Review were
moved to
comment:-

Heller

Tu: HW International.
3-5 Eden G:ove, London. N7 8EQ Tel: 01-607 2717
Please send full Test Reports and Literature on Hafler Kits.
Name
Address
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Conclusion
Lest Iget carried away, Ishould point out that the standard attained
by two other recent models also reviewed here- The Preamp Il and
the Cambridge C75 - was similarly fine, but then these products, too,
are quite exceptional. The fact that the Croft managed to achieve this
level of excellence at half the cost makes its sonic attainment
remarkable, although the loss of facilities has to be taken into
account here. With the help of agood dealer you should first ensure
that the Croft will interface with your chosen system in terms of input
sensitivities, but if this is the case, then go ahead and buy one of the
preamp bargains of the year, if not the decade! A beautifully built
product, it should provide along, trouble-free life and is strongly
recommended.
Note: £250 will buy a 'flash' version of the Micro, with amore
elegant case. Also, just before going to press, the £660 power
amplifier became available for aquick assessment. Initial
impressions are that its performance is actually superior to that of
the preamp!

The amplifier was originally conceived with the KT77 valve in
mind, but GEC ( MO) decided recently to halt their UK production and
gave Bill aproblem; but also, fortunately, agood idea. Why not use a
number of inexpensive, freely available output tubes instead, these
arranged in parallel sets? Thus the P35 was born, astereo power
amplifier using six EL84 output valves per channel, arranged as
parallel pairs, push-pull, ultralinear. The EL84 is a6-8W pentode with
very high gain and ahigh slope output impedance. Arranged in
parallel sets, the gain remains high, while the output impedance is
divided, and the power handling multiplied, by three. The result is
still rather cheaper than the equivalent pair of KT77s.
The P35 is beautifully made and finished, with achrome chassis
constructed in traditional style, the upper covers in satin black, with
the forward cover extensively perforated for ventilation. Incidentally,
this also provides agood view of the glowing valves - 14 in all!

Technical details
On the technical side, the amplifier uses asingle central toroidal
transformer but with separated secondary windings feeding
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'lightweight' but not sufficiently so to result in a 'thin' quality.
Definition and clarity were highly rated throughout the frequency
range, despite ahint of imprecision in the upper treble.
Open and transparent sounding, this preamplifier portrayed depth
and ambience well, with good stage width and strong image focus. It
sounded lively and well balanced, with good dynamics. These are
the hallmarks of ahigh-ranking product, probably little removed
from the legendary ARC SP8 Mk1, for all that model's elevated price.

Beard P35
Bill Beard has enjoyed some success with the 100 series, including,
of course, the large P100 power amplifiers used extensively by Ken
Kessler. These are substantially good products, but Idiffer somewhat
from Ken in my view that in real terms they are largely
unexceptional. Not content to let things rest, Bill has further P100
developments underway, and has also introduced anew, smaller
model, the P35
:\ lode'
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec
Measured power output ( dBW)
One channel, Bohm load
Both channels,4ohm load
One channel, 2ohm, pulsed
Instantaneous peak current ( Al

Linn LK2

Cambridge A75

60W ( 1808W)
100120dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
1kHz
18.6
18.6
18.5
21.1
21.1
16.4
17.6
17.5
18.6
19.0
18.8 22.5
+14, - 14.5
+ 39.0, - 37.5

Beard P35

20kHz
20.9
18.8

Distortion (
dB)
THD at rated power
-68.5 - 85.6 - 74.0 - 51.3 - 68.0
THD at OdBW
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at rated power - 95.2
- 73.2
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdB
- 93.5
- 70.0

35W ( 15c113W)
20Hz
1kHz
16.3
16.5
11.7
11.8
12.4
+6.5, - 6.5

20kHz
15.7
9.8

I in'.. St ralo ,,
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120 ( 21dBW)
20Hz
1kHz
21.1
21.3
19.4
19.5
22.8
+33.0, - 34.0

85W ( 18.5)
20Hz
1kHz
20.3
21.0
17.7
18.9
14.7
-8.9. - 9.5

20kHz
21.0
19.3

-63.9 - 57.1 - 58.2 - 33.3 - 71.9 - 71.2 - 70.7
-60.4
-70.3

Noise (
dB)
IHF,CCIR wtd for OdB
Residual, unwtd

-79.2
-84.1

DC output offset ( UR) ( mV)
Stereo separation at Od8 ( t18)

84/94
88.7

87.4

Output impedance ( damping ohms)
Channel balance ( dB)

0.02
0.01

0.07
0.02

Input sensitivity ( mV)
Input impedance

133
5.7k-ohms/3 5nF

61
47k- ohms

141
650k-ohms/320pF

Typical price inc VAT

£342

£240

£695

\I (( I (.)
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Cambridge C75

Croft Micro

20kHz
17.4
16.6

-87.0 - 88.5 - 78.9

-59.9
-74.5

-86.3
-90.5

- 80.0
- 85.0

-78.5
-81.0

-80.0
-71.4

-86.0
-70.0

65.6

31/23
double mono Vgood

0/0
91.50

94.0

73.2

0/62
45.4

45.3

45.2

1/2
113.0

84.5

78.0

0.02
5.39

0.24
0.03

1.0
0.05

1.0
0.08

1.0
0.21

0.02
0

0.02
05

0.06
0.7

0.12
-

0.12
0.11

0.09

0.24
0.03

0.24
0.05

125
42k-ohms/1.6nF

92
99k-ohms/270pF

£750/pair

£470

Iin\ Strato ,
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NIF The Preamp II

Distortion (
dB)
Total harmonic distortion
aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc Cm- m)
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc Cm-c)

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-68.5 - 85.6 - 74.0
-95.2
-37.0
-33.1

Noise ( dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF. CCIR wtq)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Aux/CD input ( IHF. CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd (V/C at min)

-76.5
-71.3
-79.2
-84.1

input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-ml input ( IHF)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)

21.9
16.1
>20

19.0
15.6
> 20

11.0
16.4
> 20

Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc input ( m-c)
Aux input

69.8
88.72

72.0
87.4

68.6
65.6

Channel balance, disc at 1kHz ( dB)
Volume/balance tracking via aux

0.48
0.01

0.02

5.39

input data sensitivity/loading
Disc Cm- m)
Disc Cm-c)
Aux

0.75V/50K/500pF
0.053/150/11.0nF
133mV/10.0k/220pF

1.5mV/47k/120pF
0.16/100/0.9nF
111mV/15k/70pF

2.92mV/47k/110pF
--/550mV/480k/45pF

0.18V/47k/250pF
0.015/4.7k/1.2nF
10.2V/89k/85pF

2.17mV/17k/25pF
0.46/820/0.15nF
103mV/38k/70pF

Outputs, preamp
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz Cm-c)

6.25Vmax/28ohms
+0.13/-1.40

12.7max/80ohms
+0/ - 0.36

11.1Vmax/500ohms
*0.26/-0.16

4.84Vmax/880ohms
+0.1&- 1.93

80Vmax/47ohms
+0.18/-0.75

Typical price inc VAT

£404.80

£150 inc line dp

£650

£299
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20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-84.0 - 86.9 - 81.0
-96.5
-74.6
-68.7

- 76.8
- 62.8
- 82.3
- 86.0
31.7
32.0
> 20

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-76.0 - 78.3 - 76.5
-93.1
-41.0

- 73.5
- 92.0
- 86.5

30.8
31.2
> 20

30.4
22.8
24.0
31.0
> 20 > 20 >20

70.8
98.62

72.8
63.9

46.3
38.1

61.2
101.3

011
0

0.22

6.32

0.37
0.02

£260

20Hz
1kHz
20Hz
-71.9 - 71.2 - 70.7
-59.4
-25.7
-23.5

20kHz
1kHz
20kH
-85.0 - 88.5 - 80.0
-94.4
-53.2
-9.8

-74.0
-62.0
-80.0
-85.0

-73.0
-70.4
-85.8
-88.9

5.9
> 20

31.6
27.4
>20

30.8
26.5
> 20

17.5
17.4
>20

30.0
17.0
> 20

30.0
16.4
>20

30.0
7.2
> 20

62.8
82.0

36.0
57.3

44.6
45.42

44.6
45.3

40.9
45.2

72.3
117.2

72.1
85.2

58.9
59.2

0.19

6.20

0.07
0.02

0.02

0.06

0.24
0.13

024

014

>75
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MVT super pre-amp from Musical Fidelity - the first truly esoteric pre-amp made in Britain.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 2DJ.
Telex: 21792 Ref.1200
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Why do DJs, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

512
Holds 480 records
price £109.00
ST3
Holds 360 records
price £89.00

A

For less than 25p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your
collection — no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but
rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs — nor can
you. You'll be able to put your hand on a
record in seconds.

ST4
Holds 240 records
price £55.00

Contact Karen, 01-390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

r
Tick , Please send me your LP storage units brochure
1-1

0Please quote me for delivery to address below of:

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £34.00

I 1 Name
I

Address

ST1 ( not illustrated) Holds 600 record),price £ 130.00
Now available to the public at ex-works prices.
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NUANCE-aim SENSE?
Ken Kessler samples aptir-sang Frendl preamplifier

H

AVING FIRST LAID EARS ON THE NUANCE MK- 2
preamp ayear ago, at the Las Vegas CES, and having
left the FamcoNecteur room suitably impressed, I
looked forward to installing one in my system as
soon as UK distribution was established. Presence
Audio, distributors of Vecteur became the natural
choice: Famco, Vecteur, and Nuance are all part of the same French
hi-fi mini- empire. With astrong British connection through designer
Malcolm Hawksford, who discusses the theory behind the MK- 2on
p33, and aprice smack in the middle of the upper-mid-fi/lower
high-end sector, the Nuance's UK appearance seemed inevitable...
Lately, I've been growing more and more upset by the sleaze- ball,
we-can-get- away-with- murder- because-we're-' audiophile' approach
to manufacture which has plagued this industry for the last decade.
It's so easy to think that hardware should only be judged by its sonic
abilities, looking the other way when aknob falls off or the cat
impales itself on an unguarded heatsink or the mirrors in the house
fog up because the product is so crude and ugly to behold.
The audiophile doesn't dare criticise such products — though
they've been whipped up in some garage and conceived with about
as much concern for ergonomics, perceived value and longevity as
yer basic fish ' n' chips packaging — because it will look to his friends
as if he's ready for arack system. This shabbiness irritates me
because Ihad my fill of making apologies when Iwas aretailer. How
do you tell the customer that he should stick with his cherished
flavour-of-the- month purchase when it looks like hell, feels like junk,
and offers only good sound? Is sound enough?
The Nuance, make no mistake, is designed first and foremost to
sound good, at times even great. But the French, knowing that style
isn't aone- syllable name for adiamond on acantilever, have also
made this product attractive. It's uncommonly well- made. It's as
ergonomically sensible as is necessary to make it apleasure — not a
pain — to use. It's wholly functional without being trendily austere. It
is, as you'd expect from the pedigree of its designer, atextbook
example of how apreamp can meet all the audiophilic criteria
without resorting to corner-cutting in the non- sonic regions.
The unit comes in two boxes, its outboard power supply ( which
houses the on- off switch) connecting to the main unit via acable just
under 1.5m long which terminates in alocking 5- pin DIN plug. The
preamp itself sports three toggle switches which select line/phono,
tuner/tape and monitor/direct, asmooth action volume control, red
indicator lamp, and abalance control with centre detent. The back
panel contains Switchcraft's threaded phono sockets ( gold for disc
input), which are aboon for those lucky enough to have the correct
locking plugs.
Prior to operation, the only things you have to do are select the
preferred low-end roll-off, — 3dB at either 2or 20Hz ( Id:d all listening
at the former setting), and adjust the amount of gain, depending on
the requirements of your m-ccartridge and the input sensitivity of
your power amp. ( Note: the MK- 2is m-c-only, but an m- m version
can be ordered.) The roll-off is selected by atoggle sw;tch inside the
preamplifier; also inside are sockets for the various resistors needed
to alter the gain. Resistors are supplied for gains of 15, 20 or 24dB;
with no resistors used the circuit yields 30dB. As Iused the fairly
highish output Koetsu Signature Red throughout, together with
Beard P100 power amps, the MK- 2was set for the lowest gain figure.
Removal of the cover to get to these ( facilitated by finger-sized
screws) reveals an absolutely immaculate interior containing one
major board filled with top- grade components. These include
Fil- FI NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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Roederstein ' Resista' resistors, ITT low series resistance electrolytics,
Roederstein and WIMA metalised polypropylene and polycarbonate
capacitors, Noble volume and balance pots, LC-OFC wiring ( part of
the Vecteur relationship), 2% silver solder ( ditto), and other choice
ingredients selected subjectively by Famco's Yves Bernard Andre.
The circuit, described in detail in Malcolm's feature, is fully
symmetrical, employing no overall feedback except at very low
frequencies; aservo amp sets the DC operating conditions, allowing
direct-coupling to the line stage. RIAA equalisation is entirely
passive. Many LEDs are used internally as voltage references—
obviously Malcolm Hawksford doesn't agree with Jimmy Hughes.
After switch- on, leave the room and do something long and
involving — this beauty sounds dreadful until it's warmed up for at
least 1hour. The indicator lamp flashes for afew seonds when the
unit is switched on, glowing constantly once the muting circuit
switches off; this, of course, means that you'll never hear anasty
thump through your system because of the MK-2. Indeed, the
Nuance didn't do anything nasty ail the time Iused it.
I
fed the Koetsu, mounted in aSumiko FT- 3arm on an Oracle, into
the Nuance via Randall TX Flex; the Nuance fed the Beard P100
Mk Ils (
mono versions) through Monster Interlink Reference A.
Monster Powerline, Absolute Wire, four Flux Dumpers, and the
Apogees completed the test set-up. As Ihad the Nuance during the
Christmas break, Imanaged to put quite afew hours' worth of music
through it, running the gamut from Ella to ZZ Top. The Mk- 2loved
them all.
For £695, Iwould expect apreamp to impose very little on the
signal, offer at least 80-90% of the stage width of the high- end
unobtainables, half the front-to- back depth, and maybe half the
transparency. How you measure these Ijust don't know, subjective
as they all are, but I've got amental image of these high- end
capabilities, having heard SP1Os and the like, and know just when the
heights have been scaled ( or the depths plumbed). Remembering my
ong-absent Counterpoint — still my sub-£ 1000 reference preamp—
the Nuance performed as follows.
NUANCE
RIAA ACCURACY
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If one attribute can be used to symbolise the performance of a
product, the Nuance would be categorised by ' body', and all that
entails. Everything had asolidity and definition that can only come
from the accurate portrayal of a3-D image. Iwon't use the word
'holographic', because holograms c. 1986 ain't all that terrific. The
Nuance does, indeed, give nine-tenths of the performance of much
dearer units in conveying space, dimensionality, and location, with
only some low-level noise ( higher than I'd expect from solid-state
units, about on apar with state-of-the-art valves, and less than the
SA-7) masking the finest spatial details. Icall that passing with
73

Now agroup of
MPs really worth
listening to.
Wha H fi
AwaiI

MOVING PERMALLOY
STEREO CARTRIDGE

MP10 "Very much the ' baby' of the Nagoaka
moving magnet range, the MP10 shares the same

.0 NAGAOKA

0 NAGAOKA

MOVING PERMALLOY
STEREO CARTRIDGE

MOVING PERMALLOY
STEREO CARTRIDGE

MP11 " In terms of sound quality, the MP11
stood out as the clear winner. Its ability to get the

MP-1
1BORON
MP11 Boron " Low mass tips are often
expensive to engineer and difficult to align':

impressively rigid body structuré:

last degree of articulation and control from abass

'Separation figures rivalled many cartridges
costing many times the price, even showing

guitar or synth line could make even the excellent

reducing moving mass in the popular MP11 design':

C77 seem alittle ponderous at times. Piano and

respectable control a high frequenciee

synthesiser chord changes seem to be conveyed

"Nagaoka use astanked diamond, where only
the tip is made from diamond, but unlike other

"The MP10 was very well liked for the

more precisely with the MP11, while vocals are

'seamlessness' and contro' of its sound, which

open and backing vocals are very well separated

showed remarkably good integration for such a

and articulated.... It has all the detail and delicacy

low cost design.:
"An obvious best buy:

of the C77 with an added power and life that
really help to convey arhythm line:
"Superb sound. Excellent mounting quality.

HiFi Choice
MP10 £14.

"Nagaoka have come up with anovel solutior to

shanks which use diamond or ametal alloy this
uses Boron. Boron has sirnilar 'strength'
properties to sapphire and yet it's nearly ath rd
lighter than diamon&
"The sound quality improvement fully justifies
the price difference on the new model. The M.P11

Nothing to criticise at the price:

Boron shows itself very capably in complex

What HiFi 12 cartridge super-test

cymbal and percussior passages. It proved more
capable of revealing tee atmosphere of the

"With much improved quality control, the
MP11 now offers asuperb all round performance
for the price:'

"The audibly lower distortion of the MP11
Boron gives music amuch more confident

What HiFi Awards 1985 Best cartridge under £ 50.

dynamic quality ... it can compete well out of its

MP11 £19.

What HiFi

Styli fully interchangeable for ease
and economy of upgrading.

recording acoustic':

price category'
MP11 Boron £29.

NAGAOKA
MPs that keep their promise.
PATH LIMITED, 1BERENS ROAD, LONDON NW10 5DY, TELEPHONE 01 969 2514 TELEX: 8814198
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independent rectifiers and reservoir sections for each channel.
Auto- biasing is employed to reduce the need for setting the bias on
the twelve output valves. The remaining circuitry is very simple,
comprising one double triode per channel, half arranged as an input
amplifier and the other half forming the paraphase splitter stage.
Thermistors buffer the start-up surge, while astandby mode is also
available, providing half power and amuch extended operating life
for occasions where the last 3dB of sound level is not required. Good
quality components include polypropylene input capacitors, some
van den Hul input cabling, decent phono inputs and Michell 4mm
gold plated binding posts for the speakers. Impedance matching
tappings are not included; instead the amplifier is optimised for
4-8ohms working. Compared with other valve designs, it has a
reasonable output current capability.
While the EL84 is areliable valve, the sheer number involved here
must worsen the MTBF ( Mean Time Between Failure). However,
output valve failure is not in itself catastrophic, and with the auto bias
system, the offender can be simply replaced 'off the shelf'.

this model. We do not take too serious aview of this, however, since
the full power intermodulation result was pretty good at 0.1%,
improving to 0.03% at OdBW equivalent level. All harmonic
distortions were much reduced at these lower powers, typically to
0.05%.
Noise levels were fine and the stereo separation more than
satisfactory, especially in the midrange. The output impedance,
however, was on the high side at atypical 1ohm. Although such a
resistance is not specifically injurious to sound quality in itself, it
adds to the loss when using low impedance speakers, and will also
result in small changes of frequency response where speakers of non
uniform impedance are concerned.
Driven fairly hard on the 40Hz power test, the supply components
were well rejected; for example - 84dB at 100Hz. Harmonic distortion
was present at ahigher level than usual, this associated with
moderate intermodulation effects. Taken overall, this amplifier
clearly prefers 6-8ohm loudspeaker loads.

Lab results

The P35 proved capable of decent sound levels, in fact higher than
either the rated or test power suggested. With most valve amplifiers
this is due to the lack of unpleasant effects when clipped, or driven
moderately into overload. Mild transformer hum was audible, and I
would recommend siting the unit some way from the listening seat.
The sound quality was highly rated, its prime characteristics
including apleasing transparency which was free of any specific or
artificial emphasis. A good representation of depth and ambience
was achieved, while stereo focusing was held well over most of the
range, with the exception of amild vagueness associated with the
upper treble. This area was less tidy both as regards definition and
colour.
In the mid, the tonal quality was considered natural, and the bass
definition and uniformity were pretty good too. A continuing aspect,
which helped consolidate our positive view, was the amplifier's lively
and dynamic nature, and its feeling of airy clarity. Complex choral
material was reproduced well, with atelling discrimination of
individual singing voices. With reasonably sensitive speakers it
handled rock and classical program equally well.

Though rated at 15.5dBW ( 35W), the amplifier approached 16.5dBW
midband on continuous output, reaching 17.5dBW ( 55W) on peak
program. Into 8ohms the power bandwidth was pretty good, while
the power level dropped asignificant 4.5dB into 4ohms, where in real
power terms it still met the rated 35W. On a3ohm loading, with a
pulsed program- related duty cycle it reached 12.4dBW, which is a
respectable level for the type. Peak current levels of ± 6.5A were
measured which was pretty good for a35W model; for example, the
original Quad 405 gave only 5.5A for its 100W rating!
As is common with valve amplifiers, the low and mid frequency
distortion products were reasonably low, but at rated power a
considerable increase occurs at HF. With - 58dB ( or about 0.1%) at
mid frequencies, the 20kHz distortion level was 3%, and our normal
power specification distortion limit of 1% was relaxed in the case of
P
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RANGE1 21 eBV
BEAPD P-35 SUP. MOD

STATUS: PAUSED
PPS: 18

aBEU

Distortion ( dB)
Total harmonic distortion
aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m-m)
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m-c)
Noise ( dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Aux/CD input BHP. CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd (V/C at min)
Input overload ( dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF)
Aux/CD input ( 11-1F)

20Hz
-80.2
-83.2
-47.8

-63
-79.5
-78.3

30.1
>20

29.7

29.3

> 20

Stereo separation ( dB)
Disc input ( m cl
Aux input

65.5
86.2

70.3
73.9

Channel balance, disc at IkHz ( dB)
Volume/balance tracking via aux

001
0

0.16

Input data
Disc ) m- m(
Disc ) m-c(
Aux

20kHz
-77.6

1kHz
-80.3

> 20

50.4
48.1

0.16

socket type
phono

sensitivity
3.85mV

loading
13ohms/50nF

phono

66mV

35k/140pF

Outputs, preamp ( tape)
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz ( m-c)
Size (WxDxH)

15.9Vmax/470ohms
+0/-0.55dB
410 x70 x270mm
(separate (awl

Typical price inc VAT £695
Distributor: Presence Audio, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex
Tel: 044485 333.
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The Beard P35 proved ideally matched to the equally ranked Croft
Micro preamplifier, the combination surprisingly economical at £850
for avalve twosome. Beard are working on amore costly preamp
themselves at the moment, and Croft aim to have apower amplifier
available soon, at asimilar price to the Beard.
We feel that these two valve units make aparticularly well matched
duo. In my view, the P35 is Beard's finest product to date, and as
such represents aserious and important step towards the
transparency, depth and overall stereo performance of the highest
rated audiophile products. Its lively, interesting and musical
performance complement the fine craftsmanship, and all- in-all, the
new valve P35 is warmly recommended.,e75
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honours for the physical side of things.
As for the musical aspects, well, let's just say that the Nuance is
one of the silkiest, non-transistory s- sunits I've ever tried, regardless
of price, origins or topology. No sizzles, no cut- glass artificiality, no
ambience-stripping aridity, no fatigue- inducing artificiality. It has the
kind of speed, control, transient recovery and lack of coloration that
lets the listener know that he ( or she) is using athroughbred. Iput in
one six- hour marathon with some potentially irritating heavy metal
LPs and left with my sanity intact. That's class.
The Nuance is sweet enough and warm enough to fend off any
criticisms of sounding too ' hi-fi', something I'm quite prepared to
level at most of its British competition. It does, however, lack
authority at the very extremes ( something detectable through the
Scintillas if not through less wide- bandwidth transducers). Though
the bottom octave is well-damped and controlled, it's slightly
recessed; this manifests itself on powerful recordings, like Dafos,
affecting the ' presence' of large percussive instruments and
-admittedly artificial - synthesiser bass, especially as the Nuance is
slightly forward in the information- laden midband. Its slight
reticence at the top - no doubt leading to its sweetness and its
refusal to sound edgy - is no more severe than the difference
between any two of Martin Colloms' 90+% cables; Icould find very
few recordings that had any major surgery worked on them by this
trait. To remove these minorweaknesses from apreamp, expect to
leap up to a £ 1500 unit, or suffer trade-offs elsewhere.
What pleases me most about the Nuance is that it validates the
'Essex Echo' hypotheses, which means that letter writers wishing to
criticise Malcolm Hawksford can now go into shops and have their
arguments blown to bits. This is apreamp of which to be proud, and
-now that it's available in black- it's one of the very few pieces,
valve or s-s, I'd actually buy without asecond thought.

"A Bose Soundshop is
the best place to select
speakers!'
Hear, here.
Rossula Ltd., London NW 01 575 2288

Here.
Here.
Here.
Here.
Here.
Here.
Here.
Here.

Robert Lutf Hire, London SE 01 639 7705

Stage Electrics Ltd., Bristol 0272 827282

T.E.C. Ltd., Birmingham 021 233 4262

Hazel Grove Music Ltd, Manchester 061 4911068

Dial Design Ltd., Bradford 0274 687605

Sound Electronics Ltd., Newcastle upon Tyne 091 281 4248

Night Flight Ltd., Glasgow 0389 79261

Session Music Ltd., Belfast 0232 238502

The most knowledgeable advice about
Bose range, wired up and working, in the right sort of
installing and designing the very best sound systems —
environment. ABose Soundshop is the ideal place to
by which, of course, we mean Bose — is to be found at
believe your ears.
Bose UK Ltd.
aBose Soundshop. Here, everyone from the true
Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingbourne,
SOUNDSHOP
enthusiast to the designer can experience the complete Kent M10 2PD Tel: 0795-75341/ 5
Better sound through research.

Christo her Breuni listens to the Linx Stratos re- and ower am lifiers and the Well-Tern ered Arm
while John Atkinson takes asecond look at the Meridian Pro-MCD
Well-Tern ered Arm -- an u date

E

VER UNCONVENTIONAL, BILL FIREBAUGH RECENTLY
sent me some additional hardware with instruction
sheets, suggesting an alternative ' single lug' cartridge
fixing method for his Well-Tempered Arm design. At
present, the cartridge is pre- bolted to afingerlift which is
then offered to the underside of the slotted machinedend to the arm tube. It is secured from above by agrub-screw via a
nylon washer, but the problem ( similarly encountered with the Linn
P-clip) is that the nylon deforms when compressed. As the length of
screw-thread is gauged to the fingerlift thickness, there is adanger
that over-tightening will penetrate the upper casing-face of the
cartridge. ( Iwrite from first-hand knowledge!) Further, if this does
occur, then the bolt will rotate the cartridge itself, as you try to lock
the correct offset angle.

For those who like high-torque fixings, the designer suggests
cutting the existing three- hole lift by 11-12mm, to leave asingle hole.
The ' inside' lug only of the cartridge is bolted direct to the underside
of the slotted arm- end, either with the finger lift additionally fixed at
that point, or separately attacheeto the ' outer' cartridge lug. ( This
second arrangement looks awful, but the first, which has a
'minimalist' appeal to the eye, puts the arc of the lift over the
cartridge body, making it alittle cramped and less easy to use.) The
benefits are: reduction of mass at the cartridge end of the arm, atight
fixing possible with the axis of the arm tube now more nearly aligned
to stylus-tip, the cartridge making agreater surface-area bond to the
arm. ( With the exceptionally large Goldbug ' Briers', the chance of
fouling the earth tag at the end of the arm is avoided by using this
mounting procedure.)
Since my November review of the WTA Ihave found that, for a
cartridge of average mass, the two counter-weights can be set to
improve tracking performance by several audible degrees. The
heavier weight should be locked as close to the fluid container rim as
possible ( apostcard thickness clearance); the 20gm weight can then
be set well back on the long stem. Icalculated that a65-75gm weight
would be useful, and Mr Firebaugh kindly sent me a ' one off' for
evaluation. Using the vdH MC10, Iwas able to achieve astonishing
performance at low tracking weights — but more on that in a
forthcoming review of the MC10 itself.

Linx Stratos

S

HOWS ARE FOR PEOPLE TO DREAM DREAMS. 'TO
have my own Premier Fives, Tympani IVAs. To order silver
cable by the yard. To come away with ahundred exotic
Japanese CDs.' The last Penta even had the Harrods of
Absolute Sounds, the Liberty's of Automation Sciences,
just afew somnambulistic steps apart. But how many
visitors will, like me, have come away with the sleek black looks of
the Linx Stratos more in mind? Not just styling, but relative
affordability at £ 1400 for preamp/dual mono power amps ( the latter,
MOSFET designs, offering 120W/channel into 8ohms, no less).
Twice at Penta, Iwas convinced that the Linx was playing into the
large Infinity speakers on display, only to be told Iwas hearing the
diminutive Celestion SL600s after all. There's asynergism between
the New Zealand electronics and Graham Bank's speakers: at
subsequent shows the new SL6S was demonstrated with Linx
amplification, and for the purposes of this first UK review, SL600s
with Foundation Stands were used together with my original Quad
ESLs. Ihear good first-hand reports of the Linx into Linn Saras, and
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Ihope that the 65gm weight will be made more widely available.
With the single- lug fixing, and weights set ( as before) to the known
optimum, there were definite improvements in focus, separation,
and subtle tonal qualities. Some results can be specified as follows.
(1) Brahms Violin Sonatas, Perlman/Ashkenazy ( EMI). The location of
the violinist is difficult to assess in relation to stage centre. The
sleeve photo suggests aposition brought into focus by these
adjustments. ( 2) Vaughan Williams Sinfonia Antarctica, Haitink
(EMI). Tubular bells at the end of side 2/band 1had more ' air around';
timbres became vividly accurate. ( 3) 'Terpsichore', Ulsamer
Collegium ( Contour). Side 2/band 15 ' Balletto': spatial relationships
between small hand drum, wooden shells and guitar, were sharply
resolved ( notably in depth planes); timbres of wood percussion were
more varied through the piece, as tempi, dynamics changed.
(4) Schubert Quintet in C, Vegh, Casals etc ( Philips). The audience
noise between scherzo/finale in this Prades Festival concert
recording took on a ' busier' character, the focus of ambient noise
defining the scale and acoustics of the hall.
Incidentally, the downforce of the WTA must be measured at
disc- playing surface level. If the Michell balance is used, rested on
the turntable mat, its ' pad' will be 3-4mm above the required level
and, typically, atrue downforce of 1.3gm will read as only 1gm. With
units such as the Goldbug ' Clement If, downforce could be set
erroneously 20% above the maker's specified maximum.
Finally — and Iam indebted to Martin Colloms for this observation —
when the WTA is mounted on aLinn LP12, it is necessary to run a
'dummy' cable from the arm- board to the P-clip on the chassis. Ihad
believed that, provided the suspension was free to bounce, the Linn
would sound even better freed from the 'tyranny of the P-clip': that
final move in setting- up of anchoring the tonearm cable. In the LP12
it is an essential element in the proper working of the suspension,
and can be demonstrated to have both tonal and timing- perception
effects on the system.
Following MC's advice, Iinserted acable, bolted to the armboard
(the WTA only uses one of the six holes in the Basik/Ittok board, and
is easily released for comparative tests). With the dummy cable the
sound had greater attack and tunefulness. Tonal balance was altered,
seemingly producing greater energy, and not all recordings sounded
as comfortable as before. Switching back and forth showed that,
without the dummy cable, the sound was thinned, and this gave a
spurious suggestion of even greater depth; tunefulness, the sense of
rhythmic flow, was impaired though. Correct tonal range was
unquestionably disturbed when the link was not made.
Harnessing one of my warhorse recordings ( Stephen Preston in
Vivaldi's concerto ' Il Gardellino' — L'Oiseau Lyre), Iknew Ihad never
heard it sound as open, with harpsichord continuo and high baroque
flute registers so controlled, with asweetness and sense of hall
space that would have surprised many Naim 250 owners: more
suggestive, this, of valve amplification. Life with the WTA continues
to amaze and delight! Ihope these notes will assist owners— dealers
as well — to secure even more with this intriguing product.
Christopher Breunig
Magneplanars too. The power amplifiers will be available
separately at £750/pair for those needing more cost-effective biamping, although my own conclusions are that the preamp is the
more musical component.
This is a ' high profile' design, for all its chic styling. It pretends to
be aglossy black extrusion, aflattened octagon in cross-section, its
unbroken Perspex facia cleverly cut by laser to give six finger blades:
these are touch controls to determine full power- on, and functions.
Two off-centred 44mm diameter knobs are for balance and volume.
They have no markings, which is carrying sophistication too far in
the case of balance: zealous housework could result in this being
disturbed unknowingly. The rotary actions feel good, but both
spindles are flexible (
not uncommon, but disconcerting, this sort of
thing). The symmetry of the internal layout extends to the rear panel,
which spaces its L/R channel sockets either 160mm, or 200mm apart
—it will probably mean splitting open your tonearm cable.
Looking not too dissimilar to the new Linn LK2 power amplifier, the
Linx has side mounted heatsink fins; the facia is plain black Perspex,
with the logo ultra-discreet in white, and ared LED to show ' on'. At
the rear are signal input and colour-coded speaker terminals which
77
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listening levels, switching power on, or going to m- c, brings a
static- like ' snap'; at zero such switching will be silent. Incidentally, I
also secured an improvement in preamp resolution with asmall
Torlyte board under it. The balance control was exactly centred on
my sample, but working from zero, one channel was audible before
the other, as the gain was increased; and if the setting was
m-c/normal listening level, Icould hear breakthrough from the CD
player. The internal construction is nevertheless to ahigh standard,
with rugged cables in the power amp, heavy pcbs, alayout with the
clinical precision of apower- house ( see colour pics, HFN/RR p43 Dec
'85), and rubber sleeves to all soldered connections.
The aims of the Linx Stratos are to provide high quality sound
reproduction, allied to good appearance and simplicity of use. The
units are intended to be unobtrusive in the domestic environment,
but at the same time pleasing to the eye and to touch.
Notwithstanding my small criticisms, these products are the first in
audio since the Lecson AC1/AP1-3 to show such recognition of the
importance of functional styling — my own DNM 2a, with its ugly
ancillary psu, looks more like something belonging to acoronary unit

at ahospital. As for 19in. rack mounting panels ...
Alas, when the three units were connected up there was an
apparent intermittent hum problem with the preamp, which was
returned to the service department, giving me time to assess the
power amps alone, referenced to aRobertson 40-10, and Naim 250. It
was obvious that the Linx gives avery wide, open sound- stage, very
clean in attack. Tonally it sounded rather thin and lacking in warmth
(the opposite of my first brief impressions of the preamp
characteristics). It was the DG Stravinsky Soldier's Tale recording,
with the Boston Chamber Players, and voices of Gielgud, Courtenay,
Moody, that focused my reservations: the Linx made it seem that the
actors were sight-reading from script, asubjective conclusion readily
shared by aprofessional actress, who listened to an A- Bwith the
Naim 250.1 have recently been making the point that there is nothing
so revealing as aspeech recording for testing equipment and, with
the full Linx set-up, as primitive atransfer as the Hancock sketch 'The
Radio Ham' evidenced this ' distortion factor'. Compared with the
DNM/250 the Linx reproduction was analogous to reading print on a
surface painted over with aglaze. There was more work to do to
catch the words as they came by.
As it happened, the preamp 'fault' was not detected, and Ilater
found one of the power amp signal input sockets produced ahum if
the phono insert was twisted back and forth. However, Iadditionally
spent some time with the Linx preamp ( only) in the system. This is a
musically rewarding product which offers adetailed, rather recessed
and deep sound- stage, vaguely monophonic in feeling; subtle tonal
contrasts could be distinguished and, with continuous running, an
initial veiling was lifted. CDs were invariably tamed àf
aggressiveness; the Linx tended to iron out differences between one
recording and another. It tended to add ambience to direct sound, to
swell the signal, eg, to give fatty weight to solo piano, or to make
string quartets sound like string ensembles, where the Series 2DMM
so accurately resolves hall ambience to give arounded, focused
image. Imaging was never as solid as with the DNM. ( With the Series
3areality, there will be plenty of second-hand DNM bargains around
this year!) The m- ccircuits were relatively noisy by, say, Musical
Fidelity standards.
My listening periods always led to the same conclusion, that the
Linx preamp keeps no surprises in reserve. But that does not mean it
is not emotionally engaging, and for many purchasers the
comfortable sound it produces so consistently will be enough, allied
to its ' user friendly', and versatile engineering. As apackage, pre- and
power units are fairly priced, which is to say the Linx doesn't offer
stupendous quality at asilly, low price. The combination is tonally
complementary; the wide sound- stage potential of the monoblocks
with the depth imaging of the preamp suit it to the SL600s very well.
On classical music Ihear a ' flatness', not of sound- staging, but of
performance- richness itself. You may not agree. The effortless punch
of 200W continuous into 4ohms could be very impressive indeed for
rock enthusiasts.
Christopher Breunig
Martin Colloms also takes alook at the Link amplifiers on p63

Nleridian Pro-NICD

I

N MY REVIEW OF THIS CLASSIC CD PLAYER IN FEBRUARY,
Imentioned that the error lights never came on, implying that
there didn't appear to be aflawed disc in my collection. Well,
this was atypical case of failing to engage brain before
opening mouth — enough of my discs have pinhole pricks in
the reflective coating that Ishould have realised the
inadequacy of my thought processes. True, the Meridian has two
LEDs on its front, one labelled ' Corrected Error', the other
'Interpolate/Mute' and neither appeared to light. However, closer
examination with the room lights turned off revealed that while the
Interpolate/Mute LED still didn't light, the corrected error LED could
be seen to flash relatively often.
The reason Ihad been fooled was that my experience with the use
of LEDs as indicators led me to expect Meridian to drive them with a
monostable, in order to stretch what might be avery short pulse to
one long enough to be registered by human vision. The LEDs on the
Meridian, however, only appear to light for the duration of the error,
which means that they are on for such ashort time you can easily
miss the event completely.
Piling amass of CDs through the player gave the following straw
poll: worst for incidence of corrected errors were acouple of Nimbus
pressings, both for Nimbus' own label and for EMI, followed by the
French MPO pressings for Pickwick IMP and arandom scattering of
PolyGrams. Denons, newish PolyGrams and CBS-Sonys seemed to
be about the most consistently error-free.
The Pro-MCD also has an LED indicator to show whether the disc is
pre-emphasised or not ( whether the high frequencies have been
boosted when the disc was mastered, the player applying the correct
HF roll- off automatically on replay). Conventional lore has it that
Japanese discs sound worse than European due to the universal use
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of pre emphasis.
Well, the month Ispent with the Meridian showed that while the
incidence of pre- emphasised discs was greater with Japanese discs,
this was not universally so. JVCs and Denons ( apart from some of
the latter's pressings for Windham Hill, but including the HFN/RR
Test Disc) appear to be pre- emphasised; all the PolyGrams Itried
were not. But take CBS- Sony: the Bruno Walter Das Lied von der
Erde and the first Andreas Vollenweider album were preemphasised; Maazel's Mahler 4and Willie Nelson's Stardust were
not. All the Nimbus own- label discs lown were recorded flat; others
Nimbus had produced for other companies were cut with boosted
high frequencies ( apart from the EMI Klemperer Das Lied von der
Erde). Accepted wisdom doesn't seem areliable guide in this case!
John Atkinson
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take 4mm bananas or bare cable. However, tolerances on the review
samples were unusually slack: Michell plugs slopped about when
inserted; two alternative patterns were also loose. ( The type with
twin spiral ' blades' would be the best choice here.) The casings are
black gloss textured metal pressings. It is apity the 24 slots on the
top of the preamp let components 'grin through' and mar the
look. Also, the preamp cantilevers out from four close-spaced
dumpy feet: placed at eye level it's more like ahippo than alynx!
The preamp caters for moving- magnet and moving-coil inputs, CD,
auxiliary and tape ( replay/recording from other selected source).
Every purchaser gets acomprehensive operating manual, but things
are pretty self-evident. Ifound that the quality had dramatically
altered when left switched-on for 24 hours, and a ' standby' mode is
provided for optimum sonic performance. With the unit so powered
the indicator is just visible: touch ' power' and the function displays
light fully, with automatic switching to m- m. With the gain at
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N

O NONSENSE COULD BE THE PHRASE THAT
comes to mind when one thinks of Exposure
amplifiers. It's certainly one way of describing the
styling which, let's face it, will win few accolades from
Design aficionados, although Isuppose it has a
chunky appeal of its own. Primarily, though, I'm
thinking of the sonic aspects, for the company's products have long
enjoyed areputation for extremely high sound quality and have
attracted aloyal following. The Exposure user tends to stay with the
brand when the time comes to update ( go active, maybe) or revamp,
because he ( or she) will have had no reason to think that something
better could be achieved by shopping elsewhere. Until recently the
company has remained very much acottage manufacturer in terms
of its size and presence on the marketplace, with athriving export
record which somewhat overshadowed its home- based sales. The

recent expansion of its UK dealer network, however, will no doubt
redress that balance; by all accounts business is flourishing.
Ispent an enjoyable day down at the new Exposure factory last
summer, seeing around the assembly lines and hearing the products
in the purpose-built listening room they have there. Imust confess
that I've never been drawn to the Linn Kan, finding its distinctive
coloration difficult to come to terms with. It was something of a
shock, therefore, to hear it sounding so well on this occasion, the
undeniable 'tunefulness' of the projected sound quite dominating
the usually only too obvious ( to my ears) limitations of its tonal
balance. Given that the speakers were bog-standard, off the shelf,
and that the ubiquitous Linn front-end was entirely familiar, the
credit for this transformation really had to be given to the electronics.
The opportunity to borrow an amplifier for audition in my own
system was gladly taken up, therefore, although Exposure's,
somewhat vexing insistence on having just one such set-up available
for review purposes meant that in the end, for one reason or another,
Iwas only able to spend aweekend actually listening to the units at
home. Idon't think, however, that longer exposure ( so to speak)
would have affected my findings ... only my enjoyment.

Construction and circuitry
Exposure have now refined their amplifier range to just one preamp,
the VII, which is available in single or dual-type wiring formats
(stereo, or double mono for ' ultimate' separation) and two power
amps, the IV and the VIII. The IV ( nominally 80Wpc/8ohms) comes in
three versions, single power supply, dual psu and dual regulated
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psu, while the VIII reviewed here offers 50Wpc and has an onboard
outgoing power supply for the preamp. As an alternative to gaining
its power from the VIII in this manner, the preamp can be ' upgraded'
by using instead the VI mains power supply. ( A further refinement,
again, involves using two of these, one per preamp channel.) Itried
both the basic VII+ VIII combination and the same with asingle VI.
The VII preamp certainly subscribes to the minimalist camp,
offering no tone controls or filters, and just three inputs. The front
panel carries two LEDs which confirm power- on to left and right
channels, two 5- position switched balance controls, one per channel,
arotary input selector and the master gain control. The rear has
locking DIN sockets to cater for the various power supply options and
phonos for the rest ( gold plated for m-c, m- m and o/p, plain for tape)
plus atoggle switch which selects m- m or m-c. Internally the preamp
is beautifully constructed, utilising two entirely separate pcbs, one
for each channel. Apart from the on- board regulators all the active
circuitry uses discrete transistors, the m-cgain stages using
paralleled multiples. Two- stage passive RIAA equalisation is
employed, this arguably the most faithful and foolproof of the
various theoretical approaches. The volume control is ahigh quality
ALPS device. A 10- second muting relay eliminates switch-on
transients. Inputs are 10k ' balanced' for line and 470ohm and
4.7k-ohm for m-cand m- m respectively.
The VIII power amplifier has ashared power supply fed from a
massive Holden & Fisher toroidal transformer, with smoothing via

Spectrum: 40Hz,

2
/
1

power, 4ohms load

10,000pF capacitors. ( These are French made specially for Exposure
and were chosen for their good impedance characteristics across the
audio bandwidth; they are also pair matched for tolerance.) The
active circuitry is straightforward in concept, though it is, needless to
say, extremely well thought out and engineered. Bipolar devices are
used throughout. The boards are pair matched for tolerance at 1kHz,
10kHz and 20kHz. In addition, aseparate set of smoothing caps feeds
±30V to IC regulators which supply ± 24V to the preamp. Signal
inputs are at 100k- ohms via phono sockets and the outputs are from
4mm ' banana' sockets.
The VI preamp ( or ' active filter network') power supply uses no less
than an 80VA toroidal, with two pairs of 10,000pF caps feeding pairs
of Linear Technology IC regulators. Thus, apart from the oversized
transformer, the two ± 24V preamp supplies are entirely separate.
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Performance
The Exposure amplifiers were auditioned using aLinn/Rega RB300/
Grace F9- ELP front end and the excellent Sony 502es CD player.
Speakers were Quad ESL- 63s with abrief run-through using
Mordaunt-Short MS100s. Initially the basic VII+VIII combination was
tried. The solidity, the integrity of this amplifier was immediately
apparent, its ability to portray atightly controlled and detailed
soundstage claiming my attention while Iwas still adjusting the
replay level for the first test piece. I'm finding myself increasingly at
home with the benefits, and much less disturbed by the failings, of
CD since investing in the Sony player, and its attributes of detail,
smoothness and image projection were nicely realised by the
Exposure's obvious control. Using LP, the by now expected
tangibility, the relaxed, open and stable soundstage was if anything
more persuasively conveyed, that golden- eared wives' tale about the
disappearance of surface noise when using the right preamp
certainly carrying more credibility than usual. The bass end had
slightly more substance to it than Iam used to hearing, an effect
perhaps to be expected from the minor (< 1dB) LF lift which peaks at
around 30Hz ( see plot — the lift is more pronounced with m- m). I
would stress, though, that this was an effect more of weight than of
tonal balance. Iwould expect that the considerable instantaneous
peak current delivery of the VIII ( some 14A) accounts in no small
measure for the feeling of authority it imparts on program with a
demanding transient content.
Patching in the separate VI psu for the preamp revealed anew level
of subtlety, to an extent Ihad not anticipated. The basic pre/power
combination is very good indeed, but the addition of the VI clarifies
the detail, sharpens the image projection and generally improves
definition. That such refinements can be effected simply by arevison
to an amplifier's power supply shows, surely, the extent to which this
aspect of design is normally taken too readily for granted.

Conclusion
Provided that just three inputs are enough for your requirements,
that the styling will not disturb your domestic harmony and that you
have no need of tone controls or filters ( and Imust confess that I
don't, apart from the few occasions where some oddly made
recording of afavourite performance makes them apositive asset) I
feel you would do well to audition the Exposure amplifiers. The basic
set-up costs around £ 550, with the VI psu another £ 190 plus the cost
of some modifications to the preamp wiring. For the level of
performance achieved that seems to me to represent good value
indeed.

Sondex DE I PCU1 ik PA30
Apart from the reborn Radford STA-25 valve amplifier, with a
re- build of which Sondex made anotable contribution to the valve
renaissance ayear or so ago, the last Sondex product HFN/RR looked
at in detail was the S230 integrated amplifier back in September
1983. Beautifully made, that unit achieved awarm recommendation
as apleasant sounding and well detailed performer, offering good
stereo and aneutral tonal balance. The three- box combination
reviewed here developed from that unit, indeed the PA30 power
amplifier first made its mark as an add-on for the S230 for use with
active systems, driving the LF section of bi-amped speakers while the
S230 itself handled the HF. The three units here are: the DE1 Head
Amplifier, which provides the correct gain and equalisation for m- m
or m- ccartridges to bring the signal up to preamp or line level; the
PCU1 Passive Control Unit; and the PA30 Stereo Amplifier. The
combination retails for around £ 565.

matching modules ( the unit must be disconnected from the mains
before attempting to swap these). Four standard modules are
available: m- m at 2and 5mV and m- cat 100 and 200pV. In addition
there are custom versions to match the Linn Asak and Karma
cartridges, and others can be made up on request. The supply rail is
well smoothed and regulated, and local decoupling of each gain
stage provides further isolation. Only six transistors are used per
channel in acircuit of notable simplicity. The HF part of the RIAA
equalisation is passive, With the LF component active. The IECrecommended LF rolloff of — 3dB at 20Hz is incorporated. Internal
gain setting switches allow an overall output of either 250mV or
775mV, the latter facilitating the use of apassive control unit with
power amplifiers of low input sensitivity. The low output ( 250mV)
setting matches the PA30 power amp input. Incidentally, both the
headamp arid power amp carry unswitched IEC mains outlets.
The PCU1 contains no active circuitry at all. Indeed, apart from the
SONDEX DE1
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Construction and circuitry
A notable aspect of these designs is their conservative, in many
respects old fashioned, approach to circuit design, not that that is in
any way to be taken in anegative sense — far from it. Both the DE1
and 2A30 employ asingle- ended as opposed to the usual ( these
days) split- rail power supply. The use of just asingle supply rail
means that the AC- coupled audio signal has to be biased to more or
less the mid voltage point after the input and that the output has to
be correspondingly capacitor coupled. In some respects the
successful design of single- ended circuits such as these is more
difficult to achieve, since any noise currents in the supply rail all too
easily manifest themselves in the output, whereas with split- rail
supplies they tend to cancel out. Careful design — local decoupling,
sensible layouts, etc — is all-important.
All three cabinets are the same compact size and shape — steel
cases with simply engraved front panels. Both of the active units are
self powered, so all three boxes can be purchased and used either
together or separately according to system requirements. Goldplated phono sockets are used throughout.
The DE1 Head Amplifier caters for m- m or m- ccartridges via a
range of internal plug-in four- component ( per channel) input
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three selector switch banks and the main attenuator— all very high
quality ALPS devices from Japan — which are mounted on avery well
laid out fibreglass pcb ( generous screening ' lands' help to minimise
crosstalk) there is nothing to it beyond the 18 gold-plated phono
sockets on the rear. Six labelled inputs are provided for: disc, CD,
tuner, aux and two tape machines. In addition, the two ' record select'
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1faller 1)1 1- 120
Regular readers will recall my periodic enthusiasms for the Hafler
range of amplifiers, all of which I've written up as they've been
released on to the UK market. There have been three preamplifiers,
the DH- 101, superseded by the facility- laden DH- 110 and relatively
minimalist DH- 100, and two power amps, the DH- 200 followed by its
souped- up successor the DH- 220. Quality apart, the most notable
feature of these units is their availability in kit form for the home
constructor. Beautifully thought out in this respect, the kits require
no significant understanding of electronics circuit design, only an
ability to solder well and to follow carefully sequenced and
presented instructions. All the active circuitry comes preassembled
and tested, leaving the home constructor to manage only the
mechanical assembly and interconnecting wiring between power
supply, amplifier boards and rear panel socketry. Thus, provided he
(or she) follows the instructions to the letter ( about asix- hour job if
it's done really well) he is guaranteed aworking unit which will equal
the performance of the factory- assembled equivalent. In America, of
course, these amplifiers are relatively inexpensive, even ready- built,
in the general run of hi-fi components, and positively cheap in kit
form. Here they still represent good value but necessarily fare less
spectacularly well against the UK- manufactured competition. Here,
you really needto have the kit to make any headway.

Performance
As noted above, apassive control unit has an output impedance
which varies with the setting of its volume control. With the
attenuator at minimum this will be virtually at Oohms, which will
drive the passive- power cable optimally ( beautifully driven silence!).
At full level the figure is 10k in parallel with the source impedance of
the selected ancillary ( disc preamp, tuner, CD player, tape or
whatever) and if that has been half- decently designed then it, too,
will be suitably low. Between these extremes the impedance of the
attenuator itself affects the overall figure, so that at just over half way
(in voltage terms) it reaches its maximum. Because of this variability
the lead between the passive unit and the power amp really needs to
be kept as short as possible. If you want to have your control unit
near you, then you'll need to have the power amp nearby too and run
longer speaker leads. Apart from that limitation and the lack of any
tone control or filter facilities, everything is in the passive's favour;
there's not alot for the information to get lost in. The PCU1 is well
thought-out and offers alarge range of switching options.
Imust confess to having fallen for the PA30 straight away, and I've
been using it in my system for several months now. Ihappen to
prefer long pre- power leads with short speaker cables, so the Sondex
was slotted- in between Quad 34 and ESL- 63s. For the smaller room
(which Inow have) that's avery happy juxtaposition. The PA30 is
extremely euphonic, images are very well focused with good,
believable depth, and although the bass end may lack alittle punch,
it certainly doesn't miss out on extension. The top is very sweet
indeed ( which is something I'd always pay money for) without any
sense of constriction. My room now being the limiting factor as
regards level, Iwasn't able to let rip purposely to try out the clipping
threshold, but Ican say that at no time did Isense the kind of
constriction which heralds the limit. This amplifier has real drive
ability, and its high sensitivity also makes it ahappy match for low
output preamps like the Quad 34. ( The 34's 0.5V o/p level can be
increased, however, by changes to acouple of its resistors.)
The DE1 works nicely too. The MM5, 5mV sensitivity m- m module
matches the Grace F9- Ewell and the low, 250mV output suits the
line- level inputs of almost all conventional preamps, in addition to
the PA30 via PCU1. The additional high output option is agood idea,
making the unit truly universal. Imean no criticism when Isay that it
gives an almost laid-back sort of LP sound. The results are very
smooth yet extended at HF, with excellent imaging. The low-level
resolution is exceptional by any standards and my only significant
reservation concerns amarginally bass- shy quality in comparison
with the kind of sound I'm used to hearing. A minimal effect, this
could of course be beneficial in some systems and it complements
the PA30 well.

Conclusion
All in all this is an excellent trio. At £200 the PA30 provides aclean,
euphonic and surprisingly gutsy sound which would suit many
systems; particularly, Ithink, those geared primarily towards the
reproduction of classical program. The PCU1 is awell appointed
'passive' whose build quality will ensure its essentially characterless
sonic attributes are maintained almost indefinitely. It's not cheap at
£150, but it doesn't cut any corners either. The DE1 is afine sounding
complement to these two. Very quiet and self-effacing it provides all
one could reasonably ask, has precious little of asonic signature of
its own, and is flexible enough to cope with the quirks of awide
range of cartridges. At £215 it can be safely recommended.
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Construction and circuitry
This latest 60Wpc power amplifier, the DH- 120, is aspin-off of its
more powerful brother, the 110Wpc DH- 220. Whereas that model
employed paralleled pairs of MOSFET output devices to supply the
requisite current demands, the more modest 60W specification here
allows single pairs to be used, which is auseful simplification. A
correspondingly smaller bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitors
are called upon to meet this requirement. ( The psu is common to
both channels.) Again fully complementary throughout, the circuit is
direct- coupled subsequent to the input capacitor. MOSFETs, being
more robust and inherently self-limiting ( they are not subject to the
thermal runaway problems of bipolar devices), allow useful
simplifications of the protection arrangements of an amplifier and
can deliver very high currents into awkward impedances without
undue stress. Whereas the earlier amplifier incorporated its speaker
protection fuses in the feedback loop of the output stage, the ' 120
uses the more rudimentary expedient of fitting them in- line with the
output itself. Two- amp fuses are supplied, but 5A can be substituted
if the unit's full output potential is to be exploited.
There are anumber of novel aspects to the DH- 120 which are
unique in the Hafler range and rarely found elsewhere. Most
significantly, provision is made for the connection of another pair of
loudspeakers, either in conventional extension- in- another- room
fashion or, more interestingly, in the well- documented, though in the
UK these days less often employed, so-called Hafler rear channel
ambience recovery arrangement. In this mode the second pair of
speakers is placed behind the listener and the signal fed to them
reproduces the ' difference' signal obtained across the ' hot' left and
right main outputs ( they are fed with L- 1
/ R and R- 1/
2
2Lrespectively).
The necessary socketry and switching, together with an internallyfitted 7.5ohm 10W ' pad' resistor are supplied within the DH- 120. In
addition, asecond rear panel switch allows bridging of the amplifier
to provide over 150W of mono power into 8ohms. Bridging usually
has to be done either with an additional box of electronics tricks or
via apreamp with specially configured output arrangements. Finally,
50k-ohm presets ( again rear panel mounted) permit adjustment of
the input sensitivity so that the optimum transfer with any given
input source can be achieved.
Being me, Iopted to build the kit for review. As ever, the
instructions are amodel of clarity, with alogical and easy-to-follow
progression complemented by asort- of ' exploded' pictorial diagram.
With patience and agood soldering technique ( and that is vital both
in terms of the final sonic performance and safety) the unit is easily
made. Haflers are held together by 1/
4in. self-tapping sheet metal
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six- pole switches allow dubbing from various sources to one or other
of the two tape socket sets. Because no buffering is available with a
passive design, the final position of each of these selectors is a
genuine out- of-circuit ' off' so that the potentially degrading loading
effects of unused tape machine inputs can be avoided when
recording is not actually required. The main output is from the wiper
of the 10k attenuator, which means that the maximum output
impedance will be 2.5k- ohm ( not 5k as the booklet advises) plus a
proportion of the output impedance of the selected source. £ 150 may
seem alot for so little, but the build and component quality are
unimpeachable— it's quite the nicest passive I've seen. [ This opinion
is shared by the Editor, who has been using aPCU1 with an
AMP- 01M.]
The PA30 is anine-transistor circuit again of remarkable simplicity.
13,600µF of smoothing follows the toroidal and bridge ( shared psu),
with again liberal use of local decoupling. The overall ( AC) feedback
encompasses both the output electrolytics and the 5A speaker
protection fuses, thus compensating largely for their unwanted
phase shift and impedance contributions. Inputs are via phonos and
the outputs on chassis- mounting Michell binding posts, all goldplated. Despite its modest size, space has been left within the cabinet
for the retrospective incorporation of atwo-way active crossover
board for bi-amping purposes, although no further details of this
have as yet been announced.

1
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importers, HW International - indeed they won't thank me for this
paragraph) have been performed on the review model as yet, but
almost certainly will be and the findings hopefully reported in due
course.

Performance
Like the Sondex power amp, the Hafler has spent many hours
installed in my system. The American standard for input sensitivity is
rather lower than we're used to, so most UK preamps leg, the Quad
341 use) will run towards the top end of their output capabilities
when used with them. Some users found previous Hafler power
amps almost too clinical and ' wide open' at the top end for ultimate
satisfaction in the long term. Certainly the use of appropriately
matched ancillary equipment was an important consideration. This
new model is more universal in that sense, lacking any tendency
towards stridency and sounding if anything almost subdued at the
top end in comparison, which Icertainly like. Combined with aless
emphatic, slightly reticent bass, the overall effect is very listenable if
less immediately ear- catching. The amplifier lacks nothing in image
portrayal or stability, although Ifancy the soundstage width itself is
marginally narrowed. A brief flirtation with the four- speaker set-up
demonstrated its efficacy on suitable lie, simply miked) program, but
an additional ' padding' resistor would be needed for apermanent
set-up to allow some level adjustment to the rear- going signals ( the
speakers also need to be 8ohms minimum). I'm acommitted stereo
man myself, so I'm afraid the urge to explore rear channel usage is
minimal.

screws. ( Previously these have been slotted for screwdriver as well
as hexagonal socket driver use, but now ,tseems they only cater for
the latter.) The speaker connections are, as usual, via 4mm socket/
binding posts, but Ifancy these are of slightly less good quality than
used to be supplied. The plastic ' grips' are no longer metal lined so
the over- eager could well strip the threads - and we're always told to
do these things up tight. Iprefer actually to solder the internal wiring
directly to the metal threads of these connectors rather than to rely
on the lug and lock- nut method intended, IDJt that does need avery
capable soldering iron to achieve asatisfactory result.
RANGE. - 21

37HTUZ,

Conclusion
Overall Ifind myself impressed but, in the context of the other
amplifiers reviewed here, not overwhelmed by this new £ 295 Hafler.
It is very good and must be the best- sounding kit- built amplifier
currently available in its class. Against ready-builts in the
UK- elevated price range, though, it faces some pretty stiff
competitión. Hafler amplifier enthusiasts, needless to say though,
will need no further bidding and will not be disappointed.14-
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20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
aux input- 80.4 - 81.4 - 77.8

Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input - 96.1
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m-ml - 80.5
I
ntermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m cl
- 52.7

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
-88.1 - 93.5 - 84
-91.8
-49.1
not tested

(
dB)
Disc ( m-ml input UHF, CCIR wtd)
Disc ( m cl input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Aux/CD input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd (V/C at min)

-80.6
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< - 951passive)
<-95 ( passive)
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Like its predecessors, the ' 120 practically begs the worst
endeavours of the inveterate modifier. While the input sockets are
now mounted sensibly close together, which saves one of them
being insulted from the chassis and fixed with those awful Nylon
nuts, they are still of fairly rudimentary ' cooking' quality and could
usefully be replaced. If not needed, the input level presets could be
omitted. The power supply electrolytics could be bypassed with low
value film caps and the bridge rectifier, which seems avery modest
affair after the belt- and- braces types supplied previously, could be
upgraded to no detriment. For those who will have no need of them,
the additional wiring and switching for rear channels, and even
bridging, could be removed, though this needs to be carefully
organised circuit-wise. None of these modifications ( which, it must
be stressed, are neither condoned either by Hafler themselves or the

38.3
38.1
37.6
34.7
33.4
32.8
>20 > 20 > 20

18.7
14.9
not tested
>20 > 20

11.8

Disc input ( m cl
Aux input

73.9
110.3

90.2
91.6

68.3
65.8

71.7
132.1

64.3
101.6

59.9
75.7

Channel balance, disc at 1kHz (dB)
Volume/balance tracking via aux

0.02
0

0.09

0.82

0.07

0.58

Input data sensitivity loading
Disc ( m- ml
Disc ( m cl
Aux

1.04mV/47k/495pF
0.063mV/465/13.9nF
35.5mV/10k 270pF

0.67mV/33k/110pF
not tested
570mV/9k/40pF

Outputs, preamp (tape)
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz ( m cl
Size (WxDxH)

12.7Vmax/36ohms
+0.35/-0.45dB
480x100x290mm

4.3V/120ohms
+0/-1.77dB

Typical price inc VAT

£242 VII, £ 165 VI

£150 + f216

Stereo separation (dB)

mummnumunzmanumunuffenmemsze

Distortion ( dB)
THD at rated power
THD at OdEON
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at rated power
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdB

20Hz
1kHz
18.2
18.4
15.4
16.0
16.9
413.7/- 14.0

20kHz
18.2
15.6

-77
-75
-67.4

-61
-75

- 81
- 82

Noise IdEll
IHF, CCIR wtd for OdB
Residual, unwtd

-93.0
-87.5

DC output offset ( I../R)(mV)
Stereo separation at OdB ( dB)
Output impedance ( damping) ( ohms)
Channel balance ( dB)
Input sensitivity (
mV)
Input impedance
Typical price inc VAT

19/4
77.1
73.5
0.23
0.23
0.04
0.04
195
18e- oh ms/500pF
£231
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20Hz
1kHz
15.3
16.2
11.9
14.2
17.0
+16, - 6

20Hz
1kHz
19.6
19.6
15.9
16.5
16.0
+12, - 11

- 48
- 61
-81.7
-70.6

- 61
- 64

- 55
- 60

-so
-94.6
52.4
0.24
0.04

0

Hafler DH- 120
60W/8o hms

20kHz
16.2
14.1

0/0
101.1
88.3
0.79
0.07
0.04
0.04
69
45k-ohms/500pf
£200

63.6
0.07
0.04

>20

o

30W/8ohms, 50W/4ohms

Sondes PA30

Exposure VIII
50fflohms

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec
Measured power output ( dBW)
One channel, Bohm load
Both channels, 4ohm load
One channel, 2ohm, pulsed
instantaneous peak current (A)

- 70.4
- 64.6
- 75.5
- 86.0

Input overload ( dB)
Disc Im-ml input OHE)
Disc 1m cl input ( IHF)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)

Spectrum: 40Hz, 4.3 power, 4ohms load

Paul Crook

Exposure VII - VI psu
Distortion ( dB)
Total harmonic distortion

Ii

IiI iers « ntrtt.NN of

-87
-83
-89.1

- 89
- 93

20kHz
19.4
16.1

- 78
- 87

-91.5
- 88.6
1/40
62.2
99.0
86.1
0.37
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
150
15k-ohms/420pF ( variable)
£295
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MOZART CONCERTOS
Kenneth Dommett concludes his two-part feature with alook at the Piano Concertos

The Earliest Concertos
In his reminiscence of 1792, Johann Schachtner related how at avery early age Mozart
had been discovered scribbling a concerto
for the clavier. This incident provided Leopold
Mozart with the first
dear indication of his
son's profound understanding of music and
also confirms, if confirmation were needed,
that Mozart instinctively
recognised the keyboard as the natural
medium through which
his own particular virtu osity could
be
expressed.
Unfortunately, that
early original has been
lost. The first surviving
concertos, K37 & 39-41,
are arrangements for
string quartet and
obbligato solo of
sonata movements by
other composers, put
together for the infant
virtuoso's use during
his travels. The next set,
K107, three concertos
arranged from music by
JC Bach, have been
assigned to the period
after the return from the
Grand Tour, but are
probably earlier.
Since they cannot be
regarded as original
work and are of questionable interest, these
concertos have attracted little attention.
K107 have been consistently ignored,
though they are no worse than the others.
Robert Veyron-Lacroix recorded them in the
early days of LP, and in 1970 Turnabout
released a recording by Martin Galling. Both
were played on the harpsichord as is the
recent Denon CD version of Nos.1 and 3.
None of these is or was conspicuously
successful and cannot compare with Perahia's piano version on CBS.
The four earlier concertos have fared better. Balsam first recorded them for Nixa in
the 1950s. Anda did them as part of his
complete edition for DG and these have been
reissued as part of a 12- disc set of which
more later. They were also recorded,
variously coupled, by Engel with Hager and
the Salzburg Mozarteum. These are still
available. More stylish, indeed attractive,
performances came from Ingrid Haebler on
Philips with Melkus and the Vienna Capella
Academica, now deleted. Perahia, therefore,
Ill- F1 NLWS & 1-21-. CORD REVILW
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arrived to carry these considerations over
into the orchestra.
This dichotomy between pianist and
orchestra attentuated the effect of much of
Haebler's Philips venture. She did not always
appear to see eye to eye, stylistically speakComplete Sets
ing, with the various conductors with whom
she was partnered, for this was not an
At this point, when we begin to consider the
integrated venture. Of the three conductors
27 concertos in the accepted canon ( 25 solo,
involved, Galliera, Rowicki and Davis, only
1double and 1triple concerto, and the two
Colin Davis had an instinctive Mozart style
Concert Rondos K382 and 386), it may be as
and, one felt, sympathy with Haebler's own
well to take a brief overview of these ' bunapproach to it. Critical opinion was divided
dles'. Since the records are not available
and became steadily and, Ibelieve unfairly,
separately they are expensive and condemn
the purchaser to acquiring versions he ( or to regard Haebler's performances as ultrarefined and bloodless. Iinterviewed her in
she) may not particularly want, though the
1968 and she told me
that she would like to
have played the concertos on a fortepiano, but
that it was not possible
to assemble the right
kind of orchestra. Lately
she has turned to the
older instrument with
considerable success.
Though it may be
possible to discount
some of Haebler's work
on the grounds of a
conflict of aspirations, it
is impossible to deny
that in the association
between Brendel and
Sir Neville Marriner we
have a near- perfect
accord between all concerned: artists, producer and engineers.
Theirs also has the distinction of being the
first complete series to
appear on CD.
Brendel's career as a
recording artist also
began on minor labels
and his first Mozart concertos appeared here
on Vanguard and Turnabout. His style
resembled Haebler's,
superficially, but has
always been very positive. Some observers
general level of them all is quite high.
feel that it has hardened recently and begin
The oldest set, and the first to appear, is
to find it unattractive. Actually it has always
Ingrid Haebler's. Philips released this in 1968
been much the same and has actually
and reissued it as part of their Complete
Mozart Edition in 1978. Haebler had made a become less affected since about 1980.
This series began in 1970 with K414 and
considerable impact during the early ' 60s
with her Vox recordings, and though they
K453, and continued annually until 1978. It
never became an integral recording they
resumed in 1981 and again in December
alerted listeners to a pianist of great refine1983 and was finally completed one year
ment whose sense of style and approach to
later. The performances have an unusual
Mozart's keyboard writing was quite diffeconsistency of excellence and are notable for
rent from that of the established keyboard
Brendel's combination of sensibility and
virtuosos of earlier decades — Schnabel in
musical intelligence and Marriner's alert
particular, Gieseking, Rubinstein, Serkin et al
direction. Anyone wishing to understand
— whose 78rpm recordings set the standard
Brendel's approach to Mozart must read his
of classical piano concerto performance.
contribution to the notes accompanying this
Edwin Fischer's HMV recording of K482 was
set. One may question some of the speeds
an exception. He became the inspiration of a chosen, and Ifor one have always found
new school of Mozart performance and his
Brendel's applied decoration to K482 excesfollowers, led originally by Paul Badurasively rococo and the public performance of
Skoda, include Brendel, Klien and Haebler
K503 a regrettable lapse from the unencumamong others. Fischer introduced a lighter,
bered clarity of the studio productions, but
more fastidious approach to phrasing, tempi
on the whole this is a set one may safely
and dynamics, but, as yet, the time had not
recommend, and for CD aficionados it is as

is the only possible recommendation. He is
the only pianist to have recorded all the
concertos, and his set has the added advantage of not being packaged in a ' take- it- orleave- it' bundle.
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INCE THE ADVENT OF LP THE
number of recordings of Mozart's
piano concertos has been enormous
— there are well over a hundred listed
at the moment — and the introduction of CD
is adding, almost monthly, still more reissues and new releases. Clearly, then, the
obvious non-starters have to be disposed of,
and in this article only the recordings that
have survived the sifting process are being
discussed.
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yet the only one.
Brendel and Haebler both relied on a
conductor to see to the orchestral management while they concentrated on the
keyboard. The remaining artists have all
undertaken to direct themselves from the
piano, and for this purpose most have relied,
sensibly, on small chamber orchestras. The
favourite appears to be the ECO who have
carried the flag for both Barenboim and
Perahia. The earliest advocates of this principle were Bruno Walter and Fischer, both of
whom conducted from the keyboard as Szell
did later, but it was Geza Anda with the
Salzburg Mozarteum who first established
the idea of playing Mozart in astyle and on a
scale that approximated to that of the composer's own time.
There is nothing remotely ' authentic' in
Anda's performances, and probably the best
the purist might say for them is that they
bridge the gap between the romantic concept and the truly regenerative manner canvassed by the Bilson/Gardiner team on DG
Archiv. But all these sets do precisely that.
Anda, like the other two pianists already
mentioned, has an unencumbered keyboard
style in which the notes are cleanly attacked
and phrases sharply enunciated. There is a
modicum of decoration discreetly applied
and the results are often refreshingly direct.
However, Anda was not always successful in
combining his two roles, and in some cases
it is evident that he concentrated on one
function, usually his playing, at the expense
of the other. The Salzburg Mozarteum in the
1960s ( the complete set was released in
1971) was not the most disciplined of orchestras, and some of the orchestral playing is
ragged. The recording quality remains very
high though, and is generally superior to
Philips' for Haebler.
Barenboim also had problems with the
dual function. He is one of the most lyrical of
pianists and a distinguished conductor, and
in both roles procures magical results if he
does not over- indulge his inclination to dwell
on details. When this happens, as it does in
his recording of K488, or when he tries too
hard to define the dramatic qualities of the
music ( K466 and 491), he tends to sentimentalise or exaggerate and pull things
badly out of shape. At his best, in K175 and
271 for example, the youthful exuberance of
Mozart's invention finds him perfectly in
tune with the spirit of the work. As a Mozart
stylist, however, Barenboim does not reflect
present day attitudes. His playing has a
fulsome quality that recalls Schnabel,
though happily with considerably more
understanding of Mozart than that great
pianist ever displayed in his recordings. As a
conductor Barbenboim also occasionally
fails to hold things together perfectly.
Murray Perahia on the other hand seems
to have mastered both roles. Of all the
pianists mentioned here, and this goes for
almost everyone who has essayed these
demanding concertos, he has comprehended their architectural scope and
plumbed their emotional depths the most
successfully. He combines in his piano playing the sensitivity of Haebler, the intellectual
grasp of Brendel and the lyrical intensity of
Barenboim at his best, while as aconductor
he has consistently developed from his first
rather tentative steps in the mid-' 70s to the
final offerings at the beginning of last year,
by which time he and the ECO had established a near- perfect understanding. The
results, not always ideally recorded initially
though excellent latterly, make this the most
satisfying series, and the one one would now
recommend above all others.
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Unfinished Series
The disclosure of one's recommendation so
early may cast adoubt on the claims of other
pianists, great and less great. But the fact
remains that Perahia's recordings are all
available separately, hence they must come
into contention with all those likewise free of
the label ' not available separately'.
It is most particularly the great series of
concertos which began in 1784 with K449
that have attracted the attention of the
majority of pianists. Understandably the
established virtuosos tend to stick with the
works that feature most prominently in their
public programmes, so we find few examples by them of the earliest concertos other
than K271 and K414.
One pianist- conductor who has explored
them is Ashkenazy. In company with the LPO
he began for Decca what promised to be
another challenging series, but this has
flagged alittle recently. Early on he recorded
K238 with the LSO and Schmidt-lsserstedt,
and K246 in amemorable recording with the
same orchestra under Kertesz. The latter is
especially good and offers equally impressive accounts of K271 and the Concert Rondo
K386. More recently Ashkenazy has begun to
direct himself, and has produced several
recordings of great consistency with the
Philharmonia. These do not attempt the
same degree of intimacy that Perahia has
achieved and are altogether larger in scale,
but at their best, as in K482 and 459/491, are
most challenging. Ashkenzy's performances
are invariably elegant, probing and
extremely musical, but lack the high degree
of lyricism Perahia finds in them.
Karl Engel, who went some way towards
completeness with Hager and the Mozarteum on Telefunken ( now Teldec), has the
virtue of reliability but the disadvantage of
being predictable. Apart from the few occasions when he challenged the music on its
own terms ( K449 is one) his performances
are quite unadventurous and rarely rise
above the serviceable, though the sound
generally is very good.

Veteran Performers
Rudolf Serkin, who may legitimately be
considered a veteran, has explored part of
the territory on more than one occasion with
varying success. He made a memorable
recording of K449 with the Busch Chamber
Players on 78s, and after the war became
associated with the Marlboro Festival
Orchestra and Alexander Schneider. Their
performances were recorded at a high level,
with a coarse sound, and were further
devalued by Serkin's irritating habit of grunting along with the music ( Brendel is inclined
to do the same thing, but less intrusively, in
his latest offerings) and tapping his feet or
banging the pedal board. These are idiosyncracies which may be acceptable in live
performances but which are intolerable
when immured on record.
The association with Schneider continued
and CBS released a serviceable account of
K449 and K453 with the Columbia SO, but
the magic of the Busch performance is
lacking, and even by 1966, when it was first
released, Serkin's approach was beginning
to sound anachronistic. He still has many
admirers, however, and has embarked on
yet another series, with Abbado and the LSO
for DG. The orchestral playing is an improvement and the sound immeasurably more
acceptable, but Serkin's idiosyncracies
remain, and the cast of his performances are
much as they were with Szell back in the

early ' 60s. K466 is a model of the dramatic
but the coupling, K459, fails to take flight.
Serkin may be something of a spent force
but he has become an institution. So have
other pre-war performers whose recordings
retain a hold on our affections. Chief among
these, I suppose, is Clara Haskil who is
represented by vintage recordings of K271,
K413, K453, K488, K491 and K595 made at
different times with various conductors and
recently reissued in a boxed memorial set.
Her playing, always intense, is marked by
immaculate phrasing and great intelligence,
but it belongs securely to an earlier age. So
do the recordings by Kempff ( alate example
of his work may be savoured in his recordings of K467 and K482 with Klee on a 1982
DG issue) and Casadesus' vintage coupling
of K467 and K491 with Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra. This remained in the catalogue for years but seems to have vanished
now. The two concertos chosen stood up to
this dynamic duo pretty well but the results
had little to do with Mozart as we now
understand him.
Infinitely more successful is Annie Fischer's lively account of K467 and K482 under
Sawallisch, all that now remains of this
nimble fingered and elegant pianist's
Mozart. But the unquestionable classic
among this older generation of pianists is
the Curzon/Britten association which produced the posthumously released coupling
of K466 and K595. Mozart's valedictory concerto has seldom been as lovingly or so
poetically performed as here. Britten's
Mozart has been attacked for its individuality, but he had an instinctive feeling for
Mozart's genius, and here we sense the
communion between them which comes
from total involvement and understanding.
And to think that the hypersensitive Curzon
resisted Decca's efforts to release the record
during his lifetime!

The Authentics
Purity of style is an arguable combination of
scholastic research, practical music- making
and the subjectivity of personal taste. Yet in
recent years the kind of purity to which Miss
Haebler referred back in the 1960s has
become much more an establishment objective. The arguments for authenticity are
unimpeachable but the realisation of the
'authentic performance', acceptable to all,
has still to materialise. The pedantic assertions of one school of scholarship continue
to be countered by the equally pedantic
opinions of others about pitch, orchestral
layout, vibrato, how and when to embellish,
and so on and so on. Does it matter? Every
little piece adds something to the jigsaw,
certainly, and possibly brings us marginally
closer to the kind of performance Mozart
heard. But it does not necessarily tell us what
Mozart wanted to hear, and that is something we shall never know. Brendel utters
some very pertinent thoughts on this subject
in his notes to his Philips recording discussed above.
Meanwhile, those of us who are historically inclined may take our pick from a
number of recorded attempts to offer us an
'authentic' Mozart concerto performance —
the right kind of clavier, the correct size and
composition of orchestra, and all the other
stylistic considerations — decorative touches,
cadenzas, pitch, performance techniques.
It is generally acknowledged that Mozart
did not write for the modern concert grand,
and that its use imposes an entire series of
compromises on the serious interpreter.
Initially it was the harpsichord on which the >93
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CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +

Marantz PMI 51 +
Denon PMA707 +
Yamaha A320 +
Rotel RA820 +
Nad 3120 +
Rotel RA820BX +
A & R Alpha +
Nad 3020E1 +
Yamaha A420 +
Cyrus One
+
Nad 3130 +
Rotel RA840BX +

Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel

DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW

P1
P1
PI
PI
P1
P1
PI
P1
P1
PI
P1
P1

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W

DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short

MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15

or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506
or Wharfedale 506

£ 244.95
£ 259.95
£ 259.95
£ 269.95
£ 279.95
£ 299.95
£ 299.95
£ 299.95
£ 309.95
£ 314.95
£ 319.95
£ 339.95

FREE

The following are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers in the above systems.
add £ 95.00
Heybrook HB1
add £ 40.00
Mordaunt Short MS25Ti ... add £ 20.00
add £ 20.00
Mission 737R
add £ 70.00
Rotel RP830/AT110E
add £ 25.00 • Cartridge supplied with above systems.
add £ 65.00
Monitor Audio R100
add £ 20.00
Rotel RP850/AT110E
add £ 75.00 • Leads provided with above systems.
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio R252V
add £ 25.00
Tannoy Mercury
add £ 35.00 • Carriage for mail order customers on
add £ 20.00
Monitor Audio R352
add £ 90.00
Wharfedale Diamond II deduct £ 20.00
all orders in excess of f200. UK Mainland.

AR EB101
B&W DM110
Celestion DL8
CD Players
Dual CS505/2 deluxe

Amplifiers

A & R Alpha
£ 129.95
A & R 460-.
£ 219.95
AR THE AMP
£ 169.95
Cyrus One
£ 139.95
Cyrus Two
£ 259.95
Denon PM4707
£ 89.95
Denon PMA717
£ 119.95
Denon PM4737
£ 169.95
Marantz PM151
£ 74.95
Nad 2155
£ 209.95
Nad 3120
£ 119.95
Nad 3130
£ 149.95
Nad 30208
£ 139.95
Nad 2150 power atop
£ 159.95
Nad 3155
£ 249.95
Nad 1155 preamp £ 179.95
Nad 1130 preamp .
£ 129.95
Nad 2200 power amp
£ 339.95
Proton 0540 . . £ 239.95
Osad 34/44/405 2/520
P.O.A.
OED
£ 99.95
Hotel RA820
£ 109.95
Rotel RA820BX
£ 139.95
Rotel RA840
£ 169.95
Rotel RA840BX
£ 179.95
Rotel RA870
£ 285.95
Sensor AUG55%
£ 249.95
Sansur AUGI IX
£ 109.95
Santis, AUG335
£ 169.95
TechnIcs SUV2
£ 134.95
TechnIcs Super Quotes
Trro KA54
£ 99.95
Trio KA74
£ 129.95
Trio KA94
£159.95
Yarnaha 407
£109.95
Yamaha 4320
£89.95
Yarnaha 4420
£139.95
Yamaha 4520
£1139.95

Cassette Decks

Aiwa Cassette Decks at hard to
beat prices this month
P.O.A.
Akai HX4201
£ 94.95
Denon DRI71
£ 134.95
Denon ORM11
£ 179.95
Denon DRM22
£ 244.95
Denon ORM33HX £ 289.95
Denon ORM44HX
£ 349.95
Dual C808
£ 124.95
JVC KDX2
£ 99.95
Nad 6130
£ 129.95
Nad 6050C
£ 159.95
Nad 6140
,
£ 199.95
Nad 6155 ... £ 249.95
Nad 5220
£ 119.95
Nakamrchr 130150
£ 239.95
Nakarnrcht
very affordable when
you buy from us ,
P.O.A.

Rotel RD830
Technics RSB25
Trio 6X54
Yamaha K220
Yamaha 6320
Yarnaha K420

£ 89.95
£ 119.95
£ 99.95
£ 119.95
£ 149.95
£ 169.95

Compact
Disc Players

Tuners

*

A & R T21
£ 199.95
Alpha Tuner
£ 139.95
Cyrus Tuner
£ 199.95
Denon TU400L
£ 114.95
Denon TU717
£ 89.95
Denon TU747L
£139.95
Hitachi F15500 ii
Super P.O.A.
Maranta ST ISIL
£ 88.95
Nad 4130
.
£ 149.95
Nad 4155
£ 239.95
Nad 402013
£ 99.95
.
£ 199.95
Pioneer F99%
Quad FM4
P.O.A.
Rotel RT820
£ 69.95
Rotel R11330
£ 99.95
Rotel RT850
£ 149.95
Sansui TUD33XL
£ 109.95
Sansui TUD99XL
£ 199.95
Trio KT54L
£ 99.95
Yamaha 1320
£ 89.95
Yamaha 1520
£ 139.95

Tuner Amps
Nad 7125
Nad 7130
Nad 7140
Nad 7155
Yamaha 43

£ 179.95
£ 249.95
£ 369.95
£ 439.95
£ 179.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research/AR . £ 199.95
Acoustic ResearchiLVX £ 234.95
Acoustic Research ( B101 £ 189.95
Dual CS505/2 . £ 99.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 119.95
Mission 775LCT
£ 179.95
Nad 5120
£ 99.95
Oak
£ 99.95
Pink Triangle
£ 399.95
OED T231
£ 139.95
Rotel RP830
£ 129.95
Rotel RP850
£ 179.95
San., SR222V
£ 109.95
Systerndek IV
P.O.A.
Systerndek IIX
£ 125.95
Systemdek II% electronrc £ 184.95
Thorens TC1316 .. £ 179.95
Thorens TD318
£ 199.95
Thorens 10321
£ 234.95
Thorens TD321/LVX £ 314.95
Thorens 10320 ... £ 277.95

ASK ABOUT

FREE DISCS
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER:
Marantz CD54
rated " Best Buy"
few only at £ 219.95
Aiwa DX770
.
£ 249.95
Alva DX1200 • . £ 379.95
Aka, CDA7L
.
£ 349.95
Aka, COM515
£ 199.95
Aka, C01188
£ 349.95
Delon DCD1000 . £ 249.95
Denon DCD1100 . £ 299.95
Denon DCD1500
. £ 399.95
Marantz CD45B
£ 229.95
Marantz CD65
£ 349.95
MissIon DAD7000R •
£ 449.95
Had 5355*
£ 399.95
Nad 5355E
*
£ 329.95
Nakamichr
P.O.A.
Philips C0104 . £ 229.95
Philips CD150 • £ 199.95
Philips CD304 . £ 299.95
Philips CD350 • £ 249.95
Pioneer PDX500
£ 269.95
Pioneer PDX700 . £ 269.95
Pioneer P07010 . £ 319.95
Pioneer PO6010
£ 249.95
Pioneer P05010 . £ 229.95
Sansur PCV750
£ 299.95
Sansur PCV100 . £ 249.95
Sony CDP30 .... £ 269.95
Sony CDP70
£ 269.95
Sony CDP102
£ 359.95
Sony CDP302 .. £ 449.95
Sony CDP502 . £ 629.95
TechnIcs SLPJ1K
£ 269.95
TechnrCs SLP3K
£ 419.95
Technics SLP2K .. £ 369.95
Technics SLPIK . £ 299.95
Trio DP770
£ 229.95
Tno DP700
£ 329.95
Trio OP900
£299.95
Yamaha COX2 •
£249.95
Yamaha CD3*
£349.95

£ 499.95
£ 619.95
£ 539.95
£ 699.95
£ 539.95
£ 624.95

Speakers
Present this advt lo
claim free stands
and 6metres OED
Cable With an
Loudspeakers
listed below except •
'Suggested
Systems excluded)
AR8BX
£ 79.95
ARM%
£ 99.95
AR22B%
£ 129.95
AR33B5
£ 199.95
ASP Arcam Two
£ 199.95
Boston 540
£ 99.95
B & W DM100
£ 99.95
W DM110
£ 129.95
B W DM220
£ 199.95
Celestion DL4
£ 99.95
Celestion DL6
£ 129.95
Celestron DLO
£ 179.95
Celestron SLES
£ 299.95
Heybrook HB1
£ 139.95
Heybrook HEI2
£ 199.95
JPW PI
£ 114.95
JPW AP2
£ 129.95
Kef C New Series
P.0.4
Kef R103.2
£ 299.95
Key P104.2
£ 699.95
Kef R105.2
£ 999.95
Mission 7011
£ 99.95
Mission 700LE
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F
£ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio R100
£ 129.95
Monitor Audio R252v
£ 139.95
Monitor Audio R352
£ 199.95
Monitor Audio R700
£ 249.95
Mordaunt Short MS10 * £ 79.95
Mordaunt Short MS15 . £ 99.95
Mordaunt Short MS25Ti £ 119.95
Mordaunt Short MS30
£ 129.95
Mordaunt Short MS40 £ 179.95
Mordaunt Short MS100 £ 159.95

Mordaunt Short MS300 £ 299.95
Quad ELS63
P.O.A.
Rogers LS2
£ 154.95
Rogers LS3/54
£ 239.95
Rogers LS6
£ 207.95
Rogers LS7
£ 314.95
Rogers Studio 1
£ 439.95
Rotel RL850
£ 99.95
Spendor Prelude
£ 269.95
Spendor SP1
£ 599.95
Spendor SP2
£ 389.95
Spendor LS3/54
£ 259.95
Tannoy Titan
£ 99.95
Tannoy Mercury
£ 145.95
Tannoy M20 Gold
£ 199.95
Tannoy Venus
£ 249.95
Wharfedale Diamond II • £ 84.95
Wharfedale 506*
£ 89.95
Wharfedale 508
£ 159.95
Wharfedale 708
£ 299.95

Midi Systems
Aiwa tImid,
JVC midi
Pioneer 5110
Pioneer S330
Pioneer S550
Pioneer S770
Sony Super Quotes
Technocs 520W
Technrcs 5304
Technrcs 0405
TechnIcs X504
TechnIcs 060
Technrcs 070
Trio M3SC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£ 249.95
£ 349.95
£ 469.95
£ 699.95
£ 329.95
£ 349.95
£ 389.95
£ 474.95
£ 569.95
£ 699 95
£ 449.95

Speakers included unless stated

Specials
Aka, F104201
£ 94.95
Aka, GX1055
£ 179.95
Marantz CD54
£ 219.95
Nakarnichr 13%150 £ 239.95
Pioneer In- Car
Crazy P.O.A.
OED 5230
£ 84.95
OED 1231
£ 89.95
0E0 R232
£ 119.95
Wharfedale 506*
£ 139.95
Prices include VAT and were correct at
time of preparation ( approximately 5
weeks before publication) but are
sublect to change without notice
E80 E

MI MIMI
• Mail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London Rd,
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me_ _
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an
TURNTABLE
excellent quality lu- fi at a bargain price.
(deluxe extra £ 20),

Name

£249.95

I. Address

1

inc. Cartridge & leads

HFN 3/86

Rotel RA820

JPW Pl or
SPEAKERS

Ferguson 3V48
Ferguson 3V43
JVC HRD565
JVC HR725
Panasonic NV810
Panasonic NV870

WITH THESE MODELS

Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as asystem offers
unbeatable value for money.
Dual CS505-2

Wharfedale 506

Video HiFi

AMPLIFIER
Carriage and insurance FREE UK mainland
B
Marl Order Sevenoaks branch only

All goods fully insured against Joss or damage in transit
Please allow up to 10 days or dellyery although ot should
normally be much leu Carriage and insurance £ 6per tern
but FREE if lolalortfet over E700lUK mainland
NB
Mail Order Sevenoaks branch only
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The Borodin Quartet
VER THE LAST FEW YEARS, THE
news has been filtering through
that the Borodin Quartet is one of
the world's greatest — to some the
greatest — string quartet. News? Haven't they
always txen at the top of the quartet
league?, Ihear readers asking. Well, yes, of
course, but the defection of the original
violinists back in 1974 might have proved the
undoing of this famous ensemble — the first
to record all the Shostakovich Quartets— yet
it seems to have had the opposite effect.
Indeed, the Borodins as they are now
constituted enjoy the best of two worlds: the
weight of atradition that goes back 40 years,
represented by the viola-player Dmitri
Shebalin and the cellist Valentin Berlinsky
and the freshness of their new encounter
with two much younger musicians, Mikhael
Kopelmann and Andrei Abramenkov. And it
is almost certainly the chemistry of the
current combination which has produced the
extraordinary series of recent recordings,
from the two Borodin Quartets ( EMI ASO
4100)— signature tunes, indeed — to the
complete string quartets of Shostakovich
which they have been recording for
Melodiya over the last six years ( now
released by EMI in advance of their Queen
Elizabeth Hall cycle of these works during
February and March).
Hearing them play the second of
Alexander Borodin's two quartets in
Dortmund last October, Iwas impressed
above all by the apparent spontaneity of
their performance, and this in awork they
programme with great frequency. Even the
record conveys asimilar feeling of
momentary fantasy: the music leaps from
the grooves as if in alive performance and
never fails to arrest the ear, despite regular
spins. It should be ahigh priority candidate
for transfer to CD, especially as the chamber
repertoire is still comparatively thin and
predictable on the new medium.
One reason for the Borodin's renewed
international status, Iam sure, is the spirit of
comradeship and unanimity of musical ideas
which now exist within the ensemble.
Valentin Berlinsky, the quartet's spokesman
and amusician of aristocratic taste and
refinement, has no doubts about the success
of the new grouping. ' Mikhael Kopelman
was born to lead the Borodin Quartet. When
aquartet loses its leader suddenly — and it all
happened very unexpectedly — you have a
very complex situation. But my colleagues
and Ithink we were incredibly lucky when
Mikhael Kopelman joined us. For ashort
period, two months or so, we spent our
holiday living and working together, and in
this time Mikhael learned agreat deal —
though not quite everything — of the qualities
needed to lead the quartet. It was of course a
long process, and it took nearly two years to
get completely played in and used to each
other personally, but ultimately Ithink the
quartet has gained tremendously.'
Few, Isuspect, would demur at that. And it
is easy, listening to Kopelman, to hear what
Berlinsky means. Kopelman comes from
Georgia ( though he studied, like most of the
Soviet Union's great fiddlers, under
Yankelevich at the Moscow Conservatoire)
and off-stage, he is the most engaging of the
group. With his dark southern looks and
brilliant, gleaming eyes, he exudes agoodnatured sense of humour and warmth of
personality which emerge quite naturally in
his playing. On the podium he sits with a
III II NI
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Edward Seckerson
military rgidness, holding his violin, it
seems, with an iron grip. Yet the musical
results are all flexibility and quicksilver
changes of mood, wedded to aquite
remarkable technique. There can be little
doubt that Kopleman would make an
outstanding soloist by any standards.
Berlinsky thinks so too, though he
emphasises Kopelman's innate feeling for
chamber music which has ensured the
Borodins' continuing success. ' It is our good
fortune that we have been able to maintain
our standards and in some sense to
supersede them for, despite the fact that our
former colleagues had the highest technical
and professional standards and were
wonderful quartet players, Dubinsky did not
have the humanity of Kopelman's playing. I
think it is very significant that Sviatoslav

Richter values the artistry of Kopelman so
highly. Of course we used to play with
Richter before, but we had no personal
contact because he had no rapport with
Dubinsky.'
Some of the great treasures of recent
recording history have been the three discs
of chamber works the ( new) Borodins have
recorded with the great Russian pianist: the
Shostakovich Piano Quintet ( included in the
EMI box but also available separately on EL
27 0338 1), the 'Trout' ( CDC 747009 2 — top
CD recommendation in my book) and
another one which seems to have slipped
through the HMV net and into the Philips
pond, the two Dvorak Quintets ( 412 429-2, a
rare CD bargain, one silver to two black!).
All have one common factor— apart from
the artists, that is: they are all recordings of
'live' performances, apparently the only

circumstances in which Richter will now
commit music to disc. And they may well be
the last, precious items of the Richter legacy.
His health has been precarious for some
time and Berlinsky says he has no great
desire to travel any more.
In London they will be including the piano
quintet in the quartet series, but with Peter
Donahoe ( no stranger himself to Moscow)
playing with them for the first time. For those
who know the Borodins' first series of
recordings of the Shostakovich quartets, the
concerts and the new discs, should come as
something of arevelation. Berlinsky knows
that many other string quartets have taken
up these works with great enthusiasm —
notably the Fitzwilliam with whom they play
the two early pieces for string Octet at the
opening concert — but he believes that he
and his colleagues can bring out the native
Russianness of the music.
The Russian character of Shostakovich's
music is self-evident, but Iasked Berlinsky
how he understood those qualities.
'Shostakovich's roots and traditions are
entirely Russian, but like all great geniuses,
he transcends this nationalism to become a
universal composer— as universal as Mozart
or Beethoven. But how would Idescribe his
national features? Iwould not say that he
makes direct use of folkloric material, but his
musical language, the melodic and harmonic
structure of his language, has its initial
source in Russian music. It is significant that
Shostakovich revered Glinka as his model
and in the dramatic shaping of his work he
was close to Tchaikovsky; even more so to
Mussorgsky.'
Apart from the first two quartets, which
were premièred by the Taneyev Quartet, all
of Shostakovich's works for the medium
were written for and first performed by the
Beethoven Quartet, yet the Borodins have
become more closely identified with this
music, possibly thanks to the records. Did
they work with the composer personally, I
asked Berlinsky? ' It is agreat pity, of course,
that Mikhael Kopelman never had the
opportunity to work with Shostakovich, but
our association with him goes back to our
student days, to the time when we were
studying at the Moscow Conservatoire
where he was aprofessor. Besides that,
Shostakovich was agreat personal friend of
Vissarion Shebalin ( Dmitri's father), himself
acomposer and director of the
Conservatoire at that time. We played the
first quartet at the beginning of our careers
in the Conservatoire class of 1945. And since
then, as each new quartet was written, we
would immediately set about learning it.
Although the quartets were always
premièred by the Beethovens, who were
also close personal friends of the composer,
we always, before our first performances of
the pieces, went to Shostakovich to play for
him and seek his opinion on our
interpretation ... so we have, as it were, his
'seal of approval'.
'He was most meticulous and exact and
demanded complete fidelity to all his
markings. Iremember when we went to
Dmitri Dmitreevich after we had learnt the
third quartet. In the folly of youth, we had
decided that the opening of the quartet
needed adjusting ... we thought that the
first note of the cello part should be played
pizzicato rather than bowed as written. No
sooner had we started playing than
Shostakovich stopped us, saying: " Please
play arco as Ihave written". And I, with
!)I
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good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: (04215) 2827 & 65232
We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Ariston, Audio Note, Audio
Technica, B&W, Bowers, Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek, Cyrus,
Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Mark
Levinson, Maxell, Meridian,
MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech,
Oak, Ortofon, Perreaux, Philips
(CD only), QED, Quad, RATA,
RCL, Revolver, Revox, Rogers,
Rotel, Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale, Yamaha, and others.
Active systems on demonstration.
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OPENING HOURS
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(EXCEPT IN DECEMBER)
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youthful presumption, replied " Yes, Dmitri
Dmitreevich, we know that it says arco in the
score, but we thought that the pizzicato
sounded better. Let us play it again so you
can hear it.". But he didn't bother to listen
and said " Yes, yes, of course pizzicato would
be better, but nevertheless, you just play
arco!"
Berlinsky says that despite this close
personal rapport, Shostakovich is not the
most important composer in the Borodins'
repertoire, although he admits that their aim
is to ' propagandise' his music. Like the other
great quartets they embrace the Viennese
C:assics Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and
Schubert— the great Romantics, Schumann
and Brahms, and the 20th century rootworks, the six Bartok Quartets and those of
the ' New' Viennese School. Of course, he
says, they also play the key works of Russian
romantic literature and commission works
from contemporary Soviet composers.
Nevertheless, all the players feel they have
aduty to play Shostakovich widely on their
now-frequent travels. In Dortmund, they
programmed the rarely heard First and Third
Quartets. ' There is an age- long tradition of
Beethoven performance but aShostakovich
tradition can only be measured in one or two
decades, and it is probably still very difficult
for players other than Russians to penetrate
the very core of his music. So it is our aim to
demonstrate to listeners and other
professional musicians what Shostakovich
required in the performance of his work. I
believe that one of the most interesting ways
of following the development of
Shostakovich's creative personality is
through the various stages of his quartet
writing. The first was composed in 1938,
when he was amature composer with such
great works as the Fifth Symphony and the
opera Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District
already behind him. Beethoven also wrote

his first series of quartets ( Op.18) when he
had reached maturity as acomposer. Ithink
this is very important. Quartet music is the
most intimate of genres, where acomposer
expresses very different things than in works
intended for alarge public: operas,
oratorios, symphonies. And the intimate
form of the quartet was the medium chosen
by both Beethoven and Shostakovich to
reveal their innermost thoughts.'
Berlinsky was fairly circumspect on the
subject of what those ' innermost thoughts'
actually consisteo of: ' Of course, the
development of Shostakovich in the 15
quartets has still not been properly studied.
Many volumes of critical literature have been
written about Beethoven's quartets—
whereas very little has been written about
Shostakovich.'.

young Mozart and his patrons performed,
and his earliest concertos, especially those
written for the Salzburg gentry ( K238, 242
and 246), were for that instrument. But his
encounter with the fortepiano brought about
a change of style and introduced a more
sustained lyricism that is reflected in all the
concertos from K413 on.
Unlike the harpsichord, the fortepiano has
been along time establishing itself, and even
now few recordings employ it. But the
instrument alone cannot suffice. It has to be
played with an appreciation of 18th century
performance practice. This has become a
new art thanks to Badura-Skoda and others,
and has spawned a new generation of
pianists who consistently apply these lessons to their own performance.
Some we have already noticed, but Joerg
Demus has taken it further than many, and
his six concertos ( K246, 414, 476, 488, 537
and 595) with Collegium Aureum make some
attempt to get to grips with the problems.
Success is limited because Collegium
Aureum, despite their use of period instruments, are not primarily geared to historical
problem- solving, and their playing, though
lusty, is often unrefined. But Demus, using a
fortepiano, invests his contribution with an
unusual and effective coloration.
Friedrich Guida, an intermittent devotee of
the authentic and the only pianist other than
Bilson to use the instrument as continuo as
well as soloist, fails to convince, however. In
K488 and K537 he is partnered by Harnoncourt and a rather cumbrous Concert-

gebouw. The performances are idiosyncratic, and any claim to authenticity is largely
illusory. Earlier recordings by this pianist
showed promise but have been surpassed
technically as well as in matters of style.
The latest effort, coupled with the two
concertos from K107 referred to above, is the
original version of K424 by three French
harpsichordists with Melkus and the Capella
Academica Wien on a Denon CD. If anything
this sounds even less authentic. Mozart
sensibly rearranged the work for two pianos
later on.
A much more determined attempt to realise strict historical accuracy is appropriately
being undertaken by DG Archiv. John Eliot
Gardiner, a long time student of the historical approach to music of the Baroque, has
joined with the American pianist Malcolm
Bilson and the English Baroque Solists in a
programme that will eventually present all
the concertos in, as far as possible, correct
period costume. This laudable enterprise
follows closely the precepts of the AAM's
series of Mozart symphony recordings on
L'Oiseau Lyre. Hardly surprising, since Neal
Zaslaw is the guru behind both and it is his
dicta which have been espoused as the
gospel of the Authentic.
This is no place to debate Zaslaw's
theories. The success or failure of this series
will depend on the quality of the performances not the scholarship, and so far these
have not been conclusive. K271 and 413
were the first to appear and were rather dull.
Bilson's meticulous playing, like Engels,
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In Milan, La Scala's lavish new production of
Aida will find some permanancy on disc.
Decca, whose close associations with
several of the artists involved made this a
natural project, have at last dared to supersede their famous 1959 recording under
Karajan. Maria Chiara ( one of the world's
prime Aidas these days), Pavarotti ( of
course), Dimitrova ( hair-raising, I'm told, in
the mezzo role of Amneris), Leo Nucci, and
Decca's current pride and joy, the Georgian
bass Paata Burchuladze, constitute aformidable cast. Lorin Maazel conducts.
The runaway success of Nigel Kennedy's
Elgar Concerto recording looks like it has
prompted EMI to sink a great deal of faith
and finance into the young maestro's gramophone career. Watch this space for details
of major projects.

Ipressed him to define what he thought
Shostakovich was actually saying in the
quartets, but got only a ' diplomatic' answer:
'I think this is aproblem with no solution.
Shostakovich's personality, his inner state of
mind, did not always correspond to the
moods of the music he was writing. The
tragic in his music is not expressed only on a
personal level, but on aphilosophical level
. . it was, for him, amuch wider perception
of the contemporary world.'.
As so often, the answer will probably lie in
the music- making, as those who make the
essential treks to the Queen Elizabeth Hall or
who buy the records will amost certainly
discover.
Hugh Canning

Pierre Fournier 1906- - 1986
The French cellist Pierre Fournier died at his
Geneva home on 8th January after ashort
illness. He had lived in Switzerland for 30
years, but was Paris- born and trained; in the
war years he also taught at the Paris
Conservatory. His father had been Governor
of Corsica; his son Jean was violinist in the
Westminster piano trio recordings with
Badura-Skoka. Fournier's style was one of
elegance and restraint: his Lamoureux
recording of the Saint-Saëns Concerto was
most characteristic, although he made
eloquent versions of Schelomo and, with
both Szell and Karajan, Don Quixote. For
many years his Bach Suites ( Archiv) were a
standard recommendation; live recordings
of the Beethoven sonatas, with Kempff
(Paris, 1965), were reissued last year by DG
(413 520-1). For that company he recorded a
fine Dvorak Concerto under Szell; there had
been amemorable earlier version, with
Kubelik, on Decca. Fournier premièred works
written for him by Poulenc ( the Cello Sonata,
1948: EMI EMSP553, deleted/Conifer import
2C 069 73128), and Frank Martin.
Christopher Breunig
sounds careful rather than inspired and so
far has not generated the electricity needed
to grab the listener by the ears and convert
him to the cause.
The latest offering, K414/449, is more
relaxed and livelier, so it may be as well to
defer final judgement on this interesting
experiment until later.

Individual Performances
Among the numerous single recordings, a
few are of more than passing interest but can
only be briefly mentioned here. Radu Lupus
performance of K414 and 467 with the ECO
and Segal, on a cleanly recorded Decca
Jubilee reissue, is a reminder of what a fine
Mozart pianist he is. Laroccha with the VPO, ct
again with Segal, produced a dynamic
account of K459 coupled with aless impressive K482, which nevertheless compares 0
favourably with her disappointingly inflexible K503 and 595 with Solti. Further singleton achievements are Eschenbach's lyrical
versions of K488 and 595 with the LPO,
Christian Zacharias' promising debut in K246
and a sparkling K271 with Maksymiuk and
the Polish CO. Finally, there is Ranki's lively
performance, brightly recorded, of K450 and
K453 with Rolla and the Liszt CO on a
Hungaroton CD.
This list is not exhaustive. How could it be?
But even if some treasured recordings have
passed through the holes in my net, those
who are thinking of exploring this inexhaustible treasury for the first time may find
enough here to stimulate their interest. v
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If you have aparticular problem or are lust plain dissatisfied;
perhaps we can help, our advice won't cost you apenny, and
some of our suggestions can be relatively inexpensive. From
beginning to end: from stylus cleaning to speaker plugs.

SENSIBLE ADVICE FOR YOUR SYSTEM:

If you already own small speakers
and feel "something" is lacking in
the reproduced sound; don't
necessarily blame the speakers. By
simply upgrading the amplifier to amodel offering ahigher
current delivery or more power in reserve you will probably
find your old speakers will sound twice as big!
Even if you don't require more power you will be pleasantly
surprised in the quality of design ( particularly in the disc input
stage) available on the range of budget amps we stock.

THE BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS...

Alot of people want real hi-fi: but not
everyone has the space of abaronial
mansion! Did you know that ultra
small speakers by LINN, MONITOR
AUDIO, BLQ and WHARFEDALE can
offer aquality of sound to match their
bigger brothers?
For instance the new " baby" GALE
301 not only sounds superb but is
easily driven by most " quality" small
amps.

COMPACT OR KING-SIZE? The decision
is yours...

cc
oo
55

SDN

/F r0 1.1 CA NITSEE
THAT COMPAT iei LIT
AND QUALITr MATTE
MORE THAN SIZE THERE'S NO PoINT IN
GOit•16 ON... • .

YOU MAY THINK SMALL
i$ BEAUTI FUL- 1311T
Iti NOT SO UPE

(Code Ei

Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.
Appointments: 01-863 0938

27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

ARROW AUDI 0

Harrow's one and only specialist hi- fi shop

We are an authorised TOP TAPE dealer where you can be sure of the best
choice with the best prices on tapes by TDK, Maxell. Sony and Fuji —
including 1" open reel and all six video systems

COUNTLESS TAPES AT OUR TAPE COUNTER...

Tundabiee by Dual. Linn, Michell. Oak. Revolver, Rotel. Systemdek and
Thorens.
Amplifiers by A & R. Audiolab. Beard. Cyrus. Linn, Magnum, Musical
Myst NAD, WA. Nakamichi, Opus, QED. Quad, Rotel, Sondes.
Threshold. Yamaha.
Sneakers by A & R, Castle, Diesis. Gale, Heybrook. KEF, Linn. Mission,
Monitor Audio. HAD. Quad. Spendor. Tannoy, Wharfedale.
Cartridges by A.T., A & R. Audionote, Glanz, Goldbug„
Grado, Linn, Nagaoka. Ortofon.
Additional Equipment by Denon. Jecklin, Nakamicht QED accessories.
Sennheisser. Trio.

JUST TO WHET YOUR APPETITE...

CD is probably the most exciting thing to happen in HiFi for some years.
We stock the latest, best and cheapest models available including brand
new models from Denon and Marantz plus the established Mission.
Philips and Yamaha models.

THE BEST OF CD

RECORD REVIEW.
PROKOFIEV
109 Symphonies 1/4 Wary()
CD
109 Piano Concerto 1, etc fOsorio/Batizl

CLASSICAL
ALWYN
97 Rhapsody for Piano Quartet, etc ( Ot
of London)
JS BACH
97 Organ works (Tachezi)
CD
97 Art of Fugue ( Moroney)
97 English Suites ( Leonhardt)
97 Violin Sonatas arr. flute ( Nicolet) CD
97 Solo Cello Suites ( Maisky)
CD
97 Lute Music ( North)
99 Christmas Oratorio
(Harnoncourt(®
CD
99 Coffee & Peasant Cantatas
iMarriner
CD
BEETHOVEN
99 Symphonies 1 & 2 ( Hogwood)
99 Symphonies 1 & 2( Karajan)
99 Symphonies 3 & 7 ( arr. Liszt)
(Katsaris)
107 Wind Quintet ( Previn et al)
99 Piano Trios ( Haydn Trio)
99 Pathetique Sonata, etc lBoyk)
99 Mass in C ( Kegel)
BELLINI
99 Capulets & Montagues ( Muti)
BERLIOZ
101 L'Enfance du Christ ( Ledger)
BOCCHERINI
101 Seven Symphonies ( Shepherd)

PUCCINI
109 Madam Butterfly ( Serafinlefi

RESPIGHI
109 Concerto Misolidio, etc fhlankey/
Fredrnan)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
109 Capriccio Espagnol, etc ( Batizl
ROSSINI
109 Overtures ( Orpheus CO)

103
103

103
103

105
105
105

SAINT-SAENS
111 Organ Symphony ( de Waart)

CD
CD

103
111

CO

111
111

COLLECTIONS

CD
CD
CD
CD

Alwyn's chamber music on adouble- starred Chandos___ 97
Bach's English Suites from Leonhardt
97
99
Bach's Coffee & Peasant Cantatas from Marriner
103
Pinnock's crisp Handel Trio Sonatas
103
Handel's Alessandro from Cologne via Kuijken
103
Janacek's Jenufa from Mackerras now on CD
103
Fabulous Lalo & Sarasate from Mutter
107
Uchida's superlative Mozart sonatas
109
Jessye Norman brilliant as Offenbach's Helene_
115
Vanhal's double bassoon concerto on CD
Outstanding Vivaldi Concertos from Harnoncourt__
115
115
Rare Vivaldi opera on Erato
115
Zemlinsky's Florentine Tragedy double- starred
117
An organ for all occasions — on Priory
117
Dance music of the baroque — an LP dem-disc
117
Opus 3 ' Depth of Image' dem-disc now on CD
Fine French organ music from Salisbury
119
Splendid Italian baroque from New Virtuosi of Rome__
119
Music in miniature from ' square' piano
121
Alan Parsons Project nothing if not listenable
123
Buddy Holly swinging original tapes
123
Great stuff from Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
125
Complete Queen — 14LPs at their best
127
Most original Robert Wyatt
127

e

RECORD RATINGS

1' II •. 1

Performance
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
Historical
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP) as appropriate!

RI 1 () RD RI \5V
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SCRIABIN
111 Piano Sonatas, etc ISofronitski(
SIBELIUS
101 Karelia Suite. etc ( Marriner)
CD
SOR
111 Sonatas, etc ( Eisenhardt)
STRAUSS (Richard)
111 Violin/Piano Sonata ( Mordkovitch/
Oppitz)
113 Guntram ( Dueler)
STRAVINSKY
113 Divertimento, etc ( Chailly)
TALLIS
113 Spem in Alium, etc ( Tallis Sch)
CD
TCHAIKOVSKY
113 Swan Lake Suite ( Soltez)
CD
113 Francesca da Rimini, etc (Ozawa)
THEODORAKIS
113 Symphony 7 ( Kitaienko(
CD
TJEKNAVORIAN
113 Othello Suite ( Tjeknavonan)
TUBIN
115 Violin Concerto 1, etc ( Lubotsky/
Jarvil
CD
VANHAL
115 Concerto for Bassoons, etc
(Saraste)
CD
VILLA-LOBOS
111 Guitar Concerto ( Romero/Cobas)
113 Guitar Concerto ( Moreno/Batiz
VIVALDI
115 Op.!) Concertos ( Harnoncourte
115 Recorder Concertos ( Copley/Füri) CD
115 II Catone in Utica ( Scimone)

BEST OF THE MONTH

MONTE VERDI
105 Ode° ( Harnoncourt(
CD
105 Orfeo ( Corboz)
MOZART
105 Piano Concertos ( Brendel/Marriner)
CD
105 Piano Concertos K453/450 ( Ranki/
Rolla)
CD
105 Horn Concertos ( Baumann/
Zuckerman)
CD
107 Clarinet & Oboe Concertos
(Hogwood)
107 Serenades K375/388 (Jervi)
107 Wind Quintet ( Previn et all
107 Kegelstatt Trio, etc ( Kremer et al) CD
107 Piano Sonatas ( Uchida)
107 Don Giovanni ( Kubelik)
107 ' Amadeus excerpts ( various)
CD
MYSLIVECEK
107 Sinforeas, Vol. 2 ( Prague CO)
NIELSEN
109 Symphony 4, etc ( Rattle)
OFFENBACH
109 La Belle Helene ( Plasson)
ORFF
CD
109 Carmine Burana ( Levine)

D
H

CO

SARASATE
Zigeonerweisen IMutter/Ozavval
SCHIFFRIN
Guitar Concerto ( Romero/Cobos)
SCHUMANN
Four Symphonies ( Haitink)
CD
Symphony 3/Piano Concerto ( Frantz'
Bernstein)

115 AMBUSH ON ALL SIDES iChinese
pieces)
CD
117 ANDRÉ ON TRUMPET 14 composers)
CD
117 AN ORGAN FOR ALL OCCASIONS (
7
composers)
117 BALALAIKA MUSIC (
6composers)
117 BERND WEIKL - operetta recital ( 12
composers{
CD
117 CELEBRATION - ISAAC STERN /
4
discsit7 composers{
117 DANCE MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
(many composers)
CD
117 DEPTH OF IMAGE Idemonstration
disc) .!,
ti
CO
119 EMI REFERENCE - 1(
3discs/
composerssingers)e
119 EMI REFERENCE - 2(
6discs/
composers) 7t
119 FLUTE COLLECTION (
Stephen
Preston)
119 FRENCH ORGAN MUSIC FROM
SALISBURY - Vol 2

KODALY
Nary Janos, etc ( Ferencsik) (ei
CD
LALO
Symphonie Espagnole ( Mutter/
Ozawa)
LISZT
Trancendental Studies, etc ( Sgouros)
Hungarian Coronation Mass
(lehel)
CD
MARTINU
Piano Quartet, etc ( Martino Pno Qt)
Miracle of Our Lady ( Belohlavek)
MASCAGNI
Cavalleria Rusticana ( Pretre)
CD

Recording
A

CD

ROUSSEL
111 Symphony 3, etc ( Benzi)

CASTELNUOVA-TEDESCO
115 Guitar Concerto ( Moreno/Batiz)
DVORAK
101 Symphony 8. etc ( Dohnanyi)
101 Cello Concertos ( May/Neumann)
FAURE
111 Violin Piano Sonata ( Mordkovitch/
Oppitz)
GERSHWIN
101 Rhapsody in Blue, etc ( Ozawal
CD
GOUNOD
101 Romeo & Juliet ( Plasson)
GRIEG
101 Holberg Suite, etc ( Marriner)
CD
HANDEL
101 Concerti Grossi Op.3, etc ( Linde)
103 Trio Sonatas, etc ( Pinnock)
103 Trio Sonatas Opp. 2 & 5 (ASM)
JANACEK
103 Glagolitic Mass ( Mackerras)
103 > not. IMackerras) rffi

CD

RAVEL
109 Concerto for Left Hand. etc (
Osorio)
BatizI

119 FRENCH ROMANTIC MUSIC ( 5organ
composers)
119 INUOVI VIRTUOSI DI ROMA (4
composers
119 KREISLER PLAYS KREISLER )
1926•
38(P
119 LUCIANO PAVAROTTI (
Neapolitan
songs)CD
121 MEDIEVAL SONGS & DANCE (
12th 14111 centuries)
121 MUSIC FOR A RAINY DAY (
piano/11
composers)
CD
121 MUSIC IN MINIATURE (
Square'
piano)
121 OBOE COLLECTION ¡ Tobin Cantor)
121 ORCHESTRAL SPECTACULARS (
5
composers)
121 RECORDER SONATAS (
6composers)
121 VIRTUOSO FRENCH ORGAN MUSIC
(4 composers)
121 VIRTUOSO TRUMPET (
8composers)
CD

St \

WIDOR
111 Syrnphony 6Allegro ( Gi)lou)
WOLF
115 Italian Lieder ( Cotrubas/Allen/
Parsons)
ZEMLINSKY
115 A Florentine Tragedy ( Albrecht)

CD

NON-CLASSICAL
THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
123 Stereotorny
JOHN ALLAIR
125 Larkspur
CD
HERBIE ARMSTRONG
125 Back Against the Wall
CD
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST
123 The CD Story of Barclay James
Harvest
CD
BILL BLACK'S COMBO
127 The Untouchable Sound of ..
CHEQUERED PAST
123 Chequered Past
CLIFF BENNETT & THE REBEL
ROUSERS
123 Slow Down
CLARENCE CLEMONS
123 Hero
THE DOORS
127 The Best of the Doors
SHEENA EASTON
127 Do You
JUDY GARLAND & JOHN IRELAND
123 The Letter
MARVIN GAYE
123 Romantically Yours
6002
123 1'1 0
igel You Rockin'
THE GUS BAND
123 Merlin Master Brass Volt
BUDDY HOLLY
123 From the original master tapes
CD
JESUS & MARY CHAIN
125 Psycho Candy
LOOSE TUBES
125 Loose Tubes
IAN LYNN
125 Forgotten Summer
CD
125 Early Snow
CD
HUMPHREY LYTTLETON, ROY
WILLIAMS ETC
125 The M&B Jam Session Volt
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP
125 Scarecrow
GRACHAN MONCUR III
125 Evolution
ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST
125 Gigi
125 La Cage aux Folles
ANN PEEBLES
127 I'm Going to Tear Your House Down
TOM PETTY & THE
HEARTBREAKERS
125 Pick up the Plantation- Live
BUD POWELL
125 The Amazing Bud Powell Vol3
QUEEN
127 The Complete Works
THE RAVE-UPS
127 Town and Country
RMS
125 Centennial Park
CD
TERJE RYPDAL
127 Chaser
STRYPER
123 Soldiers Under Command
SUN WIND
125 The Sun Below
CD
20TH CENTURY BLUES
125 20th Century Blues
CD
TWISTED SISTER
123 Come Out and Play
PERE UBU
127 The Terminal Tower
VARIOUS
127 Lost in the Stars .the Music of Kurt
PHIL
L
lWACHSMANN
127 Writing in Water
DIONNE WARWICK
127 Friends
ROBERT WYATT
127 Old Rotten Hat

RECORD RATINGS Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics' findings, but should be noted in conjunction
with the full reports— and taken as a guide only. Occasionally a record may be worthy of special mention, taking it
beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases a star is added to the letter or figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*,
A*:2 or ( exceptionally) A*:1".
HiFi News & Record Review. Any record reviewed in this magazine may be assumed
to be stereophonic unless its number is accompanied by: (14 (
monophonic)or‘l(stereo transcription).
against an item
in the index above indicates a UK reissue. dmm = direct metal mastering. RECORD FAULTS '
Recording' ratings should
be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual LP pressing faults encountered with our test
samples. Readers may assume that a certain proportion of such variable faults will occur among commercial pressings.
EQUIVALENT NUMBERS When we know that a recording has CD, LP or MC ( Musicassette) equivalents, these numbers
are given in brackets after the main catalogue number in the heading details. Likewise, if there are definitely no such
equivalents, this is stated instead ( NCD, NLP, NMC). Absence of such data simply indicates uncertainty at the time of
going to press, or in some cases a record company's wish to avoid premature announcement of delayed CDs, etc.
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BIRMINGHAM'S BEST
SYSTEM OFFERS
SYSTEM B

IISSILIT1

SYSTEM C

111551E1-1

LECTROF1ID

LECTR0r1ID

SYSTEM A

SYSTEM D

DAD 7000R

REVOLVER/LVX

DAD 7000R

CYRUS TWO
CYRUS PSX

CYRUS ONE

A&R ALPHA
or ROTEL RA820BX

MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
or ROTEL RA840BX

0

MISSION 7011 or
CELESTION DL4

MISSION 737R
or CELESTION DL8
or MONITOR AUDIO 352

770 FREEDOM SPEAKERS

SYSTEM PRICE
COMPLETE WITH LEADS

SYSTEM PRICE
COMPLETE WITH LEADS

SYSTEM PRICE
COMPLETE WITH LEADS

7011 SPEAKERS

SYSTEM PRICE
COMPLETE WITH LEADS

£687.00

CYRUS TUNER

£299.95

Monitor Audio R100 £ 10 extra
Mission Cyrus 1 £20 extra

Also stockists of:

£549.95

MISSION CYRUS 2 £ 60 extra
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
£10 extra
A&R A60 £ 10 extra

£1 5495

AIWA, AKAI, AKG, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER, BOSE,
CELESTION, DENON, DIESIS, DUAL, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, GRADO, HELIUS,
HEYBROOK, KEF, LINX, LOGIC, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN, MICHELL, MISSION,
MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAGAOKA, NVA, OAK,
ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL,
SANSUI, SONDEX, SPENDOR, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY, TARGET, TDK, TEAC, TECHNICS
THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.
Please send me more information on:

E COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
E SYSTEMS

CI OTHER

(
please state)

NAME
ADDRESS

HEN 386

11% ALTEMATIVE
I. AUDIO LTD.
95 Hobs Moat Road, Solihull, etIL
»earth Aram
West Midlands B92 811_.
021-742 0254
Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00-6.00
Demonstrations by appointment, please
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CLASSICAL
(oit ) act Disc & LP reviews
From this issue onwards we are combining
our coverage of classical LP and CD issues
into one composite review section. When the
record in question is a Compact Disc, this is
indicated by CD at the right-hand end of the
heading's first line. Similarly, LP is used to
denote vinyl. A joint review will be indicated
by CD LP. The bold-type catalogue number
given in the heading details applies to
whichever kind of recording is being
reviewed, or to the CD in the case of ajoint
review.

Equivalent numbers
When we know that a recording has CD, LP
or MC ( Musicassette) equivalents, these
numbers are given in brackets after the main
catalogue number in the heading details.
Likewise, if there are definitely no such
equivalents, this is stated instead ( NCD, NLP,
NMC). Absence of such data simply indicates
uncertainty at the time of going to press, or
in some cases a record company's wish to
avoid premature announcement of delayed
CDs, etc.

ALWYN: Rhapsody for Piano Quartet ( 1938)
LP
String Trio ( 1962)
String Quartet No.3 ( 1984)
David Willison (pno)/Qt of London
Chandos ABRD 1153 digital dmm ( MC: ABTD 1153)
Hard on the heels of John Ogdon's valuable
recital of Alwyn's piano music ( reviewed
November) comes another fascinating issue
from Chandos, an intriguing aspect of which
is that it spans almost 50 years of the
composer's career. Earliest here is the tautlyconstructed Rhapsody, whose energetic,
insistent outer sections frame a central episode haunting in its elegaic repose. Yet the
contrast isn't as great as it seems, for there is
a passionate, almost pleasing intensity
throughout this music, and aprevalent air of
nervous unease. A quarter of acentury later,
the String Trio finds Alwyn experimenting
with short scale groups, as he did in the
Twelve Preludes recorded by Ogdon. Again,
a fascinating composition, musically adventurous but wholly accessible, and not without its surprises — the sudden ending being
one, like the snuffing out of adancing candle
flame.
The Third Quartet immediately demonstrates that whatever techniques Alwyn may
have experimented with over the years, his
musical language remained essentially consistent and individual. An overriding and
very personal emotion exerts its strong pull
throughout, and few have used the quartet
medium as fluently in the last half of the
century: Shostakovich, Britten, perhaps, but
Alwyn's compositions are not diminished by
such comparisons.
A luminously- detailed, well-balanced
recording from Snape Maltings ( the piano
refreshingly well- integrated in the Rhapsody) offers sound of tangible atmosphere
and richly sonorous tone. Chandos are to be
congratulated in every respect, as also the
performers — this is playing of rare sympathy
and persuasive commitment. [A*:1*1
Peter Herring
JS BACH: Greatest Organ Works, Vol.2
(BWV 526, 564, 668a)
Herbert Tachezi (org)
Teldec 8.43191 (
47m 22s) ( LP: 6.43191)

CD

Played on the fine Silbermann organ in
Dresden, this recording ( like the LP of Vol.1)
is a trifle too overbearing for my taste. The
microphones could have been a little further
away from the instrument, allowing the
building a bit more say. The resulting sound
is clean but distinctly sharp at the top end,
rather than silvery as one would expect and
hope for. There is plenty of pedal, and also
some very deep but low-level ( traffic?) rumble, though this will not be a problem on
HEFI NEWS & RECORD REVIFIA'
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The performance of these sonatas using a
concert grand as keyboard support inevitably poses some acute problems ( not just in
the use of the modern instrument per se —
and ought not the solo to be for gamba
anyway?) but in the shaping of the interpretative thrust with its consequences for the
overall balance of the parts. With all her
JS BACH: The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080
LP
innate musicianship, Martha Argerich tilts
Davin Moroney (hpd)
valiantly at the compromise and some of the
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1169.70 (
2 recs) ( MC:
Allegros work quite well, with she and
901169.70)
Mischa Maisky bouncing ideas between
them with panache. He too is avery thoughtIn his informative and learned commentary
ful musician, with again the intensity of
on this set, Davitt Moroney argues quite
phrase and emotion seen in his interpretabullishly — following his one-time teacher
tion of the Solo Suites ( see review below).
Leonhardt — against the Art of Fugue being
The two instrumentalists are clearly separate
performed on anything but a harpsichord,
and whilst not wanting to enter this debate I (cello to the right) but with enough in- fill for
comfort, added to which is the close-towould venture that it is the quality of the
m iddle-distance placing. [
A/B:2] Roger Bowen
playing which lends more truth to the argument than any treatise. Ihave admired many
of Moroney's previous recordings, and again
JS BACH: Six Suites for Solo Cello BWV
CD
here he allows just the right touch of relaxa1007-1012
tion of the line or discrete rubato to temper
Mischa Maisky (v/c)
the rigidity which is always a lurking danger
DG 415 416-2 (
3 CDs, 207m 1s) ( LPs: 415 416-1,
for those favouring a ' straight' approach to
MCs: 415 416-4)
JSB. Unlike Leonhardt's set ( also on HM)
Moroney manages to dispense with the
The Bach solo Cello Suites must be a
extra pair of hands in the 12th and 18th
daunting repertoire to place on record. Shafugues and ( also unlike Leonhardt) he comdows fall — Tortelier, Gendron, Casals' prepletes the final fugue — to extremely good
war set, even the very flawed Mainardi, must
effect too. But for many this realization will
weigh on the musical conscience, let alone
rank alongside that of the older player.
the more modern baroque school. Maisky's
The recording of the big modern instruplaying has considerable character, with the
ment has a finely resonant ' bloom' — full
broad sweep and cut- and-thrust of someone
centre and directional too — giving a powerlike Tortelier — powering his way through the
ful impact to these large-scale fugues. [A*/
Third Suite in C ( although the start of the first
A:11
Roger Bowen
Bourreé might seem slightly mannered). He
certainly does not baulk at grasping the
leaps of the music ( the Prelude of No.4) and
JS BACH: English Suites, BWV 806-811
LP
his powerful bass tone is well matched by a
Gustav Leonhardt (hpd)
singing tenor, although Idid not find his
EMI EX 27 02433 (
2recs) digital dmm ( NCD, MC:
occasionally ' ghostly' tone altogether to my
EX 27 02435)
taste. Nevertheless these are performances
of courage, commitment and thought.
A very pleasing tail- piece to the year of JSB
The impact of the interpretation is helped
is this new performance of some of his finest
by the big recorded sound. DG have given
keyboard works played by one of his most
the solo instrument agreat deal of presence,
consistent of interpreters, and as always
both by placing the soloist close and through
Leonhardt succeeds in imposing his characthe very warm acoustic and glorious tonal
teristic stamp on the music without obtrudrange. A word of warning — one cart hear the
ing excessively. I would not want to do
odd finger squeaking on the finger- board
without either this version or the set by
and the occasional impassioned sniff; it's all
Kenneth Gilbert ( on Harmonia Mundi) and
worth it however. [A:1/21
Roger Bowen
comparisons would invite invidiously superfluous division. Ihave not heard Leonhardt's
own previously acclaimed Philips performBACH: Lute Music
LP
ance, but Ido know that this is fine playing
Nigel North (/te)
indeed. The sound is full and pinpointed and
Amon Ra SAR23 digital dmm
if, like me, your speakers are sensitively
directional, then your listening position will
Amon Ra issues are usually sleeved attracbe quite critical for a correctly coalesced
tively, and with some enviably fine photoimage. [
A:1'1
Roger Bowen
graphic illustrations. On this one we see
Nigel North, addressing a wondrously
JS BACH: Arrangements for Flute from
CD
beautiful baroque lute, the latter copied in
Violin Sonatas
1982 by Nico van der Waals from an original
Aurele Nicolet (flt)/Michio Kobayashi (hpd)/Mari c1730 by JC Hoffmann of Leipzig: a sight
Fujiwara ( v/c)
which raises hopes which are not in vain.
Denon 33C37-7599 (
47m 18s) digital ( NLP, NMC)
Bach's ' lute' music — if indeed there were
any, in the strict sense — consists for the
Nicolet has always proved a sensitive advomost part of transcriptions, either by him or
cate of Bach, and his playing here is as lively
by others; but this was a period of transcripand beautiful as we have come to expect.
tions, borrowings, rehashings and ageneral
The same qualities are demonstrated by his
lack of ' purity', and the question is not raised
two Japanese colleagues, and, since the
over the fact of transcriptions, but of how
arrangements have been very well made, the
well they are done. In a sleevenote, Nigel
musical side goes very well. The recording is
North gives a useful summary of this posialso sensitively achieved, with the perfor- tion.
mers sensibly distanced centre- stage, toneThe instrument lives up to visual expectacolouring realistic and warm, and a well- tions. What a privilege to be able to play
judged depth and resonance.
such a lovely thing! The music chosen is, if
The whole venture is dedicated by the
anything, over-familiar, and performed in
artists to the memory of the late Karl Richter,
many ways other than on the lute. Hence,
who was to have played the accompani- what one looks for is fresh light; and for my
ments with Aurele Nicolet. Ifeel that he
part Icannot say that Ifound a great deal
would have liked the warmth of response
here. As a technician, Nigel North needs no
and the sensitive sincerity of this extremely teacher, and that side of the music causes no
enjoyable recital. [
A:1]
Stephen Daw frisson of anxiety. Now, God forbid that
anybody should pull Bach about ( they do,
regrettably) but I should wish for more
JS BACH: Three Sonatas for Cello &
CD
interpretative interest than we get here;
Keyboard, BWV 1027, 1028, 1029
perhaps agreater variety of tone- colour. But
Mischa Maisky (vIc)/Martha Argerich (pno)
that could be blasphemy to others .. . [
A:2]
DG 415 471-2 (
45m) ( LP: 415471-1, MC: 415 471-4)
Peter Turner
most systems. The performance is good, if
occasionally a trifle heavy-handed. For my
money this CD is anear miss — there is much
to like, but it is not a version in which Ican
happily lose myself. (
A/B:1/21 Trevor Attewell
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH: Weihnachtsoratorium ( Christmas
CD
Oratorio) BWV 248
Paul Esswood (c-ten//Kurt Equiluz (tent/Siegmund
Nimsgern (bass//Wiener Sangerknaben/Ch Viennensis/VCM/Harnoncourt
Teldec ZB 8.35022 (
3CDs: 154m 19s) ( 3LPs:
FK6.35022, NMC)
Reissue from 1973
This recording dates from 1973, and was
considered to be well- managed on LPs ( better, for example, than the earlier B- minor
Mass and Passions recordings from Harnoncourt and similar ensembles). Transfer to
digital CD reproduction has worked very well
in that it has clarified the sound, making the
relative positioning of the performers more
clearly apparent, but it has revealed occasional weak areas in both the singing and the
playing of parts of the larger ensembles. On
the other hand, it has revealed strengths too;
again and again Ifind myself marvelling at
the sheer poetry of Alice Harnoncourt's
violin obbligati. Alone or in ensemble, she
always seems just right to me. Overall, one
of the best — and the most revealing —
accounts of this wonderful music yet
recorded. [
A: 1/11
Stephen Dew

JS BACH: Coffee Cantata BVVV 211 &
CD
Peasant Cantata MAN 212
Julia Varady (sop)/Aldo Ba/din ((en)/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bass)/ASM/Marriner
Philips 412 882-2 146m 58s)
Reissue
Perhaps Julia Varady's highly professional
delivery is ashade too operatic in a modern
way, but generally these are very effective
modern- instrument accounts of Bach's two
most famous Cantates Burlesques. The
Peasant Cantata was written in honour of a
village squire named von Dieskau, so that it
is possible — even probable — that the bass
soloist here is his most distinguished
descendant. The performance is comparatively close and, partly as a result, broad in
its effect. That may well have been the
experience of the works' first audiences, and
a more distant ' concert' impression would, it
seems to me, be less appropriate. I'd prefer a
closer harpsichord in the arias, but everything is beautiful tonally throughout. A very
useful CD first, Ithink. [
A/A*:1*/11
Stephen Dew
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos.1 & 2
LP
AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 338-1 digital ( CD: 414 338-2, NC)
The first such coupling with a small orchestra of period instruments, with direction
from the keyboard of a forte-piano ( which
can just be heard, intermittently), these
recordings were made some while ago. All
repeats are observed, including that in 1(ii)
and, after the Trio, bars 1-9 of the Menuetto. I
think Hogwood is more successful in the
D- major Symphony than in the First, where
he disconcertingly quickens the pace at the
beginning of the development section ( i)
112-3 and 116-7, in the Trio failing to give the
pastoral echo effects full due. The retard
from pp- if in the exposition of 1(i) gives a
lurch into Klemperer territory, and the fortissirhi with trumpets at the end of 2(i) strike me
as coarse, rather than exhilaratingly brilliant
(even if Beethoven did intend to shock his
listeners). The approach is essentially one of
no-nonsense Andantes, and Allegros with a
full measure of ' Molto'.
Well worth acquiring, this record is beautifully documented, and the sound of the
well-tuned orchestra is nicely caught: Kingsway, and the more resonant Walthamstow
Town Hall for the D- major. Some of the
levels are high, and Isuspect the CD will
sound cleaner. [
A:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos.1 & 2
BPO/Karajan
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CD

MARCH 1986

DG 415 505-2 (
57m 11s) digital ( LP:415 505-1,
MC:415 505-4)
Symphonies 4 & 7 in this new Karajan series
were agreat disappointment, so it comes as
apleasant relief to report favourably on Nos.
1 & 2 — particularly the latter, whose first
movement strikes me as quite superb. Karajan imparts a degree of uneasy restraint to
the Haydnesque No.1, perhaps thereby
denying it just alittle of the impish verve one
might hope to glimpse around the corners of
Beethoven's pioneer symphony. But No.2
more than makes up for this. It is played with
an assertive thrust to balance its gruff
humour, pursued in the mood of earnest
Beethovenian defiance which I've always felt
resides in this ' even numbered' symphony —
even if it did precede the Eroica.
Sonically this CD is less pleasing, especially in No.1, some of whose opening
passages tend to a slightly harsh texture.
The orchestra is given aset- back perspective
and less than the full sound- stage width,
which can be perfectly acceptable; but there
is no compensating reverberant smoothness
or fullness in the bass. It's also one of those
recordings where an appropriate replay level
is difficult to decide, because the sound has a
somewhat raw quality if played loud and
lacks body if played quiet. But Imust not
exaggerate, for a touch of Hafler and some
bass- lift worked wonders — while the performance of No.2 makes up for a lot. [
B/C:1/
1*)
John Crabbe
BEETHOVEN ( arr. LISZT): Symphonies
CD
Nos.3 & 7
Cyprien Ka/saris (pno)
Teldec 8.43201 ZK 153m 34s) ( No.3)
Teldec 8.43113 ZK (
53m 12s) ( No.7 & Schumann)
Initial speed for ' Eroica' is lively, as are most
tempi, but perhaps that is more afunction of
the open ' scoring' of the arrangements.
Whatever, there is some fine playing here:
the second subject in the funeral march of
Symphony 3 positively swaggers with bravado before a deliberated but monumental
fugue which loses nothing through its
monochromaticity and textural clarity. For
me, the Symphony 7disc doesn't work quite
as well, perhaps because the Allegretto
doesn't dance as much as Iwould like, but is
worth buying for the filler, Schumann's
variations on the theme from that Allegretto.
Piano sound is clean, perhaps abit bass- shy,
with a slightly ' clangy' ambience on the
earlier recording ( 7), but is saved from
harshness by a slight sense of space around
the instrument. Who would have thought
Liszt's piano arrangements of Beethoven's
symphonies would have made such an early
appearance on CD, particularly when the
orchestral originals can hardly be said to be
over- populous? [
A/B:1]
John Atkinson
BEETHOVEN: Trios for Piano, Violin, Cello,
LP
Op.11 L] '
Gassenhauertrio', Op.1/3
Haydn Trio
Teldec 6.4.3157 digital dmm INCD, MC: 4.43157)
The Op.11 is also known in a version for
clarinet — unusually featured on the Beaux
Arts version on Philips — but the Haydn Trio
opt for the more common form. As their
name may suggest, for these early trios they
play with a nice backward glance to the
teacher of the young Beethoven and an eye
to the later iconoclast. It is Salon music with
an added edge almost amounting to violence — adelicate balance difficult to achieve.
Their chamber music is faultlessly co-ordinated, and if Michael Schnitsler's violin
intonation is sometimes less than flawless,
the overall spirit carries one through.
There is a distance placed between the
performers and listener which adds to the
impression of music heard in a grand room,
and the narrow focus on the three instruments adds to this — although there is some
change in the breadth of sound between the
two trios. [
A/B:1/2]
Roger Bowen

BEETHOVEN: ' Pathétique' Sonata, Op.13
7 Bagatelles, Op.33
James Boyk (pno)
Performance Recordings PR-5INCD, NMC)
(Sheffield Lab)

LP

James Boyk's name will be familiar to many
readers, from letters and other pieces of his
published in HFN/RR. He is that rare bird, a
performing musician who dabbles knowledgeably in recording technology. A number of his recitals at the California Institute of
Technology ( where he lectures on music in
both the engineering and humanities faculties) have been recorded under his own
supervision, and this is the fifth disc in the
series. It boasts a non- digital ' all-tube' genesis, but did include an analogue tape stage
which should these days cast more doubts
than 16- bit digital gear. But there's no gainsaying that the combination of Blumlein
ribbon microphone, absence of any signal
tampering, and ultra- careful cutting and plating, have produced a wonderfully clear,
clean and natural piano sound. The Steinway
employed is rather thin in the bass for my
taste, and very little of the Dabney Lounge
acoustic is audible around the instrument,
which therefore demands a high replay level
for convincing impact. There was some
annoying surface rustle on the review pressing, so Imust confess a preference for CD
silence despite Boyk's anti- digital stance!
As for the music, Ienjoyed the Bagatelles
more than the Sonata. Boyk can certainly
handle large works impressively (
cf his
superb Prokofiev on PR- 3), but here he
almost seems intimidated by the Pathétique's opening movement, inserting minor
rubati which break the flow. But the Adagio
is fine, and the Op.33 pieces are mostly
excellent. Iespecially liked his handling of
the humour in Nos.2 and 7. [A*/A:2/1]
John Crabbe
BEETHOVEN: Mass in C
CD
Kuhse (sop)/Burmeister (con)/Schreier (tent/Adam
(bass)/Kóbler (orgt/Leipzig Rad Ch/Gewandhaus
Orch/Kegel
Teldec 8.41286 143m 40s) ( NLP, NC)
Reissue from 1973
That this 1969 Leipzig recording of Beethoven's relatively lighthearted early Mass
should have paralleled Giulini's Philharmonia version in the UK lists until 1981 is
something of a mystery. Herbert Kegel's
performance was not really in the same class
— except during allegro/fortissimo choral
passages, which still spring to life very
strikingly on this CD transcription. It is a
pleasant enough view of the work in many
respects, but the two female soloists are
weak ( the contralto is painfully off pitch at
times) and there is a general lack of inner
feeling.
But having said that, it must be admitted
that there's probably more detail revealed on
this CD than could be retrieved from Giulini's
rather swimmy EMI, while this is in any case
the only CD version ( so far). The Teldec
sound is generally clean and fairly spacious,
but needs a slight shift to the left for
optimum staging. 83:2/31
John Crabbe
BELLINI: ICapuleti e iMontecchi
LP
Baltsa/Gruberova/Raffianti/Howell/Tomlinson/Ch &
Orch of ROH/Muti
EMI EX 27 01923 (
2recs) digital dmm ( NCO, NC)
After laying the foundation- stones of your
Bellini repertory with Norma and La Sonnambula, should this be your next selection?
Only if you can happily take a mezzosoprano as Romeo in this near- Shakespearean story. Admittedly, when the Romeo has
the commanding manner as well as the
appealing musical beauty of Agnes Baltsa,
and when the Juliet is the equally attractive
Edita Gruberova, then at least it can be
claimed that no couples today could do it
better. Such was my impression at Covent
Garden when seeing this performance, and it
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CLASSICAL
is confirmed by this opera- house recording.
Despite the contribution of two sturdy
British basses, Gwynne Howell and John
Tomlinson, the rest of the performance is not
all it should be. Riccardo Muti, uncharacteristically, allows some lean and rough orchestral playing ( opening of Act 2) and Dino
Raffianti's Tybalt is sung in an exaggerated
style of vocal show. But, none too fond as I
am of ' live' theatrical recordings, Ireport
happily that the sound is clear and true, the
balance of voices and instruments generally
good. Audience- noise makes a minimum
intrusion, with applause only at ends of
scenes. Similarly, it is rare that one notices
any fault of perspective - a character positioned conveniently for the action but
slightly too far from the microphone. This
issue should find an enthusiastic, if limited,
public. [
B:2]
Arthur Jacobs
BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du Christ — sacred
LP
trilogy
Kimm/Luxon/Rolfe Johnson/Shimell/Van Allen/
ECO/Ledger
ASV DCD 452 (
2 recs) ( NCD, MC: ZC DDD 452)
This is the ' record of the TV programme' as
broadcast on 30th December last in a
Thames Television studio dramatisation of
what is arguably Berlioz' least Berliozian and
least dramatic work. That visual realization
was something of a failure, but this stereo
remix of the soundtrack enables us to judge
the performance in purely musical terms
without distraction. Even so, my reaction
remains lukewarm when comparing this
Philip Ledger version with Colin Davis' fine
Philips recording, which featured Janet
Baker as asuperb Mary. Argo's 1983 reissue
of an earlier Davis recording is perhaps more
evenly matched against this ASV, but if one
takes the more recent Davis version for
reference there's no doubt in my mind that it
outshines this new one.
On the positive side, Anthony Rolfe Johnson gives an impeccable and powerful performance here as the Narrator, while Benjamin Luxon is a fine Ishmaelite Father and
Fiona Kimm and William Shimell are pleasing enough as Mary and Joseph. But Richard
Van Allen's Herod is a little too insecure for
comfort on some of his lower sustained
notes, and the chorus has nothing like the
smoothly refined control notable in the Davis
version, which also has a generally more
cohesive feel to it.
Sonically, the orchestral sound is not as
free or spacious as Iwould prefer. The cellos
in particular seem rather close and dead.
Also, the full chorus tends to distort in
fortissimo, and there is generally less use of
perspective than in the Davis/Philips version.
And was some extra reverb switched on for
the harp/flute trio? [ B/C:1/3]
John Crabbe
BOCCHERINI: Seven Symphonies
LP
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos DBRD 3005 (
3 recs) digital dmm ( MC:
DBTD 3005)
What better way to dispel the gloom of dank
February than through these Seven Symphonies - sunny, witty, boisterous and tender by turns, they conjure the delight and
untrammelled confidence of their age. Probably written during Boccherini's stays at the
courts of Madrid and Prince Fredrich
Wilhelm of Prussia, the Symphonies, so lazy
on the ear and so ostensibly ingenious, have
many lovely touches and some delightfully
artful points of scoring. None of these things
are lost on Cantelina, whose refined - if
somewhat smooth- toned - playing is clearly
attuned to Boccherini's every nuance. The
SNO Centre in Glasgow responds equally
well to the fullest tutti as to the most
delicately scored solo Andante, and whilst
the group is clearly split, it is not too
uncomfortably so. The tendency towards a
sharp upper string sound, often fatiguing in
recordings of music of this period, is also
avoided. [
A:1]
Roger Bowen
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

mARoi I9s6

DVORAK: Symphony No.8
Scherzo CapLP
riccioso
Cleveland/Dohnanyi
Decca 414 422-1 (
CD: 414 422-2, MC: 414 422-4)
There are so many desirable versions of the
symphony available that the appearance of
yet another makes choice exceedingly difficult. Dohnanyi, like Davis, chooses to keep
speeds well under control in order to allow
the music to express itself. The composer's
phrasing and dynamics are carefully
observed, and there is little evidence of the
conductor's personality becoming too intrusive. All this may make the performance
sound unnaturally calculated, and some may
indeed find it too taut; but there is more than
one way to skin a cat, and this seems to be
quite as successful in its way as Marriner or
Davis, added to which we are given a
sizeable bonus in the Scherzo Capriccioso
(only Barbirolli's old ex-Pye version, still
available apparently from PRT, offers it).
Dohnanyi's performances are delightfully
pointed, full of spritely rhythms, and the
Cleveland strings sparkle - though not quite
as vividly as Marriner's in Minnesota.
Among older and cheaper versions, Kertesz
and Kubelik are still to be reckoned with.
Decca's recording, made in the Masonic
Auditorium, Cleveland in 1984, is fresh, well
distanced and well balanced. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
•
DVORAK: Cello Concerto
Angelica May ( vIc)/Czech PO/Neumann
Supraphon 1110 3623 (
NMC) ISP&S)

LP

Angelica May is German born and acomparative newcomer to recording. Her recent
two- disc set of Martinu's cello concertos was
my first meeting with a cellist of considerable technical accomplishment and musical
expressiveness. These qualities are further
confirmed by the present performance,
where she infuses the music with a controlled passion and tenderness articulately
enunciated. Neumann of course is aveteran
conductor of the work and has two other
recordings of it still listed - one with Sadio
the other with Chuchro. Neither is as successful as this, nor is the quality of the
recordings as good. Robert Cohen's CfP
version with Zdenek Macal is much admired
in certain quarters and is perhaps more
eloquent. Macal is a fine and underrated
conductor, but I do not sense the same
degree of rapport between soloist and conductor in that performance as this mediumprice issue offers. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue r.:1 Catfish
Row
BPO/Ozawa
EMI CDC7 471522 (
48m 14s)

CD

However good they may be, this Oriental
conductor and German orchestra seem too
damned perfectionist ( read ' uptight') to
inject the amount of ' swing' these works
deserve. The overall effect is one of a
textbook interpretation of Gershwin, lacking
the pizazz of the classic Bernstein offering.
The CD has a steely edge, further removing
any traces of warmth necessary to convey
Jazz Age America, so think of this as interesting rather than essential. [
A/B:1]
Ken Kessler
GOUNOD: Romeo et Juliette
LP
Kraus/Malfitano/van Dam/Ouilico/Murray/Bacquier/
Tai/Ion/Burles/Ch Régional de Mid-Pyrénées/Ch &
Orch of Capitole de Toulouse/Plasson
EMI EX 27 01423 (
3recs) digital dmm ( MC: EL 27
01425)
This is probably the most successful, not to
say the most textually reliable, account of
Gounod's much- maligned opera yet to have
appeared on LP. To begin with, many previously observed cuts have been opened: all
the title- roll duets are here, and the Friars
Laurence and John appear at the start of the

finale. The chorus is both polished and
sensitive ( not something to be taken for
granted, to judge by previous recordings)
and they make no small contribution to the
theatrical feel of the whole. Kraus and Malfitano sound appropriately youthful, though
not ideally secure when the going gets hot.
But Malfitano in particular is much more
than just a voice: sample her blend of
girlishness and guile in 'Ah! tu sais que la
nuit te cache mon visage. Ann Murray is an
agile Stephano ( likewise Gino Quilico as
Mercutio), van Dam an authoritative Friar
Laurence, and Gabriel Bacquier a suitably
aged Capulet. The pacing by Michel Plasson
is invariably intelligent and the orchestra
responsive. Immaculate pressing, too,
revealing natural, atmospheric sound with
reliable perspectives. [
A:1/2]
Andrew Keener
GRIEG: Holberg Suite
Two Lyric Pieces/CD LP
SIBELIUS: Karelia Suite El Swan of Tuonela
ASM/Marriner
Philips 412 727-2 (
53m 44s) digital ( LP: 412 727-1,
MC: 412 727-4)
There's a kind of routine nonchalance to the
ASM's playing here. It's all crisp and tidily
efficient: the works are presumably familiar
and the slickness is understandable. Boredom is not, though, and that is what communicates from this issue along with awant
of idiomatic fervour. Some of the slower
passages fare better, and the Swan of
Tuonela and Grieg's Lyric Pieces emerge
with more distinction than the rest. Karelia
too shows some commitment in the second
and last movements, but in the first the
reading feels rhythmically somnolent.
Soundwise, this is good, inoffensive MOR.
It's neither too close for comfort, nor far
enough away to be indistinct. Perhaps the
most attractive feature is the naturally
balanced woodwind and brass. There's a
reasonable bloom to the sound and a similarly reasonable amount of detail, but there's
a vaguely anonymous quality too and I
found my attention wandering whenever I
played the CD, which nevertheless is slightly
sharper and better focused than the otherwise similar vinyl cut. Perhaps others may
like this understated quality, but for this
listener the issue varies between being
interesting and aural wallpaper. It's just not
made of the stuff that grips. [
13:3]
Alvin Gold
HANDEL: Concerti Grossi Op.3 (cpte) CI
LP
Concerto Grosso in Alexander's Feast
Linde-Consort/Hans-Martin Linde
EMI EX 27 02453 (
2recs) digital dmm ( MC: EX 27
02455)
These interpretations are full of beauty and
suavity, but they sound to me just alittle too
cosy and well-mannered for this most
human, and in a sense, ' earthy' of composers. Parts of the music ( quite a high proportion, in fact) were originally composed to set
religious texts of some urgency; other parts
were of more humble origin. Op.3 is a
curious composite, and somehow its
idiosyncrasies have been ironed out too
well. That said, it should be added that the
rather backward recording does not improve
matters: the sound is unusually imprecise in
character for a digital recording, with little
sense of immediacy. There's little point in
having baroque oboes if they are recorded in
such a way as to minimise their differences
from the modern instrument, and there's no
great virtue in singling out portions of the
text for flute or recorder solos if the very
important aspect of baroque articulation is
minimised.
There are, however, some very nice
touches. For most of the time the instrumentation is strikingly charming, speeds are
right, the acoustical setting is of about the
right quality ( even though we're too far back
in it), and there is a communication of love
for the music. However, Handel was a man
of guts and emphasis, not a gentlemancourtier, and this, it seems to me, should be
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clear in agood performance of these Concertos. [
B:1/21
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Trio Sonatas, Op.2 Nos.1, 2, Op.5
CD
Nos.2, 4
Violin Sonata Op.1 No.3
Members of English Concert/Pinnock
DG Archiv 415 497-2(67m 10s) ( LP: 415 497-1, MC:
415 497-4)
It will come as little surprise to fans of the
EC and pinnock that these pieces — some
fine vintage Handel too — are invested with
the true spirit of baroque chamber playing:
incisive, delicately crisp and keenly contrapuntal. The mix of acoustic coloration,
placing, instrumental spread, and clarity are
likewise a joy, and the slight changes
between differently scored trios are of the
discreetest kind. [
A:1*i
Roger Bowen
HANDEL: Complete Trio Sonatas Opp.2 & 5 CD
ASM Cham Ens
Philips 412 595-2 (
0p.2, 2CDs, 88m 19s), 412 599-2
(0p.5, 2CDs, 97m 52s) ( 4LPs: 412 439-1, MC: 412
439-4)
'Nothing here to touch either the exquisite
lines of John Holloway's and Michaela Comberti's baroque violin playing ...' ( on the CRD
set) wrote Stephen Daw of the LP set of these
tuneful works in August ' 85, and Ihave to
agree. Though competently recorded, and
despite some exquisite modern instrument
'performances from Michaela Petri ( treble
recorder) and Neil Black and Celia Nicklin
(oboes), there is not the sense of ensemble
of the ' original instruments' recordings. Not
enough ' light and shade', as it were. [
B:1/21
John Atkinson
HANDEL: Alessandro
LP
Rene Jacobs (alto-Alessandrol/Sophie Boulin (sopRossane/Isabelle Poulenard (sop-Lisaura)/Jean
Nirouet (alto-Tassile)/Stephen Varcoe (bass-Clito)/
Guy de Mey (ten-Leonato)/Ria Bolen (alto-Cleone)/
La Petite Bande/Sigisvvald Kuijken
Harmonia Mundi Deutsch 16 9537 3(
4recs) dmm
Sigiswald Kuijken and his enthusiastically
expressive orchestra have been enabled —
largely through the good offices of the West
German Radio Corporation of Cologne — to
furnish us with a second outstanding performance of a Handel opera; their first was
Partenope, recorded in 1979. The present
production is distinguished principally by
Rene Jacobs at his best, by a very strong
supporting cast ( the two leading ladies and
Jean Nirouet are outstanding), and by sensitive accompanying throughout, with Alda
Stuurop again blending elegance and nimbleness, life with love in the music. Perhaps
the back desks of La Petite Bande are
fractionally less perfect than they have
sometimes been, and the wind- playing has
occasionally been better; but this is judgement by very critical standards.
Sonically, this is analogue recording at its
best. There is a real sense of stereo direction
and depth, and the delicate shades of tonal
colouring and attack that form such an
essential part of this kind of music are
exactly right. My only quibble is that the
libretto ( it is quite an elaborate plot) is only
included in Italian with translated synopses;
also, that there are some variants ( albeit
minimal) between the printed and sung texts
in the recitatives. [A*/A:1*/11
Stephen Daw
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass
CD
SOderstrom/Drobkova/Livora/Novak/Prague Phil
Ch/Czech PO/Mackerras
Supraphon 33C37-7448 (
40m 17s) ISP&S)
Janacek's pagan trumpets and horns bay out
their festive message at the outset, and you
just know at once that this is the genuine
article — a performance from Mackerras that
recognises above all the true origins of this
music: the fact that these rough-hewn, jubilant strains are born of the land and the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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people, of a raw, primitive energy that has
little to do with ecclesiastical mystiques on
high. Previous recordings from Kempe and
Rattle ( very disappointing) have cushioned
the crudities, the brazen choral shouts, the
raucous brasses. Mackerras brings us down
to earth in splendour. Every last detail is
thoroughly idiomatic: the choral singing, the
soloists ( SCiderstrOm in excellent shape), the
dry, incisive timpani, flaring trumpets absolutely exhilarating in the lip- pulverising
chromatics at the close. The sound is full and
spacious but not unduly so. Ihave never, for
instance, heard the big organ cadenza pulled
in to such revealing focus. Every note tells;
the sheer bulk of the instrument sounds
somehow manageable for once. [
A/B:1*]
Edward Seckerson
JANACEK: Jenufa
CD
Soloists/VPO/Mackerras
Decca 414 483-2 (
2CDs, 130m 22s) ( LP: D276D 3,
MC: K276K 3)
Reissue from 1983
The LP version was one of the hits of 1983,
superb in every respect. In addition to a
splendid cast, Mackerras' inspired direction,
and superb playing by the VPO, the set was
notable for its scholarly presentation, the
substitution of Janacek's original orchestration of the finale for the more usual one by
Kovarovic, and the inclusion of the original
overture Jealousy. In the LP this precedes
the opera, but in the CD version has sensibly
been relegated to an appendix together with
the Kovarovic version of the finale.
The CD makes magical what has previously been merely sparkling. The depth,
colour and originality of Janacek's score
become even more apparent, and from the
outset an impression of theatrical realism is
generated which remains powerful throughout even though one might regret the comparative immobility of the cast. CD versions
of the remaining Janacek operas from this
source are now eagerly awaited. [
A*:1•1
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: Mary Janos Suite IConcerto for
CD
Orchestra'
Budapest PO/Hungarian State"/Ferencsik
Hungaroton HCD 12190-2 (
41m 10s) ( LP: SLPX
12190)
Reissue from 1980
The LP was reviewed in December 1980.
There is a decided hiss at the beginning of
Hary Janos, immediately after the ' sneeze',
but it does not last long. The transfer to CD
has brought out detail and added much
clarity to the sound, particularly to the
brasses, though the cimbalom is a shade
reticent. Here it takes its proper place as an
orchestral colourant rather than a disguised
soloist, which many western performances
try to turn it into, but some of the time its
presence is felt more than actually heard.
Ferencsik's tempi are very controlled in both
works and he studiously resists the temptation to go for any spurious excitement. Some
may find his Hary Janos unusually restrained but the ' Song' surely benefits, and
'Napoleon's Battle' is wonderfully lugubrious. The Concerto has always seemed pale
beside Bartok's, but it does gain stature here.
[B:11
Kenneth Dommett
LALO: Symphonie Espagnole/SARASATE:
LP
Zigeunerweisen
Mutter/Orch Nat France/Ozawa
EMI EL 27 01761 digital dmm ( MC: EL 27 01764)
There is nothing, it seems, that this young
lady cannot do on a violin — and she does
most of it here, soaring, swooping, sweetly
crooning, swaggering her way through
Lab's picturesque fantasy with astonishing
resource. The sound of the instrument is
fabulous, the range of mood and expressive
colour, the dynamic and tonal variety,
seemingly inexhaustible. We've snapping

flamenco heels and castanets on the one
hand, sighs of enticement and desire on the
other in that dark, smokey cantilena of the
andante ( chesty G string puffed out to an
almost indecent amplitude!). And if you
think that Lalo has brought out the gypsy in
Mutter, just wait till you hear Sarasate's
Zigeunerweisen. This isn't music to encounter very often — once in a while will more
than suffice — but as 'fodder for fiddlers'
goes, it's top of the market and Mutter laps it
up hungrily. Ozawa, as ever, is a masterful
collaborator and the sound is vintage Salle
Wagram. [
A:11
Edward Seckerson
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsody No.2 LI Fantasy
CD
on Hungarian Folk Tunes D Hungarian Rhapsody
No.4 El Hungarian Rhapsody No.6 Rakoczi March
Jeno Jando (pno)/Szeged SO/Hungarian State SO/
Pal/Ferencsik/Nemeth
Hungaroton HCD 12721-2 160m 05s) digital
No lack of spirit, or even the requisite dash,
in the performances; and, of course, the
general flavour is highly idiomatic. Far less
consistent, though, is the sound, with different recording dates, producers, and, doubtless, venues, making for considerable
variance in quality. At best ( the Rakoczi
March — in every way superior) Hungeroton's engineers turn in something bright
and beefy. At worst, the tonal finish is rather
flat, the environment conspicuously hollow
and unflattering, the keyboard in Fantasy on
Hungarian Folk Tunes well up-front ( fair
enough) but curiously disembodied in relation to its surroundings. Adequate only, if
the collection really draws you. [
13/C:1/21
Edward Seckerson
LISZT: Transcendental Studies Nos.1, 2, 3, 5,
LP
8, 10, 11 CI Mephisto Waltz No.1
Dimitris Sgouros (pno)
EMI EL 27 01771 digital dmm ( NCD, MC: EL27
01774)
If you place ahigh value on the ratio of notes
to grooves, then some of these Transcendental Studies will make considerable
demands on what remains of your disposable income! Dimitris Sgouros powers
through the vertiginous and the gyroscopic
with mind- bending ease. His fingers lone
presumes only the usual number on each
hand, although one's ears occasionally
make one doubt that) veritably fly, but he
demonstrates his empathy with the introspective Liszt too in the gorgeous eleventh
study Harmonies du soir and in No.3 Paysage, where Icould have wished for a little
less ' glassy' treble line. The recording is cut
slightly low, which does throw up the usual
problem with the vinyl, but it has afine tonal
spectrum and its clarity and dynamic range
are proven in the fiercest of passage work.
[A/B:11
Roger Bowen
LISZT: Hungarian Coronation Mass
CD LP
Soloists/Hungarian R& TV Ch/Budapest SO/Lehel
Hungaroton HCD 12148-2 (
48m 17s) ( LP: SLPX
12148, NMC)
Reissue from 1980
Liszt composed his ' Coronation' Mass in
1867 at the instigation of the Primate of
Hungary for the delayed coronation of Franz
Joseph as King of Hungary. All sorts of
conspiracies threatened it, but the work was
finally performed on June 8th of that year,
though the Offertory and Gradual were
added later. It was for Liszt a concentrated
work from which the generalised and grandiose gestures of the ' Gran' Mass were
banished in favour of specific Hungarian
inflections designed to underline the fact
that the Mass had aprofound nationalistic as
well as religious impulse. It is without question the finest of Liszt's sacred compositions
and glows with inspiration.
The LP was not received for review in
1980, and its reappearance with the CD
version presents a useful opportunity to
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compare two very successful products. The
richness of the music is fully reflected in a
studio recording which captures the ceremonial atmosphere extremely well without loss
of balance, depth or valuable detail. In this
the CD is marginally the better, but the LP
remains highly recommendable. The solo
singers, Kincses, Takacs, Gulyas and Polgar,
have been well chosen, and the choir and
orchestra under Lehel's direction give a
wholly committed account of this marvellous score. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MARTINU: Piano Quartet No .1
Pieces Breves
Piano Trio No.2
Bohuslav Martinu Piano Of
Supraphon 1111 3369 (
NMC) ISP&S)

Cinq

LP

minutes to spare, giving the rare opportunity
to hear this familiar one- act piece without
interruption. But how familiar? Can Philips
really justify the failure to provide an English
translation? The booklet gives an English
synopsis, but the complete libretto in Italian
only. Ithink most British buyers will complain, and justifiably.
The performance, taken from the soundtrack of the Zeffirelli film, is not quite right
here: ' off-stage' singing which will
immediately make its effect on screen is
sometimes too soft for experiencing in
sound only. Domingo in the famous tenor
role of Turiddu is as passionate and convincing as ever; as the cuckolded husband,
Renato Bruson is suave rather than menacing. Iam, Imust say, quite put off by the
heavy, wobbly, not always accurate Santuzza of the Soviet prima donna, Elena
Obraztsova. Georges Pretre makes adecent,
not thrilling, job of the score. See the film,
maybe; wait for the rival CD versions which
must surely be on the way. [
8:2] Arthur Jacobs

There is only one piano quartet in fact. It was
written in Jamaica, NJ in 1942 and has been
classed as one of Martinu's most profound
pieces of chamber music, though the Piano
Trio No.2 of 1950, centred round a sombre
D- minor, must run it close. There was a
previous recording of the quartet by the
CD
Richards Piano Quartet on Argo some years MONTEVERDI: Orfeo
ago, but the other two pieces have only been
Lajos Kozma (bar)/Rotrand Hansmann (sop)/Cathy
Berberian (soo)/Nikolaus Simkovvsky (bass)/Max
available on the indifferently recorded
Musica da Camera label. The Cinq pieces van Egmond, Nigel Rogers, Kurt Eguiluz (tens)/
breves, known as Piano Trio No.1, has little
Capella Antigua MunchenNCM/Harnoncourt
2CDs, 107m 46s)
in common with any classical idea of the Teldec 8.35020 ZA (
form. It was written in 1930 and is the least Reissue from 1972
serious of the three items. The performances
have the stamp of authority and are
Ihave lived with this performance of Orfeo
markedly superior to those on the Swiss
now for 14 years, and despite some lapses of
label. So is the recording, which, though it allegiance Ikeep returning to it as the most
lacks the sharpest definition, is spacious and
lastingly satisfying version of this most fresh
sensibly balanced. [
B:11
Kenneth Dommett and effecting of Monteverdi's operas. Harnoncourt's avoidance of lavish ornamentation is academically contentious, but for
repeated hearings conservative embellishMARTINU: The Miracle of Our Lady
LP
ment is for me preferable. The singing and
Soloists/Prague Rad Ch & SO/Belohlavek
instrumental support is consistently good
Supraphon 1116 3401-3 (
3recs) ( NCD,NMC) ( SP&S)
(Berberian's participation is a real bonus!)
but it must be the ability to relish each
Martinu was not notably attracted to religious subjects and The Miracle of Our Lady rhythmic and harmonic subtlety whilst not
losing sight of the total cohesion which
is not primarily concerned with Mariolatry. It
remain a fine testament to Harnoncourt's
is a cycle of four one- act operas or musical
mystery plays, a Prologue The Wise and innovative ( particularly at the time) musical
Foolish Virgins, Mariken of Nimegue, The mind. The recording has transferred well but
is now sounding a little dated, and the close
Nativity and Sister Paskalina. The first two
mic on the continuo group ( there on the
are from French and Flemish sources, the
original black disc) is much more obvious.
other two based on Moravian folk poetry.
Nevertheless, still for me an absolute winThe first, second and last deal with Mary's
ner. [
13:1*/11
Roger Bowen
miraculous intercession in the affairs of
mortals, while The Nativity (
self-explanatory), perhaps the most immediately attractive, is in the nature of a pastorale. Martinu
MONTEVERDI: Orfeo
LP
Gino Quilico (bad/Audrey Michael (soo)/Carolyn
began them in Paris in 1933, and the producWatkinson (alt)/Frangiskos Voutsinos (bass)/Eric
tion won him the Czech State Prize in 1935.
Tappy (ten)/Colette Alliot-Lugaz (sop)/Ens Vocal de
The music has its roots in medieval and
la Chapelle Royale/Orch de l'Opera de Lyon/Corboz
folk- music and is, as usual, immediately
Erato NUM 75212 (
2 recs) digital
accessible and entirely personal. The work
also represents an important stage in Martinu's development as a composer for the
Having pinned my allegiances firmly to the
Harnoncourt mast in the above CD review, I
theatre. The concept and execution were his,
am in danger of damning Corboz with faint
and the manner of presentation also largely
his. A different cast is used for each opera, so
praise. There are some superb moments of
it is difficult to discuss individual performpathos in this set, and some marvellous
ances. In general the singing is of a good
singing — particularly from the sparklingly
standard, particularly in the Prologue, but
sharp chorus. Orfeo is central, and Gino
Depoltova ( Paskalina) is disappointingly
Quilico as the major protagonist gives a
forced in tone. The choral and orchestral
performance far more ' emotionally' engaged
than Harnoncourt's Lajos Kozma, although
contributions are excellent and are well
for me Quilico on occasions goes a little too
managed by Belohlavek, one of the best
far towards the other Verdi in his impasCzech conductors around.
sioned exposition.
The recording is not one of Supraphon's
The big Act 3 ' aria', the only one fully
finest. Balances are variable, occasionally
ornamented in the manuscript, ' Possente
the singers sound unnaturally distanced, and
spirito', sees Corboz's Orfeo in much more
the reverberance of the studio acoustic is
slightly disconcerting. But the content is
supplicatory mood than Harnoncourt's,
whose hero challenges the Gods. This
such as to persuade us to overlook the
perhaps points to the major dramatic differtechnical limitations which should not disence between the sets, and here this new
courage interest in this pioneering issue.
[13/C:11
Kenneth Dommett
Corboz has very many similarities with his
1968 Erato version. ( Although with the
exception of Eric Tappy the vocalists are
MASCAGNI: Cavalleria Rusticana
CD
different). The first and second acts are
Obraztsova/Domingo/Bruson/La Scala Ch & Orch/ instructive too, for where Harnoncourt bowls
along in spritely, buoyant music, Corboz
Pretre
prefigures ( too clearly for me) the ensuing
Philips 416 137-2 (
69m 15s) ( LP: 416137-1, MC: 416
tragedy through slow and languorous
137-4)
instrumental and choral interludes before we
know of the fate of Euridice.
An ideal opera for CD: on one disc, with few
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The recording is more successful in its
staging than the Harnoncourt, for the
soloists move for the most part realistically
over the instrumental support, with no spotlighting of the continuo group. A singular
exception is the entrance of Charon ( meant
to be a bit scary Iadmit) who has too great a
change of image and dynamic level. [
A/B:1/2]
Roger Bowen
MOZART: Piano Concertos
CD LP
Alfred Brendel, lmogen Cooper (pnos)/ASM/Marriner
.
Philips 412 856-2 (
10 CDs, 635m 42s) ( 13 LPs: 412
856-1, 9 MCs: 412 856-4)
Part reissues from 1970 onwards
Brendel's is the first complete CD recording
of the Mozart cycle, but several have been
released previously on LP. To make things
easier Philips have released them in two
albums, the first ( 6768 096, 8 LPs) containing
most of the earlier issues, the second ( 412
970-1, 5 LPs) the newer digital recordings
(apart, that is, from K365 — with Imogen
Cooper — which was released in 1980).
Inevitably, detailed examination of even
these new issues — nine in all — is not
practicable here. Brendel's style had
threatened to become over- decorative during the late 1970s and his version of K482
remains, for me anyway, the least satisfactory of all his recordings, while K503 suffers
from having been recorded live. In the latest
offerings, K175, 238, 242 ( Cooper again), 246,
413, 450, 451, 467 and 537, this tendency has
declined. Decorative touches are, of course,
still applied, but with greater circumspection
and more satisfying results — K175, for
example, is one of the most exciting and
polished performances on record. The
accord built up between soloist and conductor over the years has produced excellent
results, and though overall this series misses
out on sheer lyrical beauty ( Perahia is paramount in this) the playing always has vitality,
sparkle and high musical intelligence.
Having relistened to the entire series on
CD and selectively on LP, it has to be
admitted that the CD versions have greater
general clarity, more noticeable in the digitally converted early recordings, and wider
perspective than the vinyls. In common with
most CD issues, the usable volume level is
higher, being independent of pickup or noise
limitations, and the added brightness itself
something of a bonus. The disadvantage, of
course, is that the CDs are only available as a
set and are consequently very expensive.
Overall [
A:1].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concertos K453 & K450
CD
Deszó Ranki (pno)/Liszt CO/Rolla
Hungaroton HCD 12655-2 (
53m) ( LP: SLPD 12655,
MC: MK 12655)
Taken entirely at face value these are attractive and exciting performances. Rank) is an
astonishingly gifted technician and he gives
a dazzling display of his virtuosity in these
two concertos. As astylist, however, he does
give us pause. He phrases sensitively
enough but plays everything ' as written'
even when some linking passage is patently
called for, and he seems tempted at times to
exchange emotional depth for superficial
brilliance. To be fair, though, he manages
the lovely variation slow movement of K450
convincingly and captures the sparkle of the
now heavily recorded G- major ( K453). The
Liszt CO is a nicely scaled ensemble whose
playing is infectiously committed. They are
realistically spaced but the sound generally
is very bright and, perhaps to give us the
benefit of his finger work, the pianist is too
heavily spotlit for perfect balance. (
B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Horn Concertos
CD
Hermann Baumann (hrn)/St Paul CO/Zuckerman
Philips 412 737-2 155m 03s) ( LP: 412 737-1, MC:
412 737-4)
105
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CLASSICAL
Just the four concertos are offered here, with
no bonuses in the shape of additional rondos
or unfinished movements, but they are exciting performances if a little larger than life.
Baumann, master of the hand- horn, has
reverted to the modern instrument on which
he is also no mean performer — as he
demonstrates whenever a cadenza offers
him the opportunity. His tone is very full and
round, almost over- ripe, and he makes no
attempt to smooth it out. To listeners
weaned on the more genteel sound adopted
by most British players this German production may seem uncouth, and the soloist's
presence, in the CD version anyway, is very
positive. He dominates the ensemble but not
so that he disrupts it, and the St Paul players
give him excellent support. In broad terms,
Tuckwell and Civil/Marriner are probably
more orthodox and, perhaps, more acceptable on that account. [
A/B:1] Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto Ll Oboe ConLP
cello
Antony Pay (b-clt)/Michel Piguet (ob)/AAM/Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 339-1 digital ( CD: 414 339-2, MC:
414 339-4)
The chief interest here lies in Pay's performance, which seeks to restore the clarinet
concerto to something like its original form.
It is generally known that Stadler, for whom
the work was written, used aso-called basset
clarinet, which extended the lower register
by athird, and that the score as we have it is
only an arrangement of the original made to
ensure wider circulation of the music. The
rearrangement used here draws attention to
th rich bass register Mozart is known to have
admired so much, and while it may not be
the last word on the subject, this performance ( with AAM's historical approach to 18th
century music- making) goes some distance
down the road to a recreation of Mozart's
original intentions.
The oboe concerto, although played on a
contemporary instrument, offers fewer
revelations. The 1783 Grundmann oboe has
an incisive, reedy tone, and Piguet's performance is careful of period considerations
if not always relaxed enough to suggest that
he is entirely comfortable. Balance between
soloists and orchestra is realistic and the
general ambience of the recording is natural
sounding. (A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenades K375 & K388
SNO Wind Ens/Járvi
Chandos ABRD 1144 (
MC: ABTD 1144)

LP

It remains arguable whether an octet should
need a conductor; but given that it does,
Paavo Jávi's presence has probably dictated
the restrained nature of these two very
shapely performances. Speeds are firmly
controlled, slightly slower perhaps than one
is used to, but the effectiveness of this
approach is undeniable. It gives the players
from the Scottish National a chance to
present polished ensemble work and allows
the listener to relish some fine individual
performances as well as the melodic lines
and interplay of parts. There is a marginal
loss of humour, but on balance this is an
admirable account of Mozart's arguably
most profound compositions for wind instruments. The recording is natural, well
balanced and clear. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART & BEETHOVEN: Piano & Wind
LP
Quintets
Andrè Previn (pno)Nienna Wind Soloists
Telarc DG 10114 digital dmm ( CD: CD-80114,NMC)
The obvious coupling, since Beethoven's
model was Mozart. Mozart's quintet has
always been considered amasterpiece while
the Beethoven has not, but in this performance Previn's careful approach to it manages
to make it sound dull compared with Beethoven's youthful exercise. This is not difficult
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tor of opera he can be. This Don Giovanni,
however, is only a partial success. It has
good presence and the balance between
voices and orchestra is satisfying, though
the latter is more immediate than one would
expect in atheatre; but Kubelik seems more
leisurely than most and does not generate
the same tension as Haitink or Colin Davis.
He does home- in on the humanistic centre of
the opera, though, and is aided by a generally good and reliable cast whose weakest
links are Rainer Scholze's deadpan Masetto
and Jan-Hendrik Rootering's lightweight
Commendatore.
Titus gives a firm middle-of-the-road portrayal of the Don, neither coarse nor impossibly aristocratic, and is offset by Panerai's
excellent firm-voiced Leporello, quite believMOZART: ' Kegelstatt' Trio 0 Duos K423,
CD able as the Don- substitute. Varady's Anna is
a nicely rounded performance, strong and
K424
Gidon Kremer (vIn)/Kim Kashkashian (vIa)Nalery clear, while Augér's Elvira, passionate yet
controlled, has potential greatness that
Afanassiev (pno)
DG 415 483-2 160m 58s) ( LP: 415 483-1, MC: 415 might have been fully realised under less
restrained direction. Mathis, ever reliable,
483-4)
retains a lightness of touch as Zerlina, and
The Trio is the Clarinet Trio K498 heard in its Moser's Ottavio actually manages to perauthorised but rarer version with the violin suade us that this character is not the
substituting for the clarinet. There is a cer- irrecoverable ' wet' he is often made out to
tain loss of character, but the violin part is a be.
A good solid production, then, if not
strict transposition of the clarinet's so the
music remains unchanged. Kremer and absolutely first-class. The recording
Kashkashian appeared in a CBS release of apparently stems from abroadcast, though it
the Divertimento K563 last month. There the is not clear whether it was made directly
violinist's playing lacked finesse, but here he from the performance tapes or later. Davis
is more in character. However, the pianist, and Haitink remain first choices. [A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
Afanassiev, uses far too much pedal and
attacks the music, especially the Minuet, as if
it were Brahms. In fact the entire concept of
CD
MOZART: Excerpts from music used in
the performance is nearer the 19th than the
'Amadeus'
18th century. The two duos, for violin and
Various Artists
viola, are much more successful. Here the
Philips 416 273-2 (
60m 10s)
expressive playing of Kim Kashkashian
Reissues
makes itself felt even more than her contribution to the Trio, and the two
Not the Record of the Film: these extracts are
instrumentalists are stylish, sensibly disdrawn from the Philips back catalogue, and
tanced and well balanced. In the Trio the
the
various analogue sources make a mixed
players are more forward than normal. (A:1/
bag on CD. Ifound the Davis Don Giovanni
2]
Kenneth Dommett
Overture ( taken from the complete set)
immediate but tonally shrill and rather bass
light, with occasional raggedness merMOZART: Fantasia & Sonata in c LI Piano
LP
cilessly exposed; the violins are subjected to
Sonatas K279 & K576
particularly
cruel scrutiny. The first moveMitsuko Uchida (pno)
ment of Marriner's taping of Symphony 29
Philips 412 617-1 (
CD: 412 617-2, MC: 412 617-4)
sounds sweeter, and receives a lovely performance, exactly what an Allegro moderato
The time-honoured injuction that Mozart's
should be. Such atempo allows mobility as
passage work should flow ' like oil' has
well as character. The Turkish finale from
seldom been so faithfully realised as here.
Davis' Entführung presents a slightly metalSuperlatives tend to become wearisome and
lic choral sound but is otherwise good and
devalued, but it is not often that the C- major
goes with a will. Back to sweeter sound for
sonata K279 has sounded so mellifluous, so
the finale from the Brendel/Cooper Double
logical, so absolutely right. The phrasing
Concerto ( with Marriner) — a performance of
really is impeccable; the oddities of harmony
sparkle and energy — and Sir Neville's Cthat excited Mozart's audiences are apparent
minor Mass ( Kyrie); the ' chuff', of the organ
without being exaggerated. And it is the
at the opening is an extra delight. The Davis
same with the three later and greater works.
Figaro (' Ecco la marcia' and the Act IV finale)
No attempt is made to make the C- minor
possesses all the theatrical feeling so lacking
sonata and its preludial Fantasia sound like
in the Don Giovanni — the sound is at once
Beethoven, as so many distinguished virsmooth and adequately spacious — and the
tuosos do. In Uchida's hands they remain
same conductor's Magic Flute Overture with
uniquely Mozart, and in her hands too we
the BBCSO ( from a 1968 collection of Gercan see how the apparently simple but in
man overtures first issued on Philips Unireality convoluted lines of the D- major, the
verso), offers the most pleasant-sounding
last sonata, would defeat the recipient of
orchestral item of all. Only a marginal lack of
what was supposed to be an ' easy' sonata —
clarity in the bass noticeably betrays the age
though not, taking into account its imaginaof the recording; so much for progress.
tive breadth, why Mozart should have failed
Likewise the roughly contemporary Davis
to complete the King of Prussia's commisRequiem (
Introitus; Dies Irae; Confutatis):
sion.
naturally placed voices and warm orchestra.
This is a record to treasure, superlative
Strings sound occasionally a bit wispy, but
playing beautifully engineered. Ihave not yet
nowhere near as bad as some of the edgy
heard the CD version, but the LP is unlikely to
monstrosities recorded more recently. The
be greatly surpassed. (A/A*:1*)
Romance from Brendel's K466 is very
Kenneth Dommett
immediate, but smooth. Nice decorations in
the reprise. A generous, if variable, selection,
then. Isuppose the punters will pay upwards
MOZART: Don Giovanni
LP
of ten pounds for it. [
A/B/C/D: 1] Andrew Keener
Julia Varady/Arleen Augér/Edith Mathis/Alan Titus/
Rolando Panerai/Thomas Moser etc./Bavarian Ch &
RSO/Kubelik
LP
MYSLIVECEK: Sinfonias Vol.2
Eurodisc 302 435-445 digital dmm ( RCA)
Prague CO
Supraphon 1110 3036 (
NAC) ( SP&S)
Kubelik's distinguished achievements in the
opera house are rarely committed to record,
Supraphon released a selection of sinfonias
and one tends to forget how good aconducto do, since the basic tempi of Mozart's three
movements are rather similar, and there is
little of the vivacity that enlivens the wind
serenades to be found in it. Consequently
most recordings tend to err on the side of
solemnity. The Nash Ensemble's CRD version, nicely recorded too, gets the balance
about right thanks to Ian Brown's lively
piano playing. Ingrid Haebler's performance
has style but is perhaps too lightweight after
all, though Istill enjoy her Mozart. Ashkenazy on the other hand is too weighty, more
Beethovenish, but not as stolid as Previn
whose excellent keyboard playing cannot
compensate for his lack of relaxation. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
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confused?

well that state of mind probably
applies to more people than you would ever
guess ... but worry not ...

the search ends here

the absolute sound issued quarterly, is now
available at selected Hi Fi stores throughout
the U.K. Issue 40 available now, issue 41
hot on its heels in March, back issues in
stock. Ring 0234 741152, talk with
Mike Harris.
the absolute sound is the sound of un amplified music occurring in real
space, usually, a large room, or
concert hall, small or large. that
music can be blue grass, folk, jazz,
big band or classical, it is the real
thing and provides a philosophical
absolute, thus effectively removing a
careful description of attempts to reproduct
it from the subjective, it is apoint widely misunderstood, even by us at first. the basic
descriptions of any given components performance is, if scrupulously attended, objective and
observational,
the absolute sound no 34 summer '84

forthcoming attractions
HP returns... bearing gifts yet! Apogée
Grant ... Conrad Johnson... Goldmund
Tympani ... Eminent Technology ... all
come under the Editors gaze... not
to forget the music — oh the music.
47 Armstrong Close, VVilsted. Bedford.
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CLASSICAL
by Myslivecek in 1982 ( 1110 2836) none of
which is duplicated here. These are a set
published by Hafner of Nuremburg as the
composer's Op.1 ( not of course his first
compositions) in 1764. They are all in the
three- movement Italian form ( Myslivecek
does not appear to have written any fourmovement symphonies) and are notable for
their lyrical content rather than for any
dramatic development. It was this vocal
quality which attracted and to some extent
influenced the young Mozart, though it was
opera that made Myslivecek famous.
The Prague CO have espoused these
attractive though admittedly not very profound works and play them with sparkle.
Even if they do not produce the smoothest
string-tone in the world, any slight roughnesses are fully compensated for by enthusiasm. The sound, like much emanating from
the Supraphon studios, has an inner sponginess that takes some of the clean edge off
the middle voices, but the balances are quite
acceptable. [
B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Symphony No.4 ' The InextingLP
uishable' El Pan and Syrinx ( Pastorale)
CBSO/Rattle
EMI EL 27 02601 digital dmm ( MC: EL 27 02604)
Inner tensions bristle here, a sense of
through- line, of expectancy, runs high ( that
searing slow movement never better), and
most important of all, the ongoing tug-ofwar between rival tonalities is powerfully
achieved. One feels drawn to Nielsen's ultimate goal of E- major, asense of recognition
and excitement fills the air when Rattle
points so thrillingly the violins' long and
searing tremolando E at the mid-way climax
of ( i).
Minor doubts arise later. Is that wild and
wonderful transition into the finale the endproduct of a separate take? Iask, because
having attacked those pages as Rattle and
the orchestra do here, with such zealous
abandon, the opening measures of the finale
somehow fail to carry that energy forward:
the tension appears to slacken somewhat.
Nor do the heavens quite open as they might
for Nielsen's blazing apotheosis. I think
Rattle rather misjudges the poco diminuendo marking towards the close. Marvellous, Iagree, that the thematic timpani figure
should speak out so emphatically, but in
pulling everything but the timps back to
almost nothing, the tension seriously ebbs.
Minor, reservations, then, but major revelations too.
I'm still not entirely at one with the rather
fierce tonal cast of EMI's Warwick Arts
Centre recordings, though Nielsen takes well
to their bright but rather chill complexion:
the long steely string lines of his slow
movement, for instance — stark and forthright. There's keen focus too for his quirky
woodwind and percussion scoring in the
haunting fill- up Pan and Syrinx — an
exquisite little music- drama. [
A/B:1]
Edward Seckerson

OFFENBACH: La Belle Hélène
LP
Norman, Alliot-Lugaz (sops)/Aler (ten)/Bacquier,
Lafont (bars)/Ch & Orch of Toulouse Capitol/
Plasson
EMI EX 27 01713 (
2recs) digital dmm ( NCD, MC:
EX 27 01715)
This is a really sparkling account of Offenbach's delightful operetta. The title role is
superbly taken by Jessie Norman and all the
cast are obviously steeped in the tradition of
French comic opera. John Aler makes the
most of his light tenor in the role of Paris,
and Colette Alliot-Lugaz is an enchanting
Orestes, while the veteran Gabriel Bacquier
is an outstanding Agamemnon. The orchestra and chorus of the Capitole of Toulouse
under the direction of Michel Plasson are in
excellent form, giving lively support to the
principals. All the dialogue is included, and
the artists, headed by Miss Norman whose
French is faultless, enter fully into the spirit
HI- F1 NEWS 8e RECORD REVIEW
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of the work.
The recording, made in the Halle aux
Grains in Toulouse, is warm with good
stereo separation and a very natural
reverberance, suggesting a performance on
the stage of a large theatre. The balance too
is good, possibly favouring the singers
slightly. Miss Norman may not have seemed
the obvious choice for the role of Helen, but
she soon shows how well the part suits her,
both her singing and dialogue being equally
impressive. This album is really a ' must' for
lovers of operetta. [A:1*1
John Freestone
ORFF: Carmina Burana
Anderson/Creech/Weikl/CSO/Levine
DG 415 136-2 161m 58s)

CD

The performance, like the recording, is bright
and very forward — crisp and efficient in its
rhythmic profiling, ultra- brilliant in the brass
(predictably dazzling trumpets, for instance,
kick-off ' Were diu werlt alle min' at the close
of Part 1). Levine's chorus is keen, forthright,
sharp on articulation, though a little more
distance between them and us would, Ithink,
have proved more flattering. Good, then, but
good enough? These days we can be choosy
over Carmina and Levine, for all his quality,
sounds frankly routine alongside the likes of
Frübeck de Burgos or Muti ( both EMI). Muti's
scintilating Carmina is an outright winner for
my money— the raciest of readings, uncovering more nuance and quirkiness in the piece
than Iwould have thought possible. He, like
Burgos, is blessed, too, with excellent solists, where Levine's just aren't really in the
front running: Weikl works hard, but not
always very subtly, with his numbers; Philip
Creech ( yes, Iam tempted) sings the ' Roast
Swan' solo at full voice, no falsetto, which
brings fair simulation of the poor creature's
misery but little else; and Judith Anderson is
quite simply neither sweet nor seductive
enough — plain, in fact rather matronly, in the
ravishing ' In trutina'. [
A/B:2] Edward Seckerson
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.1 ' Classical' CI
CD
Symphony No.4 revised 1947 version
SNO/Járvi
Chandos CHAN 8400 (
51m 47s) digital ( LP: ABRD
1137, MC: ABTD 1137
Read all about the revised and greatly elaborated Fourth Symphony in my LP review of
December ( p127). With all that extra power
in reserve, those tumultuous trumpetpeaked climaxes roll out with even greater
ease on CD, and there's keener focus
(against wondrous stillness) of piano, harp
and percussion embellishments to tantalise
further. Superb. [
A/A*:1]
Edward Seckerson
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto No.1 El Sonata
LP
No.5/RAVEL: Piano Concerto for Left Hand E
Alborada del Gracioso
Osorio/RPO/Batiz
ASV DCA 555 digital ( NCD, MC: ZC DCA 555)
Jorge Federico Osorio is plainly an artist of
quality, his technique ' complete', his fingers
strong and agile, fully equal to the muscular
demands of Prokofiev's tearaway First Concerto, sensitive to the contrasting restraint of
the bitter-sweet 5th Sonata, and the gamut
of mood and colour possibilities in the Ravel.
A pity, therefore, that the piano sound
should fall so short. It's none too special at
any point on the disc, but positively emaciated in the Prokofiev Sonata — shallow, and
quite lifeless.
Things improve greatly for the Ravel ' left
hand' which technically and artistically
speaking is the best thing on the record by a
long chalk. I'll go further. It's really rather
fine — until you start making comparisons
with the now- celebrated Gavrilov/Rattle disc
(EMI — similarly coupled but without the 5th
Sonata and Alborada; the ASV disc is certainly well filled) and realise just where and
how you've been missing out. [
C/B:2]
Edward Seckerson

PUCCINI: Madam Butterfly
CD
Tebaldi/Bergonzi/Orch & Ch of St Cecilia Ac, Rome/
Sera fin
Decca 411 634-2 (
2CDs, 143m 32s) ( LP: 411 634-1,
MC: 411 634-4)
Reissue from 1959
Treasurable on two counts: the surge and
vitality of Serafin's conducting, the ardour
and finesse of Bergonzi's Pinkerton — a few
years younger and braver than the Bergonzi
of Barbirolli's matchless EMI version with
Scotto. On both occasions he set his own
standards ( the instinctive, individual phrasing, the honeyed tone) and on both occasions he was unforgettable. Butterfly was
not one of Tebaldi's great roles: Imiss the
vocal purity and fine- pointing in earlier
scenes, the fragility and vulnerability in her
characterisation of the hapless child- bride,
though I'd be crazy to suggest that there are
not vintage moments aplenty. The sheer
spine of the voice, the husky ltalianate cast,
is undeniably thrilling in the big emotional
releases.
The date-tag on this recording is 1959, and
no-one will be disappointed at the added
dimension, body and bite that digital
remastering and the CD format has lent to
the original tapes. The top peaks a little too
brightly for comfort, the inevitable tape- hiss
has not been entirely eradicated, and one or
two production details ( no fault of the remastering, needless to say) do tend to jar a
little in these sophisticated times: that crucial cannon shot from the harbour sounds
like anything but, and dawn in the last scene
brings not so much the discreet chorusing of
birds, more an ornithological nightmare.
[B/C:2]
Edward Seckerson
RESPIGHI: Concerto in Modo Misolidio [ 1 LP
Three Preludes on Gregorian Themes (for Piano
solo)
Sonya Hanke (pno)/Sydney SO/Fredman
Hong Kong HK 6.220176 (
D- Sharp) INMC)
No, Ididn't know of its existence either. But
here it is — the biggest of Respighi's five
instrumental concerti, first performed by the
composer under Mengelberg in 1925. Ecclesiastical modes loom large, of course, as
does Respighi's fin-de-siécle opulence.
Pages of great lyrical serenity, pages, exotically scored, that speak evocatively of distant
church bells and mystic contemplation
(family territory), 9ive way — in the finale — to
a grand Rachmaninovian bravura, the grateful and floridly notated solo part coming yet
more vigorously into its own. That's it in a
nutshell, and I'm not sure that Icould repeat
the feast too often, if at all. Full credit,
though, to Sonya Hanke who seizes the
challenge with aplomb and drops very few
stitches en route. She's accommodated here
in sound ( Sydney Opera House) that is
adequate but little more. The piano is far too
close for comfort and there are serious
constrictions tonally all round. But it will
serve.
The Three Gregorian Preludes later
became four, which later still became Church
Windows, and it's not easy to eradicate from
one's memory their luxuriant orchestral garb
when listening to these exquisitely
fashioned piano miniatures. But try. In most
respects the rewards run deeper. Liszt would
certainly not have disowned them. [C:2/1]
Edward Seckerson
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio Espagnol El
LP
Sadko rJ May Night Overture -7 Russian Easter
Festival Overture
Mexico State PO/Batiz
ASV DCA 549 digital ( NCD, MC: ZC DCA 549)
As per usual, the brass ( forthright, a touch
dry), percussion and harp fare best, castanets getting a better deal than they merit
and harp absurdly spotlit, while the Mexico
strings make a singularly weedy impression
(deficiencies in that section, as opposed to
engineering, seem very likely). Iwish Icould
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A&R Alpha

Technics

Aiwa ADF 250

Dual C5505.2 Deluxe

KEF C20

Audio Technica

A&R A60

Yamaha A320

AR P35

Yamaha 420

Denon PMA717

Yamaha 520

Denon 737
Denon 757

Aiwa ADF 350
Aiwa ADF 640
Aiwa ADF 660
Aiwa ADF 770
Aiwa ADF 990

Denon

KEF C30

NAD 5120

KEF C40

Rotel RP830

KEF C60

Rotel RP850

KEF C80
KEF C101

Denon DCD 1500

Revolver/LVX

KEF C103

Thorens

KEF C104.2

Marantz CD74

Revolver/Mission 774

AIWA
Denon DCD 1000
Denon DCD 1100
Marantz CD54 (
Ltd. offer'

Hatler

Tuners

H.K.

A&R T21

Aiwa ADR 550

Luxman

A&R Beta

Aiwa ADR t350

KEF C105.2

Marantz PM4

Denon TU 710

Harmon Kardon

Marantz PM54

Denon TU 747

Marantz PM64

Hitachi FT 5500 11

Denon ORM 1

Speakers
Arcam One

Mon Audio R100

Marantz PM84

Luxman

Denon DRM22

Arcam Two

M. Short MS10

Mission Cyrus 1

Marant; ST 151

M. Short MS15

Marantz 251

Denon DRM33 HX
Denon DRM44 HX

Arcam Three

Mission Cyrus 2

AR 18 BX

M Short MS20

Mission PSX

Marantz 551

Dual

AR 22 BX

Quad ESL635 A

NAD 3120

Marantz ST 64L

Marantz

AR 33 BX

Rogers LS2

NAD 30208

Mission Cyrus

Nakamichi

AR 44 BX

Rogers LS3i5A

NAD 3155

NAD 4820 B

Teac

B&W DM110

Rogers LS5
Rogers LOB

NAD

1155

-

Aiwa ADR 450

i

Denon DR171

Marantz 0084

Mon Audio R252
Mon Audio R352

NAD 6130

B&W DM220

Nytech CT 206

Yamaha K220

Celestion DL4

Rogers LS7

Nytech CA202

QED 1230

Yamaha K320

Celestion DL6

QED A230

Quad FM4
Rote RT830

Yamaha K520

Celestion DL8

Tannoy Mercury
Tannoy Venus

Yamaha CDX 2
Hitachi
Philips
Meridian MCD

Pickups &
Cartridges
Audio Tech

Celestion SL6S

Tannoy M20 Cold

A&R

Celestion SL600

W dale Diamond II

Goldring

Dean Alto

W dale 504

Nagoaka

Quad 44

Rotel RT850

Quad 405.2

Technics

Turntables

Rotel RA820

Yamaha T320

Anston

Dean Alto Pro

W/dale 506

Rotel 8208X

Yamaha T520
Yamaha T720

AR Lux

Gale 301
Gale 402

W dale 708

AR [ B101

Technics

Meridian Pro CD

NAD 4155

Rotel 840

NAD

Yamaha CD3

NAD 2203

Quad 34

Mission DAD 7000R

W/date 508

NAD
Orloton
Rata
Shure

EAST LONDON

NORTH LONDON

Newly opened. our East Ham branch. is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent

services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
Mail orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat ( Closed Thurs)
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.

:E ,Large range of other products stocked — if you Irge
don't see what you require please phone or
send s.a.e. for quotation.

EXPORT WORLDWIDE

back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics
Aware of the changing face of '
W Iin
the second half of the eighty's. we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hit' to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary. but it is advisable to ring first
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be more generous, but the fact is Istill find
the images from this source ' canned' and
unconvincing in effect.
I'm none too convinced by Batiz, either.
We begin with a big question- mark, his
lumbering, effortful tempo at the opening of
Capriccio completely misfiring. The subsequent attack of side- drum and trumpet
flourishes is brazen and arresting - asudden
burst of colour as Matadors proudly step out
into the bull- ring - but thereafter, whilst I
admire its guts, its raw folkloric spirit, this
Capriccio - at least on a purely technical
level - never really succeeds in breaking
completely free of the printed page. There's
an adequate - though hardly stirring Russian Easter Festival Overture and a
reasonably evocative Sadko. But I've heard
more atmospheric accounts of May Night,
the dusky half-light of the opening pages
going for very little here ( far too loud, too
literal), the final pages tepid for lack of a
really opulent string sound. [C:3/2I
Edward Seckerson

ROSSINI: Overtures - Tancredi ] L'Italiana
CD
:1L'Inganno 1La scala H Barbiere H Bruschino
La cambiale 1 Turco
Orpheus CO
DG 415 363-2 (
53m 21s) digital
Rossini would not have expected his operas
to have been performed with large orchestras in the majority of Italian opera- houses of
his day, and when indicating orchestration
he probably had half an ear to the chamber
orchestra sound that we get on this issue,
with its increased emphasis on winds. The
effect is absorbing, especially so as the
playing here is delightfully sensitive to both
the beauty and humour of the writing, and
the wind contribution notably warm and
characterful. This conductorless, democratic
group from New York maintains excellent
ensemble while allowing the pace to slacken
or push on convincingly when the music
demands it, and their zest, chiefly conveyed
through rhythmic drive and lively articulation, reflects a fresh approach that is full of
the music's joy. Although the sense of deep
commitment wanes slightly in one or two of
the overtures, the general intensity of these
performances is well sustained. The recording is appropriately balanced, with the
orchestra set in a neutral ambience that
focuses the attention on the music. Overall it
is exemplary, although in the loudest sections the sound has a slight tendency to
harden and clog, leading to some uneasiness. Nevertheless, this issue is a winner
that deserves to be widely heard. (A/B:1•)
Doug Hammond
ROUSSEL: Symphony No.3 in g, Op.42
Bacchus et Ariadne - Suite 2
Orch de Bordeaux Aquitaine/Benzi
Forlane UM 6529 digital INIMC)

LP

We badly need a new recording of Roussel's
exhilarating Third Symphony. Munch's
Lamoureux account ( now on mid- price
Erato, c/w No.4), full of vitality as it is, now
sounds rather dated, with edgy strings and
one-dimensional stereo. Iprefer it, however,
to the newcomer, which sounds woolly,
particularly in the bass which is far too
heavy. The venue - Notre Dame Church,
Bordeaux - is evidently large, and has not
been successfully ' tamed' for recording.
There is also something curiously lacklustre
about the performance, with the motor
rhythms of the first movement sounding
heavy. The playing is fully competent, but
hardly on its toes in the way this score
demands if it is to sparkle and delight.
Bacchus fares better, but comes nowehere
near the brilliance of Martinon's old RCA disc
from Chicago. A pity. fC:3I
Andrew Keener
SAINT-SAENS: Symphony No.3/WIDOR:
CD
Allegro from Symphony No.6
Jean Gillou (org)/San Francisco SO/de Waart
NI WS& RECORD REVIEW
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Philips 412 619-2144m 23s) ( LP: 412619-1, MC: 412
619-4)
Recorded in Davies Hall, the organ is the
large new Ruffatti instrument. The sound
quality is excellent, with clean orchestral
tones and good image separation. The massive organ pedal is fully reproduced, and
needs asubwoofer ( plus well secured crockery). The hall seems not very reverberant,
but the balance doesn't suffer unduly and
the climax of the work is tremendous. The
Ruffatti is something of an ego-trip organ,
and the Widor filler perhaps tells us more
about the player and the instrument than
about the music. For AK's LP review see
A'/A:11
Trevor Attewell
February p109. [

SCHIFFRIN/VILLA-LOBOS: Guitar Concertos
LP
Angel Romero fgtrl/LPO/Lopez-Cobos
EMI EL 27 02881 digital dmm ( NCD, MC: EL27
02884)
The Lalo Schiffrin work is new to me and
seems to be a welcome addition to the
repertory. It is dedicated to the performer,
and certainly calls for all the resources of
whomsoever essays it. Needless to say,
Angel Romero is equal to all it demands.
A strange coincidence has led EMI to issue
two versions of the Villa-Lobos in quick
succession - the other being by Alfonso
Moreno with Batiz ( see later). To my ears, the
Moreno is on the whole to be preferred: the
performance is more inward and ' interpretative', whereas Romero swashes and buckles
his way through in a manner which is vastly
enjoyable, but ultimately less satisfying - at
least to me. The recording of the Moreno is
the better, too: it has greater richness of
detail, which is brought out by the direction
of Batiz, whereas Cobos prefers the broader
sweep. You pays your money...
The recording of this Romero disc is lively
enough, but does not convey the unity of
sound as one would wish to hear it: detail
has to be sought for, though there is little
digital edge and really nothing to dislike.
Ideally, one should hear both versions; and
the choice might well depend upon which of
the other works appeals the more. (
A/B:21
Peter Turner
SCHUMANN: Four Symphonies
CD
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 416 126-2 (
2CDs, 130m 52s) digital ( 3LPs:
412 852-1, MC: 412 852-4)
Swings and roundabouts here against the
LPs ( Jan 1986 p119). The CD offers a better
integrated orchestral sound than black disc,
with a tighter bass and more detail, but
allows some wooliness into the higher
reaches. Symphonies 1 & 2 benefit, but No.3
has not quite the same degree of impact.
However, CD omits the two well- played
overtures of the LP box. (
13/C:2/3]
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: Symphony No.3
Piano Concerio
Justus Frantz (pno)NPO/Bernstein
DG 415 358-2 (
66m 15s) digital

CD

Two more live recordings coupled here, and
they sound it. The dulled edge of the orchestra makes a strong immediate impression,
but although the ear becomes accustomed
to it and there is some brightening in the
course of the Symphony, the result is still not
good. The performance of the ' Rhenish',
though, is generally very fine, with some
moments of special note balanced by other,
less well controlled patches. The first movement is vigorous and well- paced, with
beautiful playing from the Vienna Phil, but
the fourth movement lacks power or tension,
and has some decidedly poor ensemble. The
Finale, however, has a splendid, low-key
start, developing grandeur and stature in a
well-timed reading, and the bucolic, Brahmsian wind playing in the Trio of the second

movement Scherzo is a delight not to be
missed. It's a pity to follow this understanding performance all too quickly with a not
particularly distinguished account of the
Piano Concerto. Justus Frantz' reading
seems lacking in heart, and a more assertive
lead taken by the soloist might have given
the performance more personality. The
recording here is clearer, though there is still
some wooliness; the spacious, airy acoustic
of the Symphony has now given way to a
tighter, more enclosed ambience. Certainly a
disc worth hearing for the ' Rhenish' but not a
totally successful issue. [
B/C:1*/2/3]
Doug Hammond

SCRIABIN: Sonatas Nos.2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 H
LP
Twelve Etudes
Sofronitzki (pno)
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78764/65 (
2recs) ig,ti ( MC:
LDX 478764/65)
Vladimir Sofronitzki was Scriabin's son-inlaw and the truest of disciples. The rapture,
the spontaneity, the sheer abandon of these
performances - recorded at various times
between 1946 and 1960 ( sources unknown) speak of an artist completely and utterly at
one with the psychology of this music; an
artist for whom the far-flung sound world
(the exultant upheavals of Sonata No.5, the
shimmering arabesques, trills, darting lights
of incandescent No.10, the tumultuous dissonaces of No.9, the sudden transcendental
trances) had become completely second nature.
In return for Sofronitzki's very special
insights, though, one must endure ( and I
mean endure) sound which is at best ugly,
and at worst comes and goes like a poor
radio signal - maybe it was. Quite a handicap, given that we are talking here of a
composer for whom the whole concept of
sonority and sensual perception was something of a mission in life. An historical
curiosity, then, but definitely not for sensitive ears. Scriabin would have been appalled. Ri]
Edward Seckerson
SOR: Sonata No.2, Op.25, etc
LP
Lex Eisenhardt Igtd
Etcetera ETC 1025 digital dmm ( MC: XTC 1025)
The first attraction of this issue is the use of a
contemporary instrument, by Stauffer of
Vienna, c.1825. This has a slightly different
shape from the modern classical guitar, and
a different arrangement of the pegs. All gut
strings are used, producing a tone which is
very agreeable on the ear, but lacks the
volume, attack, brilliance and colour variability of the later versions. But this is the
kind of instrument Sor played and heard;
and to hear his music replayed upon it is an
absorbingly interesting experience which
certainly does not lead one to wish that
Eisenhardt would put it down and take up a
modern one. One doesn't need to be a
student of the guitar to enjoy this backward,
'authentic' sound.
Lex Eisenhardt specialises in the music of
Sor, and the use of early instruments; and
his interpretations are based upon such
specialist studies. Ifound them very enjoyable. Sor had a penchant for the variation form ( the programme includes the ' Banks
and Braes' set) and these can tax aperformer
as much as the composer. Eisenhardt, who
has a marvellously silent left hand, clearly
enjoys himself; and so do we.
The sound is notably good, exploring the
inner ' speech' of the instrument and bringing out the timbre of the gut strings although there is a curious slight hiss and
what may be a touch of traffic rumble. But
this is an issue one feels disposed not to
criticise: it is far better to listen to it. (A/B:1)
Peter Turner
STRAUSS ( Richard): Till Eulenspiegel J Don
LP
Juan ' 1Waltz Sequences from ' Der Rosenkavalier'
Bamberg SO/Jochum
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wonderful instrumentalists to do it full justice. Here is precision and elegance such as
Stravinsky must have dreamed of: a performance of the Baiser Divertimento which
Play this blind, and there's no escaping the
distinction. It's stamped everywhere: in the
drops not a stitch, which is as effortless and
detailing, in the style. Take Till— wonderfully
cool as it is quick-witted. Observe the securlucid, clean- limbed, all the inner-voicings
ity of those high- piping horns in the opening
perpetually alive and brimming with persomovement, the immaculate sforzando pointnality. The scale, the piquancy of the piece
ing throughout, the scherzo — so light and
has been beautifully judged; the smile is
airy. Spare though these forces are, there's a
cheeky rather than sardonic — affectionate
genuine illusion of Tchaikovskian opulence
and cosy rather than earnest.
in the lovely Pas de Deux (
graced here by the
Less successful, perhaps, is Jochum's
liquid phrasing of clarinettist Antony Pay)
Don, because here you really must pull out
thanks to acharacteristically open Kingsway
all available stops, and this benign old
Hall production ( one of the last, 1980): open,
Bamberg orchestra has neither the depth nor
yet keen, to ensure laser- like clarity and
the panache of its most illustrious rivals ( the
brilliance in the upper lines.
horns, for instance, just don't have the
We've a nice tangy sound for the brittle
amplitude or carrying power to cover their
little Fanfare for a New Theatre (
two trumbig moments with glory). Again, though, it
pets and a whole 41 seconds worth), while
does have style; it does have exhuberance
the contrapuntal wit of the composer's spicy
and heart, a very real feeling for the idiom.
Octet is sharp and immediate. I've always
And in the two Rosenkavalier waltz sequbeen especially fond of the two early Suites
ences it is precisely that feeling which carries
and Chailly does everything possible to
us through. A reassuring glow of nostalgia
renew my pleasure. Diaghilev's Polka is
invests every three- in- a- bar. The sound, I delicious — a veritable tumbling act of
should point out, is not quite as helpful as it
raucous trombone, bass- drum and the nimbmight be: rather low in level and dry within
lest trumpetting [
A:11
Edward Seckerson
the texture, though certainly bright and easy
on the ear. [
B/C:1/31
Edward Seckerson
TALLIS: Spem in Alium, etc
CD
The Tallis Scholars
Gimell CDGIM 008 (
45m 30s) ( LP: 1585-06, MC:
1585T-061
STRAUSS ( Richard): Guntram
LP
Goldberg/Tokody/Hungarian State Orch & Ch/
This is the fourth recording of the
Clueler
monumental 40- part Spem in Alium, but
CBS I2M 39737 (
2 recs) digital ( MC: I2T 39737)
only the second to appear on CD. Although
very clear — almost a trademark of a Mr
Iam reminded of Noel Coward's unforgettBear-engineered recording — it doesn't quite
able verdict on Camelot: '
a little like Parsifal
have the sense of ' being there' featured on
without the jokes'. Not even Wagner could
the budget IMP CD of Spem which was
have emerged with much dignity from the
engineered by Tony Faulkner. Whereas that
pages of this silly and sanctimonious text
couples the Tallis with the Allegri Misere,
(medieval morality on a stick). And let's be
this Gimell is an all-Tallis programme,
clear, it is Wagner and his influence that
featuring the glorious but little-known Gaudi
Strauss was striving so earnestly to put
Gloriosa. An unusual feature is the long gaps
behind him in this, his first opera. You can
between tracks. Incidentally, Tallis died 400
hear it in the cast of the vocal declamations,
years ago, not 500 as noted by PT in his
you can definitely hear it in the subLohenFebruary LP review. [
A:11
John Atkinson
grin, sub- vassal troubadour music ( terrible)
at the festive start of Act 2.
But let's not be too hard. This was his first
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake ( 13 items)
CD
opera, and on its own terms there is much to
VSO/Soltesz
enjoy if you've the stomach for doubleservings of Sachertorte. The sweet, aspiring
Denon 33C37-7479 digital ( 49m 59s) ( NLP,NMC)
melody which rises grail- like from the PreRecorded in Vienna in 1980, this performlude is pure vintage Strauss, the orchestraance has a trace of paranoia about its
tions, awash with cascading harps, lush
approach to dynamics. Tchaikovsky's colourmulti- layered string harmonies and rolling
ful score certainly offers plenty of scope for
horn counterpoints — likewise. And when the
dynamic expansion, which can work well
vocal and instrumental lines do soar in
when handled with taste, but Ifear that
voluptuous accord ( Freihild's big aria at the
Stefan Soltesz is inclined to let everything
close of Act 1 and her long scene with
leap straight up to huge climaxes without
Guntram in Act 3) we indeed glimpse the
much psychological preparation whenever
future.
an fff marking comes into sight. Iknow it's a
Reiner Goldberg and Ilona Tokody sing the
concert version, not circumscribed by what
central roles in these live Hungarian tapes,
is happening on the stage, but the music still
and they would seem to have found the
demands more subtlety than we get here.
airing a gratifying experience. Goldberg still
Soundwise, the recording is set back sensstrikes me as a little tight, as though the
ibly in a pleasantly reverberant acoustic
fetters of inhibition and insecurity still con(with double- basses apparently at the back
strict his potential ( his temperament has
proved an encumbrance career-wise). Sad,
rather than far right), but a general lack of
instrumental clarity or stability suggests use
because there are undoubtedly moments
(his ' prize' song in Act 2, the whole of the last
of a spaced omni mic technique. The harp,
for instance, oscillates across some quarter
scene) which speak of a generous and
instinctive musician — more importantly, a of the soundstage in a pitch- dependent
manner during the introduction to the Act 2
natural heldentenor voice in a world curpas de deux. However, this CD will no doubt
rently starved of choice in that area. Tokody,
impress the untutored listener, and if it
on the other hand, is all out-front intensity
brings fresh people to some fine music, all
and bravado — atrifle wild, yes, but vital and
well and good. But on our particular scale, it
unstinting, a striking presence. The voices
must be [
B/C:31.
John Crabbe
are anyway well favoured in the sound
balance, the orchestra being well- spread,
far-flung and a bit diffuse where the impact
LP
really counts. [
B/C:2]
Edward Seckerson TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 E Marche Slave
Francesca da Rimini
Polonaise from ' Eugene
Onegin'
BPO/Ozawa
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento ( Le Baiser de la
LP
EMI EL 27 02371 digital dmm ( NCD, MC: EL 27
fée) 0 Suites 1 & 2 0 Octet
London Sinf/Chailly
027341
Decca 417 114-1 digital ( CD: 417 114-2, MC: 417
114-4)
This is how the Philharmonie in Berlin
should — indeed does — sound: sumptuous
and amply spatial but clean in focus to catch
A Stravinsky chronicle in miniature, and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the rasp of low brass and, in the case of
Francesca, whirlwind horn chromatics
'speaking' excitingly above the string sound.
It's an impressive, if overly ' noble' Francesca, never quite pursued by the hounds of
hell in those fiery evocations of the inferno
(for that kind of white- heat you must go to
Bernstein or Stokowski), but supple and
warm- hued in the lyrical middle section —
limpid clarinet solo shaped with gratitude
and a handsome welter of sound at the
climax — and suitably momentous in the
roaring coda.
Thanks to its cannons ( quite the best I've
ever heard), 1812 draws to asimilarly rafterrattling close, though what this performance
really lacks is atouch more military bluster. I
had hoped that the Berlin cellos of the
opening bars ( my, how they relish that hymn
— heavy vibrato, espressivoplus) might
prove prophetic. But no, elsewhere it's all a
bit worthy, even staid in effect, and let's face
it, there's not a great deal of room for taste
and restraint where Tchaikovsky is electing
so blatantly to paint his canvas red. Ozawa
strikes me as unduly reticent of the national
colour in this music. How tamely, for instance, he understates the first of every bar in
the swaggering Onegin Polonaise. With a
band like this, the kick, the panache, in the
rhythm ( this is music of such splendour)
should all but lift us from our seats. [
A/A*:21
Edward Seckerson
THEODORAKIS: Symphony No.7 ' Du PrinCD
temps'
Soloists/Ch/Moscow PO/Kitaienko
Le Chant du Monde LDC 278.787 (
55m 17s)
What a surprise. Ireally wasn't aware until
now that Theodorakis had ever worked on
quite this scale; it's long, this piece. Much
too long for something as naively overblown, something as fundamentally selfindulgent. No question, though, that it
comes from the gut — every last note of it —
that its massive, heartfelt unisons, its often
haunting solo melismas, its raw, unsophisticated folk elements, its high-octane rhythmic
energy level, carry with them an undeniable
'minimalist'- like force ( rather this, than Glass
or Reich any day for my money). Soundwise,
alas, this is of the better-than- nothing variety
— a ' live' recording of very basic credentials,
coarse of timbre and generally ill- balanced.
The curious, however, who still wish to
investigate, will not find these largely Russian performers wanting in conviction. That
much Ican promise. [C/D:11 Edward Seckerson
TJEKNAVORIAN: Othello — Symphonic
LP
Suite from the ballet
LSO/Tjeknavorian
EMI EL 27 03221 digital dmm ( MC: EL 27 032241
Now that Northern Theatre Ballet's Othello
has come and gone from the capital, one
thing can be said in confidence: Loris Tjeknavorian's honest, unashamedly filmic score
deserved better than Robert de Warren's
unspeakably bland choreography and Peter
Farmer's predictable designs. It is true that
Tjeknavorian has come up with little to
complement the elevated drama of the piece
beyond acompetent level of stock orchestral
gesturing. The monster crescendo of lago's
jealousy bears a worrying resemblance to
Prokofiev's Romeo & Juliet '
feud' motif; the
frantic chromatic flailing of the ' Storm'; the
familiar brow- beating of heavy brass and
bass drum: a little of this goes a long way.
But Tjeknavorian can turn in a colourful
national dance with the best of them ( he has
an agile way with the percussive hardware,
as I've written before) and in his curvacious
Mediterranean- soaked lyrical ideas ( the
sweet- singing ' love theme' is a hit-tune if
ever Iheard one) he can match, or even
outdo, Khachaturian on his own territory.
A souvenir, then, for those who liked what
they heard in the theatre but longed for it to
be better played ( this, the Suite, is scored for
amuch larger orchestra — hence the LSO); or
113
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SYSTEM THREE

DAD 7000R
REVOLVER LVX

DUAL CS505-2

MISSION
CYRUS 1

MISSION CYRUS 11

MISSION
70 MK11

£319.95
Rotel RA820 Amplifier + Dual 505.2 Turntable + Celestion DL4 Loudspeakers

£254.95

MISSION CYRUS 11

MONITOR AUDIO 352

MONITOR AUDIO 352

£599.95

£849.95

Rotel RA840 BX Amplifier + Rotel RP830
Turntable +
Monitor
Audio
252
Loudspeakers

£369.95

Revolver Turntable + Linn LVX/Basik + A&R
A60
Amplifier +
Heybrook
HB1
Loudspeakers

£469.95
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for the plain curious. Excellent EMI sound
presentation. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
TUBIN: Prelude Solenelle L] Violin Concerto
No.1 D Suite on Estonian Dances
Mark Lubotsky (vIn)/Gothenburg SO/Aryi
BIS CD-286 (
55m 07s)

CD

The Prelude and Violin Concerto both date
from the war years ( 1940 and 41/42 respectively), while the Suite ( not the same one as
on BIS LP- 264) dates from 1974. This is an
attractive and imaginatively scored if lightweight compilation for violin and orchestra
and a pleasing foil for the dramatic Prelude
and the intensities to be found in the concerto. Tubin's essentially tonal music is
invariably accessible, which is probably why
it is looked down upon in some quarters, but
is usually rewarding in terms of its ideas and
colour. If one must label it, it has aflavour of
Sibelius and much of the current mainstream music of the period but, like Martinu
for example, coloured with nationalistic elements which give it individuality. Lubotsky, a
sensitive violinist who has not yet reaped his
true reward, gives adeeply felt performance
of the concerto and enters into the spirit of
the Suite. Járvi, a long-time champion of
Tubin's work, gives atelling account of it all,
particularly the impressive Prelude. The
recording, made at apublic concert, suffers a
little on that account, but perspectives are
realistic and the impression of concert hall
space and resonance is effectively caught.
(A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
VANHAL: Concerto in Ffor 2Bassoons CI 2 CD
Sinfonias
Annika Wallin, Ame Nilsson (bsns)/Umea Sinfoniefta/Saraste
BIS CD-288 147m 55s)

These can be overcome, John Duarte charmingly suggests in his sleevenote, by what
he calls ' microphony' ( there's a thought!):
and this is always done in recording. Here it
seems to me to be well and unobtrusively
done, without that huge guitar one sometimes hears. There is excellent detail, coupled with a lively sound and, so far as Ihave
noticed, complete absence of traffic- noise that bugbear of too many recordings these
days.
There is some splendid playing on this
issue; and such charming and accessible
music will appeal at once to many who have
no special interest in the guitar. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

These two attractive 20th century concertos
are given sprightly performances by Alfonso
Moreno. Of the two, the Villa-Lobos is
perhaps musically the more strenuous,
though neither presents any difficulty from
first hearing. Both contain material that
haunts the memory. Moreno, who romps
through the formidable technical difficulties
without apparent effort, is most ably supported by Batiz and his players, and the
renderings are enjoyably South American,
with Batiz' characteristic feel for detail.
The guitar, despite developments with
time, remains a sonically feeble instrument,
more suited to solo playing or accompaniment. A concerto with orchestra presents
composer, conductor and performers with
difficulties in both concert- hall and studio.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WOLF: Italienisches Liederbuch — 33 lieder
LP
Ileana Cotrubas (sop)/Thomas Allen (bar)/Geoffrey
Parsons (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1130 digital ( MC: ABTD 1130)

This is a live recording made at Covent
Garden in June 1984, when Ileana Cotrubas
and Thomas Allen gave a joint recital of
songs from Wolf's last song collection and
VIVALDI: Violin & Oboe Concerti from Op.8
LP
generously agreed to share their royalties so
(Nos.7, 8, 10 & 11 for violin, Nos.9 & 12 for oboe)
Alice Harnoncourt (vIn)/Jürg Schaeftlein (obo)/ that the Royal Opera House Trust will benefit
from the sale of this record. The large
VCM/Nikolaus Harnoncourt
auditorium at Covent Garden is hardly ideal
Teldec AZ 6.43094 digital dmm ( MC: 4.43094)
for a recital of songs as intimate as some of
Reissue from 1978
these, but the two artists are on the whole
This was originally recorded as part of a successful in communicating under such a
handicap.
boxed set of Op.8, the set of Concertos that
Of the two, Thomas Allen is possibly the
opens with The Four Seasons which has
more successful, singing with great feeling
already been reissued by Teldec; all that are
lacking now on reissue are the fifth and the for the words, with a firm well controlled
sixth concertos. Digital reprocessing brings tone and excellent diction. Ileana Cotrubas
the performance to us more directly; it now starts rather uncertainly, but improves
sounds far more as though the ensemble steadily as the recital continues. At the
were sitting around one in one's living-room. outset her voice is not ideally steady, but she
Also revealed through this are the niceties of shows a delightful sense of humour where
control of which the Concentus musicians the songs demand it. Geoffrey Parsons is
were ( and probably still are) capable. superb throughout, effortlessly setting the
Another excellent reissue from the Teldec mood of every song. The recording sounds a
stable; Alice Harnoncourt remains one of my little remote and is cut at a fairly low level,
favourite specialist baroque performers. but it is very clean and the balance between
[A:1 * 1
Stephen Daw piano and voices is excellent. This is
apparently the only version of the songs
currently available and as such can be
recommended. [8: 1/2]
John Freestone

VIVALDI: Concertos for Recorder RV 441-445
CD
Michael Copley/Camerata Bern/Thomas Füri
The concerto is a real find. This is its first
49m 41s) digital ( LP: 415 275-1, MC:
recording and, as far as one can judge, a DG 415 275-2 (
415 275-4
faithful and certainly stylish performance. Its
date is uncertain but is probably c.1770-1780,
Michael Copley plays in a manner that lacks
and it is notable for a long ( 12m 16s) and
the extravert brilliance of Michala Petri, yet
complex first movement and for a tender
he eschews what many will see as the more
Andante which uses the lower registers of
far-fetched mannerisms of the more idiosynthe bassoon most effectively. The two sinfocratic members of the baroque school.
nias ( the one in F has four movements, the
Unfortunately, Ido not find that his tone has
A- minor three) are of earlier vintage and are
quite enough projection to shine as asoloist
more conventional, though the A- minor has
in these by no means easy treble recorder
several moments which suggest acquaintconcertos. However, he plays with great
ance with Haydn. Vanhal's music is currently
control and inevitable sparkle in the three
not well represented, though there is an
impressive G- minor symphony from Gamer- pieces for sopranino.
The recording is clear and unfussy; the
ata Bern. The bassoon soloists, comfortably
sited left and right of centre, produce a picture in the booklet confirms one's
impression of a smallish ensemble spread
ravishing tone, while under Jutta-Pekka
out across astage, with the soloist playing in
Saraste the small Umea Sinfonietta play with
front, close to the harpsichord but some
commitment and sparkle. The sound, like
distance from the cellos and bass. It sounds
most BIS productions, is natural and clean,
as though it has been made in a rather dry
and beautifully balanced. The LP is unlikely
studio. [
13:1/21
Stephen Daw
to improve on this admirable CD. [
A*11
Kenneth Dommett
VILLA- LOBOS: Guitar Concerto / CASTELLP
NUOVO-TEDESCO: Guitar Concerto
Alfonso Moreno (gtr)/Orch Filarmonico de la
Cuidad de Mexico/Batiz
EMI EL 27 03301 digital dmm ( MC: EL 27 03304)

characteristic of Venetian opera. The singing
and playing are extremely beautiful, and the
whole work is a triumph of refined - and at
times very powerful - expression. Lovely
music, conceived on ascale that ( in the arias,
at least) Ihad not imagined Vivaldi aspired to
in opera. A real treat, and an important
discovery. [
A:19
Stephen Daw

ZEMLINSKY: A Florentine Tragedy
LP
Soffel/Riegel/Sarabia/Radio SO, Berlin/Albrecht
Musica Mundi VMS 1625 digital dmm

This is one of two single- act works which
Alexander Zemlinsky wrote on dramas by
Oscar Wilde. Its companion piece, The Birthday of the Infanta, is a colourful, witty and
pathos-filled work. By contrast, A Florentine
Tragedy is dark, forboding and ominous. The
musical treatment used to produce these
effects is angular, dynamically violent,
thickly scored and harmonically saturated.
The dramatic ending is abrupt and extreme
and this poses severe problems in production. All this implies a difficult and awkward
work - which it is. It is also a valuable one,
both historically and intrinsically. Its dramatic matter and treatment are important
examples of Expressionist drama and much
of the music is very fine.
The performances offer all one could wish.
Guilermo Sarabia is outstanding in an exceptionally fine cast. As the cuckolded merchant
Simone he is superb. His dark, powerful
VIVALDI: II Catone in Utica ( opera: Acts 2 &
LP
voice and intelligent vocal acting form the
3)
dramatic backbone: how sad that he died not
Cecilia Gasdia (Cesare: sop)/Marilyn Schmiege
long after this performance was in the can.
(Marzia: sop)/Susanna Rigacci (Arbace: Sop)/MarKenneth Riegel is the randy Prince of Florgarita Zimmerman (Emilia: m-sop)/Lucretia Lendi
ence who is murdered by Simone. Strong
(Fulyio: m-sop)/Ernesto Palacio (Catone: ten)/I
enough vocally to ' ride' the orchestral cliSolisti Veneti/Claudio Scimone
maxes, he also sings expressively and
Erato NUM 75204 (
2recs) digital INMC)
delicately. Other excellent performances
come from Doris Soffel ( as Simone's adulterThis is the first recording of Vivaldi's comous wife) and the orchestra under the fluent,
plete contribution to a pasticcio-opera, of
idiomatic direction of Gerd Albrecht. The
which the first act had been assembled from
recording is very good indeed, and well
the works of one or more anonymous musimerits the attention of audiophiles cians. A synopsis conveys the action of that
first act ( which is, in any event, lost), and I although they must prepare themselves for
some tough listening. [
A*:1*1
find that the remainder hangs well together
Benedict Sarnaker
to form a satisfactory whole; it is all almost
certainly Vivaldi's own work. The main
theme of the opera is the triumph of freedom
- Vivaldi was, after all, a native of the
republican state of Venice.
The performance sounds very immediate
AMBUSH ON ALL SIDES
CD
- indeed, as though one were involved,
Pipa Concerto ISix Popular Chinese Melodies for
rather than a member of a detached audiViolin & Orch
ence; but then, intimacy is an important
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reasonable definition, but the balance
compositions is completely unconventional,
between singer and orchestra is unnatural.
eschewing traditional principals, but providBest played rather quietly when the imbaing numerous mutations of unusual comlance is less obvious. [C:1•1
John Freestone
position for high and low pitches alike, the
I've been completely seduced by this CD. I pedal and positif mutations making use of
distant, low-pitched harmonics. Each
admit it's wildly derivative, rotten through
CELEBRATION — ISAAC STERN
LP
manual has a cornet ( actual or synthesizand through with sweet melodies, and it
Works by Bizet, Bloch, Dinicu, Dvorak, Haydn,
able), that on the Solo from harmonic flutes
blazes no trails. But who cares? The mixture
Kreisler, Mozart, Novaiék, Prokofiev, Ravel,
only, while the Ranquette and Dulciana are
of beautiful folk tunes, poetic pastoral sentiRimsky-Korsakov, Saint-Sáens, Sarasate,
en chamade, together with Trompette and
ments and ravishing late- English- Romantic
Schubert, Schumann, Vivaldi, Wieniawski
Clarion. The aim is a homogeneous tonal
orchestrations is irresistable. The basic tunes
Various artists & Stern
structure, without recourse to an eclectic
may be recognisably Chinese, but one also
CBS M4 42003 (
4 recs) (P) ( MC: M4T 42003)
mixture of traditional stops, which will
recognises more familiar sounds. Without
Reissues from 1947-82
attract contemporary composers. I had
Rain Flowers Will Not Blossom is almost
doubts about certain registrations which
Walton's Violin Concerto, and the same
This is a very apt issue to celebrate Isaac
seemed perilously near Hope Jones' Tibia
composer, Kazuaki Ogikubo, turns to Delian
Stern's musical career, for this great artist
Clausa, and other sugary combinations, but
phrasing in Beloved Hung Chai. Most pervahas been able to produce some of his finest
wished above all that some transcriptions
sive is Vaughan Williams, whose Lark
work in the recording studio and has laid
could have been replaced by traditional
Ascending delights us more than once.
down very many outstanding performances
There are flashes, too, of Rachmaninov in a works to show how the basic literature might
on disc. This set includes a fair number of
be registered.
surprising outburst from the piano, and of
chamber works, and it is in this field that,
Keith John gives a very fine performance
Mahlerian trumpets. The Pipa ( agentle Manarguably, Stern has been at his best. The
within these newly defined boundaries, and
dolin) Concerto is episodically representaSchubert Quintet with Schneider, Katims,
his own Rhythmic Energy is a very thrilling
tional, swinging happily from the exquisitely
Casals and Tortelier, for example, or Haydn
and engaging work. Moreover, the recording
fragile Song of Chou into a noisy battle
trios with Rampal and Rostropovich, and, of
is well up to Priory's high standard, with all
scene. A hardening of the sound in tuttis and
course, Rose and Istomin, show aconsistent
the elements of spatial distribution and
lack of reverberation suggest a small locadepth of understanding that can only rarely
balance, frequency and dynamic ranges
tion, but good depth and a loud ambient
be summoned in the studio. All the recordexcellently preserved. This is an interesting
mush confuse the issue till a background
ings, apart from the Haydn trios and
and controversial innovation, but we need to
hum betrays the air conditioning which adds
Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante, K.364, are in
hear much more before its true potential can
that ' ambient' sound. The balance is not
mono and nearly all have been absent from
be assessed. [
A•:11
Trevor Attewell
entirely believable, with the Pipa still audible
the catalogue for some time, which makes
amidst drum rolls and cymbal clashes. The
their reissue here all the more welcome.
final result is quite acceptable though. [ B:11
[H/A/B:1*/1)
Doug Hammond
Sue Hudson
BALALAIKA MUSIC
LP
TUBIN• Balalaika Concerto•/BUDASJKIN: Siberian
Rhapsody/JOHANSEN: Sonatine/ZWETNOW:
DANCE MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
LP
Cadenza/GOLTZ: Elegy No.1/TROJANOWSKI:
ANDRÉ ON TRUMPET
CD LP
Music by Dowland, Holborne, Lully, Mainerio,
Four Russian Folk Scenes
BACH: Brandenburg No.2/HAYDN: Trumpet ConMolinaro, Praetorius, Stanley, etc
Nicolaus Zwetnow (bal)/Lucia Negro (pno)/Stockcerto in EL/TELEMANN: Trumpet Concerto in
Konrad Ragossnig (Ite)/Ulsamer Collegium
holm P0*/Ingebretsen*
D/TORELLI: Trumpet Concerto in D
DG 415 643-1 (
2 recs) INCD, 2MCs: 415 643-4)
Caprice CAP 1180 I
NMC I
Maurice André (tpt)/Philharmonia/Muti
Reissues from 1973-4
EMI CDC 7473112 (
46m 38s) digital ( LP: EL 27
Nicolaus Zwetnow enjoys the dual distinction
02691, MC: EL 27 02694)
The first of these two discs duplicates the
of being a professor of neuro-surgery and
second half of the Renaissance & Early
one of the world's few international balaika
These are altogether smooth, controlled,
Baroque Dance Music CD ( Nov ' 85, p105),
virtuosos. One would expect this basic folk
civilised performances, very much of the
but there's greater musicality in these
instrument, with just three strings tuned in
order you might expect from this line-up.
straight analogue transfers. Regular readers
fourths, to be limited in scope, but this recital
There are, surprisingly, the odd few touches
will know that the Ulsamer Collegium selecconfirms that it is wider and more adventurof strained intonation in the opening Adagio
tion on CC7565 is one . of my favourite
ous than might be imagined from being
of the Telemann, but everything else is as
test discs ( the Contour pressing replicates
exposed only to the delirious tremolandos of
beautifully finished and polished as a wellpretty well 95% of the fine DG quality here),
the average Russian balalaika orchestra.
kept escritoire. Not that this refinement
so Iespecially welcome this longer progEdward Tubin's concerto, composed speprecludes heartfelt feeling, as the Grave of
ramme, which ranges from rowdy pieces
cially for Zwetnow in 1964, is evidence of
the Telemann attests, and the vigour of the
with hand-clapping and shawms, to reflecthis, though it has to be confessed that its
outer movements of Brandenburg 2 is thortive lute solos. There is a delightful Greeninterest lies largely in the orchestral writing,
oughgoing, even though André is at pains
sleeves with period winds, strings and conwhich complements the strange colours of
not to overpower his excellent fellowtinuo - peace shattered by the following
the balalaika admirably. The soloist's part is
soloists. In this last work the recording fails
'Cobbler's Jig' and dance ' How can Ikeep my
clearly taxing, but inevitably, I suppose,
to separate out the concertante instruments
Maidenhead' (!). Lully's Village Wedding
threatens to become repetitious and
in atotally convincing way, leading to overSuite brings a statelier conclusion to a set
monochromatic, and raises the question of
blending, despite the best endeavours of the
which is brimming with élan. Only regret is
the balalaika's potential as a concertante
players, but in the other works the sound is
the absence of scoring detail, charted with
instrument. With the exception of Sven- Eric
better balanced and spatially organised.
the Archiv CD. (A/A*:1*1
Christopher Breunig
Johansen's short but pithy two- movement
The account of the well-known Haydn
Sonatine and Zwetnow's Cadenza, the
Concerto gives aview of the work that is very
remainder of the programme, in which Zwetdifferent from those of André's previous
CD
DEPTH OF IMAGE
now is accompanied very sensitively on the
versions on record: here his playing is
Test Disc with various excerpts
piano by Lucia Negro, is largely the folky
precise and subdued, bringing out the darker
Opus 3CD 7900 (
43m 08s)
mandoline- style balalaika music. Made in
qualities of the music. Muti is equally precise
Reissue
1979, the sound is generally good if a trifle
with the orchestral contribution, but injects
boxy in the concerto. A pity perhaps that
Romantic warmth with his characterful
This collection of analogue tracks recorded
another of the 30- odd listed concertos for the
phrasing. As with the Baroque pieces, the
between 1977 and ' 79, has long been a
instrument was not chosen to partner the
result is hardly ' authentic' but reeks of
favourite demonstration LP: who in the
Tubin. [
BA]
Kenneth Dommett
musicianship of the highest order, and of
audio industry have not caught themselves
performers taking an unostentatious delight
adopting a Swedish accent to sing ' Telefona
in what they are doing and their ability to do
ringa' after the double- bass intro to 'Tiden
CD
BERND WEIKL: Operetta Recital
it.
bara gar'? The type of material ranges from
Bernd Weikl (bar)/Orl Ch & Orch/Eichhorn
There is very little to choose between the
the above- mentioned folkesque song
Orfeo C 077 831 A (
55m 14s) digital
CD and vinyl versions. With a rather short
through classical works from Purcell, Widor
reverberation time in the studio the sound
- not the Toccata - Bach, Shostakovich and
Bernd Weikl must be one of the most
on CD dies quickly between movements and
Jacob van Eyck, to jazz and a Peruvian
versatile baritones singing today. Following
items, though silent backgrounds are the
panpipe duet, the latter an interrupted take,
on from his many recordings of grand opera
compensation. (
A/B: 1* / 1]
Doug Hammond
and choral works, he now shows himself as a complete with the musicians' expressed
anguish. The recording quality is in every
superb exponent of Viennese operetta. He
case superb and, as the title might predict,
uses his fine baritone voice with great artisAN ORGAN FOR ALL OCCASIONS
LP
has a solidity of image to be envied. My
try in these selections and infuses the music
Music by Dupré, John, Liszt, Prokofiev, Schumann,
with just the right amount of charm and a particular favourites are the arrangements
Stravinsky, Vivaldi
for
guitar quartet of a Telemann violin
Viennese lilt which are quite captivating. All
Keith John (org)
concerto movement and the two-part Invenwould be well if the engineers had not
Priory PR 174 digital ( NMC)
tion 14 from JSB. Ilistened long and hard to
decided to use an over- reverberant acoustic
both CD and LP versions and have to admit
for the soloist, which makes him sound as
The organ was designed by Gillou and built
that Icould not hear any difference; either I
stentorian as the legendary Titta Ruffo! The
by Kleuker in 1981. Apart from the use of
am deaf, or producer and engineer Jan- Eric
recording of the orchestra is fair, with
modern materials throughout, the tonal

Lam Fung/Takako Nishizaki/Gumma SO/Kek-tsiang/
Shek
Hong Kong HK 8.240232 (
44m 26s)
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Pt ersson and Bo Hansson have ensured that
th etransfer to silver disc had been as faithful
A*:1]
John Atkinson
a ;possible. [
EVII REFERENCE — 1

LP

MAHLER: Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen 1Kindertotenlieder
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Philharmonia/BP0/
Firtwangler/Kempe
EMI 1008 981 PM 322 (
g
Reissues from 1952,55
OZART: Arias from Don Giovanni, Le Nozze di
Fi paro & Idomomeo
Eisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)/PO/Pritchard
Eal 1432 221 PM 322
tissues from 1952
S HUBERT: 46 Lieder
Eisabeth Schumann (sop)Narious accompanists
ENI 2903 593 PM 621 (
2 recs)
issues from 1927-49
Among these EMI imports ( Conifer), the
Mahler Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen was
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's first recording of
this song cycle, and he is wonderfully
accompanied by the Philharmonia Orchestra
uider Furtwangler. The Kindertotenlieder is
equally fine with the Berlin Philharmonic
under Kempe. These are gramophone classics, superb in every way [
H:1*]. Schwarzko pf was agreat Mozart singer. She is at her
very best as Donna Anna and the Countess,
but while she sings Cherubino's and Zerlina's arias with lovely tone and faultless
technique, they are less convincing dramatically. Fine accompaniments from the
Philharmonia under Pritchard and very good
mono sound [
H:1]. Elisabeth Schumann's
voice with its silvery brightness was not easy
to record, and the earliest transfers here
have a rather edgy quality. After the midthirties things improved, but in all these
songs the artistry of a great singer is apparent. This is a splendid collection with some
quite inimitable performances. [
H:1]
John Freestone

Winds ( same pairing). The real interest here
lies in the partnership with Philharmonia
principals, including Dennis Brain. These
works are rather impenetrable without
stereo separation; the level of transfer is
high ( 1017 831). [C:2]
Pretty familiar, Cortot's 1933-4 recordings
of the Chopin Etudes offer splashy ' historic'
sound, with some scratch. Ifind Cortot's
manner self- regarding, and for all the poetic
fantasy, the fidgety rubato and technical
muddle weigh too heavily ( 2905 401). [
H:H]
Kingsway Hall recordings of Brahms Symphony No.3 ( 1955 stereo) and Schumann
No.4 ( 1953), by Cantelli/Philharmonia,
replace the World Records ' Retrospect' deletion, with marginally cleaner quality in the
Brahms, where a thick- textured sound
obscures the true nature of Cantelli's reading
- gives it acumbersome mantle. The superb
Schumann D- minor is at a lower level than
before, but immaculate surfaces allow compensation. The notes see the conductor as
Icarus: 'When he exploded in mid-air, Giulini
took over'. Hmm! ( 2905761). [
B/C:1/1q
Christopher Breunig
FLUTE COLLECTION
Stephen Preston (M)/Lucy Carolan (keybds)
Amon Ra SAR19 digital dmm

LP

For this further collection, Simon Preston
plays music from 17th- 19th century, beginning with a French instrument in ivory,
dating from the 18th century, and ending
with aGodfroy ( with &Ohm system) from the
19th. The music is - well, calculated to
display virtuosity and the characteristics of
the instruments, Ishould say, rather than
musical content. Nevertheless, with Preston's superb playing one can listen with
pleasure to the making of music. Miss CaroIan accompanies on avariety of instruments
from the Finchcocks Collection, which adds
to the enjoyment, each having been selected
to correspond in period with the flutes.
The recording explores each instrument
with love, so as to bring out the differences
within the general ' flute' sound. It does so
admirably, as one has come to expect from
this label. One can indeed say that all of the
'collection' series can serve as part of a
EMI REFERENCE — 2
LP
select number of demonstration-test recordFor some days Ihave been dipping into a ings for evaluating a system. One could say
double- album of 32 Scarlatti Sonatas, played
as much of very few other labels, Ifancy.
[A:1]
Peter Turner
on the piano by Marcelle Meyer (
in 1954-5),
marvelling afresh at such nimbleness and
musicality. Here is an artist, scarcely known,
FRENCH ORGAN MUSIC FROM SALISBURY
LP
whose performances can be ranked with
those of Horowitz, Lipatti and Michelangeli. — Vol.2
Purists would find it hard to argue that any of Music by Duruflé, Langlais, Tournemire, Vierne
the ' authentic' harpsichord alternatives offer
Colin Walsh (org)/Anne Richards (sop)
the enjoyment and range of these interpretaPriory PR 173 digital ( NMC)
tions ( 2905 773, 2LPs). (
B:1/19
If that set is the ' discovery' in the latest The Salisbury organ has never before been
heard like this on disc - except, of course, in
half-dozen French EMI imports from Conifer
Vol. 1! The organ is well balanced between
(with one exception mono, and there are no
departments, sounding well integrated, with
cassette equivalents), then Edwin Fischer's
its great dynamic range apparently intact.
penetrating readings of the Schumann Fantasy Op.17 and Brahms Sonata 3 - one of The building is also well caught - perhaps a
smidgin more would have been even better,
three Legge/Abbey Road productions, this
but recording in Salisbury Cathedral is very
dating from 1949 - is the coupling most
difficult to fine-tune. As usual, Priory have
likely to make you think. Who gets to the
produced smooth, unforced sound with
depths of music like this today? Why have
these transfers been so long unavailable?
ample pedal extension, and one might guess
that
Calrec's Soundfield microphone is part
How did a pianist so unhappy in the studio
of the explanation.
achieve such timeless repose in Schumann's
adagios? It is apity the recording techniques
Colin Walsh gives another set of outstanding interpretations, beautifully polished and
muddle the sound, and there is some integcommunicated to the listener with asense of
ral rumble ( 2905 751). iC:1*1
Described in an outrageous series of wholeness and continuity. This is an art that
many organists could well emulate. Anne
seevenotes as recorded ' at the edge of
Richards sings Vierne's Les Angelus, and her
Etna', the 1951 Fischer/Philharmonia/Furtwangler Beethoven Emperor is available in a rich, flexible voice blends perfectly with the
ood transfer, not quite as sharp as EMI's organ in a natural manner that is technically
very difficult to get just right. All participants
'Treasury' pressing - now sleeved with
in this venture are to be congratulated, and
Concertos 3 & 4. But this classic collaborathe result is strongly recommended. [
A*:1*1
tion is not to be missed ( 2900 021). [
B/C:1*1
Trevor Attewell
However, with Gieseking's playing brittle
and small- scaled ( dare Isay mean- spirited?),
the 1955 coupling of Mozart/Beethoven
Quintets for piano/winds could be set aside
FRENCH ROMANTIC MUSIC — Ian Tracey on
LP
by those who already have the Haebler/ Henry Willis III Grand Organ of Liverpool Cathedral
Bamberg Mozart, or Ashkenazy/London
Music by Bonnet, Mulet, Pierne, Vierne, Widor
H1
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Ian Tracey (org)
Michael Woodward MW 943 digital
This disc is issued in aid of the Liverpool
Cathedral Organ Fund, to which all profits
will go. The sleeve is not as elaborate as
usual, since the missing details are given on
the companion volume ( MW 931). The music
is all standard French Romantic repertoire.
Some looseness in articulation coupled with
brisk progress makes occasional passages
pretty impenetrable with clogged sound this building really must be treated with
great respect. As in Sydney Town Hall, the
organ has a 64ft. flue stop, which is used
once - again it will not be heard on most
systems, but may add some audible harmonics if a subwoofer is available. Another
good recording, with the expected wide
dynamic range, very full bass, and nothing to
distract from one's listening. A splendid
issue in avery good cause! [
A*/A:1/2]
Trevor Attewell
INUOVI VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
LP
Concertos — ALBINONI: Sinfonia in G for Strings/
BOCCHERINI: Concerto No.2 in D for Cello &
Strings/A. MARCELLO: Concerto in cfor Oboe* &
Strings/VIVALDI: Concerto in E(' Il riposo') for
Violin & Striongs RV270 CI Concerto in B ( 0p.8,
No.10, ' la caccia') for Violin & Strings' RV362
Augusto Loppi• (obo)/11 Nuovo Virtuosi di Roma
RCA RL 70073 digital ( MC: RK 70073)
This is a warmly attractive account of an
ensemble that has risen like a phoenix from
the ashes of its predecessor. It should sell
well, and it deserves to, because the programme, the playing and the recording have
all been carefully matched with acalculating
ear for our delight. First, the sound quality:
this is spacious and full of rich colour, but the
sounds are realistic and the distinctive Italian
sound of both the strings and the oboist are
clearly shown. Next the programme, which
includes less familiar works alongside the
famous Marcello Oboe Concerto ( which
Bach copied out in short score) and Vivaldi's
'il riposo' - a concerto composed for performance on Christmas night.
Last, the performances: all of the soloists
play with real individuality, and although
they are drawn from the ensemble itself,
they are all completely assured in solo roles.
Their colleagues accompany them with
every attention to sympathetic detailed support and the result is extremely impressive modern Italian string playing at its best- and
a good reading of the Oboe Concerto, too.
Probably the best ' introducing our orchestra'
record Ihave ever reviewed. [A.:1*1
Stephen Dew
KREISLER PLAYS KREISLER
LP
Original works and arrangements
Fritz Kreisler, Thomas Petre ( vIns)/William Primrose (via)/Lauri Kennedy, Hugo Kreisler (vIc)/
Michael Raucheisen, Franz Rupp, Arpad Sandor
(pnos)
EMI EM 29 05563 12 recs) dmm
Reissues from 1926-38
Even if you already have most of the recordings in this collection, you may well find the
convenience of its format and its cleaned- up
sound worth investing in. The originals were
recorded over a 12- year span and there is,
inevitably, some variation in sonic quality
and approach; but few of the items fall
below a pretty high standard for mono, and
there is for the most part a pleasing absence
of crackle, wow, and the like. A good many of
the old favourites are here, and those marvellous qualities that made Kreisler a great
artist have no problems in making themselves felt. [
H : 1*/1 ]
Doug Hammond
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: Passione & other
CD LP
Neapolitan Songs
Luciano Pavarotti ( ten)/Orch of Comunale,
Bologna/Chiaramello
Decca 417 117-2 151m 37s) digital ( LP: 417 117-1,
119
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CLASSICAL

MC: 417 117-4)
Pavarotti was in excellent voice when he
recorded these Neapolitan songs in the
church of San Giorgio in Poggiale last July.
He sang with plenty of ' passione' and only
occasionally reduced his voice to a melting
pianissimo. For the most part he indulges in
lavish outpourings of vocal sound which will
no doubt give the record great popular
appeal. The recording of voice and orchestra
is again designed to impress through the
sheer weight of tone, aided and abetted by
an over- reverberant acoustic more reminiscent of the bathroom than the concert hall.
There is really nothing to choose between
the CD and LP in this instance. The orchestral
arrangements by Giancarlo Chiaramello are
appropriate. [
B:2]
John Freestone
MEDIEVAL SONGS AND DANCES
St. George's Canzona/John Sothcott
CRD CRD1121 dmm ( MC: CRDC 4121)

LP

This is acollection of music from the 12th to
14th centuries: some, inevitably, ' sacred' in
character — often Marian — and the rest
secular. It is performed on a variety of
instruments, all copied with scholarly zeal
from the originals.
John Sothcott admits frankly that the
interpretation of such early music has to rely
upon ' knowledgeable conjecture', which he
regards as an attempt to penetrate the bare
scores in the light of the nature of the
instruments themselves. One cannot know
to what extent the interpretations offered
here correspond with what the troubadours
and trouvères produced in those far-off
days: one can only listen and allow oneself
to be taken over by the music. It is a process
both enjoyable and rewarding. We and they,
Isuspect, are not so different after all.
This is a nicely- recorded issue, in which
the often strident ( by comparison with modern equivalents) tones of these early instruments are well caught, whether they be of
the ' outdoor' or ' indoor' variety. I often
wonder to what extent a present-day musician, trained in centuries of technique and
later developments, masters these early
pieces as contemporaries could not have
done. Or does it work the other way? Be that
as it may, this is an issue well worthy of the
attention of any who is conscious that music
has a long history; and that Perrin d'Agincourt casts along shadow towards Benjamin
Britten. [A:11
Peter Turner
MUSIC FOR A RAINY DAY
CD
Works by Chopin, de Falla, Scriabin, Beethoven,
Stenhammar, Schumann, Grieg, Seymer, Prokofiev, Debussy, Satie
Roland POntinen (pno)
BIS CD-300 (
52m 30s) digital
Best to start this disc off a notch below the
usual volume setting to get the various items
in just proportion. Pitintinen appropriately
alters the species of his touch for each work
and his rather laboured view of the ' Raindrops' Prelude is made more acceptable with
amite less immediacy. The recording style is
more suited to his performances of the later
works in this recital, so there is asense of the
issue opening out as it progresses. At its best
the piano sound is warm yet lucid, and the
recording captures its full force without
flinching. (
A/B:1/2/3)
Doug Hammond
MUSIC IN MINIATURE
Richard Burnett (pno)
Amon Ra SAR20 digital dmm

LP

The ' miniature' thing about this music
derives from the enchanting little ' square'
piano on which it is performed. This example
was made c.1800 by Anton Walter, in Vienna.
These pianos were in fact not square, but
slightly oblong; and while they became
popular as parlour instruments in this country, they achieved a much higher regard on
HI-FI NEWS 8z RECORD REVIEW
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the Continent, especially in Vienna. The
present example has a compass of only 41/
2
octaves, which clearly limits the music which
can be played upon it, as well as the range of
effects which can be produced.
It is, however, precisely in those ' handicaps' that the charm of this tiny instrument
lies: the player is denied the Lisztian fortissimi and vast range of tone-colour, and has
therefore to depend upon a much greater
subtlety and delicacy of touch. It is in these
qualities that Richard Burnett excels: his
intensive studies of the historical development of the pianoforte, and his ability to
adapt to the demands of each particular
instrument, are brought out admirably by
this small treasure of a piano. Choosing
works by Haydn, Clementi and Beethoven
not in themselves vastly memorable, he
proceeds to demonstrate the astounding
range of colour and interpretation possible
on an instrument which many would dismiss
as a toy.
The recording excels. It is the function of
the engineer to capture faithfully the music
presented to his microphones; and this is
done superbly here. This tiny piano could be
brought into any room, and this recording
brings it into ours. [
A*:1•1
Peter Turner
OBOE COLLECTION
LP
Robin Canter (obo)/Anthony Pleeth (vIc)/Melvyn
Tann (hpd)/Richard Burnett (pnos)/James Wood
(perc)
Amon Ra SAR 22 digital dmm
Another in the excellent and valuable series
in which an instrument is demonstrated on a
variety of historical and modern examples.
In this case, Robin Canter deploys a wide
range of instruments, including some which
have gone out of use in Europe but are still
made and used elsewhere, and are thus
probably totally ' authentic'. The other performers also use instruments which are contemporary with the oboe in use, thus offering every hope of asound approximating to
that known, and therefore assumed, by the
composer. These range from anonymous
composers — if composers as such there ever
were — of ancient traditional airs to a toe in
the present century with Pasculli.
Although the historical perspective is in
one sense the most important thing about
this issue, the purely musical interest is very
great. Robin Canter is afine performer, who
is well supported by his colleagues and the
lovely instruments they play.
The recording follows in the enviable
tradition which Gef Lucena and David Watkins have established: aconstant attempt to
obtain 'the closest approach to the original
sound'. One who did not hear that original
sound can never be certain; but Ishould be
vastly surprised if this loving exploration
does not convey it with great fidelity. Ican
vouch for the fact that it falls gracefully upon
the ear. [
A:11
Peter Turner
ORCHESTRAL SPECTACULARS
LP
DUKAS: Sorcerer's Apprentice/LISZT: Les Preludes/WEINBERGER: Polka & Fugue from
'Schwanda the Bagpiper'/SAINT-SAENS: Bacchanale from ' Samson & Delilah'/RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Procession of the Nobles from ' Mlada'
Dance of the Tumblers from 'The Snow Maiden'
Cincinnati Pops/Kunzel
Telarc DG- 10115 digital dmm ( CD: CD- 80115, NC)
Another demo-class Telarc — and we all
know what that means. Take a few bars of
Rimsky's Procession of the Nobles (
splendid
bar some masking of the principal trombone
line at the close, with excellent timpani
clarity) or Weinberger's celebrated Polka and
Fugue — a superb racket with organ pealing
out confidently under Schwanda's jaunty
bagpipe tune — both typical of Telarc's clean
open image and natural, well-rounded tonal
responses. No tricks — just good honest
quality.
Mind you, the performances could well
have done with a few tricks, a little magic

here and there. What Kunzel gives us is good
Sunday- night fare, modest and musicianly,
with the Cincinnati Symphony ( agood band)
slick and well-drilled, unfailingly obedient to
his somewhat inflexible stick. Invariably he
just misses the moment, failing to deliver
that critical shot of adrenalin at the climax,
say, of the Sorcerer's Apprentice or the
pulsating ' Bacchanale' from Saint-Saëns'
Samson & Delilah. You might think it worth
investing for the Weinberger alone (
that
should show off your system when the CD
arrives, and there's precious little competition at present). Otherwise, I'm not sure that
reliable is really enough — marvellous sound
or not. (
A`:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

RECORDER SONATAS
LP
VIVALDI: Sonata in g RV 58 from ' Il Pastor
Fido'/CORELLI: Sonata in C after Op.5, No.9/
BIGAGLIA: Sonata in a/BONONCINI: Divertimento
da Camera in c ( No.6)/G. SAMMARTINI: Sonata in
G Op.13 No.4/B MARCELLO: Sonata in FOp.2 No.1
Michale Petri (recs)/George Malcolm (hpd)
Philips 412 632-1 digital ( MC: 412 632-4)
Michala Petri's clean lines and her orthodox
approach to interpretation result in her combining well with George Malcolm; although
personally Ishould prefer a more sustained,
ltalianate harpsichord sound for these Italian
sonatas. Such a heavy- bodied instrument as
Malcolm's seems to me to call for the
continuo string instrument that the composers probably expected in their day. However,
there is so much unanimity that it seems
churlish to stress this too much.
Philips have produced a very sensible
recording that accurately mirrors the performance — in dash, in tonal bloom, and in
scale. Before one movement in the delightful
Bigaglia Sonata, the recording has caught
Miss Petri taking a deep preparatory breath
(which could easily have been edited out),
but such things are, after all, very much a
part of real musical performance. [
A:11
Stephen Dew
VIRTUOSO FRENCH ORGAN MUSIC
LP
Music by Botillmann, Gigout, Guilmant, Saint
Satins
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9041 digital ( MC: DKPIC)
9041)
Recorded in 1982, this disc continues Miss
Bate's series of French organ music, all
played at Beauvais Cathedral. These are fine
performances, showing considerable command of the medium, but limited, in my
opinion, by the instrument itself, which
records with varying degrees of nasality and
stringiness, becoming somewhat fierce in
tutti. The recording is LJHJ encoded, and the
sound is significantly improved if you have a
simple decoder to make use of the surroundsound effect, recreating much of the original
atmosphere. The disc is perfectly stereo
compatible, and the recording quality is
excellent. [
A:1]
Trevor Attewell
VIRTUOSO TRUMPET
CD
Works by Arban, Francaix, Hartmann, Honegger,
Maxwell Davies, Rabe, Tisné
Hákan Hardenberger (tpt)/Roland POntinen (pno)
BIS CD-287 147m 47s) digital
The very clean sound of this issue comes
over particularly well on CD, asense of being
present in the room with the performers
being especially vividly created. The filling
out of the piano bass by the resonance of the
venue seems natural to my ears, and the
movements of the soloist, which tend to
define the miking areas, proffer the only hint
as to the recording process — the Quad end
of my system is particularly sensitive to this.
A warm welcome to this issue, then, and a
special acknowledgement for the variety and
range of the programme. [
A: 1*1
Doug Hammond
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ROCK .1 POP .1 JAZZ .1 8ic
THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: STEREOTOMY
Arista 207 463

Here they are again, writers- producers, menabout-studios Eric Woolfson and Alan Parsons, plus their usual entourage of ex- Pilot
musicians and guest vocalists who, on this
occasion, include Gary Brooker, John Miles,
Chris Rainbow and Graham Dye. They've
given up adhering to themes or creating
concept affairs these days. A long established firm, they feel they can now just
proffer an array of fairly commercial songs
connected by the sort of instrumentals that
boogie along in non-obtrusive fashion and
sound just the sort of thing any hi-ti salesman would welcome when attempting to
flog the latest line of stacked technology to
well-heeled trendies. It would be foolish to
denigrate Stereotomy for heading nowhere
except into the best-selling charts. Everything is professionally handled and the
resulting music is nothing if not listenable.
Additionally, Parsons, who helped engineer
The Beatles' Abbey Road can rightfully claim
the ' Mop-Top Recreation Of The Year Award'
for fashioning ' Light Of The World', on which
Graham Dye gets to sound so much like
John Lennon that Julian will probably cry
himself to sleep in envy. All helped, of
course, by the fact that the orchestral parts
were recorded in a place where the musicians had to arrive via a zebra crossing'
Stereotomy is all right then. Imay even keep
it. But Iwon't commit myself further. [
A*:1/2]

and may, by the time you read this piece,
have also made itself familiar in Britain.
Given a leadman with Clemons' vocal and
tough tenor tootin' ability and adding in the
already given factors, only a lack of equally
smart material could cause Hero to flunk out.
Happily, most of that employed adapts to the
Clemons' 80s R&B way of things and,
though Walker Brothers fans might shed a
tear over afreebooting rendition of 'The Sun
Ain't Gonna Shine Anymore', Clemons
retains his heroic pose throughout. [A:1] plus
a bonus point for not labelling the whole
shebang ' Horn in the USA'
Fred DeIlar

HEAVY METAL
CHEQUERED PAST: CHEQUERED PAST
Heavy Metal America HM USA 63
GODZ: I'LL GET YOU ROCKIN'
Heavy Metal America HM USA 48
STRYPER: SOLDIERS UNDER COMMAND/ISAIAH
53:5
Enigma/Stiff ENIGMA 2077-1
TWISTED SISTER: COME OUT AND PLAY
Atlantic 781 275-1

It's so easy to write off the entire Heavy
Metal genre as a mindless assault on the
senses, but this thin slice shows just how
varied it can be. Take Chequered Past, for
example; a latter-day supergroup made up
Fred Defier
of ex Blondies and a Sex Pistol (which
should guarantee much interest, mediaBARCLAY JAMES HARVEST: THE COMPACT DISC
wise). Having the wit to cover the country
STORY OF BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST
classic 'Are You Sure Hank Done It This
Polydor 825895-2 ( 66m 17.,
Way?', CP prove themselves to be unbound
by the restraints of metal music, and enough
pop (this is getting dangerous) creeps in to
This 12-track, CD- only retrospective of BJH
make this LP almost melodic. Slick and
brings their silver disc catalogue up to 10 professional, to be sure, if not animal
titles. Why such ( digital) coverage of aband enough to make you saddle- soap your leathless-than-worshipped in its native land? ers. (4:11
Because the Japanese and the Germans are
The Godz — yet another band to use this
as much in love with BJH as they are with
name, and not the dementos from the old
silver discs; it was as natural to rush out CDs ESP label — show even greater imagination
of BJH for those markets as it was doing
by finally offering us a definitive ' heavy'
Bowie for the UK and the US. The band is version of the greatest Heavy Metal Song
good — superslick and technically perfect — Not Performed By A Metal Act, none other
but dated in their artsyness. Still, this is one than the Band's 'Chest Fever'. The Godz have
fine package if you're interested in a cross alot of class, don't restrict themselves to the
between Wishbone Ash and Supertramp.
usual choice of instruments, and rock hard
The sound is just dandy. [
A:1/21
Ken Kessler
enough for the most damaged of headbangers; call it a pleasant surprise. (
A:1)
Stryper, on the other hand, are merely
CLIFF BENNETT & THE REBEL ROUSERS: SLOW
warped. Born-again Christians using heavy
DOWN
metal as the medium for their message have
Edsel E0148
about as much credibility as aBar- Mitzvah in
a mosque. Idon't know who should take
They wore smart suits, didn't drink, and
greater offence: genuine Christians for such
definitely weren't funky, yet Cliff Bennett and
crass, only- in-America nonsense, or headthe Rebel Rousers were perhaps the archebangers for learning that nothing is sacred.
typal British touring band of the '
60s. They Will someone tell Stryper that HM is only
had that powerhouse lineup of saxes, organ,
about depravity, sex, drugs, partying, and
guitars and drums, and every night of the
other secular pursuits? This crew makes me
week could be heard storming out the music
sick, as do TV evangelists, and I'd be doubly
of the day. Original they were not; danceable
offended if Iwere areligious Gentile. Stick to
they were in spades. Buy this and remember
yahoo country if you have to preach, and
those long nights down the Locarno, Stevenleave the sinful stuff to the sinners. [
A:4]
age, or the Orchid, Purley, trying to get to the
And so relief comes in the form of the
point where you lost your virginity. Title
wonderful Twisted Sister, who — along with
track, the flipside of their only real hit ' One
ZZ Top — know just how to take the mickey,
Way Love', is awow. [
C:2]
John Atkinson
even poking along- nailed finger at the New
Right ( Stateside Division) by rating the lyrical
content ' H' ... for Humour. The boys seem a
CLARENCE CLEMONS: HERO
bit more tame than usual, but the pop-up
CBS 26743
sleeve and the role- reversal interpretation of
the Shangri-Las'Leader Of The Pack' merely
If you work with the E-Streeters then you
replace the raunch with revelry. I'd give
can, understandably, get pretty picky about anything to see TS' Dee Snider having ago
the sidemen you use on your own album.
at Stryper, but then again, he's probably
Which no doubt explains why Clemons has having too good atime to bother. [8:1]
lined- up a neat little ensemble for his latest
Ken Kessler
solo effort, the names on the roll-call including those of Randy Jackson ( bass), Narada
Michael Walden ( drums, perc), Booker T JUDY GARLAND & JOHN IRELAND THE LETTER
(organ), David Sancious ( keyboards) and
EMI Capitol EG 260602-1
Michael Jonzun ( synths etc), plus Jackson
Browne, who comes out of hiding to duet This reissue from 1959 is early stereo — 'the
with the big man on ' You're A Friend Of full spectrum of sound' according to the
Mine', a brightly abrasive bop-till- ready that sleeve — and a surprisingly good recording
deservedly went Top 30 Stateside recently for its year. It is ascena, with recitative and
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dialogue, all by Gordon Jenkins, who conducts the orchestra in his own music. Judy is
the star, of course, and this recording is near
enough in time to the peak of her maturity in
A Star is Born. Imust admit that Idid not like
this opus much at first; it was too concentrated a mixture of pep and schmaltz. But
further playings proved that it is full of good
things: Gordon Jenkins tunes that were not
too obvious at first hearing yet improved
with repeated listening, and Judy putting her
all into the dialogue, particularly in the fight
scene ( in the American domestic sense), and
it all adds up to a record well worth reissuing, and not only for those who worship a
great fallen star. Incidentally, isn't this the
seed which bore the fruit for others — the
scena with Sarah Brightman that helped to
make Andrew L-W rich and happy, Tell Me
on aSunday?[B:1/2]
Denis Argent
MARVIN GAYE: ROMANTICALLY YOURS
CBS 26783

Smoochie stuff, the sort of thing you deliver
with that box of Black Magic. Come to think
of it, Marvin was black magic. And, like many
great singers, he could handle virtually anything tossed his way. Certainly, some of the
songs that form this particular collection of
leftovers would seem to stem right off 'The
Best Of Johnny Mathis'. Imean, just how
many of you expected to hear Gaye handle
such MOR evergreens as Bernstein and
Sondheim's ' Maria', and Webster and Mandell's 'The Shadow Of Your Smile', in the
wake of ' Sexual Healing'? Nevertheless, his
renditions are soulful enough and worth
hanging on to, though an obviously faulty
master tape slightly mars the acceptability of
'Fly Me To The Moon'. Elsewhere, where
Washington's finest elects to emote on his
own azure material — songs such as ' ILive
For You', with its overtones of 'Since IFell
For You', and the cry from the heart that is
'Just Like' — then phrases like ' sheer perfection' form themselves on the typewriter. And
no use of the correction fluid is called for.
[A:1]

Fred Dallar

THE GUS BAND: MERLIN MASTER BRASS, VOL 1
Merlin MRF 85089

Four contest pieces for the national finals
make this an ambitious recording by one of
Britain's very best bands, conducted by the
eminent Keith Wilkinson, whose modest
sleevenote pays due tribute to the even more
eminent composers. These are Malcolm
Arnold (' Fantasy for Brass Band', 1974),
Herbert Howells ('Three Figures', 1960 — a
tribute to Cope, Iles and Rimmer, honoured
among bandsmen), Edmund Rubbra ('Variations on The Shining River', 1958) and
Joseph Horovitz (' Ballet for Band', 1984). So
many contest pieces are redolent of rehearsal traumas and furrowed brows on the day,
and for that reason Ihave most enjoyed the
light-hearted suite by Horovitz, last reviewed
here for his charming Alice in Wonderland
ballet. His music must have been enjoyed by
the competing bands too, and that jolly
feeling comes through, with the benefit of
digital recording. This could be the brass
band record of the year. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
BUDDY HOLLY: FROM THE ORIGINAL MASTER
TAPES
MCA MCAD-5540 ( 43m 58s)

This absolutely wonderful collection of 20 of
Holly's best opens one gigantic can of
worms concerning archive material transferred to Compact Disc. As the CD sounds
rolled off in comparison with original vinyl
pressings, it suggests anumber of possibilities and asks a lot of questions about the
likelihood of each format ( LP, cassette, CD).
Either each format demands its own eq in
variance with the master tape or this CD
reveals deterioration in the master tape itself
or the CD came straight off the master with
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no tweaking and the 30- year- old singles are
at fault. None of this stops the CD from being
wholly enjoyable, but it sure does shatter
one's faith in the veracity of a given release.
Have Ibeen listening to the wrong Buddy
Holly for better than two decades? Is CD
showing me what Ishould have been hearing? Who cares? This stuff swings, and Imay
even let my sideburns creep a shade below
my earlobes ... [A:1•]
Ken Kessler
JESUS & MARY CHAIN: PSYCHO CANDY
Blanco Y Negro
The notorious Chain gang challenge the
conventions of pop rather than life. The
songs on the debut LP are a glorious hybrid
of Byrds/Spector sweet melodies wrapped
up in lethal packages of barbed feedback.
This is agroup who cannot possibly hope for
a fair hearing because their audience has
already been hopelessly polarised into the
usual love/hate camps. For what it's worth, I
think they're great, but Icould be wrong.
[A:1]
Pete Clark

THE MMC CDS
JOHN ALLAIR: LARKSPUR
MMC 007/CD (
35m 24s)
HERBIE ARMSTRONG: BACK AGAINST THE WALL
MMC 006/CD 143m 11s)

LOOSE TUBES: LOOSE TUBES
Loose Tubes LTLP 001
Twenty-one piece bands can sound messy,
unless they are highly disciplined and well
drilled and organised. Loose Tubes fit that
mould. It's a band composed mainly of
young jazz musicians based in London. Only
a handful of the 21 get a chance to individually strut their stuff but when they do,
it's as slick as the arrangements and the
recordings. Almost any track would serve as
a theme for an American TV series — from
situation comedy to cops and robbers. The
level of musicianship is high, and for adebut
album, it's awell- polished production. What
will be interesting will be to see what they do
with their sound now that they've got it. Will
they start to play music, or will they get
further into jingleland? The last band in
Britain approaching this size was Chris MacGregor's Brotherhood of Breath. Loose
Tubes are nothing at all like the Brotherhood
of Breath on any count. [A*:31
Ken Hyder
HUMPHREY LYTTELTON, ROY WILLIAMS, DIGBY
FAIRWEATHER, BRUCE TURNER, DICK MORRISSEY AND OTHERS: THE M&B JAM SESSION
VOL.1
Big Bear BEAR 26
Midlands brewery MitchelIs & Butlers have
helped Big Bear Records ( 190 Monument
Street, Birmingham B16 8UU) celebrate a
return to the shops with their first new
release in three years. It's an appropriately
informal and joyful gathering of 12 top
British jazzmen, very cleanly if rather closely
captured via digital mixing and DMM. Solo
styles span the whole breadth of mainstream, from Randy Colville's clarinet and
Humph's delicately bluesy muted trumpet to
the booting tenor of Morrissey. Familiar
vehicles like ' Jumpin' at the Woodside' and
'Honeysuckle Rose' ( where the head
arrangement comes straight from Fletcher
Henderson while sax solos refer to Parker's
'Scrapple' and ' Marmaduke' I) provide maximum space for blowing with a minimum of
complication and most of the time it works.
Presumably Volume 2will be the same again
all round. [
A:2]
Steve Harris
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: SCARECROW
Riva RIVH2
It's taken Mellencamp over 10 years to live
down all the hype that accompanied his
initial launch by Tony DeFries ( of Bowie
management fame) and the equally expensive re- launch by Billy Gaff ( of Rod Stewart
management fame). At the end of that first
period, the managers were still well known
but the then Johnny Cougar's name was still
just a synonym for a waste of money. Even
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

in ' 83, when Rolling Stone put a rock encylopaedia together, Mellencamp didn't rate a
mention. But now things are different; the
singer's assumed his rightful place, just a
smalltown away from Springsteen. He
remembers the plight of the American farmer (' Rain On The Scarecrow'), the plight of
America as a once-Nixoned nation (' Justice
And Independence ' 85') and he never forgets
that America loves rock, the way she used to
be (' ROCK. in the USA'). He remembers a
lot of things, including his grandma, who has
aWoody Guthrie- like track of her own; Rickie
Lee Jones, who duets on ' Between A Laugh
And A Tear'; and just about everybody he
can wedge into a lyric, including Sylvester
Stallone, James Brown and Miss America. In
short, he's come up with an all- encompassing guide to rock'n'roll USA. And somehow,
he makes every bit of it sound relevant. [ 8:1•1
Fred Dollar
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IAN LYNN: FORGOTTEN SUMMER
MMC 003/CD (
39m 41s)
IAN LYNN: EARLY SNOW
MMC 008/CD (
42m 29s)
RMS: CENTENNIAL PARK
MMC 004/CD (
35m 38s)
SUNWIND: THE SUN BELOW
MMC 005/CD (
43m 35s)

zoni

CENTURY BLUES: 20TH CENTURY BLUES
MMC 002/CD (
45m 30s)
True to their word, MMC have released a
batch of CDs of a standard matching their
vinyl predecessors. Looking — or, rather,
sounding — more and more like aUK version
of Wyndham Hill, the MMC canon holds no
surprises or shocks for those who can't abide
nasty sounds; this stuff is, almost to a disc,
gentle on the ears. The mix above consists
mainly of crossover jazz, with the exception
of the Van Morrison- like Herbie Armstrong
and Mose Allison- like John Allair titles
(along with the funky RMS, my favourites in
the series). Reviewed in vinyl form in our
November 1984 and December 1985 issues,
the MMC releases transfer nicely to digital,
with the sense of space and air, as well as
soundstage, retained throughout. Ican see
these doing great service as demo discs for
salespersons hoping to clinch a CD player
sale, which may mean that you'll have the
opportunity to hear these before you buy.
Definite thumbs- up for the content of Armstrong and Allair, while the rest are much
lighter and mood-dependent. EA:11 for the lot.
Ken KessIer
GRACHAN MONCUR 111: EVOLUTION
Blue Note BST 84153
The interesting thing about the Blue Note
reissue programme is not the maintained
availability of the classic albums we all know
and love, but the re-release of music which
was — in the 1960s — challenging. This is one
of those albums. It all sounds perfectly
acceptable to most ears now, but then, even
the simple idea of not using apiano was held
to be avant garde. Lee Morgan and Jackie
McLean add some authority to this date,
while Moncur, Bobby Hutcherson, Bob Cranshaw and Tony Williams supply the new
ideas. It's sheer joy to check out Williams
here. His playing at this time was entirely
original. His way of breaking up the time has
rarely been successfully emulated. He seems
to create maximum propulsion out of the
minimum number of strokes. Although it's
not so strong an album, there are similarities
between this session and the Eric Dolphy

Out To Lunch album. It's worth seeking out.
[B:1/2]
Ken Hyder
ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST: GIGI
RCA NL 80404 INK 80404)
The London revival obviously justifies this
reissue from 1973, and it's a starry cast:
Alfred Drake, Daniel Massey and Agnes
Moorehead — it's hard to imagine that this
wicked aunt character from the films of
Orson Welles and other Hollywood melodramas of the 1940s gave the same sort of
reading of her part as our dear Beryl Reed is
doing in the West End. Alfred Drake, in
whose shadow Howard Keel moved from
many pre- Dallas years, was the great singing
star of Broadway, and he succeeds here in
proving that the famous songs of the show
can be sung without the arch Frenchiness of
Chevalier. This is not Lerner and Loewe's
best musical, but the fact that it can still draw
London crowds proves that there is still an
audience for charm and melody; thank
heaven for L&L! [
B:1/21
Denis Argent
ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST: LA CAGE AUX
FOLLES
RCA Red Seal BL 84824 ( BK 84824)
If any composer of musicals can make
perversion popular, it could surely be Jerry
Herman, for his latest Broadway hit is astory
of homosexual romance, set in a Riviera
cabaret. The tunes aren't bad; taken out of
male context, ' Put A Little More Mascara On'
could be quite pleasant, though the show's
big song ' The Best Of Times Is Now' seems
to get a reprise rather too often. Will a
Broadway hit like this fill the London Palladium from this May onward? Is it right for
the coach party trade? It seems odd that
Jerry Herman's jolly Mack and Mabel, full of
good tunes, was thought to be lacking in
West End appeal, yet Cage aux Folles is
expected to fill a huge theatre. Well, sheer
spectacle can do that in musicals now, but
judged on its music on this record, this is
below the composer's best. It's full of Broadway atmosphere, though, and will no doubt
compete well with the London cast recording
which will presumably follow. [
B:2]
Denis Argent
TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: PICK UP
THE PLANTATION — LIVE!
MCA MCMD7001
Now this is what Icall music, but then I
would show a penchant for musicians who
happen to adore the same performers I
worshipped in my youth. Amidst the excellent live reworkings of his own material,
Petty has seen fit to dish up choice covers of
songs by the Searchers, the Byrds and the
Animals — all long-time faves of mine who
marble Petty's work. He sounds like
McGuinn, harmonises like the Mersey Rickenbackers, and rocks out like Burdon when
necessary. This is great stuff, with no posturing to screw up the experience. A double LP,
you get your money's worth many times
over — aconcert you can re- attend for the life
of the vinyl. Question — why did it take him
so long to release a live LP, when he and his
band are so obviously not the studio- only
nurks we find in the Thompson Twins and
their like? [A:1]
Ken Kessler
BUD POWELL: THE AMAZING BUD POWELL,
VOL 3
EMI/Blue Note BST 81571
Is it really 20 years since Bud Powell died? If
a man whose short life was such a sad
sequence of light and dark had a creative
peak, it was surely the period of these Blue
Note recordings from 1953. Then the disordered pianist was relaxed, and happy with
his companions on this session: Paul Chambers ( bass), Art Taylor ( drums) and the
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4,

22-year- old trombonist Curtis Fuller, a protégé ofJJ Johnson and already matching the
master's agility at fast tempo. The selection
here includes blues, ballads, bop and the
famous ' Bud on Bach' based on a solfeggietto by JSB which Bud had played as a
child. As Iwrote when reviewing Volume 2in
this series, Bud has influenced a whole
generation of pianists, most of whom were
not born when Bud — then in his teens — first
starred with Charlie Parker at Minton's over
40 years ago. This is absolutely a classic
record, and its original full and balanced
sleevenote by Leonard Feather still reads
well today. Digital remastering plus DMM on
aFrench pressing earn the extra star. [
A*:1•1
Denis Argent

PERE UBU: THE TERMINAL TOWER
Rough Trade Rough 83
Disregard the portentous title: this is a sort
of greatest hits collection ( except they didn't
have any) from the archives of Pere Ubu,
who for the first couple of years of their
existence were one of the most physically
powerful rock bands ever. This LP is corn
prised of material from that period with a
couple of exceptions and it demands to be
heard if you missed out first time round.
'Heart Of Darkness', ' Final Solution' and ' My
Dark Ages' are the pick of the bristling tunes;
David Thomas' eviscerated vocals and the
gut-wrenching guitar of the late Peter Laughner distinguish themselves in the blistering
noise storm. Buy or have a jolly good
excuse. [ A:1]
Pete Clark

QUEEN: THE COMPLETE WORKS
EMI QB1 114 LPs plus booklets)
Wow . . . this is the kind of effort that restores
hope in the hearts of collectors. EMI, no
matter what sins they may have committed
in the past, undo alot of damage attributable
to the major labels by showing the world just
how one should do a retrospective package.
All of Queen's LPs are here, pressed with
care, remastered, slipped into lined inner
sleeves, and sharing space with a map and
two booklets that tell you everything you
ever wanted to know about these pop masters. I'm not about to rate 14 LPs separately,
as all but No. 14 — odds ' n' sods — are well
known to Queen fans, but Ido feel ready to
rate it as a whole. By virtue of the stunning
presentation, the effort to re- sleeve the lot
with embossed jackets, the insertion of 12
inches' worth of rarities, and a concern for
pressing quality, The Complete Works sets
the standard for this calibre of reissue, and it
deserves an [ A*:1*). Matched in integrity
only by MCA's Buddy Holly box, this package may not be around forever; if you can
afford it, buy it as an example of record
manufacturing at its best.
Ken Kessler
TERJE RYPDAL: CHASER
ECM 1303
Rypdal's not an easy guitarist to tie down.
Sometimes he plays like he's trying to be a
rock guitar hero with over the top bravado
and strutting whining sustain. At other times
he's in the mysterious area of soundscapes
and Nordic wastelands. Here he is with atrio
— Audun Klieve ( drums) and Bjorn Kjellemyr
— producing an album which covers a lot of
ground. The rocky tracks do not appeal to me
— Ilike Rypdal's music best when he is on a
flightpath without so many crossroads and
traffic lights. ' Geysir' is such a track. The
players are loosened up and have greater
freedom of movement. The excitement is
spontaneous and less contrived. There's a
lot going on in this album and some of it is
likely to stick in your sensibilities. [
A:2]
Ken Hyder
BILL BLACK'S COMBO: THE UNTOUCHABLE
SOUND OF BILL BLACK'S COMBO
HI/Demon HI UK LP410
Though it sounds like a period piece, this LP
is a feast for those of you who revel in the
'50s. No way could this be mistaken for
anything other than duck-tail rock and roll,
but then what else would you expect from a
man who backed Elvis Presley in the early
days? Another stunning retrospective from a
label that cares. [
A/H:11
THE DOORS: THE BEST OF THE DOORS
Elektra EKT21
Having been anthologised to death, the
Doors deserve a 'final' best-of before the
number of compilations reaches Kinks- like
proportions. This 18-track double LP benefits
from intelligent selection and squeaky-clean
sound, due to careful digital remasterin9.
The clean-up is inconsistent but overall this
is a helluva testimony to one of America's
most influential bands. (
A/13:1/11
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PHIL WACHSMANN: WRITING IN WATER
Bead 23
Now here's agreat, underrated player. While
the more commercial players on the jazz
scene in London get all the attention by
following transient trends, Wachsmann gets
on with creating something special, something unique. As a violinist he follows no
style, and as a user of electronics he has
developed a tasty, tasteful technique which
adds to his playing and makes up an integral
whole. His basic sound and approach owe
more to classical music than jazz, and indeed
this album is more what they call ' improvised music' than anything else. Wachsmann uses space well and the intensity he
creates has more to do with subtle shifts of
emphasis than punch, overt emotion. The
mood of his music is much calmer than most
musics coming out of this scene and this
must be one of the most attractive improvised albums to appear for some time. Do
make an effort to check it out. If you have any
difficulty you can write to Bead Records at 1
Chesholm Road, Stoke Newington, London
N16 ODP ( Tel: 01-262 8461). [
A:11
Ken Hyder
DIONNE WARWICK: FRIENDS
Arista 297 438
You all know about the song that supplies
the title track (' That's What Friends Are For'),
a maximum publicity provider with its AIDS
benefit intentions, its Warwick-Bacharach
reunion, and its vocal assists from Stevie
Wonder, Gladys Knight and Elton John. But
what else has this album got to offer? Well,
'Love At Second Sight', a David Foster song,
is one of those heart- tuggers that'd sell a
bomb if set against some glossy, televised
Mills & Boon epic. ' Moments Aren't
Moments' is a nice, wispy thing penned,
produced and probably played on by Stevie
Wonder; and, apart from a Barry Manilow
special and a couple of things- to- yawn- by,
there are four new songs from Burt Bacharach and his current lyricist and wife, Carole

CAPSULES
SHEENA EASTON: DO YOU
EMI EMC 3505
Yes, that Sheena Easton, thrust to the back of
our minds, having opted for a career in the
USA. Well, the lass has gone through some
kind of a transformation, from mere pop
chanteuse to Pat Benatar rival, and the
harder rocking Easton is a sound to behold.
Note her good taste, too, with a stunning
cover of 'Jimmy Mack'. Forget the early
hype; Sheena's hot stuff. fit:1]
ANN PEEBLES: I'M GONNA TEAR YOUR PLAYHOUSE DOWN
Hi/Demon HI UK LP422
A welcome compilation if ever we've heard
one. Having been restored to our consciousness following Paul Young's cover of the title
track, Ms Peebles is finally gaining recognition as Al Green's distaff counterpart. The

Bayer Sager. Of these, only one, ' Extravagant Gestures', makes you grab for those old
Scepter recordings and remember the era
when there was always something there to
remind you and each Warwick-Bacharach
album had to be heard at the earliest opportunity. These days, unfortunately, often you
can just walk on by. [ A:2]
Fred Dellar
THE MUSIC OF KURT WEILL ( VARIOUS): LOST IN
THE STARS
A&M AMA 5014
As an idea it doesn't sound attractive: you
take a composer and get a number of
different artistes to do a version of a standard piece. But it worked well with the
Thelonious Monk project in the same series,
and it has worked well here, too. Kurt Weill's
work is perhaps best known either through
'Mac The Knife' from the Threepenny Opera
or standards like ' September Song' which
became vehicles for jazz performers. Some
of the performers do better than others of
course. Tom Waits' What Keeps Mankind
Alive?' is an astoundingly menacing performance. Marianne Faithfull, singing the
'Ballad Of The Soldier's Wife', sounds aged,
decrepit and decadent but alluring nevertheless. There is a quaint period feel about
much of the music on the album, although
people like Lou Reed, John Zorn and Todd
Rundgren turn the material to their own
individual advantage. Weill's work with
Brecht was challenging, and provocative —
anyone banned by Hitler must have been
doing something right. [A:2]
Ken Hyder
ROBERT WYATT: OLD ROTTEN HAT
Rough Trade ROUGH 69
Billie Holiday didn't have the best voice in
the world. Eventually it got so cracked up
that you could drive bulldozers down the
blemishes. Even so, Icould still cry myself to
sleep rediscovering the beauty of her final
albums. It's much the same with Robert
Wyatt. How can Iexplain that his weedy,
reedy, misery- guts of a vocal approach is a
hundred times more worthy of attention
than virtually any white male singer on
today's contemporary music scene? Isuppose the best thing is not to try but merely
claim that such a thing is so, and that,
whatever material he handles, be it a rendition of a Monkee's hit or a Monk jazz classic,
Wyatt turns the whole deal into a highly
personalised, highly moving experience.
Here on Old Rotten Hat he's sketched in a
few pithy lines — the total lyric to one lullaby
comprises ' Poor little Alfie trying to draw,
poor little Alfie trying to sleep' — which he's
turned into lump- in- the- throat- creating
songs. Explain, Ican't. Enthuse, Iwill. Robert
Wyatt, even if his much- expounded political
beliefs are sometimes at left- angles to mine
and maybe yours, is the most original musician in British rock. Can Igo now? [A:1•1
Fred Dellar
analogy isn't far-fetched, either, when you
note that Willie Mitchell honed the sound for
both artists. Consummate soul with a dark
atmosphere, 15 tracks of pure moody magic.
(A:1*)
THE RAVE-UPS: TOWN AND COUNTRY
Demon REND62
The band's name suggests whacked-out
rockers; the grooves show the LP's title to be
a better indicator of what's inside. This
American-with-a-capital-A band blends the
two genres, C&W ' n' R'n'R, with afacility that
extracts the best from both, leaving the bad
bits for others. With mnemonic triggers
recalling everyone from the Byrds to the
Burritos to Mink Deville, the Rave-Ups will
probably give the purists hot/cold flushes.
Any band that can perform an ode to the
only US automobile to rival the mediocrity of
the Edsel, the deservedly humble Gremlin,
should be taken seriously. The way you'd
take peyote. (A:1"j
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FOR SALE-Private
HI- Fl NEWS, complete, Vol. 1 June 1956 to
Vol.30. December 1985 - Offers, buyer colelcts. Quad electrostatic loudspeakers,
bronze, excellent condition, £ 300 pair.
Lowther Acousta enclosures with PM6 drive
units - £ 100 pair. Ferrograph stereo tape
deck series 420 - £85. Tel: 0529 303014. ( C)
TWIN TABLE KIETH MONKS professional
record cleaning machine - offers - Lancaster
0524/69816 ( C)
PAIR OF SPENDOR BC1 LOUDSPEAKERS,
excellent condition, £ 195. STD 305D 3- speed
turntable £95. Grace G707 tonearm fitted
technics EPC 20511IL cartridge £ 65. Telephone 01-720 3894. ( C)
THE FISHER X101C integrated valve amplifier 28 WPC into any load, suitable for C D,
Walnut case, as new condition, spare valves,
circuit diagram, handbook, review. With RCL
small loudspeakers, scarcely used, and Philips GA 212 electronic turntable assembly.
£295 the lot. Tel: 0623 882044. ( C)
REVOX G36 tape deck, high speed version,
7-15 IPS and 15 IPS, half track heads, also
Technics M33 cassette deck and JVC portable radio/cassette. All proceeds to Famine
Relief, Offers St. Albans 63685. ( Cl
DUAL CS505 turntable £50. Little use, in
original box with cartridge. Many pro microphones ( AKG etc), headphones, VERY
CHEAP. TRS80 computer £300. 01-543-6585.
(C)
SONY ESPRIT TA- N900 monoblock class
A/AB power amplifiers £795. Pair of rosewood cabinets with marble tops for above
£190. All items mint, boxed with manuals.
Tel: ( 01) 458-4481. ( C)
AMCRON D150 £200, Amcron IC150 pre- amp
£100. Amcron 5x724 4-TR. Stereo recorder
£50. Sennheiser microphones: MKH 416
£160, MKH 104 £30. Tel: Gloucester 67761.
(C)
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS,
£200. Williamson amplifier and preamp ( Partridge Transformers). Would exchange for
high quality audio cassette deck. Tel: 0695
423680. ( Cl
B x O BEOMASTER 900 STEREOGRAM size
5 x2' teak cabinet in excellent condition £55.
Banstead Surrey 07373 - 56108 or 61281. ( C)
BURMESTER 785 pre- amplifier, black. Brand
new, only two weeks use. £775 ovno. Tel:
Helen 0231 62065 evenings only. ( C)
FOR SALE - Goldbug Ms. Brier moving-coil
cartridge, never used. Unwanted gift. Cost
new £875. Accept best realistic offer. Box
No: 0723
128

THORENS TD 150 and SME II and various
good cartridges £ 65 ono. Rodgers A75
amplifier £75 ono. Radford SCA 30 amplifier
£65 ono. All in well loved condition or £ 150
the lot. Tel: 01-994 8840. ( C)
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PREMIUM AUDIO GRADE CAPACITORS
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Designed by Sidereal Akustic sperateally tor high quality audio circuitry
Mola ved polypropylene
Extremely low DA DF and ESR
Multi.gauge stranded oxygen free hrgh.punty copper leads
Extended contact area lead attachment
Non- permeable lead malenal for low hysteresis distortion
Superior eroding and lead allachrnent for minimum sell Inductance
D C operation blockrng coupling bypass R F circuitry R C circuits,
computers and high senrativdy Instrumentation
A C operation power factoring line filtering, high level audio I
loudspeaker
hoer netwonfO)
High mechanical stability
Low leakage. high insulation resistance
Bypass required - li bypassed with capacitors from other manufacturers.
performance will be degraded always bypass the high value SèderealKaps
won our own 01 MED capacitors
Designed to meet thermal shock, vibration and moisture resistance
specifications
Seif-healrng, high reliability design
Competitive OEM and distributor pricing
Write for leaflet and ;free list
UK AGENT

0

RUSS ANDRRVS TURNTABLE
ACCESSORIES
EDGE BANK NOUSE. SKELSMERGH.
KENDAL. CUMBRlif LA8 9AS
it LEPWONf. SILSIDE (053 983)247

a

Sidereal Akustic
Audio Systems Inc.

1969 Outrigger Way

Oceanside Co. 92054

HIGH END EQUIPMENT. All American,
Japanese, French, English, German
audiophile products like: Accuphase, AKG,
Alphason, Braun Burnmester, Canton,
Cabasse, Denon, Dynavector, EMT, Elac,
Esoteric, Goldmund, Harman, Hiraga, JVC,
Kenwood, Krell, Koetsu, Linn, Luxman, Mission, Meridian, Magnat, McIntosh, Nakamichi, Oracle, Perreaux, Quad, Revox, SAEC,
Spectral Stax, SME, Sennheiser, Thorens,
many others at lowest export prices. 110V/
220V, 50Hz/60Hz available. Ask for latest
price list and shipping details. Hi Fi Systems,
Herzogsfreudenweg 16, 5300 Bonn, West
Germany. Tel: 0228-253111. Telex: 886646
hfss d. ( CI
BEST BUY MAYWARE MC-2V moving coil
cartridges with ' Vital' super- polished nude
diamond stylus £39.79p. Unnecessary to pay
more for any cartridge or tonearm MKIV
£49.45p. Reviews Tel: 01-958 9421 Mayware
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. HA8 7UE. ( Cl
STOCK CLEARANCE SALE. All equipment
new and fully guaranteed. To clear at less
than trade prices. Phone for details and price
list. Soundcraft. ( 063331 72294. ( C)

QUAD 33 UPDATE
iirsall le control unit n ; es introduced in the 1960 s. hid modern
source material has. ciisltrn,iil hat the : 13 adds a ' richness' or
"doom to all inputs Our ping- in SIS101 14 n-) circuit hoards replace
!no internal Quad hoards. Ippassind t0111• and balance controls.
and gn i itt immediate impnnement in lise. tape and 1:1 radio treble
i'IarIlr tun has, "¡ pion,.
MI 101 It 4 pale - L21i. III
QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
'the Ouad 4113 triller ha ,
characterishi tom aril sound balance
iSI O'clltlts noticeable nith the upgraded Quad : 43 Our S14503 C)
i
unfit Ward replag is 11111g I
II lh,11d• % 1111111 F\tlUrgers
serial
and gne... 1101 1.11 impro‘ed transparenc, to 1.*%1 reception
sli19:1 - L'21.71
CD INPUT ATTENUATOR

(
c,

11111 51 1211
1l
17, pin (/ 1%) and SW235
)
plionoplugi in- line
illtiquKilirrs match 2u output CO plasiTs Into Uplcal 1111/m% Kull.
bus Ilquith ( III, 440.1s) drainal wall> Minn., ing image transparent,.

and eliminating 0,1'111,1 distortion IMin 1>pe. a,a8alge
SH20II r - L10.31/
1411235 ri• - LI:1.25
SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
compri,... 01 S143'20 '4
2-, Mira- red handset and tilt:400 C) receiver contradict' ult. It is 1,1111“ 11 -11 111 11111 . 1)0%1441 prl• i11111 miner amps
(or hetneen Ill Mawr and amid : dinning hill remote control of
solnine. lias" and treble Iron, 4iiiir armchair The S14300 C) Is
matched to Quad : 13 34 44 ; owl 303 405 but Is suitable for mai0
other ,.. steins The S14:400
glses 1.1-3 Iindication ol status awl Is
rasib instal lid 1
Ills or 2104
SB:SINI/SIS320

pair - L134.90

SOuNDtiOX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
UNDFIELD, W.SUSSEX RH16 2DA

Falco‘DIY SPEAKERS
i...._
,/' Send for our FREE price list
PL15 all we ask is a large S.A.E.
(22p stamp) ( Overseas U.S. $ 2 bill)

SYSTEM DESIGNS ( Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS: Focal, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas, Siare,
Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS - Active &
Passive Components, Accessories etc.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
THRESHOLD Amplification. A few sets only
at £ 2275. Comprises FET TWO Pre-Amplifier
and ST300 STASIS duel 150 watt per channel
Power Amplifier ( weighs 56 pounds!). Original list price £4075. HORNS, Six South
Parade, Oxford. ( 0865) 511241. ( C)
US/AMERICAN HI- Fl. UPSCALE NEW &
USED Q Audio, 95 Vasssar St., Cambridge
02139 USA. Info/Lit pack U$5. Tel: 617 547
2727 Save. ( H)
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SOCIETIES

SERVICES

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. (
XIS)

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with afull report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)

PUBLICATIONS
BEETHOVEN'S BELIEFS. Have you ever won
dered how Beethoven's politics, religion,
philosophy, morality and social attitudes
relate to his music? Which thinkers and
books influenced him? How sincere was his
Catholicism in the Missa Solemnis? Did his
youthful radicalism finally evaporate when
Napoleon became Emperor? The answers to
such questions will be found in Beethoven's
Empire Of The Mind, ahighly praised biography-with-a difference by John Crabbe, onetime editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops at £5.95 ( distributor: Kahn & Averill),
or post-free from the publisher: Lovell
Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm, WooIton
Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN.

PERSONAL FURNITURE- MAKING SERVICE
Book and LP record cases up to 74" or 84"
high. Units for Hi Fi cocktails, compact
discs, cassettes, videos, etc specially
made to order. Send 3x13p stamps for
our brochure.
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTIONS
282 SKIPTON ROAD,
HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE.
PHONE: (
0423) 500442
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RAD
FORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
and equipment services and reconditioned.
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)

R AD FO RD
Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers

01-686-2599

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment. Spares & Manuals.
even for some of the early models.
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
Specialist styli for early Recordings — 78s & LP
Technical & General. 35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 1000-600 Saturday 1000-3.00

RECORDS FOR SALE
COMPACT DISCS ONLY 10p PER DAY! You
zan borrow from a large selection, Rock,
Jazz, Classical. Send stamp for FREE catalogue. CD CLUB(HN), 38 Park Street, Wallasey, Merseyside. ( B)

COMPACT DISCS
— 7p per day to hire
— Buy at up to 20% off

44,Jeérin
free details —
Tel: 0825 813253

PO Box 127, Uckfield
ESussex TN22 3AF

THE SERIES V
PRECISION PICK-UP ARM
OBTAINABLE FROM LEADING AUDIO DEALERS.
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ne best "'dal up arm end. world

Radford Electronics, 47 A Clifton Rood,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon 13523 113W
Tel: 0934 416033

Write to:
SME LIMITED Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: (0903)814321 Telex: 877808
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ULL CIRCLE: MY FIRST- EVER PIECE
of music ' journalism' was an
assignment for my Eighth Grade
music class, back in 1966. Fourteen
and with no intention of making acareer of
it, Ihanded in 900 words on Buddy Holly — 20
years later, my second piece on arock
musician whose life was only two years
longer than that gap.
The facts of Holly's career are remarkable,
especially when you look around and realise
that Wham!, Tears For Fears, and the rest of
today's regular chart- toppers are all older
than Holly was when that accursed
Beechcraft Bonanza mated with asnowcovered field, and that his career — if taken
from the day his music first entered the
charts until his death — lasted only 18
months. In other words, he created alegacy
in aperiod similar to the span in which most
artists record and release maybe two LPs
and afistful of singles. Yet by the time of his
death, aged 22 years and five months, Holly
had recorded around 100 songs of releaseworthy quality.
Holly first stepped before amic and taperecorder in 1954/5, producing an LP's worth
of straight country tunes with his thenpartner, Bob Montgomery. These tracks
weren't released until adecade later, when
interest in the dies-too- young performer was
in one of its high phases; though no great
shakes, the songs do show traces of Holly's
breakaway attitude toward the country
music which rules the airwaves in Lubbock,
Texas, hay- seed country with avengeance!
The music which made Holly more than
just another rocker, the naive- yetprofessional output that inspired the Beatles
to take their name from the Crickets, and The
Hollies to take their name from the Crickets'
leader, first entered storage in early 1956,
when Holly gave up the country and headed
for town. As with the Beatles, Holly, too, had
early rejections, but his third single, ' That'll
Be The Day', reached Number 3in the
Billboard charts, stayed in the Top 100 for 23
weeks, and even made Number 2in the R&B
charts. All this for aself- penned rocker
created by a20-year- old white kid in an
atmosphere nowhere near as open to the
young as it would be once the Beatles had
proven that only the young know what the
young want to hear. Yes, Holly was a
groundbreaker of Elvis proportions, though
his revolution occurred behind the scenes,
where the songs were written and recorded,
rather than on stage, where Presley showed
white folks how to party.
We take for granted the changes wrought
upon studios by rock performers, because,
for over two decades, we've become
accustomed to the way that these musicians
will no longer sit back and let some veteran
dictate to them the way their own material
should be performed and recorded. The
natural, and correct, assumption is that this
came about because of the Beatles, whose
commercial power allowed them to take
command in the studio. Of course, this could
have been the end of the artists' input had
they proved to be talentless in the
production side of things or had they not a
genius in the form of George Martin to serve
as mentor and guide. The Beatles proved
that the artist could do more than just
provide the songs anctthe performance,
leaving the rest up to an outsider. As it turns
out, Holly ( and, to give credit where it's due,
Eddie Cochran) held this same attitude for
control over the total product, and his
fascination with recording methods has
resulted in recordings that survive not just
for their musical content but for their
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Ken Kessler on the tinwlessness of
Ruddy Ilolly
technical excellence.
Now I'm not about to portray Holly as
some kind of natural-born record producer
with some instinctive knowledge of
electronics, microphones, tape technology
and studio wizardry. Rather, it's acase of
Holly sharing yet another benefit with the
Beatles in the form of Norman Petty, who
was to Holly what both George Martin and
Brian Epstein were to the Beatles ( and
possibly what Sam Phillips and Col Tom
were to Elvis). Naturally, the performance
and the songs are first and foremost, which
is why we have an ' H' rating for material of
sheer brilliance hampered by the recording
technology of the day. Holly's recordings,
though, are among the very few rock
recordings prior to 1960 that don't require an
'H' rating, mono or not. ( Remember that the
best studios and producers were not
working on pop music until much later in
rock's history, the labels instead regarding
only the classical catalogue as worthy of the
talents of the best recording personnel.)
Despite recording the bulk of his output in
Petty's Clovis, New Mexico, studios rather
than the state-of-the-art facilities offered by
the major labels, Holly's recordings sound as
natural, uncoloured, and transparent as the
best of modern releases, lacking only the
benefits of stereo.
Among the very best sounding of Holly's
releases are, ironically, those which the
purists hate, the songs found only in demo
form with backing musicians added by Petty
after Holly's death. Ordinarily, the purist in
me would insist on the unadulterated
originals, which appear here and there on
various compilations. But, to Petty's credit,
he had the sense and taste to add backings
true to Holly's style. Petty used musicians
like the accomplished Fireballs ( remember
'Sugar Shack'?) with Jimmy Gilmer, to
create lush stereo recordings that shimmer
as do the best of today's audiophile efforts.
And maybe that's why, in the year that would
mark Holly's 50th birthday ( think about it:
dead for 27 years, yet still under 50 had he
lived) we find MCA releasing 20 of his
classic tracks on CD.
Ordinarily, record companies treat their
artists like dirt— rich dirt — to be excavated
until the mine's exhausted. Just pore over
the Stones, Who, Kinks, Yardbirds, Beatles,
Beach Boys and Dylan compilations that fill
the stands; packages with so little concern
for theme, presentation, historical relevance,
or taste that reveal only the labels' contempt.
Holly, fortunately, has been treated better,
despite the proliferation of TV- advertised/
£3.99-or-less/etc packages.
It was MCA who released the truly

monumental six- LP box set, The Complete
Buddy Holly (
MCA/Coral COMSP 807),
with over 120 tracks that cover virtually
all of his output; plus interviews, live
material, and performances he made with
other artists. It remains as one of the finest
examples of authoritative, respectful
packaging ever seen in the history of rock
archivism, rivalled only by the recent EMI
Queen box set for sheer completeness,
accuracy and overall... brilliance. The
recently- issued CD shows that MCA haven't
forgotten about this giant in their back
catalogue.
Buddy Holly: From the Original Master
Tapes (
MCA CD MCAD-5540), if the truth be
known, doesn't sound an awful lot like the
original vinyl releases I'm proud to own.
Switching from agenuine 1957 copy of
'That'll Be The Day' to the CD, shows the
latter as sweeter, smoother than the original,
despite the thousands of plays that must
have shaved some of the top off the 29- yearold single. Not having heard the master
tapes, Iwould have to bow to the
suggestions that either the top end was
boosted for the original transfer, with the CD
possibly restoring it to amore natural
balance or the CD is revealing 25 years'
worth of decay on the masters. Be that as it
may, the Holly CD is the best transfer I've yet
heard of early rock ' n' roll, particularly the
few Petty- padded tracks which appear on the
silver disc in stereo. They're actually wider
and deeper than some of my vinyl originals,
though bettered by — of all things— a
Japanese ( sorry . . . 1release. True, the CD is
sanitised in comparison with the originals,
but that says more about the quality of the
initial recordings rather than the effects of
digital, because the CD reveals some details
that just aren't to be found so easily on some
vinyl pressings. ( The fact that MCA left in
snippets of studio chat for the CD is icing on
the cake.) Curiously, the CD sounds
recessed, with the performance between and
behind ( in mono, that is) the speakers rather
than slightly in front ... and yes, there is
front-to- back depth with mono recordings.
The CD doesn't replace the vinyl versions;
it complements them by showing that
Holly's recordings can stand up to 1986
scrutiny and pass with gliding, if not flying
colours at the very least, with some of the
material sounding as if it were recorded this
week. The performances and songs are, as
ever, choice examples of all that is good in
rock ' n' roll, sounding dated only in the style
of backing vocals— real kitsch despite what's
going on around them. The music belies the
messages in some of the lyrics, puppy- love
songs no 14-year- old would identify with in
this age of too much sophistication and too
little innocence. But somebody besides the
Holly hardcore and the remaining Teds has
enough faith in Buddy Holly to commit some
of that limited CD production to what many
would write off as mere, generation- old,
pop. All Ican say is that Ihope the time
devoted to pressing the Holly CDs meant a
delay in pressing Madonna CDs.

Re«mtinenclet1 I
istt.n in
The Complete Buddy Holly (
MCA/Coral
CDMSP 807) six LPs
Buddy Holly: From The Original Master
Tapes (
MCA CD MCAD-5540)
Rewinmencled read in:
Buddy Holly, His Life and Music by John
Goldrosen ( Granada Paperbacks)
The Crickets File (
published twice yearly).
Send £ 1.25 for sample copy to John
Firminger, 412 Main Road, Sheffield S9 4QL.
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